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Foreword

‘1

1’ 1

T HE tremendous research and development effort that went into the

development of radar and related techniques during World War II

resulted not only in hundreds of radar sets for military (and some for

possible peacetime) use but also in a great body of information and new
techniques in the electronics and high-frequency fields. Because this
basic material may be of great value to science and engineering, it seemed
most important to publish it as soon as security permitted.

The Radiation Laboratory of MIT, which operated under the super-
vision of the National Defense Research Committee, undertook the great
task of preparing these volumes. The work described herein, however,
is the collective result of work done at many laboratories, Army, Navy,
university, and industrial, both in this country and in England, Canada,
and other Dominions.

The Radiation Laboratory, once its proposals were approved and
finances provided by the Office of Scientific Research and Development,
chose Louis N. Ridenour as Editor-in-Chief to lead and direct the entire
project. An editorial staff was then selected of those best qualified for
this type of task. Finally the authors for the various volumes or chap-

ters or sections were chosen from among those experts who were inti-

mately familiar with the various fields and who were able and willing

to write the summaries of them. This entire staff agreed to remain at

work at MIT for six months or more after the work of the Radiation

Laboratory was complete. These volumes stand as a monument to this

group.

These volumes serve as a memorial to the unnamed hundreds and ‘

thousands of scientists, engineers, and others who actually carried on

the research, development, and engineering work the results of which

are herein described. There were so many involved in this work and they

worked so closely together even though often in widely separated labora-

tories that it is impossible to name or even to know those who contributed

to a particular idea or development. Only certain ones who wrote

reports or articles have even been mentioned. But to all those who

contributed in any way to this great cooperative development enterprise,

both in this country and in England, these volumes are dedicated.

L. A. DUBRIDGE
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Preface

I

I

T HIS book endeavors to present the salient features in the reformulation
of microwave field problems as microwave network problems. The

problems treated are the class of electromagnetic “boundary value” or
“diffraction” problems descriptive of the scattering properties of dis-
continuities in waveguides. Their reformulation as network *problems
permits such properties to be calculated in a conventional network manner
from equivalent microwave networks composed of transmission lines and
lumped constant circuits. A knowledge of the values of the equivalent
network parameters is a necessary prerequisite to quantitative calcula-
tions. The theoretical evaluation of microwave network parameters
entails in general the solution of three-dimensional boundary-value prob-
lems and hence belongs properly in the domriin of electromagnetic field
theory. In contrast, the network calculations of power distribution,
frequency response, resonance properties, etc., characteristic of the “far-
field” behavior in microwave structures, involve mostly algebraic prob-
lems and hence may be said to belong in the domain of microwave network
theory. The independence of the roles played by microwave field and
network theories is to be emphasized; it has a counterpart in conventional
low-frequency electrical theory and accounts in no small measure for the
far-reaching development of the network point of view both at microwave
and low frequencies.

In the years 1942 to 1946 a rather intensive and systematic exploita-
tion of both the field and network aspects of microwave problems was
carried out at the Radiation Laboratory of MIT by a group of workers
among whom J. Schwinger played a dominant role. By means of an
integral-equation formulation of field problems, Schwinger pointed the
way both in the setting up and solving of a wide variety of microwave
problems. These developments resulted in a rigorous and general theory
of microwave structures in which conventional low-frequency electrical
theory appeared as a special case. As is to be expected, the presenta-
tion of the results of these developments involves the work of many
individuals both in this country and abroad, as well as much material
which is now more or less standard in mathematical and engineering
literature. Unfortunately, it has not been possible to document ade-
quately these sources in the present edition. It is hoped that these and

vii
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other omissions will be remedied in a subsequent and more up-to-date
edition.

Although the primary aim of this book is to present the equivalent-
circuit parameters for a large number of microwave structures, a brief but
coherent account of the fundamental concepts necessary for their proper
utilization is included. Thus there is summarized in the first three
chapters both the field and network theoretic considerations necessary
for the derivation and utilization of the basic transmission line-equiva-
lent-circuit formalism. The mode concept and transmission-line formu-
lation of the field equations are introduced in Chapter 1. This chapter
contains an engineering treatment of the transmission-line theory neces-
sary for the description of propagating and nonpropagating modes in the
more important types of uniform and nonuniform waveguides. The

field-structure, propagation, attenuation, etc., characteristics of the

transmission-line modes so described are compiled in Chapter 2, with

both quantitative and pictorial detail. The elements of microwave-

network theory required for the analysis, representation, and measure-

ment of the equivalent circuits for ~-terminal microwave structures are

outlined in Chapter 3; also contained in this chapter is a sketch of some

of the field theoretic methods employed in the derivation of the equiva-

lent-circuit parameters reported in Chapters 4 to 8. Although most

of the above material is written for the impedance-minded micro-

wave engineer, some of the sections should be of interest to the applied

mathematician.

The remaining chapters contain a compilation of the equivalent-

circuit parameters for a variety of nondissipative ~-terminal microwave

structures. These results are presented usually both analytically and

graphically in individual sections having an intentionally concise format

to avoid repetition. Since the analytical formulae are frequently

cumbersome to evaluate, care has been taken to achieve a reasonable

degree of accuracy in the graphical plots. In Chapter 4 a number of

two-terminal structures, such as beyond-cutoff and radiative waveguide

terminations, are treated. Obstacle and aperture discontinuities in wave-

guides, gratings in free space, etc., are among the four-terminal structures

described in Chapter 5. Chapter 6 deals with six-terminal microwave

structures and contains the equivalent-circuit parameters for a number

of E- and H-plane T’- and Y-junctions, bifurcations, etc. Several eight-

terminal structures are treated in Chapter 7. Chapter 8 contains the

circuit description of a number of typical composite microwave struc-

tures: dielectric-filled guides, thick apertures, etc. In contrast to the

relatively complicated field calculations employed to obtain the previous

results, only simple microwave network calculations are required to find

the circuit parameters and properties of these composite structures.
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‘l’he equivalent-circuit results in the various sections of Chapters 4 to 8

involve the cxpcm(liture of considerable time and effort on the part of

many workers-often not at all commensurate ~vith the space devoted

totheprcwmtation of these results. Each section usually represents the

contributions of muny individuals who unfortunately are not acknowl-

cdgedin e~chinstance. Inaddition to,J. Schwinger, the following helped

with direct theoretical contributions to these sections:

,J. F. Carlson, A. E. Heins, H. A. Levine
P. M. Marcus, and D. S. Saxon.

Indirect contributions were made by H. A. Bethe, I“. H. Frank, and
R. M. Whitmer. Thecfforts of Levine and Marcus, who remained with
the office of publications until its close in 1946, areparticularly acknowl-
edged; the latter correlated all the tabulated work reported in the
appendix. Thecontinucd interest andcriticism of Levine and Sch\vinger
since the close of the laboratory are greatly . appreciated. Although a
great deal of experimental work on the measurement of equivalent-
cirwit parameters was carried out, only that part which is not covered
by or in agreement with theory is included in Chapters 4 to 8. The
work of W. H. Pickering et al., of California Institute of Technology, and
of C. G. and D. D. Montgomery should be cited in this connection.

A considerable amount of technical assistance \vas rendered by many
others. hIrs. A. Marcus did most of the work on the mode plots pre-
sented in Chapter 2. C. W. Zabel correlated some of the theoretical and
experimental data on T sections in Chapter 6. Most of the numerical
computations ~rere carried out under the direction of A. E. Heins by M.
Karakashian, R. Krock, D. Perkins, B. Siegle, and others. Finally, the
valuable editorial assistance, planning, and criticism of H. M. James
in the initial stages of preparation of this book should be mentioned.

Although conceived at the Radiation Laboratory of MIT, the greater
part of this book ~vaswritten in the years subsequent to its close while the
author lvas LL staff member of the Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn.
The allthor )~ishcs to thank Professor 11. Weber, Director of the Micro-
wave limcarch Institute at the Polytechnic Institute, for use of the
technical and clcricd facilities of the laboratory in the preparation of

this book; also various members of the Institute for their criticism and

proofreading of many sections of this book; and lastly his wife, Muriel, for
hcr continuous help and encouragement.

N. MARCWITZ

IlaooK1.YN,” N.1-.

Srptc,fftb.t, 19.50
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CHAPTER 1

TWNSMISSION LINES

1.1. Waveguides as Transmission Lines.-The determination of the
electromagnetic fields within any region is dependent upon one’s ability
to solve explicitly the Maxwell field equations in a coordinate system
appropriate to the region. Complete solutions of the field equations, or
equivalently of the wave equation, are known for only relatively few
types of regions. Such regions may be classified as either uniform or
nonuniform. Uniform regions are characterized by the fact that cross
sections transverse to a given symmetry, or propagation, direction are
almost everywhere identical with one another in both size and shape.
Nonuniform regions are likewise characterized by a symmetry, or propa-
gation, direction but the transverse cross sections are similar to rather
than identical with one another.

Examples of uniform regions are provided by regions cylindrical
about the symmetry direction and having planar cross sections with rec-
tangular, circular, etc., peripheries. Regions not cylindrical about the
symmetry direction and having nonplanar cross sections of cylindrical,
spherical, etc., shapes furnish examples of nonuniform regions (cf. Sees.
1.7 and 1.8). In either case the cross sections may or may not be limited
by metallic boundaries. Within such regions the electromagnetic field
may be represented as a superposition of an infinite number of standard
functions that form a mathematically complete set. These complete
sets of functional solutions are classical and have been employed in the
mathematical literature for some time. However, in recent years the
extensive use of ultrahigh frequencies has made it desirable to reformulate
these mathematical solutions in engineering terms. It is with this
reformulation that the present chapter will be concerned.

The mathematical representation of the electromagnetic field within a
uniform or nonuniform region is in the form of a superposition of an
infinite number of modes or wave types. The electric and magnetic field
components of each mode are factorable into form functions, depending
only on the cross-sectional coordinates transverse to the direction of
propagation, and into amplitude functions, depending only on the coordi-
nate in the propagation direction. The transverse functional form of
each mode is dependent upon the cross-sectional shape of the given
region and, save for the amplitude factor, is identical at every cross

1



2 TRANSMISSION LINES [SEC. 11

section. As a result the amplitudes of a mode completely characterize
the mode at every cross section. The variation of each amplitude along
the propagation direction is given implicitly as a solution of a one-
dimensional wave or transmission-line equation. According to the mode
in question the wave amplitudes may be either propagating or attenuating
along the transmission direction.

In many regions of practical importance, as, for example, in wave-
guides, the dimensions and field excitation are such that only one mode is
capable of propagation. As a result the electromagnetic field almost
everywhere is characterized completely by the amplitudes of this one
dominant wave type. Because of the transmission-line behavior of the
mode amplitudes it is suggestive to define the amplitudes that measure
the transverse electric and magnetic field intensities of this dominant
mode as voltage and current, respectively. It is thereby implied that
the electromagnetic fields may be described almost everywhere in terms
of the voltage and current on an appropriate transmission line. This
transmission line completely characterizes the behavior of the dominant
mode everywhere in the waveguide. The knowledge of the real charac-
teristic impedance and wave number of the transmission line then permits
one to describe rigorously the propagation of this dominant mode in
familiar impedance terms.

The impedance description may be extended to describe the behavior
of the nonpropagating or higher modes that are present in the vicinity
of cross-sectional discontinuities. Mode voltages and currents are
introduced as measures of the amplitudes of the transverse electric and
magnetic field intensities of each of the higher modes. Thus, as before,
each of the higher modes is represented by a transmission line but now the
associated characteristic impedance is reactive and the wave number
imaginary, i.e., attenuating. In this manner the complete description
of the electromagnetic field in a waveguide may be represented in terms
of the behavior of the voltages and currents on an infinite number of
transmission lines. The quantitative use of such a representation in a
given waveguide geometry presupposes the ability to determine explicitly
the following:

1. The transverse functional form of each mode in the waveguide
cross section.

2. The transmission-line equations for the mode amplitudes together
]vith the values of the mode characteristic impedance and propaga-
tion constant for each mode.

3. Expressions for the field components in terms of the amplitudes
and functional form of the modes.

The above-described impedance or transmission-line reformulation of the



SEC. 1.2] FIELD REPRESE.Vl’A TION IN LrNIFORiV WA VEGUI.DES 3

electromagnetic field will be carried out for a number of practical uniform
and nonuniform ~vaveguides.

1.2. Field Representation in Uniform Waveguides.—By far the
largest class of ]vaveguide regions is the uniform type represented in Fig.
1.1. Such regions are cylindrical and have, in general, an arbitrary cross
section that is generated by a straight line moving parallel to the sym-
metry or transmission direction, the latter being characterized by the
unit vector ZO. In many practical wa.veguides the cross sectional geom-
etry i; described by a coordinate system appropriate to the boundary

Crosssectionalview Longitudinalview
FIG. l.1.—Uniform waveguide of arbitrary cross section.

curves although this is not a necessary requirement. Since the trans-
mission-line description of the electromagnetic field within uniform
guides is independent of the particular form of coordinate system employed
to describe the cross section, no reference to cross-sectional coordinates
will be made in this section. Special coordinate systems appropriate to
rectangular, circular, and elliptical cross sect ions, etc., will be considered
in Chap. 2. To stress the independence of the transmission-line descrip-
tion upon the cross-sectional coordinate system an invariant transverse
vector formulation of the Maxwell field equations will be employed in the
following. This form of the field equations is obtained by elimination of
the field components along the transmission, or z, direction and can be
written, for the steady state of angular frequency U, as

dEL =
a2 –J@(c + ~ V,VJ . (H, X Z,),

aH,
1

(1)

az = –jh(c + j V,VJ “ (z, x E,).

Vector notation is employed with the following meanings for the symbols:

E, = E,(z,y,z) = the rms electric-field intensity trans~,erse to the
z-axis. ”

H, = HL(z,y,z) = the rms magnetic-field intensity transverse to the
z-axis.

{ = intrinsic impedance of the medium = 1/7 = <~/(
k = propagation constant in medium = w fie = 2./A
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gradient operator transverse to z-axisl = V – zo ~-

unit dyadic defined such that e “ A = A . z = A

[SEC. 1.2

The time variation of the field is assumed to be exp (+,jut). The z com-
ponents of the electric and magnetic fields follow from the transvenee
components by the relations

jlcTE, = Vt . (H, X ZO),

jk~H, = V, . (z, x E,).
(2)

Equations (1) and (2), which are fully equivalent to the Maxwell
equations, make evident in transmission-line guise the separate depend-
ence of the field on the cross-sectional coordinates and on the longitudinal
coordinate z. The cross-sectional dependence may be integrated out of
Eqs. (1) by means of a suitable set of vector orthogonal functions.
Functions such that the result of the operation V,V!. on a function is
proportional to the function itself are of the desired type provided they
satisfy, in addition, appropriate conditions on the boundary curve or
curves s of the cross section. Such vector functions are known to be of
two types: the E-mode functions e: defined by

and the H-mode functions e~’ defined by

e:’ = Zo x VLV,,
h{’ = Z. X e:’, }

V~YZt+ k~”Z; = O,
av,
a.
—= Oons,

I
1For a cross-sectiondefinedby a rectangularzy coordinatesystem

Vt=xo;z+yo-$

(3a)

(3b)

(4a)

(4b)

where XOand YOare unit vectors in the z and y directions.
* The case,k:i= Oarisesin multiplyconnectedcrosssectionssuchas thoseencoun-

tered in coaxial waveguides. The vanishingof the tangentialderivative of @i on s
implies that @; is a constanton each periphery.
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where i denotes a double index mn and v is the outward normal to s in
the cross-section plane. For the sake of simplicity, the explicit depend-
ence of e;, ej’, @i, and Wi on the cross-sectional coordinates has been
omitted in the writing of the equations. The constants k~iand lc~ are
defined as the cutoff wave numbers or eigenvalues associated with the
guide cross section. Explicit expressions for the mode functions and
cutoff wave numbers of several waveguide cross sections are presented in
Chap. 2.

The functions e; possess the vector orthogonality properties

with the integration extended over the entire guide cross section. The
product e; - ej is a simple scalar product or an Hermitian (i.e., complex
conjugate) product depending on whether or not the mode vectors are
real or complex.

The transverse electric and magnetic fields can be expressed in terms
of the above-defined orthogonal functions by means of the representation

“= zv’(z)e’+v’z)e~
“= i“’)h’+i’’(”)h”

i i 1 (6a)

and inversely the amplitudes Vi and Ii can be expressed in terms of the
fields as

(6b)

The longitudinal field components then follow from Eqs. (2), (3), (4), and
(6a) as

(&)

In view of the orthogonality properties (5) and the representation (6a),

the total average power flow along the guide at z and in the zo direction is,
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P. = Re
(// “xH’”zOds) ‘Re(z v’””+ D“””) ‘7)

i

where all quantities are rms and the asterisk denotes the complex
conjugate.

For uniform guides possessing no discontinuities within the guide cross
section or on the guide walls ~he substitution of Eqs. (6a) transforms
Eqs, (1) into an infinite set of equations of the type

dVi =
dz

—jKiZJi,

d~, _

dz
– ‘jKi Y, V,,

I

(8)

which define the variation with z of the mode amplitudes Vi and I,. The
superscript distinguishing the mode type has been omitted, since the
equations are of the same form for both modes.
Z, are however of different form; for E-modes

The parameters Ki and

r
—— 3. (9a)

tic7
for H-modes

(9b)

Equations (8) are of standard transmission-line form. They con-
stitute the basis for the definition of the amplitudes V, as mode voltages,
of the amplitudes Ii as mode currents, and concomitantly of the para-
meters Ki and Zi as the mode propagation constant and mode char-
acteristic impedance, respectively. The functional dependence of the
parameters Ki and Z on the cross-sectional dimensions is given in Chap. 2
for several waveguides of practical importance.

The field representation given by Eqs. (6a) and (8) provides a general
solution of the field equations that is particularly appropriate for the
description of the guide fields in the vicinity of transverse discontinuities
—such as apertures in transverse plates of zero thickness, or changes of
cross section. The field representation given in Eqs. (6a) is likewise
applicable to the description of longitudinal discontinuities—such as
obstacles of finite thickness or apertures in the guide walls. However, as
is evident on substitution of Eqs. (6a) into Eqs. (1), the transmission-line
equations (8) for the determination of the voltage and current amplitudes
must be modified to take into account the presence of longitudinal
discontinuities within the cross section. This modification results in the
addition of z-dependent ‘‘ generat or” voltage and current terms to the
right-hand members of Eqs. (8). The determination of the mode
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amplitude for the case of longitudinal discontinuities is thus somewhat
more complicated than for the case of transverse discontinuities. Both
cases, however, constitute more or less conventional transmission-line
problems.

103. Uniform Transmission Lmes.—As shown in Sec. 1.2 the repre-
sentation of the electric and magnetic fields within an arbitrary but
uniform waveguide (cj. Fig. 1.1) can be reformulated into an engineering
description in terms of an infinite number of mode voltages and currents.
The variation of each mode voltage and current along the guide axis is
described in terms of the corresponding variation of voltage and current
along an appropriate transmission line. The description of the entire
field within the guide is thereby reduced to the description of the elec-
trical behavior on an infinite set of transmission lines. In this section
two dktinctive ways of describing the electrical behavior on a trans-
mission line will be sketched: (1) the impedance (admittance) description,
(2) the scattering (reflection and transmission coefficient) description.

The transmission-line description of a waveguide mode is based on the
fact, noted in the preceding section, that the transverse electric field E,
and transverse magnetic field H~ of each mode can be expressed as

E,(z,y,z) = V(z)e(z,y),
H,(z,v,z) = ~(z)h(~,Y), 1

(lo)

where e(x,y) and h(z,y) are vector functions indicative of the cross-
sectional form of the mode fields, and V(z) and I(z) are voltage and current
functions that measure the rms amplitudes of the transverse electric and
magnetic fields at any point z along the direction of propagation. As a
consequence of the Maxwell field equations (cf. Sec. 1.2) the voltage
and current are found to obey transmission-line equations of the form

dV
z

= –jKZI,

dI—.
dz

‘jKyv,
I

(11)

where, for a medium of uniform dielectric constant and permeability,

(ha)

Since the above transmission-line description is applicable to every mode,
the sub- and superscripts distinguishing the mode type and number will
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be omitted in this section. The parameters k, k,, K, and Z are termed the
free-space wave number, the cutoff wave number, the guide wave number,
and the characteristic impedance of the mode in question. Instead of
the parameters k, k., and Kthe corresponding wavelengths A, k., and k, are
frequently employed. These are related by

The explicit dependence of the mode cutoff wave number k, and mode
functions e and h on the cross-sectional geometry of several uniform
guides will be given in Chap. 2. Together with the knowledge of the
wavelength k of field excitation, these quantities suffice to determine
completely the transmission-line behavior of an individual mode.

Since the voltage V and current 1 are chosen as rms quantities, and
since the vector functions e and h are normalized over the cross section
in accordance with Eq. (5), the average total mode power flow along the
direction of propagation is Re (VI*). Although the voltage V and
current 1 suffice to characterize the behavior of a mode, it is evident that
such a characterization is not unique. Occasionally it is desirable to
redefine the relations [Eqs. (10)] between the fields and the voltage and
current in order to correspond more closely to customary low-frequency
definitions, or to simplify the equivalent circuit description of waveguide
discontinuities. These redefinitions introduce changes of the form

(12a)

where the scale factor iV’~ is so chosen as to retain the form of the power
expression as Re (~~”). On substitution of the transformations (12a)
into Eqs. (11) it is apparent that the transmission-line equations retain
the same form in the new voltage V and current ~ provided a new charac-
teristic impedance

(12b)

is introduced. Transformation relations of this kind are generally
important only in the case of the dominant mode and even then only
when absolute impedance comparisons are necessary. Most trans-
mission-line properties depend on relative impedances; the latter are
unaffected by transformations of the above type.
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Equations (11) may be schematically representedjby the transmission-
line diagram of Fig. 1“2 wherein the choice of positive directions for V and
1 is indicated. To determine explicit solutions of Eqs. (11) it is con-
venient to eliminate either 1 or V and thus obtain the one-dimensional
wave equations

~+.zv=t)
or

(13a)

(13b)

Equations (13) define waves of two types: either propagating or atten-
uating with the distance z depending on whether the constant K2is either
positive or negative. Although
both types of waves can be treated ~ 1(Q

by the same formalism, the follow-
ing applies particularly to the

I
I K I

I
propagating type.

1’

I I
I

Impedance Descriptions.-The I I — Ze
v(z) !

solutions to Eqs. (13) can be i v(zJ
I

written as a superposition of the I1 z
trigonometrical functions z Zo

FIG. 12.-Choice of positive directions of

Cos Kz, sin KZ. (14) voltage and current in a uniform trmsmissim
line.

By means of these so-called stand-
ing waves, the solutions to Eq. (11) can be expressed in terms of the
voltage or current at two different points zo and ZI as

v(z) =
$’(ZO)Sin K(ZI – 2) + V(ZI) Sin K(Z – ZO)

sin K(ZI — 20)
(15a)

~(z) _ ~(zo) sin K(zl – Z) + ~(ZI) Sin K(Z – ZO)

sin K(Z1 – ZI))
(15b)

or in terms of the voltage and current at the same point ZOas

V(2) = V(ZO) COSK(Z- zO) - ~Z~(ZO) Sin K(Z – 20), (16a)
~(z) = ~(zo) COS K(2 – zO) - jyv(zo) sin K(Z - zO). (16b)

Equations (16) represent the voltage and current everywhere in terms
of the voltage and current at a single point zO. Since in many applica-
tions the absolute magnitudes of V and 1 are unimportant, it is desirable
to introduce at any point z the ratio

1 I(z) 1__= Y’(z)=~
Y v(z)

(17)
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called the relative, or normalized, admittance at z looking in the direction
of increasing z. In terms of this quantity Egs. (16) can be reexpressed,
by division of I@. (16a) and (16 b), in the form

I“(z) = ~ + “(z”)cot‘(20;2),
COt K(ZO – Z) + ~Y (Zo)

(18)

which is the fundamental transmission-line equation relating the relative
admittance at any point z to that at any other point ZO.

Many graphical schemes have been proposed to facilitate computa-
tions tvith Eq. (18). One of the more convenient representations, the
so-called circle diagram, or Smith chart, is shown in Fig. 1.3. For real K
this diagram represents Eq. (18) as a constant radius rotation of the
complex quantity Y’ (zJ into the complex quantity Y’(z), the angle of
rotation being 2K(z0 — z) radians. Since graphical uses of this diagram
have been treated in sufficient detail elsewhere in this series,’ we shall
consider only a few special but important analytical forms of Eq. (18).
For Y’(z,) == m,

Y’(z) = ‘j COt K(Z, – z); (19a)
for Y’(zO) = O,

y’(z) = +j tanK(ZO – 2); (19b)
for Y’ (.20) = 1,

Y’(z) = 1. (19C)

These are, respectively, the relative input admittances at z corresponding
to a short circuit, an open circuit, and a “match” at the point ZO.

The fundamental admittance relation [Eq. (18)] can be rewritten as
an impedance relation

~~(z) = ~ + “(20) cotK(ZO – Z)

COt K(ZO– Z) + jz’(Zo)
(20)

The similarity in form of Eqs. (18) and (20) is indicative of the existence
of a duality principle for the transmission-line equations (1 1). Duality
in the case of Eqs. (11) implies that if V, 1, Z are replaced respectively
by Z, V, Y, the equations remain invariant in form. As a consequence
relative admittance relations deduced from Eqs. (11) have exactly the
same form as relative impedance relations.

It is occasionally desirable to represent the admittance relation (18)
by means of an equivalent circuit. The circuit equations for such a
representation are obtained by rewriting Eqs. (16) in the form

Z(Z) = “jk’ COt K(Z, – Z)(t’’(Z)] – jY CSCK(ZO – 2)[– V(z,)],
~(ZO) = ‘jy CSCK(ZO – Z)~v(Z)] – jy COt K(Z, – z)[– V(Z,)]. 1

(21a)

1Ct. G. L. Ragm, Microwave i“ransrnissim circuits, Vol, 9, RadiationJ,at)oratory
Series.
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Attenuation m 1 decibel steps ~

~ PiVOtat center of calculator

,rage~~+

slider for arm p=+=lborhh
Emax max

FIG. 1.3.—C,rcle d,agram for uniform transmission lines.

The equivalent circuit is schematically represented by the m network
showm in Fig. 1.4 ~vhich indicates both the positive choice of voltage and
current directions as well as the admittance values of the circuit elements
for a length / = zO– z of transmission line.

By the duality replacements indicated above, Eqs. (21a) may be
written in impedance form as

~(z) = –jz cotK(ZO – z)[Z(Z)] – jZ CSC K(ZO – z)[– I(z,)],

~(zo) = –jz csc K(ZO – z)[l(z)] – jZ cot K(ZO – z)[– I(z,)]. }
(21b)
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Hence an alternative equivalent circuit for a length 1of transmission line
may be represented by the T network shown in Fig. 1“4b wherein are
indicated the impedance values of the circuit elements. The relation
between the impedances at the points z and ZOfollows from the above
circuit representations by the well-known combinatorial rules for
impedances.

I(Z) 1(2.) l(z) -I(z,j)

-jYcsc K1

‘;!z!!!zi CZ!12!!Z
(a) (b)

FIG.1.4.—(a) mCircuit for a length 1 of uniform transmission line; (b) T-circuit for a
length 1 of uniform transmission line.

An alternative form of Eq. (18) useful for conceptual as well as
computational purposes is obtained on the substitution

Y’(z) = –j cot e(z). (22a)

The resulting equation for @(z) in terms of o(zO) is, omitting an additive
multiple of 2r,

8(Z) = 8(ZI))+ K(ZO – Z). (22b)

The quantity o(z) represents the electrical “ length” of a short-circuit
line equivalent to the relative admittance Y’(z). The fundamental
transmission-line relation (18), expressed in the simple form of Eq. (22b),
states that the length equivalent to the input admittance at z is the
algebraic sum of the length equivalent to the output admittance at ZO
plus the electrical length of the transmission line between z and ZO. It
should be noted that the electrical length corresponding to an arbitrary
admittance is in general complex.

In addition to the relation between the relative admittances at the
two points z and zo the relation between the frequency derivatives of the
relative admittances is of importance. The latter may be obtained by
differentiation of Eqs. (21) either as

dY’(z) dY’(zO)
K dK K du

1 + [jY’(z)]’
= j.(zo – z) +

1 + [jY’(zo)]2’ (23a) ~
,

or, since from Eq. (llb) ~

$=(%=(92$=-(3%
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as

()(iY’(z) . k 2 dY’(zO)

1 + UY’(Z)]’ = 3 i
K(ZO — Z) : +

1 + [jY’ (2,)]’”
(23b)

It should be emphasized that Eq. (23b) determines the frequency deriva-
tive of the relative admittance. If the characteristic admittance Y varies
with frequency, it is necessary to distinguish between the frequency
derivatives of the relative admittance Y’(z) and the absolute admittance
Y(z) by means of the relation

‘== = ‘[”’W “’(z’(@=)”dY(z)
(24)

Equations (22) to (24) are of importance in the computation of frequency
sensitivity and Q of a waveguide structure.

1.4. Uniform Transmission Lines. Scattering Desc~iptions.-The

scattering, just as the impedance, description of a propagating mode is
based on Eqs. (10) to (11), wherein the mode fields are represented in
terms of a voltage and a current. For the scattering description, how-
ever, solutions to the wave equations (13) are expressed as a superposition
of exponential functions

,@z and @. ? (25)

which represent waves traveling in the direction of increasing and decreas-
ing z. The resulting traveling-wave solutions can be represented as

v(z) = Vbo e-”.(z–.o) + V,efle+id-z,), (26a)
21(2) = Vh. e-i’(~’o) — Vmfl e* C@_zJ, (26b)

where Vti. and V,.fl are the complex amplitudes at z = zo of “incident”
and “reflected” voltage waves, respectively.

Equations (26) constitute the complete description of the mode fields
everywhere in terms of the incident and reflected amplitudes at a single
point. Since many of the physical properties of the mode fields depend
onIy on a ratio of incident and reflected wave amplitudes, it is desirable
to introduce at any point z the ratio

(27)

called the voltage reflection coefficient. The current reflection coefficient
defined as the negative of the voltage reflection coefficient is also employed
in this connection. However, in the following the reflection coefficient r
is to be understood as the voltage coefficient.

In terms of Eqs. (26) and (27) the expression (7) for the total average
power flow at any point z on a nondissipative uniform transmission line
becomes
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which may immediately be interpreted as the difference between the
incident and the reflected power flo]ring dowm the guide. Equation (28)
makes evident the significance of Irl 2 as the power reflection coefficient,
which, in turn, implies that Ir I < 1.

The relation between the reflection coefficients at z and zo is simply

r(z) = r(zo)elz.(z–dc (29)

A graphical representation of Eq. (29) is afforded by the circle diagram
shown in Fig. 1“3 from which both the amplitude and phase of the re-
flection coefficient may be obtained. The greater simplicity of the
fundamental reflection-coefficient relation (29) as compared with the
admittance relation (18) implies the advantage of the former for computa-
tions on transmission lines without discontinuities. The presence of dis-
continuities on the line leads to complications in description that usually
are more simply taken into account on an admittance rather than a reflec-
tion-coefficient basis. In any case both methods are equivalent and, as
seen by Eqs. (26) and (27), the connection between them follows from
the relations

Y’ (z) =
1 – r(z) 1 – Y’(z)
1 + r(z) ‘r r (zI = ~}m” (30)

It is frequently useful to employ a circuit representation of the con-
nection between the scattering and impedance descriptions at any point
ZOof a transmission line. This representation is based on the fact, evi-
dent from Eqs. (26), that

T“(ZO)= 2vbc – ZI(ZO),

or
1(20) = 21mc – Yv(zo),

where
Iin. = Yv,nc.

These relations are schematically represented by

(31a)

(31b)

the circuits shovm in
Fig. 1.5a and b. Figure 1.5a indica~es that the ‘excitation at zo may be
thought of as arising from a generator of constant voltage 2Vi.. and
internal impedance Z. The alternative representation in Fig. 1.5b shows
the excitation as a generator of constant current 21,.. and internal
admittance Y.

A transmission-line description that is particularly desirable from the
measurement point of view is based on the standing-wave pattern set up
by the voltage or current distribution along the line. From Eqs. (26a)
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and (27) the amplitude of the voltage pattern at any point z is given by

IV(z)] = ]V.cl <~+ 21r Cos @(z),
where

r(z) = lrle@@J,

defines the amplitude /11 and phase @ of the reflection coefficient.
probe types of standing-wave detectors read directly proportional

(32)

Most
to the

voltage amplitude or its square. The ratio of the maximum to the mini-

1

I(ZO)

+

t
tmY

t

2y“,
V(zo) V(zo)

21,nc

(a) (b)

Fm. l+-(a) Representationof an incidentwaveat z, as a constant-voltameenerator:
(b) representation of an incident wave at zo as a constant-current ge,le~at&

mum voltage amplitude is defined as the standing-wave ratio r and is
given by Eq. (31) as

,=l+lrl
1 – Ir\’

(33a)

and similarly the location of the minimum ~ti is characterized by

@(zmh) = n-. (33b)

At any point z the relation between the reflection coefficient and the
standing-wave parameters can then be expressed as

(34)

For the calculation of frequency sensitivity it is desirable to supple-
ment the relation between the reflection coefficients at t]vo points on a
transmission line by the corresponding relation for the frequency dmiva-
tives. The latter is obtained by taking the derivative with respect to K
of the logarithm of both sides of Eq. (29). This yields

dI’(z) _ dr(z,)

r(z) – r(z,)
— + j2K(Z – 2,) : (35)
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~’or the case Of nondissipative transmission lines (K real) it iS USefUlto

separate Eq. (35) into its real and imaginary parts as

dlr(z)l dlr(zo)l

H _ Ir$)l,— —
da— —

d;(z) d&J

()

k2
—-=~+2K(Z-ZO) ; ,

du _—

(36a)

(36b)

since from Eq. (1 lb)

It is seen that on a relative change of frequency dw/u, the relative
change dlrl/1 I’1 in amplitude of the reflection coefficient is identical at
any two points z and zOon the transmission line. The absolute change
d~ in phase of the reflection coefficient at z differs from that at ZOby an
amount proportional to the change in electrical length of the intervening
line. Equations (35) and (36) are equivalent to the corresponding
Eqs. (23) for the admittance frequency sensitivity. The former are
more suited for the investigation of broad-banding questions on long
transmission lines, while the latter are more suited to the computation
of Q’s of short lengths of transmission lines or cavities.

1s6. Interrelations among Uniform Transmission-line Descriptions.—
The interrelations among the impedance, relative admittance, reflection
coefficient, and standing-wave characterizations of the voltage and cur-
rent behavior on a uniform transmission line may be summarized as

r=lrle@ =-T-l’ — —~e12d=l —Y’=
Z1–1

l+Y’ z’ + 1’
(37a)

y~=j_l–r_–j+’cot’d
l+r cot Kd — jr

(37b)

On separation into real and imaginary parts these relations may be writ-
ten in the form

(38b)

I
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I

I

I

I

l+lrl_ti(l +G’)’+B’’+ti (1 – G’)’ + l?”— _
‘=l–lrl <(1 + G’)z + B“ – V(1 – G’)’ + ~“

<(l? + 1)’ + x“ + V(R’ – 1)’ + x“,
.

V’(R’ + 1)2+ x“ – <(R’ – 1)’+ x“
(38C)

G, = R’ T 1 – Irp— (38d)
R,: + x,! = ~Z sin’ ~d + COS2Kd – 1 + 21rl cos @ + Irlz’

B, = - x’ (T2 – 1) cot Kd = –21rl sin @

l?’ + x“
(38e)

= T2+ cot2 Kd 1 + 21rl cos @ + Irl”

R, = @ r 1 – Irl’. (38j)
G,l + B,t = T2COS2Kd + Sinz Kd I – 21rl cos 0 + Irlz’

x, = – B’ _ (1 – T2) cot Kd = 21rl sin @
(38g)G,i + B,t – T2 cot’ .d + 1 I – 21rl cos * + Irlz’

where Y’ = G’ + jB’ = relative admittance at Z.

Z’ = R’ + jX’ = relative impedance at z.
r = /rle’* = reflection coefficient at z.
r = voltage standing-wave ratio.
d = z – %* = distance to standing-wave minimum.

P, = 1 – Irlz = relative transmitted power.
P, = ll’]Z = relative reflected power.

AS previously stated Fig. 1“3 provides a graphical representation of most
of ~he above relations. In addi-
tion the graph of the dependence
of P,, P,, and II’1 on T, shown in
Fig. 1.6, is often of use.

1.6. Uniform Transmission
Lines with Complex Parameters.
a. Waveguides with D&sipataon.-
The presence of dissipation in
either the dielectric medium or
metallic walls of a waveguide
modifies slightly the transmission-
line description [Eq. (11)] of a
propagating mode. This modifi-
cation takes the form of a com-
plex rather than an imaginary

1.0
0.9
0.8

0.7

0.6
4
~ 0.5

L 0.4
0.3

0.2

0.1
0

1 1.2 1,6 2 2,5~;d: 4 6 8 10

FIG.1.6.—RelationbetweenVSWR and
(a) reflectioncoefficient r, (b) relative power
reflectedP,, (c) relative power transmittedPL.

propagation constant ~ andjeads to transmission-line equations that may
be written as

dV
dz
— = – yZI,

dI I (39)

z
= –-J’YV.
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The complex propagation constant -y may be expressed as

~=a+jp=fl-~ (39a)

where the attenuation constant a, the inverse of which is the distance
along z for the field to decay by l/e, and the wave number @ = 21r/& are
determined by the type of dissipation, the mode in question, and the
geometry of the waveguide. The quantity 8.686a, the decibels of
attenuation per unit length, or its inverse l/8.686a, the loss length per
decibel of attenuation, is frequently employed as a measure of attenuation
instead of a. The characteristic impedance 2 = l/Y is likewise complex
and, for the same voltage-current definitions (10) as
nondissipative case, is given by

1-
_jwp
— for H-modes

z=; -Y

.x for E-modes,
jwt

employed in the

(39b)

where p and q the permeability and dielectric constant of the medium
filling the waveguide, may in general be complex.

Electric-type dissipation in the dielectric medium of a waveguide may
be taken into account by introduction of a complex relative dielectric
constant

(40)

where 4 is the relative dielectric constant and C“ the loss factor. For a
medium having a relative permeability of unity, the propagation constant
is

~=

In a waveguide having a
constant a is, therefore,

(41)

cutoff wavelength A. > XO the attenuation

7rA”t” 21r

-J ()

– 1 + (1 + z’)~ 2iT sinh sinh-’ z—
a=– A~ ‘A”. ‘– 2

—
~o 2’

(42a)

_ TA”W”
a= —A} ( )l+ ... z <<1,

( )~G;l–& , ~>> 1,

(42b)

{42c)
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TABLE 1.1.—PROPERTIESOF DIELECTRICMATERIALS*

Substance

1. Ceramic and other inormmii
materials:

AISiMag 243. . .

Steatite Ceramic F-66.
TI-Pure O-600 . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Tam Ticon T-J, T-L, T-M
Mixture of ceramics and POIY

mera:
Titanium dl.xide (41.9%).

Pol ydichlorostyrene (58. 1 %).
Titanium dioxide (65.3 7.)

Polydicblorost yrene (34.7 7.).

Titanium dioxide (81.4 %).
Polydichloroaty rene (18.6 %).

Fu8ed quartz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Ruby mica.... . . . .

Mycalex 1364 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mycalex KIo . . . .

Turx 52.. . . .
Turx 160

AISiMag 393 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

2. Claw.. and mixtures witl
glasses :

Corning glass 707 . . . . . . . . . . .

Corning Ela.99790..
Corning glass (C. Lab. No

7141 M)....
C.rrti”g glass 8871 . . . . . . . . . .
Polygla8 P +

Polygle.s D + (Monsanto).

Polyglas M.
Polyglas s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .,

3. Liquids:
Water wmductivity.

Frnctol A . . .
Cable .i15314. ,
Tre,mil oillOC. . . . . . . . . . . . .

Dow Corning 200; 3.87 CP
DOW Corning 200; 300 cp, .,

DcmvCm”i”.g 200; 7,600 c,.
Dow Cmnimg 500; 0.65 .s

Ignition see.li”g compound 4.

4, Polymem:

Bakelite BM 120,..,..,.,.,

Cibanite E., . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Dielectene 100.
Plexiglas . . . .,

Polystyrene XMS1OO23.

Loa2in (m.ldi”g powder).
Styron C-176.

Lustmn D-276
Polystyrene D-334.

Styrmnic . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

r= 100 CDS
,=3xlo9cm

,’

6.30

6 25
39,0
26.0

3,50

10 2

23.6

3 85

54

7,09
95

7.04

7 05
4,05

4 00

3 90

4 15

8 45

3.45
3 25

5 58

3,60

66
2,28

2.24
2 57

2 75
2 75

2 20

2 80

4.87

3 70

3 62
3 40
2 59

2.50

2 56
2 53

2 56
2,88

,,,

0.0013
0.0015
0 001
0.000s

0.0031

0.0016

0 0060

0 0009
0.0025
0.0059
0 0170
0 0078
0 0063
0.0038

0 0006
0,0006

0 0020
0 0018
0.0014
0. 00Q5
o 0140
0.0011

2 17
0 001
0 001
0 0005
0 0005
0 0005
0.0005
0.0004

0.030
0.0038
0 0033
0.061
0.002
0 001
0,0008
0.0004
0.0006
0.0025

/=3x lo9cp,
d=lomll

,’

5.75
6.25

36 0

5,30

10 2

23. o

3.8o

54

6,91
11 3

6.70

6.83
4 95

4 00

3.84

4 00

8 34

3 35
3 22
4 86

3 55

77.00
2,15

2 23
2 18

2 48
2,69

2.71
2 20

2,77

3 70

3.47

3.44

2.60
2,55

2.49
2.55

2.51
2.54

2.65

,,,

0.0002
0 00055

0.00034

0.00060

0.00067

0.0013

0.0001
0 0003

0 00360
0.004

0 0052

0 00380
0 00097

0.0019

0.00068

0 0010

0.0026
0 00078

0 00120
0 0339

0,0040

0 150

0.00072

0.0018
0.0028

0,0048
0.010

0 0103
0.00145

0 010

0 0438

0.0053
0 0039

0 0057

0 0005
0 00022

0.00026

0.00041
0.00024

0.00022

f = 10IOcp.

h=3cm

5.40

5 30

10.2

23 0

3.s0

11 3

6 69
6 S5
4,95

3 99
3 82

4 00

8 05

3.32

3 22
5.22

3 53

3.68

3.47

2.59

2.54

2.62

,,,

0 0002

,. ...

0.00085

0,00132

0.00157

0.0001

0 C04
o 0066

0.0049
0.00097

0 0021

0.00094

0 0016

0 0049
0 00084

0 0013

0.0660
0.0046

0 0390
0.0075

0,0067

. . .

0.0003

0.00023

Gaes

1 a“d 6

1
1

1

1

1

1

1

7
1

1
1

1
1

6

6

6

7
1

1
1

1

3
4
4

4
4

4
4

4

5

3
1 and 2
1 and 2

1

1 and 2
1 a“d 2

1 and 2
1 and 2

1 and :2

1 and 2
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TABLE 1.1.—PROPERTIESOF DIELECTRICMATERIALS.●—(Confined)

Sub~tunce

Styrsloy zz . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
GE Re.sin#1421.
Dow Exp. Pktic Q-2oo.5.. .
DowExp.PlasticQ-385.5.
Dow Exp. PlasticQ-409.
Poly 2, %dichloroatyreneD

1385 . . . . .
TheJidX-526-S. . . . . . . . . . . . .
Polyethylene. . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
PolyethyleneM702-R . . .
PolyethyleneKLW A-3305..
“TeOon” POIYF-1114.

5, Waxea:
Acraw&xC. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Paraffinwax(135”amp).
Pamwax.. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
CeresewaxAA. . . . . . . . . . . .

f = 100CP8
t=3X10°cm

2.40

2.56

2.55
2.51

2.60

2.63

3.55
2.26

2,25

2.25
2.1

2,60

2.25

. . .
2,34

#

0.0009
0.001
0 0009
0.oo@5
0.0010

0.0005
0.0144
0.000%
0.0005
0.0005
0,0006

0.0157
0.0013

0.0006

f=3xlo~cps
k=lOcm

e’

2,40

2,53

2.52

2.50
2,60

2.62
2.93

2.26

2.21

2.25
2.1

2.48

2.22

2,25
2,29

,,,

0.0032
0.0005

0.00044

0 00063
0.00087

0.00023

0.0163
0.00040

0.00019
0.00022

0,00015

0.001s

0.0001
0,0002

0 00088

/ = 10I”CP9
A-3cm

,’

2.40
2.52

2.49

2.60

2,60

2.93

. . . .

2.08

2.45
2.22

2 25

2.26

#

0.0024

0. 0i2056

0.0008

0.0012

0.00023

0.0159
. . .

. . . .

0.00037

0.0019
0.00020

0. CQ025

0.0007

u8eB:
1. ~oruse.wwaveguidewindows or CO.SXbeads, cable fittings.
2. For me ss dielectric transformers or matcbinc aectionn.

3. For use as attenustma or loading materials.

4. Fm liquid-filled lines.

5. For moisturepmding radar component.%

6. For use in vacuum tubes.
7. For capacitor dielectrics.
8. Cable materials.

* AbstractedfromVon Hippled d., “ Tablesof DielectricMsterids:’ NDRC 14-237.

and the wave number P is

where

2U

()

sinh–l x
To

cosh — ,
2

z <<1,

x >>1,

and

Um

1 and 2
1 and 2

1 and 2

1 and 2

1 and 2

1 and 2

1 and 2
1 and 8

1 and 8
1 and 8

~,2, nnd8

6

5

5

b

(43a)

(43b)

(43C)

The approximations (42b) and (43b) are valid for /’/6’ <<1 and 1, not
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TABLE 1.2.—ELECTTUCALCONDUCTIVITIESOF METALS*

a. g.lg x 10-6~~ meters, AOin meters.

{R = 10.88 x 10-3 I

Material

Aluminum:t
Pure, commercial (machiued sur-

face). . . . . . . . . . . . .
17SAlloyt (machinedsurface)..
24SAlloy (machinedsurface).

Brass:
Yellow (80-20) drawn waveguide
Red (85-15)drawnwaveguide.
Yellowrounddrawntubing.
Yellow(80-20) (machinedsurface)
Free machining brass (machme

surface). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Cadmiumplate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Chromiumplate, dull.. . . . . . . . . . .
Copper:

DrawnOFC waveguide.. . . . . . .
Drawnroundtubing. . . . . . . . . . . .
Machinedsurfacet,
Copperplate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Electroformedwaveguidet.. . . . . .

Ocldplate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Mercury. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Monel(machinedsurface)t.
Siver:

Coinsilverdrawnwaveguide.
Coinsilverlined waveguide.
Coinsilver (machinedsurface)t..
Finesilver (machinedsurface)t.
Silverplate. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

Solder,softt . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

~

)——
b

ohms, Xoin meters.
r

MT.cond. o
at

= 1.25cm
in

O’mhos/m

1.97
1.19
1.54

1.45
2.22
1.36
1.17

1.11
1.0W3.89
1.49-43.99

4.00
4.10
4.65

2.2%1.81
3,15
1.87
0.104
0.155

3,33
1,87
2.66 }
2.92

3,98-2.05
0.600

DC cond. a in 10’ mhos/m

3,25 (measured)
1,95 (measured)
1.66 (measured)

1.57 (measured)

1,56 (Eshbach)
1,57 (Eshbach)

1.48 (measured)
1,33 Hdbk. of Phys. and Chem.
3.84 Hdbk. of Phys. and Chem.

5.48 (measured)
4.50 (measured)
5.50 (measured)
5.92

}s, 92 Hdbk. of Phys, and Chem.

4. 10’Hdbk. of Phys. and Chem.
0.104 Hdbk. of Phys. and Chem.
0.156 (measured)

4,79 (measured)

4,79 (assumed)

6.14 Hdbk. of Phy.s. and Chem.

0.70 (measured)

* AbstractedfromE. Maxwell,“ Conductivityof MetcdlicSurfaces,” J. AppliedPh~s., July,1947.
t OnlyonesampleWLWtested.

too close to the cutoff wavelength ~.. The approximations (42c) and
(43c) apply to a metal, i.e., a strongly conducting dielectric with c“/c’ >> 1;
and are expressed in terms of the skin depth 6 rather than E“. In each
case the leading term provides a good approximation for most of the
dielectrics and metals encountered in practice.
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Measurements of the loss factor c“ and conductivity u at various
wavelengths are displayed in Tables 1.1 and 1“2 for a number of dielectrics
and metals. The conductivity properties of a nonmagnetic metal are

8

7

6

3

2

0

frequently
to its skin

1 2 3 5 6 7
~o,hp%]

FIG. 1.7.—Phase and attenuation functions vs. Z.

described by its characteristic resistance R, which is related
depth 6 and conductivity u by

J_Po 6(R=7r —— n107 1

= 10.88 x 10-3 — – ohms,
Eo Ao u ho

u being measured in mhos per meter, 6 and AOin meters.
To facilitate computations of a and ~ a graph of the functions

cOsht%andsinhtw) is@ttedvszinFig 17
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A complex relative permeability

P
- = J – W

#o

23

(44)

may be introduced to account for dissipation of a magnetic type. For
a medium of unit relative dielectric constant, the attenuation constant
and wave number may be obtained from Eqs. (42) and (43) by the replace-
ment of 4 and ~“ by J and p“, respectively. The skin depth 6 in this
case is

(45)

where the conductivity u~ accounts for the magnetic type of dissipation.
Extensive tables of the loss factor p“ or alternatively the conductivity
un are not as yet available.

The presence of dissipation of both the electric and magnetic type
may be taken into account by introduction of both a complex relative
dielectric constant and a complex permeability, as given by Eqs. (40) and
(44). The attenuation constant and wave number may again be obtained
from Eqs. (42) and (43) if t’ and d’ therein are replaced by c’J – c“~”
and c“J + c’J’, respectively. In this case the skin depth 6 is given by

where

(46)

When the medium is an ionized gas, it may be desirable to introduce a
complex conductivity

(47)

to describe both the dielectric and dissipative properties of the medium.
For a medium of unit relative dielectric constant and permeability the
attenuation constant and wave number can be obtained from Eqs. (42)
and (43) on the replacement of c’ and c“ therein by 1 — IJ’’/uO and
u’/cM0, respectively.

The characteristic admittance of a propagating mode in a dissipative
guide follows from the knowledge of the complex propagation constant.
For example, in a dissipative dielectric medium the characteristic admit-
tance for H-modes is given by Eqs. (39b), (42), and (43) as

‘= &&[cosht-)-jsinht+)l
(48a)
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‘=JRJ’-4W1’ :<<’ (48b)

;>> 1. (48c)

The approximation (48b) is applicable to the case of small dissipation
c“/~’ <<1 and AOnot too close to A,, whereas the approximation (4&)
applies to the metallic case.

The effect of dissipation in the metallic walls of a uniform waveguide is
described by a complex propagation constant which may be obtained by
explicit evaluation of the complex cutoff wavenumber for the waveguide.
An alternative method particularly desirable for first-order computation
is based on the formula for the attenuation constant

(49)

where P is the total power flow at z [c?. Eq. (7)] and therefore —dP is the
power dissipated in a section of waveguide of length dz. Equation (49)
refers to a mode traveling in the positive z direction. From Eq. (49) it
follows that the attenuation constant a = amdue to losses in the metallic
guide walls is

1 Re (Z~)JlHt~]2 ds
am = ~ Re (Z) JJIH,12 dS’

(50)

where Z~ the characteristic impedance of the metallic walls [cf. Eq.
(48c)] is approximately the same for both E- and H-modes, and Z is the
characteristic impedance of the propagating mode under consideration.
In first-order computations Hti and H, are set equal to the nondissipa-
tive values of the magnetic field tangential to the guide periphery and
transverse to the guide cross section, respectively. The line integral
with respect to ds extends over the guide periphery, and the surface
integral with respect to dS extends over the guide cross section.

The tangential and transverse components of the magnetic field of an
E-mode can be expressed in terms of the mode function@ defined in Eqs.
(3) of Sec. 1.2. Hence by Eqs. (6), (9a), (48c), and (50) the attenuation
constant of a typical E-mode in an arbitrary uniform guide with dissipa-
tive metallic walls is to a first order (omitting modal indices)

(50a)

where m = lc~8/2 is the characteristic resistante of the metallic walls as
tabulated in Table 1.2, and the derivative with respect to v is along the
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outward normal at the guide periphery. The magnetic field components
of a traveling H-mode can be expressed in terms of the mode function ~
defined in 13qs. (4) of Sec. 1.2. Thus by Eqs. (6), (9b), (48c), and (50)
the attenuation constant of a typical H-mode in an arbitrary uniform
guide with dissipative metallic walls is to a first order (omitting modal
indices)

where the derivative with respect to s is along the tangent to the guide
periphery. A useful alternative to Eq. (50a) for the attenuation con-
stant of an E-mode is

(50C)

where 6k~/611represents the variation of the square of the mode cutoff
wave number k. with respect to an infinitesimal outward displacement
of the guide periphery along the normal at each point. Equation (50c)
permits the evaluation of the E-mode attenuation constant by simple
differentiation of k: with respect to the cross-sectional dimensions of the
guide. Although there is no simple dependence on k:, the corresponding
expression, alternative to Eq. (50b), for the attenuation constant of an
H-mode may be written as

(50d)

Ivhere the factor

must be obtained by integration.
Explicit values for am are dependent upon the cross-sectional shape

of the ~~aveguide and the mode in question; several first-order values are
indicated in Chap. 2 for different guide shapes. The corresponding
first-order values for the wave number D are the same as in the non-
dissipative case. The attenuation constant due to the presence of
dissipation in both the dielectric and metallic walls of a waveguide is to a
first order the sum of the individual attenuation constants for each case.

With the knowledge of the complex propagation constant ~ and the
complex characteristic impedance Z to be associated with losses in either
the dielectric medium or metallic walls, a transmission-line description of
a propagating mode in a dissipative guide can be developed in close
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analogy with the nondissipative description of Sees. 1.3 and 1.4. In
fact, the two descriptions are formally the same if the Kof Sees. 1.3 and
1.4 is replaced by –j~. This implies that an impedance description for
the dissipative case is based on the standing ~vaves

cosh YZ and sinh ~z

and leads to a relation bet~reen the relative admittances at the points
z and ZOof the form

Y’(z) =
1 + Y’ (.za)coth ~ (zO– z)
coth Y(ZO– Z) + Y’(zO)

(51)

rather than the previous form employed in Eq. (18), The circle diagram
of Fig. 1,3 can again be employed to facilitate admittance computations;
however, Eq. (51) can no longer be interpreted as a constant amplitude
rotation of Y’(zO) into Y’(z).

A special case of Ilq. (51) ~rith practiwd interest relates to a short-
circuited dissipative line [Y’ (ZD) = w]; in \vhich case

Y’(z) =
coth cd CSC2@l — j cot @ csch2 al

cotz @ + coth2 ml
(52a)

Y’(z) G al Csc’ @ – j cot fll, al << 1, @ # n~, (52b)
where

l’=a+j13, l=zo–z.

Relative values of input conductance and susceptance are indicated in
these equations and are to be distinguished from t,he absolute values,
since the characteristic admittance is complex. The approximation
(52b) applies when al<< 1. For dissipation such that at >3, Eq. (51)
states in general that Y’(z) = 1 independently of the value of Y’(zO).

Although Eq. (5 I) provides a straightforward means for admittance
computations in dissipative transmission lines, such computations are
tedious because of the complex nature of the propagation constant. In
many practical problems dissipative effects are slight and hence have a
small, albeit important, effect on admittance calculations. For such
problems a perturbation method of calculation is indicated. In this
method one performs an admittance calculation by first assuming the
propagation constant to be purely imaginary, i.e., T = j~ as for the case of
no dissipation; one then accounts for the presence of dissipation by
adding the admittance correction due to a perturbation a in y. Thus in
the case illustrated in Eq. (52b) one notes that the input admittance of a
short-circuited length of slightly dissipative line is the sum of the unper-
turbed admittance-YO
perturbation a in y.

Equivalent-circuit

= coth j131and the correction (d YO/dy) a duet o-the

representations of Eq. (51) can be obtained from
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those in Sec. 1”3 (cf. Fig. 1.4) by the replacement of K therein by –jY.
Another useful representation of the equivalent network between the input
and output points of a dissipative line of length 1 consists of a tandem
connection of a nondissipative line of electrical length Dt and a beyond
cutoff line of electrical length —jai, the characteristic impedances of
both lines being the same as that of the dissipative line.

The scattering description of a propagating mode in a dissipative
guide is based on wave functions of the type

~–7. and @z.

These functions represent waves traveling in the direction of increasing
and decreasing z, respectively, and attenuating as e-”lZl. A mode
description can therefore be expressed in terms of an inc;dent and reflected
wave whose voltage amplitudes Vti. and V,.fl are defined as in Eqs.
(26) with K replaced by –j-y. A reflection coefficient,

r(z) = ~ e2~{’–’0),
in.

(53)

(55)

may likewise be defined such that at any two points z and ZO

r(z) = I’(zO)e2~@–zJ. (64)

However, the total power flow at z is now given by

( )
P = Re (VI*) = Ph. 1 – Irl’ – 2r, ~ ,

r
where

P,u. = Y,l VtiCl2e–2u@”O).

The subscripts r and i denote the real and imaginary parts of a quantity,
and Y is the complex characteristic admittance for the mode in question.
From Eq. (55) it is evident that for dissipative lines IJ712can no longer
be regarded as the power-reflection coefficient. Moreover, Irl is not
restricted to values equal or less than unity. The meaning of r as a
reflection coefficient can

!#
retained if the voltage and current on the

dissipative line are define so as to make the characteristic admittance
real; in this event Eq. (155) reduces to the nondissipative result given in
Eq. (28).

b. Waoeguides beyond Cutoff.-The voltage and current amplitudes of
a higher, or nonpropagating, mode in a waveguide are described by the
transmission-line equations (39). In the absence of dissipation the
propagation constant is real and equal to

7=:J~ X>AC (56)
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The nondissipative decay of the mode fields in decibels per unit length
(same unit as for X.) is therefore

yJqiJ ,>,.. (57)

At low frequencies the rate of decay is independent of A, the wavelength
of field excitation, and dependent only on the geometry of the guide
cross section. Values of the cutoff wavelength A. are given in Chap. 2
for several waveguide modes and geometries.

The characteristic impedance of a beyond-cutoff mode (i.e. k > A.)
may be obtained from Eqs. (39b) and (56) as

for H-modes,.=;=,J+

I

(58)

z=+ = -j(~~, forll-modes,

and is inductive for H-modes, capacitive for E-modes.
The knowledge of the propagation constant and characteristic

impedance of a beyond-cutoff mode permits the application of the trans-
mission-line analysis developed in Sees. 1.3 and 1.4, provided K therein is
replaced by –j-y (-I real). The impedance description is given by Eq.
(51), and the scattering description by Eq. (54). Several modifications
resulting from the fact that -y is real and Z is imaginary have already
been discussed in Sec. 1.6a.

The presence of dissipation within the dielectric medium or the walls
of a beyond-cutoff waveguide introduces an imaginary part into the
propagation constant ~. If dissipation is present only in the medium and
is characterized by a complex dielectric constant, as in Eq. (40), we have
for the propagation constant ~ = a + j~

and

(59a)

(59b)

(60a)

L60b)
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The approximations (59b) and (60b) apply to the case of small dissipation
with c“/~’ <<1 and h not too close to h.. Equations (59) and (60) for a
beyond-cutoff mode and Eqs. (42) and (43) for a propagating mode differ
mainly in the replacement of the attenuation constant of the one case by
the wave number of the other case and conversely. This correspondence

I

+

Zr

Sideview

I

I

i

C/’
Topview

I
I
I
I

$’T

<
Sideview

(Cylindrical (b)%ctoral
FIG.1.8.—Radialwaveguides.

between the two cases is general and applies as well to the other types of
dissipation mentioned in Sec. 1“6a.

1.7. Field Representation in Nonuniform Radial Waveguides.—Non-
uniform regions are characterized by the fact that cross sections trans-
verse to the transmission direction are similar to but not identical with
one another. A radial waveguide is a nonuniform cylindrical region
described by an r@z coordinate system; the transmission direction is
along the radius r, and the cross sections transverse thereto are the @
cylindrical surfaces for which r is constant. Typical examples of radial
waveguides are the cylindrical and cylindrical sector regions shown in
Figs. 18a and b.

‘In the mpz polar coordinate system appropriate to the radial wave-
guides of Figs. 1.8, the field equations for the electric and magnetic field
components transverse to the radial direction r may be written as
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~= -4-H+ +W%=W

::’rE+)= -“’[ HZ+ N%-:%)17 1

and

%= -’k’[E@ +*(%-+%)]

~ ~ (rH~) = –jkv
[-”z+~,(%%-$% ~)11

The radial components follow from the transverse components as

jweE, = ~ ~ – ~,

–jwvH, = ~~ – ~.
1

(61a)

(61b)

(62)

A component form of the field equations is employed because the left-hand
members of Eqs. (61) cannot be written in invariant vector form. The
inability to obtain a transverse vector formulation, as in Eqs. (l),
implies, in general, the nonexistence of a field representation in terms of
transverse vector modes. The transverse field representation in a radial
waveguide must consequently be effected on a scalar basis.

For the case where the magnetic field has no z-component, the
transverse field may be represented as a superposition of a set of E-type
modes. The transverse functional behavior of an E-type mode (cj. Sec.
2.7) is of the form

Cos Cos
@ ~z

sin b ‘
(63)

sin

where the mode indices m and n are determined by the angular aperture
and height of the cylindrical OZ cross section of the radial guide. The
amplitudes of the transverse electric and magnetic fields of an E-type
mode are characterized by a mode voltage V; and a mode current 1{.

For the case of no z component of electric field, the fields can be repre-
sented in terms of a set of H-type modes whose transverse form, as shown
in Sec. 2.7, is likewise characterized by functions of the form (63). The
voltage and current amplitudes of the transverse electric and magnetic
field intensity of an H-type mode are designated as V;’ and Z;’.

For the case of a general field both mode types are required, and these
are not independent of one another. Incidentallyj it is to be emphasized
that the above classification into mode types is not based on the trans-
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mission direction. Relative to the r direction all modes are generally
hybrid in that they possess both an E, and an H, component (cj. Sec. 2.7).

On substitution of the known transverse functional form of the modes
into Eqs. (61) there are obtained the transmission-line equations

dV

z=
‘jK.zI,

dI=

dr
‘jKYV,

I

(64a)

for the determination of each of the mode amplitudes V and 1. Because
of the identity in form of the equations for all modes, the distinguishing
sub- and superscripts have been omitted. The characteristic impedance
Z and mode constant Kare given by

Z=; =:: Iv’ for the E-type modes,

1

(64b)
Z=~= @@N”

K:
for Lhe H-type modes,

.= ~- .n=~-

where N’ and N” are constants dependent on the cross-sectional dimen-
sions of the radial waveguide and the definitions of V and 1 (cj. Sec. 2“7).

Because of the indicated variability with r of the propagation con-
stant and characteristic impedance, Eqs. (64a) are called radial transmis-
sion-line equations. Correspondingly the mode amplitudes V and 1 are
defined as the rms mode voltage and current; they furnish the basis for
the reformulation of the field description in impedance terms. The vari-
ability with r of the line parameters implies a corresponding variability
in the spatial periodicity of the fields along the transmission direction.
The concept of wavelength on a radial line thus loses its customary
significance.

Impedance Description of Dontinant E-type Mode.—In practice, the
frequency and excitation of the radial waveguide illustrated in Fig. 1.8a
are often such that, almost everywhere, only the dominant E-type mode
with m = O and n = O is present. The field configuration of this trans-
verse electromagnetic mode is angularly symmetric with E parallel to the
z-axis and H in the form of circles about the z-axis.
fields me represented as

V(r)
E,(r,4,z) = – ~ ‘o!

H,(r, o,z) = ~: ~,,
I

The transverse mode

(65)
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where ZOand ~0 are unit vectors in the positive z and + directions. The
mode voltage V and current I obey Eqs. (64a) with K = lc and Z = {b/2Tr

(cf. Sec. 2.7). On elimination of 1 from Eqs. (64a) the wave equation for
V becomes

()Id dV——
r dr ‘z

+ ~,v = ()< (66)

The two independent, standing-wave, solutions of this equation are the
Bessel functions

JO(kr) and N,(h-r),

wherein it is to be emphasized that x = 27r/k does not in general imply
the existence of a fixed wavelength along the direction of propagation.

The impedance description of the E-type radial line is based on the
above standing-wave solutions; the voltages and currents at the points r

and TOfollow from Eqs. (64a, b) as

V(r) = V(rO) Cs(qy) – jZO1(rO) sn(z,y),
ZI(r) = ZO1(rO)cs(z,y) – jV(ro) Sn(z,y), 1

(67)

where

Cs(fc,y) =
J,(Y) No(z) – N,(Y) Jo(z),

2/7ry

N,(Y) J,(z) – Jo(Y)NI(z)
Cs(z,y) =

2/Ty
>

Sn(x,y) =
J,(Y) N,(z) – N,(Y)J@),

2/ry

Jo(Y) No(z) – No(v) Jo(z),
sn(z,y) =

2/7ry
x = h-, y = kro,

and Z = @/2n-r and ZO = ~b/%-To are the characteristic impedances

l(r) I(ro) at r and TO,respectively. These
voltage-current relations may be

z k Z. schematically represented by the

I I

radial transmission-line diagram
~ of Fig. 1.9, which also shows the

positive directions of V and I.

v(r) v(~) Equations (67) may be con-

Y To verted to a more convenient form

FIG. 1.9.—Choice of positive directions of ~Y introduction of the relative, or
voltageand currentin a radialtransmission
line.

normalized, admittances

Y(r) zo~(?_o)_ ‘(rO) (&3)
Y’(r) = ~ = ~ and Y’(rO) = ~ y._—

V(r)

I
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at the radii r and TO;these admittances are positive in the direction of
increasing radius. By division of Eq. (67) one obtains the fundamental
radial transmission-line relation for the lowest E-type mode as

y,(r) = j + y’(~o) r(~,v) Cw),
Ct(z,y) + jY’(~O)N%Y)

where

Ct (xjy)

Ct(x,y)

.

——

.J,(z)No(y) – N1(Z)JO(Y)

Jo(z) Nc(y) – NO(X)JO(V)

J,(y) zvo(z) – N1(Y).JO(~)

J,(x) ivl(y) – N1(z)J1(?/)

.

.

1
tn(x,y)

1
Tn(z,y)

.

.

Cs(x,y)
–sn(z,y)’

Cs(z,y)
– Sn(z,y)’

Jo(z) NLl(y) – No(z) Jo(?/) sn(z,y)
r(%Y) = JJx)N1(y) – Nl(~)J1(3J) = t(v,~) = v)}

(69)

(70)

and

z = kr, y = kro.

The ct and Ct functions are called the small and large radial cotangent
functions; their inverses tn and Tn are the small and large radial tangent
functions. The radial functions are asymmetric. The nature of the
asymmetry is evident in the relation

Ct(z,y) {(Z,Y) = –ct(u,~), (71)

which may be employed to obtain alternative forms of Eq. (69).
The radial functions are plotted vs. y – z with y/x as a parameter in

the graphs of Figs. 1.10 to 1.12. The curves of Figs. llOa and l.lla

apply when Y is less than z, whereas those of Figs. 1.10b and 1.11~ are
for y greater than z. The symmetry of the functions ~(z,y) permits the
use of the single graph of Fig. 1’12, for both ranges of y/x. In addition
to the graphs numerical values of the radial functions are given in Tables
1.3 for several values of y/x. These tables are incomplete, as many of
the data from which the curves were plotted are not in a form convenient
for tabulation.

The parametric values y/x = 1, but y – x finite, correspond to the
case of large radii. ln this range ct(z,y) = Ct(z,y) = cot(y – z), and
~(x,y) ~ 1. Thus at large radii the radial and uniform transmission-
line equations (69) and (18) are asymptotically identical. The transmis-
sion equations (69) permit the determination of the relative admittance
at the input of a line of electrical length y – z from a knowledge of the
relative admittance at the output. A few examples will serve to illus-
trate both the use of Eq. (69) and the physical significance of the radial
cotangent functions.
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FIG. l.10a.—Relative input admittance admittance
impedance of an fi~type radial line with infinite impedance termination (u < z).
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admittance-of an E-
FIG. l.lla.—Relative input

admittance
impedance ~.type radial line with zero impedance termination (u < Z).
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impedance of an E- admittance
FIG. 1.1 lb.—Relative inputadmittance ~-tyw radiallineWithzeroimpedancetermination(v > Z).
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TABLE 13a.-Vmum OF THE RADIAL FUNCTIONS

2

0.9242
0,9240

0 9238
0 9234

0 9230

0 9225
0.9218

0.9210

0.9201
0.9190

0,9178

0 9164

0 9148
0 9130

0 9109

0,9085

0 9057
0 9025

0 8987
0 8942

0 8890

0 8826
0 8748

0 8649

0 8523
0 8354

0 8116

0 7760
0 7163

0 5960

0 2271

21 419
1,5745

1.2953

1.1815
1,1239

1 0890
1 0654

1 0484

1 0354
1,0251

1 0166

1 0094

1.0031
0 !)976

0.!3925

0.9878
0.9869

J,, (x)
r(%?/) = J=

314

0.8239 0 7393

0,8236 0,7388

0.8231 0 7382

0.8224 0 7370

0.8215 0,7361

0 8203 0.7345

0.8190 0 7326

0.8173 0 7304

0.8154 0 7280

0.8132 0 7250

0.8107 0.7217

0.8079 0.7179

0,8046 0 7136

0 8008 0.7087

0.7966 0.7032

0.7917 0 6968

0.7861 0 6895

0.7797 0 6812

0.7722 0 6716
0.7635 0 6606

0.7532 0.6476

0.7410 0.6322

0,7261 0.6138

0,7079 0 5914

0 8848 0 5637
0,6549 0 5284

0 6145 0 4821

0 5570 0 4186

0.4688 0 3261

0 3156 0 1789

–0.0159 – O.0928!

–1,2767 –0.7641

6.2225 –5 1963

2.0733 4 1385

1,5505 2.1136

1 3451 1 6193

1 23,50 1 3953

1, 165!) 1.2668

1 1183 1 18”0

1,0832 1 1234

1,0560 1 0786

1.0342 1.0434

1.0160 1 0145

1.0000 0 9900

0,9867 0 !)688

0,9743 0.!>4!>8

0. !)629 0. !)324
0.0614 (), !1:{02

“o(v) – No(x) Jo(Y)
l(y) – AJl(z)J l(y)

5 6 8 10

0,6701 0 6142 0 5279 0.4653

0.6700 0,6137 0 5275 0 4644

0 6692 0 6128 0,5266 0,4635

0 6682 0.6117 0 5253 0 4624

0 667o 0.6102 0 5235 0 4607

0.6650 0 6083 0 .W17 O 4567

0 6630 0 6060 0.5193 0 4563

0 6604 0 6034 0 5165 0 $535
0,6575 0 6003 0 5135 0 4502

0 6542 0 5969 0,5095 0 4464

0.6504 0.5926 0 5052 0.4422
0.6461 0 5880 0 5002 0.4373
0,6410 0.5827 0 4948 0.4318
0.6356 0,5768 0 4886 0 4256
0.6296 0.5700 0 4815 0 4187
0.6220 0,5624 0 4736 0.4109
0,6138 0.5538 0.4648 0,4020
0.6046 0 5439 0.4546 0 3920
0 5938 0.5327 0.4431 0 3808
0.5815 0 5197 0.4299 0 3676
0.5671 0,5048 0 414s O 3532
0.5503 0.4873 0.3972 0 3363
0,5303 0 4667 0 3768 0 3165
0 5062 0.4421 0 3523 0 2!)34
O 4767 0.4122 0 3237 0 2660
0 4397 0.3751 0, ?88? o ~3~8

0.3921 0.3280 0 ?440 o 1020

0.3284 0.2662 0 1874 0, 13!14
O 2:388 0,1814 0 1121 0 07?1:
O 1036 0 0578 0 0058 – () o I 8!!,

–O 1248 –o, 13(I5 –o 1501 –O ,4!18

– o 5!340 –0.5057 – o 4071 –O 3561
—2 1200 — 1.4237 —W!U!)8 —0 7277

23.08!76 – 8 03!15 – 1. 23!)4 – 1 6(?24

2. 0!)65 4 842:i 248.0S5 – 6 1!)s4

1.9537 2 3711 3 64S4 6 4S70
1 5645 1.7431 2 1355
1.3638

2 6020
1 4.548 1 624? 1 7s31

1. 23!)4 1 288? 1 :3671 1 4251
1. 154!I 1.1788 1.210? 1 !230
1 0!13() 1. I 007 I 102(I 1 0!) I 7

1.0452 I 0415 1 023!1 (1 !1!)s5
1,0066 0 !1!146 o !)62! ) o !12s1
0, !1745 o !)55s 0 !1143 (1 s73!l
O !1468 o !12M~ o 873:~ () S“,m

0, !)223 o S!):lb> (I S37!) () 7so I

0. !)00 I {1 S67t; o N)!) 1 () 750!1
(1.8!)7.5 (1 8654 0 S()[) s () 745s

39

20

0.3003

0.2997

0.2979

0 2947

0 2902

0 2841

0 2763

0.2663

0.2540

0.2386
0 2292

0,2188

0. 1!337

0,1607

0.1156

0.05050

-0.05?01

-0. X3!II

-(l .7001

-3 8555

2. 47!)6

1 1S6;i

o 8s4!1

O 6!>6I

0, 5!)7 I

(). 554( I
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01
0.2
03
04
05
06
07
0.8
0,9
10
1.1

1.2
1.3

1.4

1.5
1,6

1,7
18
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2.0
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2.2
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25
26

27
28

29
3.0

31

32
3.3

34

3.5
36
37

30

3.9

4.0
4.1
4.2

4.3

4.4
45

4.6
47

3=12

2

14,3929

7.1454
47064
34694
27126

2 1955

1.8149
1 5190

1 2790
1 0715

09031

07483
06075

04767

03525

02321
0 1130

– O 0Q72
–o. 1315

–O 2628
–o 4051

–O 5636

–O 7458
–O 9627

–1 2228
– 1 5875

– 20883

–2.8729
–4,3225

– 80675
-440149

13.3283

5.8266
37148

2 7a30
26493

1 6912

1 3915
1.1580

09674
o.8aol

O 6651
0.3286

0 42x

O 312!
O 207~

o. 104!

00921
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TABLE 1.3b
J, (z) N,(v) –

et(z,~) = Jo(z) N,(y) –

I
3 I 4

18.1697 21.0068

90320 107497

59623 7. la37

44022 52645

3 4623 4 1419

28155 3,2890

23462 2 8277

1 9814 2 40U3

1,6874 20566

1 4423 1 7717

1 2318 1 5280

1.0464 1.3143

08793 1.1229

07254 09475

05805 0.7832

0.4413 0.6264

03048 0,4733

0.1679 0 320f

O 0275 01647

–0.1199 00015

–O 2789 –0. 1741

–o 4335 –O 3689

–O 6584 –o 5931

–o 9025 –O 881f

–1.2036 -1 ml

–1,600 1 –1 653(

–2.185 1 –2 3221

–3.120 8 –3 437F

-4.959 3 –5.78N
–10,4WO – 14 384(

340.53 41.cm3t

10.4135 89151

5.3617 5 091:

3.6158 3.5801

2 71i?u 2.75G

2133 9 2.22N

1,7693 1.8541

1 4794 1.5701

1.2303 1.343(

1.0013 1.154(

0.8999 0991,

0.7579 0.847!

0,6307 0,716!

0511 2 05931

0399 4 0430.

0291 1 03711

0 1859 0261:

0 1708 0 247!

5

248284
123512

8 1707

60610
4 7769

39102
3,2?63

27904
2,4006

2,0781

1,8033
1 5632

13490

1.133)

0.9707

0.7970

06282

0.4002
0.2894
0.1109

– 00809

–O 2938
–0.3290

–o 8340
– 1 2086

–1,7178
–2 4798

–3 7963

–6 7639

-207680
24,3027

8,0858

4.9478

35893
2,8374

2.3092
1 9435

1 6625

1.4357
1 2455

1.080@

09344

08011
0 677(

05592

0 445!
o 33X

0 319:

6

27.8666
13.8747

9 1843

68188
53827
44108

3 7034
3 1607

27270

23686
20641
1 7988

1.5625

1.3473

1 1474

0,9576
07736

05912

0.4059
02126

0.03494
–O 2256

–O 4916

–O 813o
– 1 2239

– 1.7890
–2 6498

–4. 1879

–7 9139
-325992

185307

7 5924
4 8821

3 6272
28902

23902

2.0254

1 7553
1.3276

13354

1,1682
1,0190

08826
07532

00342

05168
04008

03864

8 I 10

— —

33.5884 3!70408
167351 19.4556
11,0954 12 8982

82481 95942

65234 73932

53553 62439
4.3071 52636
3 8540 4 5159
33403 3.9197

2.9157 3 43o2
25559 30163
2.2421 2,6584
1 9643 23410
1,7120 20544
1,4787 1.7897
1,2581 1.5405
1.0455 1,30Q3

0.8260 1 0637
06228 08249
0,4039 05755

0 1626 03082
–O 1025 00105
–0.409 7 –o 3359

–O 7868 – O 7608
– 1 2647 –1,3171

–1.944 1 –2 1135

–3 0162 –3 4100

–5 0572 –6 0&41
-10840 6 –15 0410
272075 76 1741

13.9023 12 1482

7 1330 69363
4882 5 49673

3,8418 3,9108

3.0581 3 2293

2578 5 27655

2220 9 2 406t

1.9390 2 1204
1 7085 1 882$

1 5120 I 67s$
1 3375 1.4992
1 1916 1 337C

10386 I 1874
0904 6 I 046

0 7763 09121

0653 0 0 780[
0529 7 0 630:
0515 4 0 634(

[SEC. 1.7

20

31.61325

156326

102299

74615

5 7380

4 5230

3.5893

28039

20860

1 3327

03030

–O 6994

–3 0338 ,

-12 8084

2U 4216

7 3321

48215

36737

29627

24302

20398

1 6828

13521

I [676
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–3.0
–2.8
-2.6
–2.4
-2.2
-2.0
-1.8
–1,6
-1,4

–1 2

-1.0

–0.8
–0.6

–o. 4
–o 2
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2

8.221
3.107
1,849
1.232
0 eJ323
0,6172
04022
02148
003324

–O 1498
–o 3581
–O 6190
–o 9944
–1,667
–3 338

TABLE 1.3b.—(Continued)

3 I 4

10,59
3.448
2012
1,3623
09752
0.7017
04864
03012
01286

–O0456
–0.2370
–O4712
–o Sml
–1 378
–2 967

5

19.6
4,124
2272
1521
1093
0 S025
o 5eQ3
O3942
02254
0 06ill~

–O 1164
–O 3254

–O 6114
– 1099

–2 416

6

TABLE 1.3c
J,(z) N,(Y) – NI(z)JI (v)

‘n(z~y) = J1(V)NO(Z)– NI(Y)~O(z)

8

\

dv ~ 3 5 m
\

I/l.
v-z “-z
——

-30
-2.8
-26
–2 4
-22
–2 o
–1.8

–1 6

–1,4
-1 2
–1 o

-08

–o 6

-04
–o 2

0 21OV 03020 04644 1 3037
04486 05732 0 eo23 2.2145
07544 09510 1.323 4 8636
1.201 1 569 2,369 20808
2,012 2961 6.189 –5 0362
4 256 10922 –15 5 –2 5757

149.9 –7 &34 –3 593 –1 7102

–4 74 –2 863 –2 017 – 1 2514
–2,297 –1.721 – 1 365 –o 9550

– 1 458 –1 182 –o 9901 –O 7425

– 10097 –O S524 –o 7354 –o 5751
–O 7148 –O 6175 –O 5432 –o 4357
–O 4972 –O 4324 –o 3841 –o 3143
–O 3274 –O 2757 –O 2469 –o 2041
–o 1514 –o 1344 –o 1005

0
02
0.4
06
08
10
12
14
16
18
20
22
24
26
28

I I 11130

2 3

0 0
03058 0.409~
0.6497 08821
10903 1.524
1754 2600
3038 5.189
7 288 2716

-3100 –9 709
–5 123 –4 192
–2 749 –2 636
–1 811 – 1865
–1282 –1,384
–O9229–1 036
–O6473–o 759
–o 4M3–o 520
–O2036–O299

10

5

0
0 61S(
1.361

2400

4 034

13.133
-2574

–6 979
–4,078
–2 830

–2.142
–1.662

–1 299

–1 ml
–o 73W

–o 493’

20

I

6

0
07228
1 W5

2 !358

5873
20,93

-18 42

–6 782
–4 424
–3 007

–2 297
–1 !306

– 1 430

–1 119

–O 8446
–O 5863

‘/ The relative input admittance of an E-type radial line of electrical
length y – z with a short circuit [Y’ (r,) = ~] at its output end is

Y’(f) = –j Ct(z,y). (72)

For an open circuit [Y’ (TO)= O] at the output the relative input admit-
tance is

(73) I
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For an infinitely long E-type line the relative input admittance at any
point r, looking in the direction of increasing radius, is found from Eq. (69)
by placing Y’ (r,) = 1 and TO= ~ to be

H(’)(kr)
Y’(r) = –j ~~~~ (74)

or
Y’(r) g 1 for kr >>1,

Z’(r) ~ “~ + jlcr in ~ for kr <<1,
ykr

where ~ = 1.781. The input admittance of an infinite radial line is not
in general equal to the characteristic admittance! For E-type lines it is
seen to be complex with a negative imaginary, i.e., inductive, part. The
relative input admittance looking in the direction of increasing radius is,
for all noninfinite Y’(0),

Y’(r) = –j ~),
Jo(kr)

(75)

or

()Y’(r) ~ –j tan kr – ~ for kr >>1,

Y’(r) ~ –j ~ for kr <<1.

The relative input admittance is negative imaginary and hence capacita-
tive; it is to be remembered that the output is at a smaller radius than the
input and hence the input admittance is counted negatively.

‘9° ‘x
‘r ~ ‘r ~

(a) (b)
FIG, 1.13,—(a) rCirruit reprcscntatinn of an E-tyl>e radial line of electrical length g – z;

(b) T-circuit rcpresmtation of an H-type radial line of electrical length y – z.

An alternative method of determining the relation between the input
and output admittances of a radial line is afforded by the equivalent cir-
cuit representation for a length y — z of line. From Eq. (67) one finds
that the parameters of the m circuit representation (cf. Fig. 1.13a) of the
E-type radial line are
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Y,, – Y,, = -,Y[CW +J@(w,]

~
F

1[
Y,, – Y,, = –jYo – Ct(y,z) + ~; Cst(z,y) ,

(76)

Y,, = –j tiYYO cst(z,y),
where

1 + Ct(z,y) Ct(z,y)
cst*(z,g) = {(z)y) “

The cst function may be termed the radial cosecant function since in the
limit of large z and y it becomes identical with the ordinary cosecant
function.

A useful formula for perturbation and frequency-sensitivity calcula-
tions, particularly in resonant radial structures, can be obtained from the
differential form of Eq. (69). The differential change dY’ (r) in relative
input admittance arising from either a change dY’ (T-O)of relative output
admittance or a relative change dk/k in frequency, or both, is given by

( dY’(r)

{ )-)

Y’ (r) dk
+ j~ + I + [jY’(r)]z k1 + [jY’(?”)]’

a(r)

(

dY’(r,)—
(

+ l!+
1)

Y’(r,) dk—
1 + [jY’(To)]’ 1 + [jY’(rO)]’ 7

a(ro), (77)

where
1 + [jY’(r)]’

a(r) = ~ [~l(kr) — jJ0(k7) y’(~)lz’

For large kr and kr~ the ratio a(r~) /a(r) approaches unity, and hence in
this range Eq. (77) and the corresponding uniform-line equation (23)
become asymptotically identical. With a short circuit at r, the right-
hand member of Eq. (77) simplifies to

(78)

Scattering Description of Dominant E-type Mode.—The scattering
description of the dominant E-type mode in the radial guide of Fig. 1.8a
is based on the traveling-wave solutions

H$)(kr) and H~’)(kr)

of the radial-wave equation (66). The Hankel function solutions H~2J

and H~’) represent waves traveling in the direction of increasing and
decreasing radius and are the analogues of the exponential functions
encountered in uniform lines. In terms of these functions the solutions
of the radial transmission-line equations (64) for the dominant mode volt-
age and current can be written as

V(r) = V~.H$’ (kr) + V,.,H#’ (kr),

1
(79)

jZZ(r) = Vi..H\’) (kr) + V,.,H\’) (kr),
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where V~. and V,.o are the complex amplitudes of the incident and
reflect ed waves traveling in the direction of increasing and decreasing r,
respectively. The analogy with the uniform line Eqs. (26) becomes
more evident by use of the relations

H~’(z) = (–j)%~e+~~-, H%’(z) = (j)~h~e+~, (80)

where

hm = <J;(z) + iv;(z),
Nm(z)—.

‘“ = ? + ‘an”’ J.(z)

The amplitude h~ and phase q. of the Hankel functions are plotted and

9
h

15- ~r.

*.
lo-

2T -

0.5-
&@)

r-

o- &
246810

z

-r

i

FIG.1.14.—Amplitudeand phase of Hankel
{unctionsof orderzeroandone.

and a current reflection coefficient

V,., H;’j(kr)
‘J(r) = ~ H\2)(~r)

tabulated as functions of z for
m = O and 1 in Fig. 1.14 and in
Table 1.4.

A convenient measure of the
voltage and current at any point
r is obtained on introduction of a
reflection coefficient defined as the
ratio of the amplitudes of the
reflected and incident waves.
There exist two types of reflection
coefficients: a voltage reflection
coefficient

‘reg ej2q,(kr).— _
Vhc . (81b)

In contradistinction to the case of a uniform line the voltage and current
reflection coefficients are not negatives of each other.

The fundamental radial transmission-line equations for the reflection
coefficients at any two points r and TOof an E- type line follow from Eqs.
(81) either as

r,(r) = rv(ro)e,21~0(~,)–~Of~,0ji (82a)
or as

r,(r) = r,(~O)ejZIm(~,)-n,(~,o)l. (82b)

By division of Eqs. (79) the relation between the admittance and reflec-
tion coefficient at any point r is seen to be

v
l–L-rv

y:(r) . !_t_!2 . Y+
l+rv l+rr

(83a)
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z

o
0.1
0.2
0.3
0.4
0.5
0.6
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
1.9
2.0
2.2
2.4
2.6
2.8
3.0
3.5
40
5.0
6,0
7.0
8.0
9.0

10.00

h,(z) h,(z)

1.830 6.459
1.466 3.325
1,268 2.298
1.136 1.792
1,038 1.491
0.9628 1,283
0.9016 1.151
0.8507 1.045
0.8075 0 9621
0.7703 0 ,896{
0.7377 0.842
0.7088 0.796,
0.6831 0.757
0.6599 0.723
0.6389 0.693
0.6198 0.667
0.6023 0.64.4
0.5861 0.623
0.5712 0.604
0.5573 0.586
0.5323 0.556
0.5104 0.529
0.4910 0.507
0.4736 0.487
0.4579 0.469
0,4245 0.432
0.3975 0.403
0.3560 0.359
0.3252 0.327
0.3012 0.302
0.2818 0.282
0.2658 0.266
0.2522 0.252

70(%)

– 90°
–57.0
–47.5
–39 5
–32.3
–25.4
–18.7
–12,2
– 5.9
– 0.4

6.6
12.7
18.8
24,8
30.8
36.8
42.7
48.6
54.6
60.4
66.3
78.0
89.7

101.4
113.0
124,6
153.6
182.4
240.1
297,6
355.1
412.5
469.9
527.2

TABLE 1.4

0°
0.5
1.7
3.7
6.3
9.4

12,8
16.6
20.7
24.9
29.4
34.0
38.7
43.6
48.5
53,5
58.6
63.8
69,0
74.2
79.5
89.1

101.0
111.8
122.8
133.8
161.5
189.4
245.7
302.3
359.1
416.0
473.0
533.1

Jo(z) J,(az)

1.0000 1.000C
0.9975 1.0025
0,9900 1 .Oloc
0.9776 1.022?
0.9604 1,0404
0.9385 1.0635
0.9120 1.042(
0.8812 1.12W
0.8463 1.166!
0.8075 1,213[
0.7652 1 2661
0,7196 1.3262
0.6711 1. 39%
0.6201 1.469:
0.5669 1.5534
0.5118 1. 641X
0.4554 1. 750(
0.3980 1.864
0.3400 1.990
0.2818 2.128
0 2239 2,280
0.1104 2.629
0.0025 3.049

-0.096 8 3.553
-0.185 0 4.157
-0.260 1 4.881
-0.380 1 7.378
-0.397 2 11.302
-0.177 6 27,24

0.1507 67.23
0.300 1 168.6
0.1717 427.6

-0.090 31093.6
–0.245 9

T
J,(z) –zJ, (zz)

O.0000 00000
0.0499 0 0501
0.0995 0.1005
0.1483 0 1517
0.1960 0.2040
0.2423 0.2579
0.2867 0.3137
0.3290 0.3719
0.3688 0.4329
0.4060 0.4971
0.4401 0.5652
0.4709 0.6375
0.4983 0.7147
0.5220 0.7973
0.5420 0.8861
0.5579 0.9817
0.5699 1.0848
0.5778 1,1963
0.5815 1.3172
0.5812 1.4482
0.5767 1,5906
0 5560 1.914
0 5202 2.298
0.4708 2.755
0.4097 3.301
0.3391 3.953
0.1374 6.206

-0.066 0 9.759
–0.327 6 24.34
-0.276 7 61.34
–0.004 7 156.04

0.2346 399,9
0 24531030,9
0.0435

or conversely

z~(r) – 1
rv(r) = ~~)

1 – Y~ (r)
r,(r) = – ~ + Y:(r)’ (83b)

~ where

Y:(r) = +
z(r)

Y:(r) = 1
I(r)

Z+(T) = ~’ m = ~’

i and
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With the aid of Eqs. (82) and (83) radial-line calculations may be per-
formed with either the voltage or current reflection coefficient in a manner
similar to uniform line calculations. In fact for large kr it is apparent
that the two types of calculations are identical, since I’V = – r, and
Y+= Y-=Y.

The computation of frequency sensitivity on a long radial line is
facilitated by a knowledge of the differential forms of Eqs. (82). From
Eqs. (82a) and (80) it follows that

drv(r)

[

1

1

dk
–d-+j’~ &)–— —

rv(T) h~(kr,) k
(84)

gives the relation between the changes dr.(~) and dr,(r,) in the input and
output reflection coefficients due to the relative frequency shift dk/k.
As for the case of the corresponding uniform line relation (35), Eq. (84)
can be decomposed into an amplitude and phase part from which it is
apparent that the relative change in reflection coefficient is the same at
all points of a nondissipative line.

The description of the dominant E-type mode in the waveguide
shown in Fig. l“81J is somewhat clifferent from that just described.
Because of the vanishing tangential electric field at the guide walls the
dominant mode is no longer angularly symmetric and hence m # O.
The transmission-line description is based on the mth-order Bessel and
Hankel functions but otherwise is formally identical with that just
described. Since no table or plots of the mth-order radial cotangent,
etc., functions are available,l no details of this dominant E-type descrip-
tion will be presented. The transmission-line description of the higher
angular modes in radial lines likewise depends on mth-order Bessel
functions.

Description of Dominant H-type Mode. —Frequently in the regions
shown in Fig. 1.8 the frequency and excitation are such that, almost
everywhere, only the lowest H-t ype mode is present. The field con-
figuration of this mode is angularly symmetric about the z-axis, and
hence m = O. For regions of infinite height in the z direction the mag-
netic field is parallel to the z-axis, the electric field lines are circles or
circular arcs about the z-axis, and n = O. For the particular case of the
waveguide shown in Fig. 1.8a the field configurations of the dominant
E- and H-type modes are, therefore, dual to each other. For regions of
finite height there is an additional radial component in the magnetic field
of the dominant H-type mode, and n # O. Duality between the fields
of the two dominant-mode types no longer exists. However, whatever
the height, the transmission-line description of the dominant H-type

1Cf. H. S. Bennett, “Transmission Line Characteristicsof the Sectoral Horn,”
Pro,. I. R,E., 37, 738 (1949).
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mode in the waveguides of Fig. 1.8 is dual to that of the dominant E-type
mode in Fig. 1.8a. Duality in this case implies that in Eqs. (Wa) the V,
21, and k of the dominant E-type description are replaced hy the Z, Y V,
and K of the dominant H-type description. The dependence of the
characteristic admittance Y and mode constant Kof an H-type mode on
the cross-sectional dimensions of a radial waveguide are given in Sec. 27.

As a consequence of duality all relative admittance relations derived
above for the dominant E-type mode in the guide of Fig. 1.8a are identical..
with the relative impedance relations for a dominant If-type mode, pro-
vided k is everywhere replaced by K. For example, the fundamental
input-output impedance relation for a length y — z of the dominant
H-type radial line is obtained from Eq. (69) by duality as

z/(r) = ~ + z’(~o)i-(w) Ct(w)
Ct (2%/) + j.z’ (To){(w)’

(85)

where z = Kr and y = KTo. in addition the relative admittance param-
eters (76) of the T circuit representation (cj. Fig. 1.13a) for a length
y – z of a dominant E-type radial line become the relative impedance
parameters for the T circuit representation (cf. Fig. 1.13b) of a length
y – x of the dominant H-type line. It is also evident that the scattering
description of the dominant H-type mode follows from that of the
dominant E-type mode by the aforementioned duality replacements.
In employing duality one should remember that an infinite admittance,
or short circuit, becomes on the duality replacement an infinite impedance,
or open circuit, and conversely.

1.8. Field Representation in Nonuniform Spherical Waveguides.—
Another type of nonuniform region that permits a field representation in
terms of an infinite set of known transmission modes is the spherical
waveguide depicted in Fig. 1.15a or b. The transmission direction is
along the radius ~, and the @@cross sections transverse thereto are either
spherical surfaces as in Fig. 1.15a or spherical sectors bounded by cones
of aperture 201, and 2th as in Fig. 1.15b. The Maxwell equations for
the electric and magnetic fields transverse to the radial direction, which
is characterized by the unit vector ro, may be written in invariant vector
notation as

( 9“’H-’;: (rE,) = –jk~ e +

( %)(roxEJ$ 1

(tia)

:$ (r-H,) = –jkq c +

the longitudinal components being expressed in terms of the transverse
components as

jk7E, = V, o (H, X r,),
jk~H, = V, . (r, X E,).

(86b)
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FIG.1,15.—Spherical waveguides: (a) Spherical; (b) Conical.

The notation is the same as that employed in Eqs. (1) and (2) save that
~Vand Vi, the gradients transverse to ro, are defined by

Alternative y, in the spherical coordinate system, r, 0, @ appropriate to
these geometries, the field equations for the transverse components may
be written as

; .$ (rE+) = –jk~

; ; (rH,) = –jkq

(87)
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and for the longitudinal components as

49

The dependence of the fields on the transverse coordinates may be
integrated out because the knoi~lcdge of the boundary conditions on the
curve or curves s (if any) hounding the transverse cross sections implies
the knowledge of the form of the transverse mode fields. As in the case
of a uniform region this may be done by introduction of an infinite
set of orthogonal vector functions which are of two types: e~(O,~) and
e~’(d,~). The E-mode functions ej(~,d) are defined by

e: = —r ~V@,,
h{ = r, X ej, 1

where

rwt LVO,+ /t;:@,= o,
@,= Oons if k~i # O,

a%=oons
ds

if k~i = O,

The H-mode functions e(’(~,~) arc defined by

where

The two-dimensional
coordinates by

iw,

N;
—= Oons.
av

(89a)

(89b)

(90a)

(90b)

scalar operator r2VL ~V is represented in spherical

The subscript i denotes the double index mn and is indicative of the
two-dimensional nature of the mode functions. The vector v is the
outward-directed normal to s in the plane of the cross section. For
unbounded cross sections, as in Fig. 1.15a, the boundary conditions on @i
and W, are replaced b.y periodirity requirements.

The explicit dependence of the mode functions e; and e{’ on the cross-

.-
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sectional coordinates 0, 1#1will be given in Sec. 2“8. At this point we shall
state only that the e functions possess the same vector orthogonality
properties as in 13q. (5) for the uniform case. In the spherical case the
domain of integration is the entire spherical transverse cross section
having the angular surface element dfi’ = sin 19dOdo. The representation
of the transverse field in terms of the above set of vector modes is given
by

(91)

and that of the longitudinal fields follows from Eqs. (86b) to (91) as

(92)

‘~he mode amplitudes J’, and I, are obtained from the orthogonality
properties of the mode functions as

17, =
/./

TEL. ei dS’,

Ii =
//

T-Ht. hi dfl,
1

(93)

~rhere, since the amplitude relations apply to both mode types, the mode
superscript is omitted.

The substitution of Eqs. (91) into (8Ga) and use of Eqs. (5) lead to the
defining equations (omitting the mode sub- and superscripts)

dV
dr
— = ‘jKZI,

dI
G’

‘jKYV,
I

(94)

\vhich determine the variation with r of the as yet unknown amplitudes
V and I. As before, these equations are of transmission-line form and
constitute the basis for the designation of V and Z as the mode voltage
and current. The propagation wave number K and characteristic imped-
ance Z of the ith mode are given by
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~=
r

~2_s
~2 where lc~ = rL(rI + 1).
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z=+={: for H-modes,

1

(95)
z=;={; for E-modes,

where the numerical value of n is determined by the cross-sectional shape
and the 0 dependence of the mode in question.

Spherical Transmission Lines.—The frequency and excitation of a
spherical waveguide of the type illustrated in Fig. 1.15 may be such that
the fields therein are almost everywhere characterized by only a single
mode. For such a mode the electric and magnetic fields transverse to
the transmission direction r may be represented as

e(tl,o)
E,(r,o,@) = V(r) —

T’

h(o,o)H,(r,O, @) = 1(T) ~)

where the mode voltage V and current 1 obey the spherical transmission-
line equations (94), and where e and h are known orthogonal vector
functions characteristic of the cross-sectional form of the mode. The
knowledge of the latter functions reduces the problem of field description
to that of the determination of the behavior of V and I on a spherical
transmission line. Spherical transmission lines are distinguished by the
numerical value of n [cf. Eqs. (95)], this mode index being indicative of
the 0 variation of the mode fields. In the waveguide of Fig. l“15a the
dominant mode is a dipole field characterized by n = 1, whereas in the
waveguide of Fig. 1.15b the field of the dominant mode is angularly sym-
metric and n = O (cf. Sec. 2.8). Although a transmission-line analysis
of these dominant modes can be presented along the lines developed in
the preceding sections, a detailed treatment will not be carried out because
of the lack of appropriate numerical tables. The transmission-line
behavior of typical spherical modes will, however, be sketched.

The wave equations that describe the mode behavior on a spherical
transmission line may be obtained for the case of E-modes by elimination
of V: from Eqs. (94) as

and for the H-modes by

dzv~
~

[

?z(n + 1)+ k2_ ~,
1

elimination of I;’ as

[

+ ~2_n(n+l)
r’ 1

I:=o (96a)

v: = o. (96b) , \ \~,.

E.G. & G. LIBRARY
LAS VEGAS BRANCH

I
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The corresponding equations for 1’{ and I:’ are not so simple, and hence
these amplitudes are best obtained from I; and V;’ with the aid of Eqs.
(94). Solutions to Eqs. (96) maybe expressed in terms of the standing
waves

J.(kr) and i?n(kr),

where

‘n(’)““+1(-::)?9
‘n(’)=-’”’’(-al+))

7.(Z) I?:(Z) – l?.(z) 3:(Z) = 1.

(97a)

(97b)

The functions j.(x) and fl~(z) are closely related to the half-order Bessel
functions; typical functions are

70(z) = sin z, No(z) = – Cos z,

31(Z) = – Cos z + S*J I?,(z) = – sin x – %“
}

(97C)

In terms of these solutions the current and voltage of an E-mode at any
point r of a spherical line follow from Eqs. (94) as

where 1 (TO)and V (TO)are the corresponding mode current and voltage at
any other point rOand

As for the case of the uniform line the voltage-current relations may
be schematically represented by a transmission-line diagram similar to
that of Fig. 1“2 which indicates the choice of positive directions of V and 1
(if z is replaced by r). The relations given in Eqs. (98) between the mode
voltage and current at two points on a spherical E-line may be rephrased
in impedance terms. On introduction of the relative impedance at any
point r,

which is counted positive in the direction of increasing r, and division of
Eqs. (98), one has

~,(r) = j’ + z’(~o) cM%Y)rd%Y),
Ct8(z,y) + jZ’ (rO)(J~,v)

(99)
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where x = kr, y = kr~, and

Ct,(x,y)

Ct,(x,y)

r.(x,Y)

.

.

.

1
= tn,(z,y)’

1
= Tne(x,y)’ (99a)

= .rJY,~),

ct8(z,y) rs(z,y) = — Cta(y,z) .

The functions et, and Ct, are termed the small and large spherical
cotangents, respectively; their inverses, tn. and Tn,, are correspondingly
called small and large spherical tangents. As in the case of the radial
functions of Sec. 1”7 this nomenclature is based on the asymptotic
identity of the spherical and trigonometric functions at large kr. Plots
of the spherical functions are not as yet available. 1

Equations (99) apply to any E-mode. For conical regions of the
type indicated in Fig. 1~15b the lowest mode is transverse electromagnetic
and n = O. For this mode

Ct,(z,y) = Ct,(z,y) = Cot(y – z),
r.(z,y) = 1,

and therefore the transmission-line description reduces to that of a
uniform line with a propagation wave number k and characteristic
impedance f.

From Eqs. (94) and (95) it is evident that the transmission-line
description of an H-mode follows from that of an E-mode on the duality
replacements of 1, V, t of the latter by V, 1, q of the former. Con-
sequently the relation between the relative admittances at two points on
an H-mode spherical line is given by Eq. (99) with Z’(r) replaced by
Y’(r). In the case of H-modes n is always unequal to zero.

The scattering description of the nth mode on a spherical transmission
line is based on the spherical Hankel function solutions

fis’ (kr) = ~.(kr) + j~~(kr),
(1OO)

@)(kr) = j~(kr) – jfl~(kr)

of the spherical wave equations (96). The former solution represents
an ingoing and the latter an outgoing traveling wave. For the case
of an E-mode the solution of Eq. (96a) for the mode current may be
written

I(r) = Id?~’J (kr) + 1,.@j/’ (kr), (lOla)

1Cf. P. R. Desikachar, “Impedance Relations in SphericalTransmissionLines,”
Master’sthesis, Polytechnic Instituteof Brooklyn, (1948).

—.—
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and hence

–jqV(r) = Iti.fi~2]’(kr)

where the mime denotes the derivative

LINES [SEC. 18

+ l&~’’(kr), (lolb)

with respect to the argument.
The gener~tor, or exciting source, is assumed ~o be at small-r. To

emphasize the analogy with exponential functions the amplitude hn and
phase f. of the spherical Hankel functions are defined by

fly (z) = ( –j)”+L?+~*”,

1%?(z) = ( +J”+’hne-”h”, }
(102)

where

An = %/Wz) + i?:(z), N *(Z).

‘in = ‘n+ 1):+‘an-’ 3.(Z)

A current reflection coefficient

1,., ii:’) (kr)
r’(r) = ~C ~:)(kr)

= (– 1).+1& @&(~7) (103)
,nc

can then be employed to characterize the field conditions at the point r.
The relation between the current reflection coefficients at the point r and
70 follows as

rl(r) = I’,(ro)e]jl$nc=l-ktwlc (104)

Hence, with the knowledge of tablesl of the spherical amplitude and phase
functions h.and fi., a scattering description can be developed in exact
analogy with that of the uniform and radial lines (cf. Sees. 1”4 and 1.7).
In fact for an n = O E-mode in the conical guide of Fig. l“15b

)iO=l and ijo = kr,

and therefore the two scattering descriptions are identical. A similar
scattering description can, of course, be developed for the H-modes on a
spherical transmission line.

I Tables of the amplitude and phase functions can be found in ibid. Also cf.
Morse, Lowan, Feshbach, and Lax, ‘‘ scattering and Radiation from Spheres,”
OSRD report reprinted by U.S. Navy Dept., Office of Research and Inventions,
Washington,D.C., 1946. The amplitudefunctions in this report are definedsome-
what differentlyfrom those in Eqs. (102).



CHAPTER 2

TIUINSMISSION-LINE MODES

2.1. Mode Characteristics. —As outlined in the preceding chapter
the description of the electromagnetic fields within a waveguide can be
reformulated in terms of the voltage and current amplitudes of a set of
mode functions et indicative of the possible transverse field distributions
in the waveguide. The resulting transmission-line description, though
formally independent of the form of the mode functions, depends quanti-
tatively on the characteristic impedance and propagation constant of the
individual modes. In many cases these two fundamental mode charac-
teristics are simply interrelated so that a knowledge of only the mode
propagation constant is necessary. For the case of waveguides with
walls of finite conductivity the mode propagation constant y = a + jp
is complex (cf. Sec. 1.6). The attenuation constant a and the wave-
number P depend upon the cross-sectional dimensions, the conductivity,
and the excitation wavelength A of the given waveguide. These mode
characteristics must be known explicitly for quantitative transmission-
line considerations. Their computation requires a knowledge of the
mode field distribution or, equivalent y, of the mode function.

In this chapter the explicit form of the electric and magnetic field
distribution in the various modes or, equivalently, of the vector mode
functions e, will be presented for several uniform and nonuniform wave-
guides. The customary engineering assumption of exp (jwt) for the time
dependence of the fields, with suppression of the time factor exp (jtit), is
adhered to. Electric and magnetic field intensities are expressed as rms
quantities. Concomitantly Vi and Ii, the voltage and current amplitudes
of the normalized mode functions ei, are rms quantities. As a conse-
quence the total mode power flow in the transmission direction is given
by Re (ViI~). First-order values of the attenuation constant a and the
cutoff wavelength ~. will be stated for modes in several types of wave-
guide. In addition maximum electric-field intensities, power expressions,
etc., will be indicated in several cases. Although the principal concern
of this chapter is to provide quantitative data for transmission-line
computations in waveguides of different cross sections, the presentation
includes the requisite mode information for the theoretical computation
of the equivalent circuit parameters of waveguide discontinuities (cj.
Sec. 3“5).

55
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Plots of the electric- and magnetic-field distributions are desirable
as an aid to the visualization of the field distributions in the various
modes. Mode patterns of two types are useful in this connection. The
one type indicates the electric- and magnetic-field strengths on transverse
and longitudinal planes within a waveguide; the other shows the
magnetic-field intensity or, equivalently, the current density on the
inner surface of the guide, The former of these patterns readily furnishes
qualitative information as to the location of points of maximum field
strength, power flow, etc. The latter yields information on current flow
and is desirable in connection with questions of dissipation and of coupling
by apertures in the guide walls.

Since a number of mode patterns will be presented in this chapter,
it is desirable to say a few words as to the construction of the patterns.
Each pattern depicts the instantaneous field distribution in a traveling
waveguide mode. For a given mode it is desirable to indicate quantita-
tively the intensity of the electric- and magnetic-field distribution on a
specified plane. Such information can be portrayed in the usual type of
flux plots only if the field lines are divergenceless on the given plane, the
intensity of the field being then indicated by the density of the field lines.
Mode fields generally are not divergenceless in a given viewing plane
since field lines generally leave and enter the plane. As a result many of
the mode patterns are not true flux plots and hence do not indicate the
field intensity everywhere. Nevertheless, wherever possible the density
of the field lines has been drawn so as to represent the field intensity.
For example, this convention has been adhered to in regions where no
lines enter or leave the viewing plane. These regions are generally
apparent from a comparison of the field distribution in the various
sectional views.

The mode patterns are drawn so that the relative scale of different
views is correct as is also the direction of the field lines. The following
conventions have been adhered to:

1. Electric field lines are solid.
2. Magnetic field lines are short dashes.
3. Lines of electric current flow are long dashes.

Lines of zero intensity have generally been omitted from the mode
patterns for the sake of clarity. The location of these omissions should
be apparent and taken into account to preserve the flux plot.

2.2. Rectangular Waveguides. a. E-modes.—A uniform waveguide
of rectangular cross section is described by the cartesian coordinate
system zyz shown in Fig. 2.1. Transmission is along the z direction.

In a rectangular waveguide of inner dimensions a and b, the E-mode
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functions e~ normalized over thecross section inthe sense of Eqs. (1.5)
are derivable from the scalar functions

“’=%F!=sin:zsin
where m,n=l,2,3, . . . . By Eqs. (13), (1.10), and
distribution of the E.,n-mOdeis given as

E. = – 2::
m

J

b
cos ~x sin ~Ty,

b
m2_+n2!?

a b

E=_~: n mr
u b

J

b ‘in xx co’ 7“
m2; +nza

b

(1)

(1) the field

(2a)

~=~: n m~
z b

J

b “n EZ co’ %
mz;+nz~

b

H“ = – 2;J
m m~ mr

d

cos ;X sin —y,
b

m2!+n2!

a b
\ H, = O, I

where the field variation along the z direction is determined by the

(2b)

transmission-line behavior of the mode
voltage V:(z) and current Z:(z) [cj.
Eq. (1.11)]. The components of the
orthonormal vector e; are given

directly by E= and EM on omission of
the amplitude factor V;.

The cutoff wavelength for the
E~.-mode is

FIG.2.1.—Rectangularwaveguidecross
section.

From Eq. (1.50) the E~.-mode attenuation constant due to dissipation
in the guide walls is

(4)

I
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where the characteristic resistance CRis a measure of the conductivity
properties of the metal Iwdls (cf. Table 1,2). The attenuation constant
is a minimum at the \va\elength x = 0,57 TAj,.

The maximum value of the ~ra~tsucrsc rms electric-field intensity of
the E,m.-mode is

and occurs at values of z and y for tyhich

(5a)

(5b)

Since an E-mode possesses a longitudinal component of electric field, the
maximum of the /otal electric field is dependent on the im~edance condi-
tions in the guide.

For a matched
along the positive z

P,

nondissipative guide the total average power flow
direction is given by

= Re (V~l~*) = j=._~, IV~/2. (6)

In Fig. 22 are portrayed the field distributions of the l?,,, Et,, and
E22-modes in a rectangular guide of dimensions a/b = 2.25 and excitation
such that &/a = 1.4. The mode patterns on the left-hand side of the
figure depict the electric and magnetic lines ~~ithin transverse and
longitudinal sections of the guide. The right-hand patterns show the
magnetic field and current lines on the inner surfaces at the top and side
of the guide.

b. H-modes,—The H-mode functions e:’, normalized over the cross-
section, are derivable from scalar functions

where

wn=0,1, 2,3..., mode m = n = O excluded,
E*=1 if m = (),
%=2 ifm #O.
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FIG. 2.2.—Field distribution for E-modes in rectangular guides.
1. Crow-sectional view
2, Lofigltudinal wew
3. Surface view
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The field components of the H~~-mode follow from Eqs. (1.4), (1”10),
and (7) as ,—

E. = O, 1

— I

(8a)

(8b)

The z dependence of the field components is determined by the trans-
mission-line behavior of V:’(Z) and Ij’(z) [cj. Eq. (1.1 l)]. On omission
of the amplitude factor V;’ the components of the orthonormal vector
function e; are given directly by E. and E,.

The cutofl wavelength of the Hmn-mode is

(9)

and is exactly the same as for the ll~n-mode.
The attenuation constant for a propagating H~n-mode due to dissi-

pation in the guide walls is

where the characteristic resistance ~ (cj. Table 1.2) is a measure
conductivity of the metal walls.

(lo)

of the

The ma~imum electric-field intensity in a H~n-mode is for m # O,
n#O
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and occursat values of z and yfor which

For m # O, n = O, the maximum electric field is

I.E.*XI= <b IV:l (llb)

and occurs at integral multiples of z = a/2m. Form= O,n#O the
maximum field has the same magnitude as in Eq. (1 lb) but occurs at
integral multiples of y = b/2n.

In terms of the rms mode voltage V:’ the total power carried by a
traveling Hm~-wave in a nondissipative guide is given by

pi=qJ -(+)’lvm (12)

The Hl~mode is the dominant mode in rectangular guide and hence
will be considered in some detail. Instead of the voltage V~Oand current
l:, employed in Eqs. (8) a voltage V and current I more closely related
to low-frequency definitions can be introduced by the transformations

(,

In terms of V and I the nonvanishing field components of the Hl~mode
are

(13)

For guide walls of finite conductivity the attenuation constant of the
H, O-mode is

(14a)

— —.——
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and the guide wavelength is

(14b)

to a first order. The maximum electric-field intensity occurs at the
center of the guide and has the magnitude IVi/b. The rms voltage V in
a traveling wave is related to the total power flow by

for a nondissipative guide.
Mode pat~erns fo~ traveling H,,, H,,, H,, -modes in rectangular guides ‘

are displayed in Fig. 2’3. As in the case of Fig. 2’2, a/b = 2.25 and
&Ja = 1.4. The mode patterns on the left indicate the field distribution

I

on cross-sectional and longitudinal planes; those on the right depict the
electric-current distribution on the inner surface of the guide.

c. &lodes in a Parallel Plate Guide. The modes in a parallel plate
guide of height b may be regarded as appropriate limiting forms of modes
in a rectangular guide of height b as the width a of the latter becomes
infinite. As noted in Sees. 2.2a and b, the modes in a rectangular guide of
height b and width a form a discrete set. However, as the width of the
rectangular guide becomes infinite the corresponding set of modes (

assumes both a discrete and continuous character; the mode index n
characteristic of the mode variation along the finite y dimension is dis-
crete, whereas the index m characteristic of the variation along the
infinite x dimension becomes continuous. The complete representation ~
of a general field in a parallel plate guide requires both the discrete and
continuous modes. For simplicity, we shall consider only those discrete
modes required for the representation of fields having no variation in
the z direction. For the representation of more general fields, reference
should be made to Sec. 2.6 wherein a typical representation in terms of
continuous modes is presented.

The discrete E-modes in a parallel plate guide of height b are derivable
from the scalar functions

n7ry

d
— sin —

Qi= ~~j O<y<b

T
n = 0,1, 2,3,....
E*=1 ifn=O,
fn=2 ifn #O,
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Hence, by Eqs. (1.3) and (1.10) the field components
follow as

E= = O,

J
—

E.= –V; ;COS~,

J
E. = –j{I~ ~b ~ sin ‘~y, I

J-Hz = I: ~ COS~,

HU = O,
Hz = O, I

[SEC. 22

of the EOn-mode

(15a)

(15b)

where the z dependence of the mode fields is determined by the trans-
mission-line behavior of the mode voltage V; and current Z; given in Eqs.
(111). The components of the orthonormal (in the y dimension only)
vector e[ are obtained from E. and Ev on omission of the mode amplitude
v;.

The cutoff wavelength of the E,.-mode in parallel plate guide is
k~i = 2b/n. The attenuation constant of the Eon-mode caused by finite
conductivity of the parallel plates is

(15C)

where the dependence of the characteristic resistance 6i on the conduc-
tivityy of the plates may be obtained from Table 1.2. It should be noted
that these results are special cases of Eqs. (3) and (4) with m = O.

The EOO-modeis the principal, or TEM, mode in a parallel plate guide.
The principal mode is characterized by an infinite cutoff wavelength AC
and hence by a guide wavelengh A, identical with the space wavelength A.
Instead of the voltage V~Oand current Z~O,more customary definitions for
the principal mode are obtained on use of the substitutions

‘;O= ~b and 1:0 = ‘b 1’

In terms of the new mode amplitudes V and Z the nonvanishing field
components of the principal mode are

E,=–:,

H. = 1,

as derivable from a scalm function y/b by means of Eq. (1 .3). It is
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evident that V represents the voltage between plates and 1 the current
flowing per unit width of each plate in the conventional manner. The
attenuation constant, descriptive of dissipation in the plates, for the
principal mode reduces to

The discrete H-modes in a parallel plate guide of height b are derivable
from the scalar mode functions

mry

J

Cos —
2b

‘ii= —
Kmr’

O<y <b,

T
n= 1,2,3, . . . .

Hence, by Eqs. (1.4) and (1 “1O) the field components of the HO~-mode
follow as

(16a)

where as above the z dependence of the mode fields is determined from the
transmission-line behavior of the mode amplitudes V{’ and Z;’. The
components of the orthonormal vector e: are obtained from E. and Eu
on omission of the mode amplitude V~.

The cutoff wavelength x~~of the HOn-mode is 2b/n, the same as for
the E,.-mode. The attenuation constant of the H,.-mode due to finite
conductivity of the guide plates is

()
2

-ii
t,

.=;;;(T

A 2’

A
II
C,

(16c)

where again the characteristic resistance R of the metallic plates may
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be obtained from Table 1.2. The decrease of the attenuation constant
with increasing frequency is to be noted.

2.3. Circular Waveguides. a. E-modes.-–A uniform waveguide of
circular cross section is most conveniently described by a polar coordinate

system TI#12as shown in Fig. 2.4.

n For a cross section of radius a the E-mode
vector functions e( normalized over the cross sec-

.$”

3

tion in accordance with Eqs. (1.5) are derivable
from the scalar functions

o

()

~g

J

m
*,= ~

a Cos
mti, (17)

n XJ~+l(Xt) sin
where

I------2.4
FIG, 2.4,—Circular wave-

guide cross section.

m = 0,1, 2,3,...,
Cm=l ifm=O,
em=2 ifm #O,

and x, = x~., the nth nonvanishing root of the
mth-order Bessel function .J_(x), is tabulated in Table 2.1 for several
values of m and n.

TABLE 2.1.—RooTs OF .J~(x) = O

(

lm

)

4m2 _ 1

x.. = m+2n —–
_ (47rt’ – l)(28m2 – 31)

25– 4T(7n + 2n – *) 48m3(rn + 2n – ~)J

\
m

o 1 2n 3 4 5 6 7

1 2 405 3.832 5.136 6.380 7.588 8.771 9.936 11.086
2 5.520 7.016 8 417 9 761 11.065 12 339 13 589 14,821
3 8.654 10.173 11 620 13 015 14 372
4 11.792 13 323 14.796

On use of Eqs. (1.3), (1.10), and (17) the field components of the
ll~n-mode become in polar coordinates

(18a)
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(18b)

H, = 0,

The z variation of the mode fields is determined by the transmission-line
behavior of V; and I: given in Eqs. (1.11). As is evident from Eqs. (18)
the Eti.-mode (m # O) is degenerate and consists of two modes with even
or odd angular dependence. Though not explicitly shown each of these
modes is, of course, characterized by a different mode voltage and current.
The polar components of the vector e; are obtained from E, and E@ on
omission of the amplitude V:.

The cutoff wavelength of the degenerate 11~.-mode is

~,,=~a
c,

Xm. ‘
(19)

where the roots x~n are given in Table 2.1.
The E-mode attenuation constant due to finite conductivity of the

guide walls is

(20)

where the frequency-dependent characteristic resistance 6t of the metal
walls may be obtained from Table 1.2.

In terms of the rms voltage V: the total power carried by an E~.-mode
in a matched nondissipative guide is

Pi.

t

Mode patterns of the

(21)

instantaneous field distribution in traveling
waves of the EOI-, En-, and E’I-modes are shown in Fig. 2.5. Th~
excitation frequency is such that hO/a = 4.2. The left-hand views of
Fig. 2.5 depict the electric- and magnetic-field intensities on transverse
and longitudinal planes in which the radial electric field is maximum.
The right-hand view shows a development of the magnetic-field and
electric-current distribution on half the guide circumference.
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1,

EO1

Ac=1640a

E21

FIG. 2.5.—Field distribution for E-modes in circular waveguide.

1. Cross-sectional view
2. Longitudinal view through plane l-l

3. Surface view from 8-8
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b. H-modes.—The e~’ vector mode functions normalized over the
circular cross section are derivable from scalar functions

where

()~xj

T‘ki= 2 l’”a Cos

~ v’= J.(xO sin
mqh

m = 0,1, 2,3,...

(22)

and X: = xL. is the nth nonvanishing root of the derivative of the mth-
order Bessel function. Several of the lower-order roots are given in
Table 2.2.

TABLE 2.2.—RooTs OF .JL(x’) = 0

(~+2n_q .)
4m2 + 3 _ 1127n4+ 328m2– 9

xm. = 22– 4r(m + 2n – $) 48r3(Tn+ 2n – g)a “ “ J
m>O

\
m o 1 2n 3 4 5 6 7

— — — — — — —
1 3.832 1.841 3,054 4 201 5.317 6.416 7.501 8.578
2 7.016 5.331 6,706 8.015 9.282 10.520 11.735 12.932
3 10.173 8.536 9.969 11.346 12.682 13,987
4 13.324 11.706 13.170

From Eqs. (14), (1.10), and (22) the field components of an H~.-mode
are found to be

w$.

(23a)

(23b)
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As evident from Eqs. (23) the H~~-mode (m # O) is degenerate; i.e., there
exist two H~.-modes, one of odd and one of even angular dependence.
The polar components of the normalized mode vectors e;’ are obtained
from E, and E+ on omission of the z dependent voltage amplitudes 1’:’.

The cutoff wavelength of the degenerate H~n-mode is

(24)

the roots X: being given in Table 22. Except for the degenerate case
m = O the cutoff wavelengths differ from those of the l?~.-modes.

The H~. attenuation constant due to dissipation in the guide walls is

LR

[

~z

— ,(;:)2]J*a=fix:_m2 (25)

The frequency-dependent characteristic resistance @ of the metal walls
may be obtained from Table 1“2.

The total average power carried by a traveling H~n-mode in a matched
nondissipative guide is expressed in terms of the mode voltage V:’ as

(26)

The dominant mode in circular guide is the Hi,. In a nondissipative
guide the wavelength of propagation of the H1l-mode is

(27)

The maximum rms electric-field intensity of the H,,-mode occurs at the
axis of the guide and has a magnitude

Ivj~l
E—

‘= = 1.50a”
(28)

In terms of Em., the maximum. average power carried by the H1l-mode is

(29)

where all units are MKS.
Mode patterns of the instantaneous field distribution in traveling

Ho,, H,,, and HZ, -modes are shown in Fig. 26 for A./a = 4.2. The
transverse and longitudinal views are in the plane of the maximum
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FIG. 2 .6,—Field distribution for H-modes in circular waveguide.
1. Cross-sectional view
2. Longitudinal view through plane 1-2
3. Surface view from s-.9
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radial electric field. The viewe on the right-hand side of Fig. 2“6 depict
the magnetic-field and electric-current distribution on half the guide
circumference.

2.4. Coaxial Waveguides. a. E-modes.—The description of the

l.— 2a —D.

FIG.2.7.—Coaxialwaveguide crom

eection.

uniform coaxial guide depicted in Fig. 2.7
is closely related to that of the circular
guide considered in the previous section.
The coaxial guide is described by a polar
coordinate T4Z system in which the outer
and inner conductors are at radii a and b,
respectively, and the transmission direc-
tion is along the z-axis.

The vector functions e: normalized in
accordance with Eqs. (1.5) and character-
istic of the E-mode fields are derivable [cf.
Eqs. (1.3)] as gradients of scalar functions.
The scalar function appropriate to the
lowest E-mode in a coaxial guide is

Hence by Eqs. (1”10), the field components of this mode are

(31)

E+= E,= H,= H,=o. I

This transverse electromagnetic or Z’-EM-mode is the dominant, or
principal, mode in coaxial guide. Its cutoff wavelength is infinite, and
hence ho = A for the dominant mode.

A more customary definition for the voltage and current of the
principal coaxial mode is obtained by multiplication and division,
respectively, of the normalized voltage and current in Eq. (31) by
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In terms of the new voltage V and current Z the nonvanishing components
of the dominant mode become

E, = ~,

rlna
b

I

(32)

H. = &

The maximum electric-field intensity in the principal mode occurs at
the surface of the inner conductor and is of magnitude

For constant outer radius and voltage the maximum electric-field .
intensity is a minimum \vhena/b = 2.72. On a matched coaxial line the
rms voltage V is related to the total average power flow P by

(34)

For constant outer radius and lli’~.,1, the power flow is a maximum when
a/b = 1.65. The attenuation constant of the dominant mode due to
dissipation in the inner and outer conductors is

(35)

where 6L and (R?,(c,f. Table 1.2) are the characteristic resistances of the
metals of ~vhich the outer and inner conductors are constituted. For
fixed outer radius and wavelength the attenuation constant is a minimum
when a/b = 3.6 provided 6L = 6th.

The normalized e; vector functions characteristic of the higher
E-modes are derivable from the scalar functions

where

() ()z. xi;=+’” “;‘::,; ‘“; ~‘“(”),() [—–1m
J;(c’i) 1

(36)

m = 0,1, 2,3,...,
Cm=l ifm=Oj
% = 2 ifm #O.
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The quantity x, = x~n is the nth nonvanishing root of the Bessel-
Neumann combination Z~(cxi), where c = a/b. The quantities (c – I)xi
are tabulated in Table 2.3 as a function of the ratio c for several values of
m and n.

TABLE 2.3.—RooTs OFJ~(cx)Nt,,(x) – .V~(cX)tl~(x) = O
Tabulatedin the form (c – l)x~”, n>O

\

mn
c

1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1,5
1.6
1.8
2.0
25
30
35
40

x.~

\

rnn
c

1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
14
1.5
1.6
18
20
25
30
3.5
4.0

01

3.142
3.141
3.140
3.139
3.137
3.135
3.133
3.128
3 123
3.110
3. 0!)7
3 085
3.073

03

!).425
9.425
9 424
9 424
9.423
9.423
9.422
9. 42C
9.41$
9.412
9. 40E
9.402
!) 3!)(

11

3.142
3.143
3 146
3 150
3.155
3 161
3.168
3.182
3 ]97
3.235
3.271
3 305
3.336

13

9.425
9.425
9.426
9.427
9.429
9.431
9.434
9.439
9.444
9.460
9.476
9.493
9 50!)

21

3 142
3.147
3.161
3.182
3.208
3.237
3.27
3.36
3.4

23

9.425
9.427
9.431
9.438
9.447
9.458
9 469
9.495
9,523

31

3.142
3.154
3.187
3 236
3.294
3.36
343
3.6
3.7

33

9 425
9.429
9.440
9.457
9.478
9.502
9.528
9.587
9.652
9.83

100
10.2

02

6.283
6.283
6.282
6.282
6.281
6 280
6.279
6.276
6 273
6.266
6 258
6 250
6 243

04

12.566
12.566
12.566
12.566
12.565
12.565
12.564
12.563
12 561
12 558
12 553
12.549
12.545

12

6.283
6.284
6 285
6.287
6.290
6 293
6.296
6.304
6.312
6.335
6.357
6.381
6.403

14

—

12.566
12.567
12.567
12.568
12.570
12 571
12.573
12.577
12.581
12,593
12,605
12 619
12.631

22

6 283
6 286
6.293
6.304
6.317
6.332
6.349
6.387
6.43

24

12 566
12.568
12.571
12,577
12.583
12.591
12.600
12.619
12.640

32

6.283
6 289
6.306
6.331
6.362
6.397
6.437
6.523
6.62
6.9

34

12,566
12.569
12.578
12.590
12.606
12,624
12.644
12.689
12.738
12.874
13.02
13.2
13.3

Cf. H. B. Dwight. “TP.l>lea of ROOLS for Nat{tral Frequencim in Coaxial Ce.vlties,,, JOUT.Malh.
Ph!,.a,,27 (No. 1), 84–89 (1948).

The cutoff wavelength of the E~.-mode may be expressed in terms
of the tabulated values (c — l)x~n as

27r ~ 2(a – b)
‘:’ = (c – l)xmn ‘a – b, n ‘

n=l,2,3, . . . . (37)
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The field components ot the l?~.-mode follow from Eqs. (1.3), (1.10),
and (36) as

H,= TI:; Z.
()

r sin
‘i & Cos “’

()

r cos
H@ = –I: ~ Z~ Xib sin m~,

H, = O.

(38a)

(38b)

From the form of Eqs. (38) it is apparent that the E~~-mode (m > O)
is degenerate and may have either of two possible polarizations, each
distinguished by a different voltage and current amplitude. The polar
components of the et vector are obtained from Eq. (38a) on omission of
the z-dependent voltage amplitude 1’:.

The attenuation constant due to finite conductivity of the inner and
outer conductor is

where 6ia and @, (cf. Table 1.2) are the characteristic resistances of the
inner and outer conductors, respectively.

In terms of the rms voltage V; the total power transported by a
traveling ILn-rnode in a matched nondissipative guide is

(40)

‘= J, _“(+y,v:,2.

The instantaneous field distribution in traveling waves of the Eel,

E,,, E,l type are shown in Fig. 28. The mode patterns are all drawn
for the case a/b = 3 and Ag/a = 4.24. The left-hand views portray the

electric and magnetic field distributions in the transverse and longi-
tudinal planes on which the radial electric field is a maximum. The
right-hand patterns show developed views of the magnetic-field and
electric-current distribution on half the circumference of the outer
conductor.
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FIG.2,8.—Field distribution for E-modes in coaxial waveguide.
1. Cross-sectional view
2. Longitudinal view through plane 1-1
3. Surface view from s-8
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b. H-modes. -The vector functions e~'normalized inaccordancetith
Eqs. (1.5) arederivable from scalar functions

()*i=Z. xl ~ ~~~ mi$, (41)

where

()

.6 () ()
J~ X; ~ ~L(xj) – Nm X{ ~ JL(xO

Zm x: ;

2 {[J=12[1 -($11 - [’-(5)1}%’
m =0,1,2,3,””.,

and X; = xL. is the nth root of the derivative of the Bessel-Neumann
combination 2&(cx~) with c = a/b. For n = 1 the quantities (c + l)x~l
are tabulated as a function of the ratio c in Table 2.4; for n > 1 the
quantities (c – l)x~~ are tabulated in Table 2“5.

TABLE2.4.—FIRsTRocm OFJ~(cx’)N~(x’) – N~(cx’)J~ (x’) = O
Tabulatedin the form (c + 1)xm,, (m > O)

1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0

11
I

21

2.000
2.001
2.002
2.006
2.009
2.013
2.018
2.024
2.031
2.048
2.056
2.057
2.055

4.000
4.001
4.006
4.011
4.015
4.020
4.025
4.026
4.023
3.980
3.908
3.834
3.760

31

6 000
6 002
6 008
6.012
6.017
6.018
6.011
5.986
5.937
5.751
5.552
5.382
5.240

In terms of the tabulated values, the cutoff wavelength of an H~,-
,

mode can be expressed as

2T
‘: = (c + I) XL,

(a + b),

1

(42a)
~,! ~ r(a + b)

., form =1,2,3, .”.,
m

and for an H~.-mode as
21r

‘: = (c – 1)X;. ‘a – b)’
~,! ~ 2(a – b)

“-(n-l)
fern =2,3,4,”*..

I

(42b)
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It is evident from these equations that the Hl,-mode is the dominant
H-mode in coaxial guide. The cutoff wavelength of the HO,-mocle is
identical with that of the ElI-mode, i.e., x~l = x11 and can be obtained
from Table 23.

TABLE2.5.—HIGHERROOTSOFJ; (cx’)N~(x’) – N~(cx’)J~ (x’) = O

\

ma
c

1.0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1,8
2.0
25
3.0
3.5
4.0

\

mn
c

1,0
1.1
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.8
2.0
2.5
3.0
3.5
4.0

Tabulated in the form (~ – 1)~~.,

o~*

3.142
3.143
3.145
3.150
3.155
3.161
3.167
3.182
3.197
3.235
3.271
3.305
3.336

04’

9.425
9,425
9.426
9.427
9.429
9.431
9.434
9.439
9.444
9.460
9.476
9.493
9.509

12

3.142
3.144
3.151
3.161
3.174
3.188
3.205
3.241
3.282
3.336
3.516
3.636
3.753

14

9.425
9.426
9.428
9.431
9.435
9.440
9.446
9.458
9.471
9.509
9.550
9.593
9.638

22

3.142
3.148
3.167
3.194
3.229
3.27
3.32
3.4
3,5

24

9.425
9.427
9.433
9.442
9.454
9.467
9.482
9.515
9.552
9.665
9.77
9.89

10.0

32

3.142
3.156
3.193
3.249
3.319
3.40
3.49
3.7

,. ...,

34

9.425
9.429
9.442
9.461
9.484
9.511
9.541
9.609
9.684
9.990

10.1
.

03”

6.283
6.284
6.285
6.287
6.290
6.293
6.296
6.304
6.312
6.335
6.357
6.381
6.403

05”

12.566
12.567
12.567
12.568
12.570
12.571
12.573
12.577
12.581
12.593
12.605
12.619
12.631

.
(n > 1) ““’

13

6.283
6.284
6.288
6.293
6.299
6.306
6.315
6.333
6.353
6.410
6.472
6.538
6.606

12.566
12.567
12.569
12.571
12.574
12.578
12.582
12.591
12.601
12.629
12.660
12,692
12.725

23

6.283
6.287
6.296
6.309
6.326
6.346
6.369
6.419
6.47
6.6
6.8
7.0

25

12.566
12.568
12,573
12.579
12.588
12.598
12.609
12.634
12.661
12.739
12,82
12.91
13.0

33

6.283
6.290
6.309
6.337
6.372
6.412
6.458
6.56
6.67
7.0

35

12.566
12.570
12.579
12.593
12.611
12,631
12.654
12 704
12.761
12.92
13.09
13.3
13.5

* The first nonvaniahing root .X’.” is designated as n = 2 rather than n = 1. The rootsX’..+, and
X..(n > O)areidentical.

The electric- and magnetic-field components of an H~~-mode are
given by Eqs. (1”4), (1-10), and (41) as
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hc=l.873:(b+o); a=3b

Ac= 1.023~(b+a); a=3b

FIG. 2.9.—Field distribution for H-modes in coaxial waveguide.
1. Cross-sectional view
2. Longitudinal view through plane M
3. Surface view from s-s
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As in the case of the E-modes, the H~n-mode (m > O) may possess either
of two polarizations, each characterized by a clifferent voltage and current.
The polar components of the normalized e;’ vectors are obtained from E,

and E+ of Eqs. (43a) on omission of the z-dependent amplitude V:’.
For a traveling H~n-mode the attenuation constant due to finite

conductivity of the guide walls is given by

I

I

I

(44)

where 6L and 6b are the characteristic resistances of the metals of which
the outer and inner conductors are composed (cf. Table 1.2).

The total average power carried by a traveling ll~n-mode in a matched
nondissipative coaxial guide is expressed in terms of the rms voltage V;’ as

(45)

Mode patterns of the instantaneous field distribution in traveling
waves of the Hll, Hzl, and H~, coaxial modes are shown in Fig. 2.9. The
patterns pertain to coaxial guides with a~b = 3 and A./a ==4.24. The
patterns on the left depict the electric and magnetic field distribution in
transverse and longitudinal planes on which the transverse electric field
is a maximum; those on the right portray the magnetic-field and electric-
current distribution on half the circumference of the outer conductor.

2.5. Elliptical Waveguides. ‘—An elliptical waveguide is a uniform
region in which the transverse cross section is of elliptical form. As

1Cf. L. J. Chu, “ ElectromagneticWaves in Elliptic Hollow Pipes,” Jour. Applied
Phys., 9, September, 1938. Stratton, Morse, Chu, Hutner, Elliptic Cylinder and

Spheroidal Wawfunctions, Wiley, 1941.

——..
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illustrated in Fig. 2.10 elliptic coordinates .$I (the coordinate q is not to
be confused with the free-space admittance q employed else~vhere in this
volume) describe the cross section and the coordinate z the transmission
direction. The rectangular coordinates xy of the cross section are related
to the coordinates of the confocal ellipse ~ and confocal hyperbola q by

X = q cosh~ COS?l,
y = q sinhf sinq, )

(46)

where 2q is the focal distance. The boundary ellipse is defined by the
coordinate ~ = a with major axis, minor axis, and eccentricity given
by 2q cosh a, 2q sinh a, and e =
l/cosh a, respectively. The case
of a circular boundary is described
by e = q = O ~vith q/e finite.

The mode functions e; charac-
teristic of the E-modes are deriv-
able from scalar functions of the z

form

.0, = Re~(~,.~a)Se~(q,.~i), (47a)
o~i = .RO~(~,0xi)S07n(T,0Xc)j (47b)

where m = O, 1, 2, 3, . . .
I

and F*G,Z,lo,—Elliptical~aveguidecrosssection.
exi c .x~. k the nth nonvanishing
root of the even mth-order radial Mathieu function Rem(a,x), whereas
oxt = ox~. is the nth nonvanishing root of the odd mth-order radial
Mathieu function Ro~(a,x). The functions Sem(q,x) and Som(q,x) are
even and odd angular Mathieu functions. In the limit of small x = kcq
the Mathieu functions degenerate into circular functions as follows:

(48)

and, correspondingly, the confocal coordinates f and q become the polar
coordinates r and $.

The field components of the even Jlmn-rnode follow from Eqs. (1.3),
(1.10), and (47a) as

E{ = –v: Re~(~,exi)Sem(q,ex,)

q ~coshz f – COS2q’
~ = _ ~! ~%(t,exi)~e;(n,exi)

Q
‘qv/ I

(49a)
coshz ~ — COS2q’
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Ht = +1:
Rem({,exi)Se~(TJ, eXi)

q 4cosh2 ~ – COS2 q’

H = _l! Re~(~,.X,)Se~(q,. X,)

I

(49b)
v

‘ q <coshz ~ – COSTq’

Hz = O.

The prime denotes the derivative with respect to ~ or q, and JcL,= 27r/.A~,
denotes the cutoff wavenumber of the even mn mode. The z dependence
of the fields is determined by the transmission-line behavior of the mode
amplitudes V; and I;. The odd iJl~.-mode is represented in the same
manner as in Eqs. (49) save for the replacement of the even Mathieu func-
tions by the odd. The components of the mode functions e: are obtained
from Et and En of Eqs. (49a) on omission of the amplitude V: and insertion
of a normalization factor.

The e{’-mode functions characteristic of the H-modes in elliptical
guides are derivable from scalar functions of the form

where m = 0,1, 2,3,..., and ,x; = .x~n and ,x; = OX:. are the nth
nonvanishing roots of the derivatives of the radial Mathieu functions as
defined by

Re~(a,.X~) = O,
Ro~ (a,,x{) = O. I

The field components of the even JI_.-mode
(1.10), and (50a) as

(51)

are given by Eqs. (1.4),

The field components of the odd OH~n-modeare obtained from Eqs. (52) and
(53) on replacement of the even Mathieu functions by the odd. The com-
ponents of the e: mode functions are obtained from Et and E, on omis-
sion of the mode amplitude V:’ and addition of a normalization factor.
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The cutoff \vavelengths of the E- and H-modes may
terms of the roots X, and the semifocal distance q as

X.i = ~,

83

be expressed in

(54)

on omission of the various mode designations. An alternative expression
in terms of the eccentricity e of the boundary ellipse is obtained by use
of the elliptic integral formula for the circumference

/
~=g 2“<1 – e’ COS2q dq = $ E(e)

eo
(55)

of the boundary ellipse. The ratio k./s is plotted vs. e in Fig. 2.11 for
several of the even and odd E- and H-modes of largest cutoff wavelengths.

OMwaves Even waves

It is

FIG,

evident from

1.0 0.6 0.2 0.2 0.6
e

1.0

2.1 I.—Cutoff wavelengths of elliptical waveguide.

the figure that the .Hll-mode is the dominant mode in
an elliptical waveguide. The splitting of the degenerate modes (m >0,
e = O) of a circular guide into even and odd modes is also evident from

thk figure.
Computation of power flow and attenuation in elliptical guides

involves numerical integration of the Mathieu functions over the guide
cross section. The reader is referred to Chu’s paper quoted above for
quantitative information.

Mode patterns of the transverse electric and magnetic field distribu -
tion of several of the lower modes in an elliptical guide of eccentricity
e = 0.75 are shown in Fig. 2.12. The patterns are for the .Hol, .Hll,

OHII, Jol, .Ell, and OEH-modes.
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,Hll..

.Hll..

~Eol. .

eE,,..

FIG. 2. 12.—Field distribution of modes in elliptical waveguide. cross-sectional view.

2.6. Space as a Uniform Waveguide. a. Fields in Free Space. —Free
space may be regarded as a uniform waveguide having infinite cross-
sectional dimensions. A transmission-line description of the fields within
free space can be developed in a manner similar to that of the preceding
sect ions. The cross-sectional directions will be described by the zg
coordinates and the transmission direction by the z coordinate of a rec-
tangular coordinate system as shown in Fig. 2-13. In this coordinate
system the general electromagnetic field can be expressed as a superposi-
tion of an infinite set of E- and H-modes closely related to those employed
for rectangular guides (cf. Sec. 2.2). In the absence of geometrical
structures imposing periodicity requirements on the field, the required
modes form a continuous set of plane waves, each wave being character-
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ized by a wave number k indicative of the direction of
wavelength.

The e~vector functions character-
istic of the E-modes are derivable
from scalar functions of the form

where —~<k, <m, —~ <ky<

w, and i is an index indicative of the
mode with wave numbers k. in the x
direction and k. in the y direction.
The question of normalization will be
left open for the moment.

By Eqs. (1.3), (1.10), and (56)

‘M

I /
1//

85

propagation and

/
z

EZZR
FIG. 2,13.—Coordinate systems for [1

waves in space.
Rectangular coordinates Z,Y,Z : ;)
Polar and azimuthal angles O,@

()

the field components of the Ei-mode can be written as ()
!1

E= = ~: ~k:; k; ,i(k..+h.l,

1
(. ..:

& = v: ~k;+ k;.W..+k.u), (5%J?’ ?
r-

E. = ~! 4- ej@=’+k,~~, E’ \me L.

Hz = –I: ‘u<k: + ~, e,@=z+hvJ,

I

(r ;
v

Hu = I{

~ = o’ ~k;; k: e’(kzz+’vv),

(57P) ‘
)

(
z. 3

L . -a
The z dependence of this mode is determined by the transmission-line
behavior of the mode voltage l’; and current I;, which obey the uniform-
line equations (1”1 1). On introduction of the new variables

k. = k sin 0 cos 4, tan @ = ~,

kv = k sin d sin ~, sin~=k
k’

k=?

A’

(58)

it is evident from Fig. 2.13 that an E,-mode with ~= < k, repre-
sents a propagating plane wave whose wave vector k is characterized by
polar angle d and azimuthal angle ~. The magnetic field of this mode is
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linearly polarized and lies wholly in the transverse xy plane at the angle
1#1+ lr/2.

The e: vector function characteristic of an H.-mode is derivable from
a scalar function (56) of the same form as for the E,-mode. The field
components of the Hi-mode follow from Eqs. (1 “4), (1”10), and (56) as

Ev = – v:’ _&____ ~i(k.z+k,u),
tik: + k;

E, = O, \

‘u =1:’& “(k==+’’”)’
H. = ~ V’my ej@=’+k,~J,

“1

(59a)

(59b)

where again the z dependence of the mode field is given by the trans-
mission-line behavior of the mode voltage V:’ and current I;’. On sub-
stitution of Eqs. (58) it is seen that a traveling H,-mode with v“- < k

is a plane wave whose wave vector k points in the direction specified by
the polar angle .9 and the azimuthal angle $. The electric field of the
H~-mode lies entirely in the zy plane and is linearly polarized at the
angle @ — Ir/2.

The cross-sectional wave numbers of both the E,- and H,-modes are
identical and equal to

By Eqs. (1.1 lb) it follows that

(60a)

(60b)

From the dependence of the cross-sectional wave number on h it is
apparent that mode propagation ceases when tik~ + k; > k, i.e., when 0
is imaginary.

The power flow per unit area in the z direction can be expressed
in terms of the rms mode voltage Vi as

L

‘z=&’v’’’=+’’’(61a)

1

for the case of a propagating E,-mode or as
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Pz=JJ~ ,V,,,=,cc)stl,v,f,,

87

(61b)

for the case of a propagating H.-mode.
The dominant E- and H-modes are obtained from Eqs. (57) and (59)

by first placing k. = O and then k. = O, or conversely. These modes are
evidently TEM waves with the nonvanishing components

and are seen to be polarized at right angles to one another. The wave-
length & of propagation in the z direction is equal to the free-space
wavelength x for these modes.

20

10

1

!

L

~ “.. II ! !.1!11 I I I I I I I IJ

.
“~0.104

i u\ il / \u ,/ , 1 1:1 \\ I 1-
0.05 t \ 1}

I 1
I r.

1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 I
“

\
\%

\

‘“-lhL- -- -1.---- ————
0.5 1 5 10

I I 11111 1,,-- .
nnll

WavelengthIncm
FIG.2.14.—Atmospheric attenuation of plane waves. (a) Atmosphere co,nposed of 10

gm. of water vapor per cubic meter. (b) Atmosphere composed of 20 per cent oxygeu at

a total pressure of 76 cm. Hg.

The attenuation constant of plane waves in free space is determined
solely by the dielectric losses in the atmosphere of the space. Because
of the importance of this type of attenuation at ultrahigh frequencies
theoretical curves of the attenuation (8.686a), in decibels per kilometer,
due to presence of oxygen and water vapor, are shown in Fig. 2.14 as a
function of wavelength.
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b. Field in the Vicinity oj Gratings.—The analysis of the electro-
magnetic field in the vicinity of periodic structures, such as gratings in
free space, is in many respects simpler than in the case where no perio-
dicity exists. Instead of a continuous infinit y of modes, as in Sec. 2.6a, a
denumerably infinite set of E- and H-modes is present with only discrete
values of k= and kv. When the excitation and geometrical structure is
such that the field has a spatial periodicity of period a and b in the trans-
verse z and y directions, respectively, the only permissible values of
k. and lcUare

~ _ 2rm
z a’

m= 0+1 +2...,>—)—)

~=~n

1

(63)
u b’

n=O, +1, f2, . . . .

A situation of this sort obtains, for example, when a uniform plane wave
falls normally upon a planar grating having a structural periodicity of
length a in the x direction and b in the y direction. The Ei_ and Hi-modes
in such a space are given by Eqs. (57) and (59) with k=and kVas in Eqs.
(63). The cutoff wavelengths of the Ei- and H.-modes are both equal
to

(64)

which is characteristic of the wavelength below which the plane waves
are propagating and above which they are damped. On introduction
of the substitution (58) it is apparent that these modes can be interpreted
in terms of a discrete set of plane waves (diffracted orders) defined by the
angles o and & In many practical cases the excitation and dimensions
are such that A > a > b, and hence only a single mode, one of the
dominant modes shown in Eqs. (62), can be propagated. As a conse-
quence the field is almost everywhere described by the voltage and current
of this one mode.

A similar mode analysis can be applied to describe the fields in the
vicinity of a periodic structure when the excitation consists of a plane
wave incident at the oblique angles @ and $’. If the spatial periodicity
of the structure is again defined by the periods a and b in the x and y
directions, the only permissible E- and H-modes, shown in Eqs. (57) and
(59), are those for which
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where k! = k sin 0’ cos 1#1’and k; = k sin 0’ sin +’ are the wave numbers
of the incident excitation. The cross-sectional wave number of both the
Ei- and the Hi-mode equals

4kci = 21r E – ‘in “ ;0s +
)(

,2

)

sin 0’ sin .$’ 2 2T
+;– A ——

a
~,1 (66)

c,

and as in the previous case these wave numbers characterize a discrete
set of plane waves (or diffracted orders).

Frequently the excitation and dimensions are such that only the
dominant mode (m =n =0) withkz = k~and k. = kjis propagating.
For example, if 1#1’= Oand a > b, this situation obtains, as can be seen
from Eq. (66), when

A > a(l + sin 0) = Li,

i.e., when the next higher diffraction order does not propagate. Under
these conditions the dominant mode voltage and current describe the
field almost everywhere.

The components of the e{ vectors are obtained from the E, and E.

components of the mode fields of Eqs. (57a) and (59a) on omission of the
mode amplitudes. The normalization of the ei vector functions has not
been explicitly stated since it depends on whether the mode index i is
continuous or discrete. For a continuous index i, e; must be divided
by 2Uto obtain a vector function normalized over the infinite cross section
to a delta function of the form ~(k. – k$ 6(kV – kj).1 For discrete
index i, ei should be divided by ~b to obtain, in accordance with Eqs.
(1.5), a vector function normalized to unity over a cross section of
dimensions a by b.

2.7. Radial Waveguides. a. Cylindrical Cross Sections.—An example
of a nonuniform region in which the transverse cross sections are com-
plete cylindrical surfaces of height b is provided by the radial waveguide
illustrated in Fig. 2.15. In the r~z polar coordinate system appropriate
to regions of this type, the transverse cross sections are q!Jzsurfaces and
transmission is in the direction of the radius r. Radial waveguides are
encountered in many of the resonant cavities employed in ultra high-
frequency oscillator tubes, filters, etc .; free space can also be regarded as
a radial waveguide of infinite height. As stated in Sec. 1.7 the transverse
electromagnetic field in radial waveguides cannot be represented, in
general, as a superposition of transverse vector modes. There exists
only a scalar representation that, for no H, field, is expressible in terms of
E-type modes and, for no E, field, in terms of H-type modes.

IThe delta function ~(z - z’) is defined by the conditions that its integral be
unity if the interval of integration includes the point z’ and be zero otherwise.
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+-f

Generalview Sideview
FIG.2. 15.—Radialwaveguideof cylindricalcrosssection.

E-type modes.-The field components of an E-type mode in the
radial guide of Fig. 2.15 can be represented as

(67a)

(67b)

where

Cn=l ifn=O,
%=2 ifn #O,

m = 0,1, 2,3,..., n = 0,1, 2,3,....

The z dependence of the E-type modes is determined by the transmission-
line behavior of the mode voltage V: and current I;. The latter quanti-
ties satisfy the transmission-line equations (1.64) with

(68)
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Foreitherm = Oorn = Othetransverse electric andmagnetic fields of
each mode have only a single component. As is evident from the form
of Eqs. (67) there exist two independent ll~m-type modes with different
@polarizations; the amplitudes of these degenerate modes are different
from each other although thk has not been explicitly indicated.

In a radial waveguide the concept of guide wavelength loses its
customary significance because of the nonperiodic nature of the field
variation in the transmission direction. Consequently the usual relation
between guide wavelength and cutoff wavelength is no longer valid.
However, the cutoff wavelength, defined as the wavelength at which
.{ = O, is still useful as an indication of the “ propagating” or “non-
propagating” character of a mode. For an E-type mode the cutoff
wavelength is

(69)

and its dependence on r indicates that the mode is propagating in those
regions for which A < ~~iand nonpropagating when h > h:i.

In terms of the rms mode voltage and current the total outward power
flow in an E-type mode is Re (l’{I{ *). For computations of power on a
matched line it should be noted that the input admittance of a matched
radial line is not equal to its characteristic admittance [cf. Eq. (1.74)].

The dominant E-t ype mode in the radial waveguide of Fig. 2.15 is
the m = n = O mode and is seen to be a transverse electromagnetic
mode. The nonvanishing field components of this Z’Eitf-mode follow
from Eqs. (67) as (omitting the mode designations)

(70a)

and the corresponding characteristic impedance and mode constant as

Z=r+ and k. (70b)

Frequently the excitation and guide dimensions are such that the domi-
nant mode characterizes the field almost everywhere. The total outward
power carried by the dominant mode at any point r in a matched non-
dissipative radial guide is

P=q*
b dw;(kr) Iv(r)l”

(71)

as is evident from the power relation and Eqs. (1.74); the function hO(kr)
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is the amplitude of the zeroth-order Hankel function and is defined in
Eq. (1.80).

H-type modes.—The field components of an H-type mode in the
radial guide of Fig. 2.15 are given by

E, = O, \

where

.n =J,2- (y)’,
m = 0,1, 2,.... n=l,2,3, ””..

The z-dependent mode voltage V:’ and current I: obey the radial
transmission-line equations (1”64) with

(73)

The existence of two distinct H~_-type modes with different @ polariza-
tions is to be noted.

The cutoff wavelength of the H~.-type mode is identical with that
of the E~~-type mode and, as in the latter case, is indicative of regions
of propagation and nonpropagation. The total outward power flow in
an H-type mode is given in terms of the rms mode voltage and current by
Re (V~I~’*).

The dominant H-type mode in the radial guide of Fig. 2“15 is the
m = O, n = 1 mode. The nonvanishing field components of this mode
can be written as

(74)
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on omission of the distinguishing mode indices. The characteristic
impedance and mode constant of the dominant H-type mode are

(75)

The total outward power flow carried by the dominant H-type mode in a
matched nondissipative radial line is

(76)

b. Cylindrical Sector CTOSS Sections.—Another example of a radial
waveguide is provided by the nonuniform region illustrated in Fig. 2“16.

(et)Generalview (b) Side”view
FIG. 2. 16.—Radial waveguide of sectoral cross section.

In the TOZcoordinate system indicated therein the cross-sectional surfaces
are cylindrical sectors of aperture @ and height b.

E-type modes.—In the above type of radial waveguide the field
components of an E-type mode are

where

..=Jq

(77a)

(77b)

m=l,2,3, ..., n = 0,1, 2,3,..”.
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The z dependence of this E~~-type mode is determined by the trans-
mission-line behavior of the mode voltage V{ and current I;, as given by
Eqs. (1.64) with

The cutofl wavelength of the E~~-type mode is

I (78)

(79)

and as before is indicative of the regions of propagation and nonpropaga-
tion.

The dominant E-type mode in the radial waveguide of Fig. 2.16 is
the m = 1, n = O mode. The nonvanishing field components of this
mode are (omitting mode indices)

The characteristic impedance and mode constant are

and the transmission-line behavior is described in terms of
waves”

Jr,4 (h) and N.,*(kr).

(80)

(81)

the “ standing

(82)

In terms of the dominant-mode rms voltage V the total outward power
in a matched nondissipative guide is

2bk ** IV(T) 12”
P=??r~i (83)

H-t~pe modes.—The field components of an H-type mode in the
radial waveguide of Fig. 2.16 are
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Es = O,

E$=l’~’~sin~zcos~ I#J,
/

9.5

(84a)

(84b)

The zdependent mode voltage V;’ and current I: satisfy the radial trans-
mission-line equations (164) with

(85)

The cutoff wavelength is the same as that given in Eq. (79) for an En.-
type mode. The total outward mode power is given by Re (Vj’1~*).

~ The dominant H-type mode is the (m = O, n = I)-mode. The
nonvanishing field components of the dominant H-type mode are (omit-
ting mode indices)

The characteristic impedance and mode constant are

(87)

The transmission-line behavior of the dominant H-type mode is expressed
in terms of the standing waves

Jo(r) and NO(KT).
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The total outward power flow transported by this dominant mode in a
matched nondissipative sectoral guide can be expressed in terms of the
rms current 1 as

(88)

2.8. Spherical Waveguides. 1 a. F~elds in Free Space. -On introduc-

tz

FIG. 2.17.—Spherical coordinate system for
waves in space,

tion of a TO+spherical coordinate
system, as shown in Fig. 2.17, it
is evident that free space may be
regarded as a nonuniform trans-
mission region or spherical wave-
guide. The transmission direc-
tion is along the radius r and the
cross sections transverse thereto
are complete spherical surfaces
described by the coordinates 0 and
O. In practice many spherical
cavities may be conveniently re-
garded as terminated spherical
guides.

The e’-mode functions charac-
teristic of the E-modes in a spherical guide are derivable from scalar
functions

(89)

where
~z=~n(n+l)(n+ m)!

, cm 2r3+l (n–m)!’
m=o,l,z,...l,n,n

n=l,2,3, ...,
Cm=l ifm=O,
E,n= 2 ifm #O,

and ~(cos 0) is the associated Legendre function of order n and degree
m. Typical Legendre functions of argument cos 13are

P, = 1,
P, = Cos e, P; = – sin 0,
P2 = +(3 COS2e – 1), P; = –3sin dcos 0, P; = 3sin20,

I

(90)

P3 = *(5 COS3e – 3 Cos e), P; = –~ sin 0(5 C052O – 1),
P% = 15 sin2 0 cos 6, Pj = –15 sin’ /3.

1Cf. S. A. Schelkunoff,Electromagnetic Waves, Chaps. 10 and 11, Van Nostrand,
1943,
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By Eqs. (1.3), (1.10), and (89) the field components of the E*.-mode are

(91a)

where the degeneracy of the Em.-mode is indicated by the two possible
polarizations in & The r dependence of the fields is determined by
the mode voltage V{ and current I:. These quantities obey the spherical
transmission-line equations (194). The components of the mode
functions e( normalized according to Eqs. (1.5) with dS = sine W d+

are obtained from Ee and E+ of F.q. (91a) on omission of the amplitude
factor Vj/r. The outward power carried by the ith mode is Re (ViZ~).

The dominant mode in a spherical waveguide is the electric dipole
mode n = 1. For the case of circular symmetry (m = O) the non-
vanishing components of this mode are

(92)

on omission of the mode designations. In terms of the rms voltage V

the tot al poIver carried by an outward traveling dominant mode is (cf.
Sec. 1.8)

P= T --- Iv(r)!’. (93)
l– ~’ + &,

The e~-mode functions characteristic of the H-modes in a spherical
waveguide are deri~able from the scalar functions shown in Eq. (89).
The field components of the Htim-mode follow from Eqs. (1”4), (1”10),
and (89) as
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The r dependence of the mode fields is determined by the spherical
transmission-line behavior of the mode voltage V:’ and current Z:’. The
components of the normalized mode function are obtained from E@

and E$ of Eq. (9411)on omission of the amplitude factor V~’/r. )

Longitudinalview Crosssectionalview
FIG. 2.lS.—Conical waveguide.

As for the case of modes in a radial waveguide, the concepts of cutoff
wavelength and guide wavelength lose their customary significance in a
spherical guide because of the lack of spatial periodicity along the trans-
mission direction. The cutoff wavelength

A., =
2irr

<n(rz + 1) (95)
!

of both the E~n- and H~.-modes is, however, indicative of the regions
wherein these modes are propagating or nonpropagating. For regions
such that x < L the mode fields decay spatially like l/r and hence may
be termed “ propagating”; conversely for A > L the mode fields decay
faster than I/r and may, therefore, be termed “ nonpropagating. ”

b. Conical Wawrjuides.—A typical conical waveguide together with
its associated spherical coordinate system rO@ is illustrated in I?ig. 2.18.
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The transmission direction is along the radius r, and the cross sections
transverse thereto are @spherical surfaces bounded by cones of aperture
eland 8,. Theconical wraveguide isseento bear thesamerelation toa
spherical waveguide that a coaxial guide bears to a circular guide.
Examples of conical guides are provided by tapered sections in coaxial
guide, conical antennas, etc.

Thedominant E-mode intheconical guide of Fig. 2.18 is a transverse
electromagnetic mode whose nonvanishing components are

Ee =
v 1

~ln cot (01/2) sin 19’
cot (02/2)

H+ = &r S&fl
1

(96)

The r dependence of the dominant mode voltage V and current 1 is
determined by the spherical transmission-line equations (1.94); for this
case of the dominant (n = O) mode these reduce to uniform transmission-
line equations. The choice of normalization is such that the character-
istic impedance and propagation wave number are

(97)

The total outward dominant-mode power flow in a matched nondissipa-
tive conical guide is correspondingly

P=&ln cot (01/2) 11(T)12.
cot (02/2) (98)

The cutoff wavelength of the dominant mode is infinite.
The attenuation constant of the dominant mode in a conical guide is a

function of r and is given by

~= ( ),%%+*2 , ,nco:(,1,2)’ (99)

cot (e2/2)

where RI and Rz are the characteristic resistances (c~. Table 1.2) of
the inner and outer metallic cones.

The e{ mode functions characteristic of the E-modes in a conical
guide m-e derivable by Eqs. (1.3) from scalar functions of the form

~, = [F’~(COSO)P~(– COS81) – P;(– COS0) P~(COS @l)]~ionsm 4, (loo)
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where the indices n (nonintegral in general) are determined by the roots of

P:(cos eJP~(- Cos (/J – P;( – Cos e,) P;(cos 0,) = o,

where m = 0,1, 2,3,.... The e;’ mode functions characteristic of
the H-modes are derivable by Eqs. (1.4) from scalar functions

*, = ~(COS 0)
dP:(– Cos 01)

do
– Py(– Cos e) dp~$; ‘J, (101)

where the indices n are the roots of

dP:(cos 8,) dP:( – COS01) _ dP:(– COS @ d~(cos 6,) = ~
do de do de

where m = 0,1, 2,3,”... The lack of adequate tabulations both
of the roots n and of the fractional order Legendre functions does not
justify a detailed representation of the field components of the higher
modes. The special case, 82 = T – 01, of a conical antenna has been
investigated in some detail by Schelkunoff (1oc. cit.).
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301. Representation of Wavegtide Discontiuities.-Waveguidestruc-
tures are composite regions containing not only uniform or nonuniform
waveguide regions but also discontinuity regions. The latter are
regions wherein there exist discontinuities in cross-sectional shape; these
discontinuities may occur within or at the junction of waveguide regions.
As indicated in the preceding chaptem the fields within each of the wave-
guide regions are usually completely described by only a single propa-
gating mode. Incontrast thecomplete description of the fields withina
discontinuity region generally requires, in addition to the dominant
propagating mode, an infinity of nonpropagating modes. Since a
waveguide region can be represented by a single transmission line
appropriate to the propagating mode, it might be expected that the
representation of the discontinuity regions would require an infinity of
transmission lines. This expectation is essentially correct but unnecessar-
ily complicated. The nonpropagating nature of the higher-mode
transmission lines restricts the complication in field description to the
immediate vicinity of the discontinuity. Hence, the discontinuity
fields can be effectively regarded as “lumped.” The effect of these
lumped discontinuities is to introduce corresponding discontinuities into
the otherwise continuous spatial variation of the dominant-mode voltage
and current on the transmission lines representative of the propagating
modes in the over-all microwave structure. Such voltage-current dis-
continuities can be represented by means of lumped-constant equivalent
circuits. The equivalent circuits representative of the discontinuities
together with the transmission lines representative of the associated wave-
guides comprise a microwave network that serves to describe the fields
almost everywhere within a general waveguide structure. The present
chapter is principally concerned with the general nature and properties
of the parameters that characterize such microwave networks.

The determination of the fields within a wavexuide structure is
primarily an electromagnetic-boundary-value prob~em. An electro-
magnetic-boundary-value problem involves the determination of the
electric field E and magnetic field H at every point within a closed region

\
of sDace. These fields are recwired to satisf y the Maxwell field equations , ~j’f
and to assume prescribed values on the boundary surface enclosing tbe , ‘ ‘ ‘
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given region. According to a fundamental theorem a unique solution to
this problem exists if the tangential component of either the electric field
OTthe magnetic field is specified at the boundary surface. The reformu-
lation of this field problem in terms of conventional network concepts
will be illustrated for a general type of waveguide structure.

a. Impedance Representation.—A typical waveguide structure is
depicted in Fig. 3.1. The over-all structure is composed of a discon-
tinuityy, or junction, region J and a number of arbitrary waveguide regions
1, ..., N. The boundary conditions appropriate to this structure are

J+-K
-WV

Fm. 3.l.—Junctlon of N waveguides.

that the electric-field components tangential to the metallic boundary
surface S, indicated by solid lines, vanish and that the magnetic-field com-
ponents tangential to the “terminal,” or boundary, surfaces Tl, . . . , TN,

indicated by dashed lines, assume prescribed but arbitrary values. It is
further assumed that the dimensions and frequency of excitation are such
that only a single mode can be propagated in each of the waveguide
regions although this is not a necessary restriction. It is thereby
implied that the terminal surfaces T1, . . . , TN are so far removed from
the junction region J that the fields at each terminal surface are of
dominant-mode type. Consequently the tangential electric field E, and
magnetic field H~ at any terminal surface Tm may be completely charac-
terized by the equations (cf. Sec. 1.3)

(1)

where en and h~ are the vector mode functions indicative of the cross-
sectional form of the dominant mode in the mth guide, where zti denotes
the outward unit vector along the axes of the mth guide, and where the

I

,
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voltage V~ and current 1~ denote the rms amplitudes of the respective
fields at !f’~; the normalization is such that Re (V&j represents the
average power flowing in the mth guide toward the junction region.

The above-quoted uniqueness theorem states that the electric field
within the space enclosed by the terminal surfaces is uniquely determined
by the tangential magnetic fields or, equivalently, by the currents 11,
. . . . 1~ at the terminals T,, . . . , TN. In particular the tangential
electric fields or, equivalently, the voltages VI, . . . , VN at the terminal
surfaces Tl, . . . , TN are determined by the currents 11, . . . , IN. The
linear nature of the field equations makes it possible to deduce the form
of the relations between the voltages and currents at the various terminals
without the necessity of solving the field equations. By linearity it is
evident that the volt ages VI, . . . , VN set up by the current 1,, or 1,,
. . . or 1.Vacting alone must be of the form

l-l = 21111, v, = 2,212,
v* = 22111, v* = 2,,1,,

V. = zN,~l, VN = ZNJX,

where the Z~. are proportionality factors,

VI = .zlN~N

Vz = Z,NIN,
/

o

(2)

VN = zNNIN,

or impedance coefficients,
indicative of the voltage set up at the terminal T~ by a unit current acting
only at the terminal Tm. By superposition the voltages resulting from
the simultaneous action of all the currents are given by

V, = .Z,,~, + z,,~2+ “ “ “ +zlNI.V,
VZ = 2,,1, + Z2212 + “ “ “ +Z2~1N,

?

(3)

v. = 2.111 + 2.212+ “ “ “ +2)/.1..

These so-called network equations, which completely describe the behavior
of the propagating modes in the given microwave structure, are frequently
characterized simply by the array of impedance coefficients

Z,, Z,z - . . ZIN

II

ZZI z,, . . . ZZN

z=””””””, . . . . . .
. . . . . .

z~l ZI,V “ “ “ ZNM

called the impedance matrix of the structure.
The foregoing analysis of an N terminal pair microwave structure is
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the exact analogue of the familiar Kirchhoff mesh analysis of an n ter-
minal pair low-frequency electrical structure. As in the latter case,
many properties of the impedance coefficients Z~n may be deduced from
general considerations without the necessity of solving any field equations.
The more important of these properties are Z~n = Z.~ and Re (Z_m) = O.
With appropriate voltage-current definitions (cj. Chap. 2) the former of
these relations are generally valid, whereas the latter pertain only to
nondissipative structures. In addition to the above, many useful proper-
ties may be derived if certain geometrical symmetries exist in a wave-
guide structure. Such symmetries impose definite relations among the
network parameters Z~m (cf. Sec. 3.2)—relations, it is to be stressed, that
can be ascertained without the necessity of solving any field equations.
These relations reduce the number of unknown parameters and often
yield important qualitative information about the properties of micro-
wave structures.

The form of the network equations (3) together with the reciprocity
relations Z~n = Zn~ imply the existence of a lumped-constant equivalent
circuit which provides both a schematic representation and a structural
equivalent of the relations between the voltages and currents at the
terminals of the given microwave structure. This equivalent circuit, or
network representation, provides no information not contained in the
original network equations, but nevertheless serves the purpose of casting
the results of field calculations in a conventional engineering mold from
which information can be derived by standard engineering calculations.
In view of this representation, the boundary-value problem of the
determination of the relations between the far transverse electric and
magnetic fields on the terminal surfaces is seen to be reformulated as a
network problem of the determination of the impedance parameters
z mm. These parameters may be determined either theoretically from the
field equations or experimentally by standing-wave measurements on
the structure. In either case it is evident that the impedance parameters
provide a rigorous description of the dominant modes at the terminal
surfaces and hence of the electromagnetic fields almost everywhere.
This “far” description, of course, does not include a detailed analysis of
the fields in the immediate vicinity of the discontinuities.

In the reformulation of the field description as a network problem
the choice of terminal planes is seen to be somewhat arbitrary. This
arbitrariness implies the existence of a variety of equivalent networks for
the representation of a waveguide structure. Any one of these networks
completely characterizes the far field behavior. No general criterion
exists to determine which of the equivalent networks is most appro-
priate. This ambiguous situation does not prevail for the case of lumped
low-frequency networks, because there is generally no ambiguity in the
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choice of terminals of a lumped circuit. However, even at low frequencies
there are, in gcneralj many circuits equivalent to any given one, but
usually there is a “natural” one distinguished by having a minimum
number of impedance elements of simple frequency variation. It is
doubtful whether a corresponding “natural” network exists, in general,
for any given waveguide structure. In special cases, however, the same
criteria of a minimum number of network parameters, simple frequency
dependence, etc., can be employed to determine the best network repre-
sentation. These determinations are facilitated by the ability to trans-
form from a representation at one set of terminal planes to that at another
(cf. Sec. 3.3).

Various definitions of voltage and current may be employed as meas-
ures of the transverse fields in waveguide regions. The arbitrariness in
definition introduces an additional source of flexibility in the network
representation of waveguide structures. For example, if the voltages 1’.
and currents In employed in Eqs. (3) are transformed into a new set ~“
and ~mby

(4a)

the transformed network equations retain the same form as Eqs. (3) pro-
vided the transformed impedance elements are given by

Z.n = z..V’mL. (4b)

The new representation may possess features of simplicity not contained
in the original representation. Because of this it is frequently desirable
to forsake the more conventional definitions of voltage and current in
order to secure a simplicity of circuit representation. It should be noted
that the new definitions are equivalent to a change in the characteristic
impedances of the terminal waveguides or, alternatively, to an introduction
of ideal transformers at the various terminals.

b. Admittance Representation. —Although the preceding reformulation
of the “far” field description of the microwave structure of Fig. 3.1 has
been carried through an impedance basis, an equivalent reformulation
on an admittance basis is possible. In the latter case the original bound-
ary value problem is specified by indication of the transverse components
of the electiic rather than the magnetic field on the terminal surfaces
T,, . . .. T.v. The introduction of voltages V~ and currents 1~ on the
terminal planes together with a Kirchhoff analysis on a node basis (i.e.
V“ rather than 1~ specified at T’_) leads in this case to network equations
of the form
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], = y,,~l+ y,,~,+ “ “ “ + ylN~N,
Z,= y21~1+ Y,,v,+ “ “ “ + y2NvN, )

where the admittance elements Y~. possess the same general properties
Y** = Ym~and in the nondissipative case Re ( Y*J = Oas the impedance
elefnents of Eqs. (3). In this case the admittance element Y~. represents
the current set up at the terminal T-by a unit voltage applied only at the
terminal T.. As an alternative to Eqs. (5) the array of admittance
coefficients

Y=

Y1l Y,, . . Y,.,.
Y,, Y*2 . . . Y*Y

. . . .
\l

1’ ‘
... .... .

YNI Y)J2 o . . YNNI
called the admittance matrix of the waveguide structure, is sometimes
employed to characterize the dominant-mode behavior of the given
structure.

The statements relative to the arbitrariness in choice of terminal
planes and voltage-current definitions apply equally well to the admit-
tance description. However, the equivalent network representation of
the network equations (5) is dual rather than identical with the network
representation of Eqs. (3).

c. Scattering Representation.—An alternative description of the fields
within the waveguide structure of Fig. 3.1 stems from a reformulation of
the associated field problem as a scattering problem. Accordingly, in
addition to the general requirement of the vanishing of the electric-field
components tangential to the metallic surfaces, the original boundary-
value problem is defined by specification of the amplitudes of the waves
incident on the terminal planes Tl, . . . , TN. In this scattering type of
description the dominant-mode fields at any point in the waveguide
regions are described by the amplitudes of the incident and reflected
(scattered) waves at that point. In particular the fields at the terminal
plane Z’~ are ,described by

IL(w,zJ = (a- + W%
EL(LY,zJ = (an – h)h,

h~ = zO* X e%,
I

(6)

where em and h~ are vector mode functions characteristic of the trans-
verse form of the dominant mode in the mth guide and am and b~ are,
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respectively, the complex amplitudes of the electric field in the incident
and reflected wave components of the dominant mode field at T~. The
normalization of the mode functions is such that the total inward power
flow at any terminal T~ is given by la~l’ – IL’; this corresponds to a
choice of unity for the characteristic impedance of the mth guide.

The fundamental existence theorem applicable to the scattering
formulation of a field problem states that the amplitudes of the scattered
waves at the various terminals are uniquely related to the amplitudes of
the incident waves thereon. As in the previous representations the form
of this relation is readily found by adduction of the linear nature of the
electromagnetic field. Because of linearity the amplitudes of the
reflected waves set up at the terminal planes Tl, . . . , TN by a single

incident wave al at Tl, or aj at T2, . . . are

bl = Sllal, bl = SIZaQ, bl = SINaN,

b~ = Sz,al, b~ = SzZaZ, bz = s2NaN,

d

(7)

bN = S,vla,, b,. = S~zat, b. = sNNaN.

Therefore, by superposition the amplitudes of the scattered waves aris-
ing from the simultaneous incidence of waves of amplitudes al, . . . , aN
are

b, = Sllal + S12az + “ “ . + SINa,v,
bz = S21a1 + S22a2 + “ “ “ + S2NaN,

I

(8)

bN = S~lal + S~2a2 + . “ “ -t S~hra.v

where the proportionality factor, or scattering coefficient, Sm. is a measure
of the amplitude of the wave scattered into the mth guide by an incident
wave of unit amplitude in the nth guide. In particular, therefore, the
coefficient S~~ represents the reflection coefficient at the terminal T~

when all other terminals are ‘(mat ched. ” For brevity it is frequently
desirable to characterize the scattering properties of a waveguide structure
by the array of coefficients

S1l S12 “ “ “ Slv

[’1

S,l S22 “ “ ‘S2,V

s=:.::::, (9)

. . . . . .

S,vl S,VZ“ “ “ SNN

called the scattering matrix, rather than by Eqs. (8).
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The elements S’~nof the scattering matrix S may be determined either
theoretically or experimentally. The values so obtained are dependent
on the choice of terminal planes and the definitions of incident and
scattered amplitudes. Certain general properties of scattering coeffi-
cients may be deduced from general considerations. For example, with
the above definitions IEqs. (6)] of the amplitudes an and b-, it can be
shown that

1. The reciprocityy relations Sm. = S.-,
N

22. The unitary relations LS’*@Jlfl.= &n =
19=1 (:!%) ’10)

are valid; the latter apply only to nondissipative structures.
If the given structure possesses geometrical symmetries, it is possible

to derive corresponding symmetry relations among the scattering coeffi-
cients. These relations, derivable without the necessity of solving field
equations or performing measurements, are identical with those for the
elements of the impedance or admittance matrices of the same structure.

The reformulation of field problems either as network problems or as
scattering problems provides fully equivalent and equally rigorous
descriptions of the far field in a microwave structure. The choice of
one or the other type of description is difficult to decide in many cases.
In favor of the impedance or admittance descriptions are the following
facts: (1) The descriptions are in close accord with conventional low-
frequency network descriptions; (2) they can be schematically represented
by equivalent circuits; (3) they lead to simple representations of many
series or shunt combinations of discont inuit ies and junct ions. In favor
of the scattering description are the facts: (1) It is particularly simple and
intuitive when applied to the important case of matched or nearly
matched microwave structures; (2) reference-plane transformations can
be effected quite simply by phase shifts of the scattering coefficients.

For the most part impedance or admittance descriptions are employed
throughout the present volume since it is desired to stress the connection
between microwave network analysis and the conventional low-frequency
network analysis. For interrelations among the various descriptions the
reader is referred to Prhm”ples of Microwave Circuits by C. G. Montgomery
and R. Dicke, Vol. 8 of this series.

3.2. Equivalent Circuits for Waveguide Discontfnuities.-The Kirch-
hoff analysis of the far fields within a general N-terminal pair microwave
structure can be expressed in terms of N(N + 1)/2 complex parametem
[cf. Eqs. (3) and (5)] and represented by a general N-terminal-pair
equivalent network. If the structure possesses geometrical symmetries,
it is possible to reduce the number of unknown network parameters and
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correspondingly simplify the form of the equivalent network by means of a
Kirchhoff analysis that utilizes these symmetries. Symmetrical struc-
tures are characterized by the existence of two or more terminal planes
looking into any one of which the structure appears electrically identical.
As outlined in the preceding section, a Kirchhoff analysis of the response
due to current excitation at one of these symmetrical terminal planes is
described by impedance coefficients given by one of the columns in Eqs.
(2). The columns describing the responses due to current excitation at
the other symmetrical terminal planes can be expressed in terms of these
same impedance coefficients, but in different order. It is thus evident
that the symmetry properties of the given structure can serve to reduce
the number of unknown impedance coefficients. Results of analyses
utilizing structural symmetries will be tabulated in this section for several
microwave discontinuities.

The Kirchhoff analysis of a symmetrical microwave structure can
be effected on either an impedance or an admittance basis. The choice
of analysis is generally dictated (at least for the N > 3 terminal pair
structures) by the type of geometrical symmetry possessed by the struc-
ture. It is not implied hereby that only one type of description is
possible in a given case. An impedance or an admittance description is
always possible. In a structure with a certain type of symmetry the
impedance description, for example, may be found most desirable since
the parameters of the equivalent circuit for the structure may be simply
related to the elements of the impedance matrix but not to those of the
admittance matrix. The possible existence of another equivalent circuit
whose parameters are simply related to the elements of the admittance
rather than of the impedance matrix is not excluded. However, the
two equivalent circuits will not, in general, be equally simple. The
preferred description is that based on the simplest equivalent circuit.

In the following the equivalent circuits together with the correspond-
ing impedance, or admittance, representations of several general classes
of microwave structures will be presented. No detailed effort will be
made either to show how the symmetries of the structure delimit the
form of the matrix and circuit representations or to discuss the reasons
for the choice of a particular representation. The consistency of a
representation with the symmetry of a structure can be readily verified
on application of a Kirchhoff analysis both to the given structure and to
the equivalent circuit. These analyses lead, of course, to the same
matrix representation. Incidentally the recognition of the applicability
of conventional Kirchhoff analyses to microwave structures constitutes
an important engineering asset, for one can thereby set up and delimit
the impedance or admittance matrix or, alternatively, the equivalent
circuit representation thereof and derive much information about the
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behavior of a given microwave structure without the necessity of solving
any field equations.

For a given type of geometrical symmetry the equivalent circuit
information will be seen to apply equally well to a variety of waveguide
structures of which only a few will be pointed out. Since no specific
choice either of terminal planes or of voltage-current definitions will be
made, the representations to be presented are of a quite general form and
can be considerably simplified by a judicious choice of these factors (cf.
Sec. 33). However, the positive directions of voltage and current will
be indicated since the form of the impedance or admittance matrix

(a) Symmetrical discontinuity (b) Symmetrical junction of two guides
in a waveguide

[, j ~~”~,
Tl Tz

(c) Admittancematrix (o!)Equivalentcircuit
FIG. 3,2.—Symmetricaltwo-terminal-pairwaveguidestructures.

(though not the equivalent circuit) depends on this choice. Furthermore
the location of the terminal planes, though arbitrary, must be in accord
with the symmetry of the given structure. It is assumed throughout
that only the dominant mode can be propagated in each of the wave-
guides, this unnecessary restriction being employed only for the sake of
simplicity

a. Two-terminal-pair Networks.—Typical two-terminal-pair wave-
guide structures of arbitrary cross section are illustrated in Fig. 3“2a and b.
For a symmetrical choice of the terminals T1 and Tz relative to the central
plane, the symmetry of the structure imposes a corresponding symmetry
on the admittance matrix and equivalent circuit representation of the
over-all structure. The general representation of a two-terminal-pair
structure is thereby reduced to that shown in Fig. 3*2c and d.
positive directions of voltage and current have been so chosen
obtain positive off-diagonal elements in the admittance matrix.

The
as to
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The simplification in circuit description resulting from the symmetry
of the above two-terminal-pair structures can be taken into account
equally well on an impedance basis. In this case the circuit represen-
tation is expressed in terms of a symmetrical T-circuit rather than of the
r-circuit employed in the admittance description.

b. Three-terminal-pair Networks.—An arbitrary junction of three
waveguides may be represented by either the impedance or the admit-
tance matrix shown in Fig. 3.3a or b. The equivalent circuits correspond-

1 [1z,, Z*2 .Z,3

z,~ Z*2 Z>3

Z,3 Z23 Z33

(a)Impedancematrixofageneral (c) Adm,M:::;m::fl;efi:r~neral
6+erminalnetwork

z~~-Z23

Z,2-Z,3
1, (Z22-Z,2)-(Z23-Z13) ~,

i

T, (b) Eq.,valent network for a (o!) Equivalent ne,tiork for a
general 6-terminal structure general 64erm1nal structure

FIG. 3.3.—Representati0n8 of general three-terminal-pair structure.

ing to these matrices are dual to one another and can be represented as
indicated in Fig. 3.3c and d. These representations can be considerably
simplified for the case of symmetrical structures.

An important class of symmetrical three-terminal-pair structures is
that in which geometrical symmetry exists with respect to a plane. Such
symmetry implies that the symmetry plane bisects one of the guides, the
so-called stub guide, and is centrally disposed relative to the remaining
two guides, the latter being designated as main guides. Structures with
this planar symmetry may possess either E- or H-plane symmetry,
depending on the type and relative orientation of the propagating modes
in the main and stub guides. E-plane symmetry obtains when symm-
etrical electric-field excitation in the main guides results in no coupling
to the stub guide. On the other hand, H-plane symmetry implies that
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antisymmetrical electric-field excitation in the main

[SEC. 3.2

guides produces no
excitation of the stub guide. Itshould benoted that such properties are
not present if modes other than the dominant can be propagated in the
stub guide.

STRUCTURESWITH E-PLANESYMMETRY.-TWO junctions with E-plane
symmetry are illustrated and represented in Fig. 3 “4. When formed of
guides with rectangular cross section, such junctions are characterized

a,lk, )A(+
(U) SymmetricalE.plane‘ilunction (b) Symmetrical E-planeY-junction

L ’12 J
[JY12 Yll Y,~ I,

Y13 Y13 Y~~ 1°-“ Y,l-Y12 I
1 &

0
(c) Admittancematrix T1

(d) Equivalentcircuit
T,

FIG.3.4.-Symmetrical three-terminal-pair structureeE-plane symmetry.

by the fact that the far electric field is everywhere parallel to the plane
of the above figures. The indicated admittance matrix and equivalent
circuit representations of such structures depend on a symmetrical
choice of terminal planes in guides (1) and (2).

For the special case of a Y junction with @ = 120”, it follows from the
added symmetry that Y12 = Ylt and Yll = Y~~, provided the terminal
plane in guide (3) is selected in the same symmetrical manner as those in
guides (1) and (2). The equivalent circuit of Fig. 3.4d therefore reduces
to that shown in Fig. 3.5a.

For the case of a Y junction with@ = O, the so called E-plane bifurca-
tion, the sum of the terminal voltages is zero and consequently Yij = UJ
(~,~ = 1, 2, or 3) if the terminal planes are all chosen at the plane of the
bifurcation. Although the admittance matrix is singular in this case,

I
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differences of the matrix elements are finite and the equivalent circuit of
Fig. 34d reduces to that shown in Fig. 3.5b. For a bifurcation with a

Q QT~
tt

●

~f/3
Y,, -~2

3$

[, Y,, -Y]~ Y,*-Y,2

.
~1

q

T, 33
T 0+~ o -y o~

(a) (b)
Fm. 3.5.—(Jz) Equivalent circuit for 120” Y-junction. (b) Equivalent circuit for O“

Y-junction.

dividing wall of arbitrary thickness

Y = Y,, + Y33 - 2Y13,

and for a wall of zero thickness

Y = – ‘1’ ; ’12.

STRUCTURESw ITH H-PLANE syMMwrRY.—The sectional views of the
junctions illustrated in Fig. 3.4a and b apply as well to junctions with
H-plane symmetry. In the latter case, for guides of rectangular cross
section, the far magnetic field is everywhere parallel to the plane of the
figures. Coaxial 2’ and Y junctions, though not possessing the same
geometrical structure, have the same type of field symmetry; junctions
of this type are illustrated in Fig. 36a and b. The associated imped-
ance mat rix and equivalent circuit representations shown in Fig. 3.6
correspond to a symmetrical choice of terminal planes in guides (1)
and (2).

If @ = 120° in the H-plane Y junctions of Fig. 3.4b, the higher degree
of symmetry implies that ZI* = ZIS and Zll = Za~, provided the terminal
plane in guide (3) is chosen symmetrically with those in guides (1) and (2).
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In this case the equivalent network of Fig. 3%d becomes completely
symmetrical and is composed of a common shunt arm of impedance 213
and identical series arms of impedance Zll — 212.

,. /.,, / 4

(a) Prok coupled junction of coaxial
andarbitrarywavaguides

(C) Impedance matrix

,F===
(b) coaxial ~-junction

zu-z~~

Z12-Z13

z],-z~~
*

~ “
Z1l-Z12

0 0
T, T2

10!) Equivalent circuit
FIG. 3.6.—Symmetrical three-terminal-pair structures—H-plane symmetry.

c. Four-terminal-pair Networks. JUNCTIONS WITH E-PLANE SYM-
METRY.—,Tunctions of four rectangular guides with E-plane symmet,ry are

indicated in Fig. 3.7a and b. Since there exist two symmetry planes,
either guides (1) and (2) or guides (3) and (4) can be designated as the
main guides or as the stub guides. The designation E-plane is consistent
with the fact that the far electric-field intensity is everywhere parallel
to the sectional plane indicated in the figure. If guides (l), (2) and
guides (3), (4) are identical and the terminal planes in identical guides are
chosen symmetrically, the admittance matrix and equivalent circuit
representations of the structure are shown in Fig. 3.7c and d.

The indicated equivalent circuit applies to the junction in Fig. 3.7b

only if the thickness of the dividing wall is sufficiently large to make
negligible the E-mode coupling (i.e., the coupling resulting when the
normal electric field is a maximum at the aperture). If this situation
does not prevail, as is the case when the thickness of the dividing wall is
small, the + 45° diagonal elements of the admittance matrix of Fig. 3.7c
should be changed from Yli to Yli in order to take account of both E-
and H-modes of coupling through the aperture. For the case of four
identical guid~~, a dividing wall of zero thickness, and all terminal planes
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(1) (2)

T3r
(a) E. piane cross junction

Y,, Y12 Y,j Y13

Y,~ Y,, Y,3 Y13

Y~~ Y,, YJJ Y34

Y~~ Y]j Yj~ Y~~

(C)Admittance matrix

T,

“’ZZTEZ2
(1) (2)

7.~.........~...f
T

(b) E-plane junction; H-mode

coupling only

T~

FIG. 3.7.—Symmetrical four-terminal-pair structures—H.Plane symmetry.
@ Equivalentcircuit

T T

t

14

Ya
~

o
1,

Q

t

Yb
12

Y~
Y= I

v, V2

o 0
T T

FIG.3.8.—Equivalent circuit for junction of Fig. 3.7b with wall of zero thickness,

chosen coincident at the central reference plane T, the elements of the
admittance matrix become infinite but differ from oneanother by a finite
amount. The equivalent circuit corresponding tothe resulting singular
matrix is illustrated in Fig. 3.8 where

Ya = 2(Y,1 – Y12) = 2(Y,s – Y14) = 2(Yw – Y34),
Y~ = 2(Y,* – Yn) = 2(Yw – Y13).
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JUNCTIONS WITH H-PJ.ANE sYMMETRY.—The sectional views of Fig.

3.7a and b apply equally well to junctions with H-plane symmetry; in
such junctions the far magnetic field intensity is everywhere parallel
(i.e., the far electric field is everywhere perpendicular) to the plane of the
indicated sectional view. The coaxial guide junctions shown in Fig.
3.9a and b also possess the same field symmetry as the H-plane junctions.

(a) Coaxialtowaveguide junction

(c) Impedance matrix

FIG. 39.-Symmetrical

(4)

J L‘T+!ti
(b) Cross junction of two coaxial guides

zq~-z~~

*

~f 14 233-234

212-213T4
\ Z,3Z34-Z’3 ‘3 ‘“3z]] -2,2

qf 1’
T3

211-2,2

T, ‘2 t~
m

“12
(o!) Equivalent circuit

four-terminal-pair structures—H-plane symmetry.

If the terminal planes T, and Ta are chosen symmetrically (as likewise
Ts and TJ, the equivalent circuit and impedance matrix representations
of this class of structures are shown in Fig. 3.9c and d.

If the dividing wall in the H-plane junction of Fig. 3.7b is of small
thickness, the +45° diagonal elements of the impedance matrix are to be
changed from 213 to Zli. The corresponding equivalent circuit is shown
in Fig. 3 10a. The special case of identical guides, a dividing wall of zero
thickness, and all terminal planes coinciding at the central reference plane
T is represented by the equivalent circuit of Fig. 310b.

MAGICT-JUNCTIONS.—TWOtypical magic T-junctions are depicted in
Fig. 311a and b. In Fig. 3.lla a symmetrical junction of four rectangu-
lar guides is illustrated in which guide (3) is the H-plane stub and guide
(4) is the E-plane stub. Figure 31 lb is a symmetrical junction of one
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0 0
T, T3

& T

=

- Za

Z*
Z((

T,
T

T2
Za z. T

za=(z,, -z, J-(z~4-z,3) z== 2(Z,, -Z,2) =2(Z13-Z14)=2(Z33-Z34)

z, =(Z33-Z34)- (Z,4-Z13) Zb= 2(Z,2-Z,3) =2(Z34-Z,3)

(U) Wall of arb,lrarj th,ckness (b) Wall ofzeroth,ckness

FIG. 3.10. Equivalent circuits for junction of Fig. 3.7&H-plane symmetry.

Top view
(d MagKT-iunctii of four rectangular guides

[1
z,, z,~ Z,3 z,,

Z,* z,, z]~ -z,,

Z,j Z,3 z- o

z,, -2,4 0 z~

(c) Impadance matrix

FIG. 3,

Sideview
(b) Magic T-iunctionof onecoaxial andtlwee rmtangular guti

z~-2z,,

o

(~ Equtialentcircuit

Il.—Magic T structures.

coaxial and three rectangular guides; in this figure the coaxial guide (3)
isthe H-plane stub. If theterminal planes inthe identical guides (1)
and (2) are chosen symmetrically, the impedance matrix and equivalent
circuit representations of these junctions are given in Figs. 3.1 lC and d.

3.3. Equivalent Representations of Microwave Networks.—Many of
the equivalent circuits indicated in the preceding sections may be unsuit-
able in practice either because of difficulties in carrying out network
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computations or because of the complexity in the measurement and
frequency dependence of the circuit parameters. By an appropriate
choice both of voltage-current definitions and of reference planes, alterna-
tive circuits can be devised in which such difficulties are minimized.
Several equivalent representations obtained in this manner will be
described in the present section. Since symmetrical N-terminal-pair
representations can often be reduced by symmetry analyses (bisection

r“”fl y:l

II
(1) ~

I II
II I I I (2)

I II I II
1

T: T: T1

FIG. 3.12.—General twe-terminal-pair waveguide discontinuity.

theorems) to a number of two-terminal-pair networks or less, equivalent

representations of the basic two-terminal-pair structures will be con-

sidered first.

The arbitrary discontinuity y at a junction of two different guides

illustrated in Fig. 3”12 is an example of a general two-terminal-pair

microwave structure. The over-all structure may be represented by

transmission lines of characteristic impedances Z, = 1/ YI and Z, = 1/ YZ,
connected at the terminal planes Tl and Tz by either the T or r equivalent

z]~-z~* Z*Z-z]~ Y~*

:Z :-2
T,

T equivalent
T, T,

r equivalent Tz

FIG. 3.13a.—Circuit representations of a general two-terminal-pair structure.

circuit indicated in Fig. 3.13a. The relations among the circuit param-
eters of the T and m representations at the terminals TI and Tz are

21,- z,,= Y“l;l ‘“, Y,, - Y,’= ‘2’,;,%

Z,*= f+ Y,, = $, (11)

z,, - z,, = Y’ll;l ‘“) Y,, - Y,, = ‘1’,;, ‘“,
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where

IY] = Y,,Y,2 – Y;, = &J IZl = ZIIZ22 – .% = *’

The relation between the input impedance Zi. (or input admittance Y~)
at T1 and the output impedance Z~t (or output admittance Y~,) at TZ
is given by

z?, (
y~2

z. = 211 – ——
Zm + Zat’

or Yti I= YII —
)Y** + Ymt “

(12)

At the same terminals T, and Tz alternative representations of the
above discontinuity are provided by the series-shunt circuits of Fig. 3. 13b.

lzl/zll Y~,

2DC,2E$:QZ2
T] T2 T, T,

~. ~ ~_~

-Z,2 - Y,,

Shunt-series Series-shunt
FIG.3.13b.—Circuit representations of a general two-terminal-pair structure.

These dual circuits are equivalent to the T and T-circuits shown in Fig.
3.13a. The primary-secondary turns ratio of the ideal transformer is
denoted by n/1; the corresponding impedance ratio at the transformer
terminals is n2/1. It is evident that for a structure in which the determi-
nant 121 or IYI vanishes, the equivalent circuit becomes either purely
shunt or purely series, respectively.
In this special case the ideal trans- -0 -+

o
former can be omitted if the char- Z,

o
Zo=+ z,

acteristic impedance of the output o

line is changed to n’Z,; i.e., if the
voltage-current definitions in the
output guide are changed. A# hg Ag

A variety of other equivalent ~ o
T,

representations for two-terminal- FIQ. 3.14.—Transmission-linerepresenta-
pair structures can be found by ,t,uCtU,e,tion of a symmetrical two-terminal-pair

employing transmission lines as
circuit elements. Thus, as shown in Fig. 3.14, a transmission line of length
O= KZ and characteristic impedance ZO can be employed to represent a
symmetric discontinuity structure with Zll = Z22(YII = Y22). In terms
of the parameters of the circuit representations of Fig. s. 13a and b, the
transmission-line parameters are
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The consideration of the corresponding representations for asymmetrical
structures will be deferred until the closely related question of the trans-
formation of reference planes is treated.

!!kansformations of Reference Planes. —Equivalent circuit representa-
tions of a waveguide discontinuity maybe considerably simpler at one set
of terminal planes than at another. The investigation of simplifications
of thk type requires the ability to determine the equivalent circuit param-
eters at one set of reference planes from the knowledge of the parameters
at any other set. For the case of the structure shown in Fig. 3.12,
shifts of the input terminals from T1 to T{, a distance d away from the
junction, and of the output terminals from T2 to T;, a distance s away
from the junction, can be accomplished in several ways. A straight-
forward way of effecting this shift involves the addition of transmission
lines (or their equivalent circuits) of lengths d and s to the input and out-
put terminals, respectively; the characteristic impedance and propagation
wave number of the input and output lines being Z 1 = 1/Y 1,KI = h/Ag,,

and Z2 = 1/ Y,, K~ = 2T/&*. The computation of the” shifted” param-
eters can be carried out by standard circuit techniques. Though some-
what laborious, this method has the virtue of being applicable to
N-terminal-pair structures involving both uniform and nonuniform
transmission lines. Phase shift of the scattering matrix of a microwave

structure provides an alternative method of reference-plane transfor-
mations, but this will not be discussed herein.

For the particular case of uniform lines there is another way of effect-
ing the desired transformation. This method is based on the fact that an

arbitrary two-terminal-pair network can be represented as an ideal
transformer at certain “characteristic” reference planes. Since reference
plane transformations to and from these “characteristic” terminak can
be readily accomplished, a simple means of carrying out arbitrary
transformations is thereby provided.

The existence of an ideal transformer representation of the two-
terminal-pair structure of Fig. 3“12 follows from the fact that at the
terminals T, and 2’2 the input-output relations of Eqs. (12) can be
rewritten in terms of three new parameters Do, Ilo, -Y as

tan KI(D – Do) = ~ tan K,(S – SO) (13)

if the change of variables

Zi. = –jZ1 tan KID, Y. = +jYl cot .,D,

Z.u, = +jZ2 tan .2S, Y-, = ‘jY, COtK,~ I
(14)
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The relations between the parameters DO, So, -y of the tangent
13) and the parameters of the 2’ or T representation of Fig. 3.13

are given either as

(15)

or conversely as

I+cz–az–bz~=
2(a – bc)

, J~yc; b’]+ 1,

I+az–cz–bz
b= 2(c – ba) T J[ 1

1 +2!: : ;;)– b’ ‘ + 1,

1

(16)

l+az+cz+bz+
J 1

l+a2+c2+b*2;–7 =
2(b + ac) – 2(b + ac)

where for the

T Representation r Representation

z,, Y22
c= –Jz

c=_3” —
Y2

b = Z11Z22– Z;2 b = Y11Y22 – Y:2
Z,z, Y,Y2 )

The relations (15) are determined by expansion and identification of terms
in Eqs. (12) and (13); Eqs. (16) follow from Eqs. (15) by inversion.
Equations (15) are not valid for the degenerate case a = ~ = O, as is
to be expected from the corresponding degeneracy in the impedance
representation of an ideal transformer. The Y signs in Eqs. (16)
indicate the existence of two sets of a, D, y equivalent to a, b, c; these sets
are positive or negative reciprocals of each other. For each value of
7 given by Eqs. (16), the corresponding set of values for a and L?may be
obtained from

b+-i~= ~= -y(b + ac) + (1 + az)
CTT ‘ c—ah
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or
a+ c-Y

fl=–
-y’(/)’ + c’) + (b + ac)

a=–l+iy’ 7(c – ab) “

For etich value of a, the corresponding set of values of O and y are

b–at/’j=— b–at

a+a’
~=—

CM + 1’
or

l–aufl=— ~+~
c+ab’ ‘= —c+ab”

For nondissipative structures \vith purely reactive output impedances
it is evident from lk~s. (14) thut both D and S are real. The quantity D

is then the distance from the terminal Z’I to a voltage node in the input
line and is counted positive in the direction away from the junctions;

:-) +-2~;
T:

Ideal transformer
FIG. 315. l<lc:d trallsf(w,rler rcuresentation of a nondiwpative two-terminal-pa]r structure

at characterititic reierenre platms,

correspondingly, S is the distance from T2 to a ~-oltage node in the output
line and is also positi~-e in the direction away from the junction. Thus if y
is ]vritten as —nzZJZl, Eq. (13) states that “ characteristic” terminals
T! and T: exist, distant DO and S“ a\vay from 7’, and T2j at ~vhich the
input impedance is a constant nz times the output impedance. 1 There-
fore at the terminals T! and T: the cquivalrnt circuit of the nondissipative
waveguicle junction sho~rn in Fig. 3.12 is the ideal transformer depicted
in Fig. 3.15.

The equivalence between the transformer representation at T!, T!

and the T or mrepresentation at T1, Tz can be rephrased as an equivalence
at the same set of terminals. For example, if lengths DO and So of input
and output transmission lines are added, respectively, to the terminals
T, and Tz of the T or m representation of Figs. 3.13, a representation is
obtained at T! and T$’ that is equi~den~ to the transformer representation
of Fig. 3.15. (’obversely, if lengths —Do and —So of input and output
lines are added to the terminals T~, T; of the transformer representation,

1Cf. A. Weissfloch, Hochfreq. u. ,?ilektro., vol. 60, 1!)42, pp. 67 et seq
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is obtained at T1, Tt that is equivalent to the T or r

The transformer representation embodied in Eq. (13) provides a
relatively simple means of determining the parameters a’, b’, and c’
[c~.Eqs. (17)] of anetworkr epresentationat any terminals T{, T; from
the corresponding parameters a, b, and c of a representation at theter-
minals T,, Tz. Let it be assumed, as indicated in Fig. 3.12, that the refer-
ence planes T; and T; are located at distances d and s, respectively, away
from TI and Tz. The form of the tangent relation relative to the new
reference planes T! and T; can be readily obtained from that at the
reference planes TI and Tz by rewriting Eq. (13) as

tan KI[(~ – d) – (~o – d)] = T tan Kz[(~ – S) – (so – s)]. (18)

Comparison of Eqs. (13) and (18) indicates that relative to the new
terminals T; and T; the parameters a’, (Y, and -#, as defined in Eqs. (17),
are given by

a—ao
~’ = tan K1(DO– d) = KOJ

~’ = tan K2(S0 – S) = RJ
I

(19)

-I” = 7, /
where

LYO= tan K1d = tan ~ d,
i. I
21r I (20)

‘0 = ‘an “2s = ‘an ~? ‘“

At the new terminals T{, T; the relations between a’, b’, c’ and a’, o’, ~’
are the same (except for the prime) as those between a, b, c and a, D, 7
given in Eqs. (15). The elimination of a’, P’, ~’ from the primed relations
by means of Eqs. (19), followed by the use of Eqs. (15), leads to the
desired relations [Eqs. (21)] between the shifted and original network
parameters.

‘m, ;=:
S2

(a) (b)

FIG. 3.16.—Equivalent representations of shifted two-terminal-pair network.

On transformation to new terminals T; and Tj, located at distances
d ands from T, and T,, the two-terminal-pair networks indicated in Figs.
3.13a and b can be schematically represented as in either Fig. 3.16a or
h, The boxes represent networks of the T or r type or any of their
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equivalents; the heavy lines represent lengths of transmission lines.
The relations bet ween the parameters a, b, c of the original T(T) repre-
sentation and the parameters a’, b’, c’ of the transformed Z’(r) representa-
tion are’

~! = a + CIO+ thb — aOK?OC
1 – a~a – ~oc – @Oh’

/ = c + aOZI+ /30— aO/30a

1 – aija – ~oc – a@Ob’

1

(21)

b, = b – aoc – Boa – CZ,L70
1 – aOa – PW – a@Ob’

where

Equations (21) apply as well to the case where a’, b’, c’ are parameter of
a 2’(r) represent at ion and a, b, c are parameters of a m(2’) represent at ion,
provided the relation between ao, ~, and d, s is

It is to be noted that the two distinct sets of transformation relations
distinguished by the parentheses in the preceding sentences are dual to
each other.

As an illustration of the use of Eqs. (21) let it be required to determine
the shifts d and .s of the input and output terminals of the waveguide
structure of Fig. 3“12 in order to transform the representations of Fig.

(a) (b)
FIG. 3.17,—Equivalent representations by shift of terminal planes. (a) Shunt repre-

sentation of arbitrary twe-terminal-pair network shown in Figa 3.13a and b. (b) Series
representation of arbitrary two-terminal-pair network shown in Figs. 3.13a and b.

3“13a and b into the pure shunt (series)’ representation of Fig. 3“17a and b.
Let a, b, c be the parameters, as defined in Eqs. (17), of the original
representation, and correspondingly let a’, b’, c’ be the impedance (admit-
tance) parameters of the transformed representation. Since for a shunt

I

I

1The following statements apply to the cases eitherwithin or without parentheses,
respectively.
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(series) representation b’ =0, it follows from Eqs. (21) that for an
arbitrary aO

b – aoc
p,=—

a+aO’
where

2r
ao = ‘ancld’

PO= tan ~, s
9

for a T(m) to shunt (series) representation, or

(22a)

(22b)

(22b’)

for a l“(~) to series (shunt) representation. On substitution of Eq. (22a)
into (21) the parameters of the shunt (series) representation become

(a + a,)’ + (b – aoC)2

a’ = (1 – C@ (a – bc) + CM(1+ c’ – a’ – b’)’

a’

1

(22C)
(a + a,)’ + (b – a0c)2,

7=c (1 + @ (b + aC)

where for the

Shunt Representation
x

a’=%

Series Representation
B

a’ = T,

a’ 1 Y,
~= n’ YI

Both the shunt impedance jX and series admittance jB of the transformed
representation are shown in Fig. 3“17a and b (also cf. Fig. 3. 13b). A
further simplification of the transformed representation is obtained on
removal of the ideal transformer by modification of the output character-
istic admittance, a procedure indicated previously.

A useful special case of the above transformation occurs when the
original network is symmetrical (a = c) and the input and output
terminals are shifted by equal amounts d = s. The shift d = s required
to secure a shunt (series) representation is given by Eq. (22a) as

Therefore, Eqs. (22c) become

(23)
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These expressions assume greater significance when cme notes that
v’- represents the shunt reactance (series susceptance) of the
original symmetrical T (m) network.

Another simple case obtains when d = O. From Eqs. (22) it is
evident that for a T(m) to shunt (series) transformation

@o

a’

a’
~

whereas for a T(r) to series

_a2+b2—
a — bc’

_a2+b2
– ~’ I

(shunt) transformation

(30= –Cot;, s= –c,
o

1+C2
a’ = =a’
a’ l+C’
7’c b + ac”

(24)

(25)

N-terminal-pair Structures.—Equivalent representations of an N-
terminal-pair waveguide structure can be obtained either at a given set of
reference planes or at shifted reference planes. In the former case repre-
sentations of the type depicted in Figs. 3.13a and b can be employed to
secure equivalent representations of the two-terminal-pair networks that
compose the over-all N-terminal-pair network. In addition multiwind-
ing ideal transformers can be usefully employed. Since no impedance or
admittance description of an ideal transformer exists, its description
must necessarily be phrased in terms of terminal voltage and currents.
For the case of a three-winding ideal transformer, illustrated in Fig. 3.18a,
the network equations are

VII, + VJ, + VJ3 = o,
V1=E2=E, 1 (26)—
nl n2 n3

where nl, n2, and ns are proportional to the number of turns on the various
windings. The relation between the input admittance Y,. at the ter-
minals Ts and the output admittances Y1 and Y2 at the terminals Tl and
T2 follows from Eqs. (26) as

‘in = (32Y+(3Y, (27)
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The three-winding ideal transformer is evidently a natural generalization
of the familiar two-winding ideal transformer.

A network utilizing the ideal transformer of Fig. 3.18a is shown in
Fig. 3.18b. The terminals T,canbe regarded as terminals of an output
line or of a lumped-constant circuit elemen’. Accordingly Fig. 3.18b

T, I,

3

Tv n,
1

0 I

712

‘r nz
1$

FIG. 3.lS,—(U)

(a)
Three-winding ideal

7 f–$14

T T4 ~
4 n

y

-
T2 2

(b)
transformer, (b) Network w,th

transformer,
three-winding ideal

represents either a four- or a three-terminal-pair netJrork. The corre-
sponding network equations follow from Eqs. (26) as

I (v,– V4)I,+ (V2+ V,)12+ V313= o,
v, – v, _v2+v4 =_,v,—

nl n2 n3
1

(28)

1, = 1, – 11.

The relation between the input admittance Y~ at terminals Z’3 and out-
put admittances Y,, Yz, and Y1 at terminals 2’,, 2’2, and TA is given by

Ym = (n,+ n2)2Y1Y2+ n?Y1Y4 + njY2Y4

%?(Y1 + Y2 + Y4)
(29a)

1 The input admittance Y~ at ?’, in terms of output admittances Y,, Y,,
and Ys at Tl, Tj, and Ts is

Yb = (w + n2)2Y1Y2 + n~(Yi + YJY3
n~Y1 + n~Y2 + n~Y3

(29b)

The input admittance Yti at Ta in terms of output admittances Y,, Ya,
and Yd at Tl, Ta, and T4 is

Y. =
n~Y1Y4 + n~(Y1 + Y4)Y3

(n, + n2)2Yl + n~l”, + n~T4”
(29c)
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The special case nl = nz describes a hybrid coil, a network frequently
employed to represent a magic T (cf. Fig. 3.11) at appropriate reference
planes. For this case it is apparent from Eqs. (29a) and (b) that when
Y, = YZ, the input admittance at T,(T,) is independent of the output
admittance at T1(TS). This important property forms the basis for
many applications of the magic Tin bridge circuits, etc. By the use of
additional elements in the network of Fig. 3.18b it is possible to obtain

(a)
T,

(b)

O-&t-J
T;

(e)

o
Y1

FIG. 3.19.—Steps in reference-plane transformation of representation in (a) to represen-
tationin (,f).

equivalent representation of arbitrary three- or more terminal-pair

net works.

Equivalent representations of an ~-terminal-pair structure can

also be obtained by transformation of reference planes. Reference

plane shifts can be effected quite simply if the over-all network repre-

sentation can be reduced to a number of two- (or less) terminal-pair

networks. Such reductions, for the case of symmetrical ~-terminal-

pair networks, can be accomplished by the use of symmetry analyses
(bisection theorems). The reduced networks are fully equivalent to

the over-all network in that the former compose the latter and conversely

the latter reduce to the former. If the reduced networks are two-ter-

minal-pair net works, the transformation equations (21) can be employed

to secure new representations at other terminal planes. With the knowl-
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edge of the new representations of the reduced networks the over-all
network can be composed at the new reference planes.

For illustration a transformation process will be employed to obtain
simplified representations of the three-terminal-pair structures depicted in
Figs. 3.4 and 3.6. The over-all network representations at the terminals
2’,, T,, and T, are reproduced in Figs. 3.19a and 3.20a with a somewhat
different notation. On bisection of the over-all networks by placement

z~
z~

z~
Zc T3

Za

Za Za
z,.

+:3

z~ z,

T, T2 T1

(a) (b)

+

2zd

2z~ 2Z3
Za 2ZC

Ta

(c)

(d)

T; T; T;

(f) (e)
FIG, 3.20.—Steps in reference-plane transformation of representation in (a) to represen-

tation in (f).

of a short or open circuit at the electrical centers, the reduced networks
indicated in Fig. 3. 19b or c and Fig. 3.20b or c are obtained. Simplified
representations of these reduced networks can easily be found. On
appropriate shift of the terminal TI a distanced away from the junction,

. the reduced network of Fig. 3.19c becomes the open circuit indicated in
Fig. 3.19d; and correspondingly, the network of Fig. 3.20 bbecomes the

: short circuit of Fig. 3.20e. Inaddition the terminal l“,canbeshifteda
distance s away from the junction so as to transform the reduced networks
of Figs. 3. 19b and 3.20c into the series and shunt representations of Figs.
3“19e and 3.20d. The over-all network representation at the new ter-
minals T;, T~, and Z’:, as shown in Figs. 3. 19f and 3.20f, is then composed
by recombination of the transformed reduced networks. The relations
between the parameters a, b, and c of the original and a’, b’, and c’ of the
transformed networks are given by Eqs, ~22a) and (c), where in this case

P
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For Fig. 319 For Fig, 320

~0 = tan ? d = ~z_a
x(,, z,

~o = tan ~, s

z: + 2zb + 2Z.U=—j
z,

2zd + 2Z.
c = –J —2Z3

Jz:
b=–ac– —

2zlz3

U!=g
z,

a! , 2Z3

c’ = ‘“ z;

(30)

As mentioned above the representations in Figs. 319f and 3.20f can be
further simplified through removal of the ideal transformer by a suitable
modification of the characteristic impedance of the output line at ter-
minal !i”~.

3.4. Measurement of Network Parameters.—The experimental
determination of the N(N + 1)/2-network parameters that characterize
an N-terminal-pair waveguide structure involves the placement of known
impedances at N — 1 ‘‘ output” terminals and measurement of the result-
ing impedance at the remaining “input” terminal. A variable length of
short-circuited line provides a convenient form of output impedance. A
standing-wave detector or its equivalent provides a means for the meas-
urement of input impedance (cf. Vol. 11 of this series). Input imped-
ance measurements must be performed for N(N + 1)/2 arbitrary but
independent sets of output terminations. The determinations of the
network parameters from these measurements can be considerably simpli-
fied by a judicious choice and placement of the output impedances. For
example, tbe placement of arbitrary but fixed output impedances at
N – 2 terminals reduces the over-all network to a two-terminal-pair
network, the parameters of which can be readily. measured. A proper
choice of the fixed output impedances gives rise to two-terminal-pair net-
works from whose measured parameters the unknown N(N + 1)/2 param-
eters are easily determined. The proper choice of output impedances is
generally” apparent from the form of the equivalent circuit for the over-
all structure. Since the measurement of the parameters of an N-ter-
minal-pair network can be reduced to the measurement of the parameters
of two-terminal-pair networks, only the latter will be considered in this
section.
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The three network parameters characteristic of an arbitrary two-
terminal-pair waveguide structure can be measured by various methods.
The conventional network method involves the measurement of input
impedance for three particular values of output impedance. This method
has the advantage of being applicable to dissipative structures and to both
uniform and nonuniform lines. For nondissipative structures it is desir-
able to employ pure reactive output impedances (short-circuited lines),
since they give rise to an infinite standing-wave ratio in the input line.
Under these conditions the output impedance is a simple function of the
length of the short-circuited line, and the input impedance is a correspond-
ingly simple fundion of the distance to the minimum in the input line. It
is convenient to employ any three of the following pairs of measured values
for input impedance Z~ and corresponding output impedance Z..,,

for the determination of the unknown network parameters. The quan-
tity zOrepresents the input impedance set up by a zero output impedance,
etc. In terms of the above values the impedance elements for a T repre-
sentation (cf. Fig. 3“13a) of a two-terminal-pair network can be expressed
as in any of the following columns:

~vherethe numbers at the head of each column indicate the particular set
of three measured values in (31) on which the equations are based. The
admittance elements of a r representation (c~. Fig. 3.13a) follow from the
above expressions on the duality replacement of impedances by admit-
tances. It is to be noted that either of two elements, + or – 212( YIz),
can be employed for the representation of the input-output impedance
measurements. This ambiguity can be resolved by a measurement of
transfer impedance or of any other quantity that yields the relative phase
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at the input and output terminals. In many cases the correct sign may
be ascertained theoretically.

For the case of uniform lines the transformer representation discussed
in Sec. 3.3 provides a basis for an alternative method of measurement of
a two-terminal-pair structure. As illustrated in Figs. 3.12 and 3.15 a
nondissipative two-terminal-pair structure can be represented at charac-
teristic terminals T! and T! by an ideal transformer of impedance ratio nz
connecting input and output lines of characteristic impedances Zl and Zz.
The transformer ratio nz and the location of the characteristic terminals
are readily determined from the following typical measurements of

1. The standing-wave ratio and position of the minimum in the input
line for a matched load (Z.., = ZJ in the output line.

2. The position of a short circuit in the output line such that the
corresponding minimum in the input line coincides with that in
measurement 1.

From the transformation properties of the ideal transformer it is evident
that the standing-wave ratio in measurement 1 is equal t ~nzZ.JZl, which,
as shown in Sec. 3“3, is denoted by —-y; the locations of the terminals T!

and T! are given by the position of the maximum in measurement 1 and
of the short circuit in measurement 2. As in Fig. 312, the distances from
the input and output terminals to T! and T; are designated as DO and
S,, respectively. The parameters of a T or r representation (cf. Fig. 3.13a)
are then expressed in terms of Do, S’0,T by means of Eqs. (15) and (17).

The accuracy of the two preceding methods of measurement is diffi-
cult to ascertain because of the uncertainty in individual standing-wave
measurements. This difficulty can be partially removed by averaging

a large number of such measurements. For the case of nondissipative
two-terminal-pair structures in uniform lines, a more systematic procedure
may be employed if more accuracy is required. This precision method
involves a plot of the measured values of the positions of the input minima
vs. the corresponding positions of the output short circuits. An analysis
of this plot with the aid of the previously considered tangent relation in
the form

tan 27r(D’ – D:) = -y tan 27r(S’ – S:) (32)

yields the data required for the determination of the network parameters.
Equation (32) is just Eq. (13) rewritten with D’ = D/h,l, D; = Do/hoi,

S’ = S/Agz, and S; = SO/kQ2.
As mentioned in Sec. 33, the tangent relation provides a representa-

tion of the input-output impedance relation that is particularly well
suited for measurements in nondissipative waveguides. This is evident
from Eqs. (14), which indicate that S is identically the distance measured
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from the output terminals to a short circuit in the output line

133

and D is
the distance from the input terminals to the corresponding minimum
position in the input line. The essence of the present method is the
determination of a set of parameters Do, S0, and -ythat, on insertion into
Eq. (32), provide a curve of D vs. S’ which best reproduces the experi-
mental curve of D vs. iii’. By Eqs. (15) and (17) it is apparent that the
parameters Do, S’0, and ~ are equivalent to the network parameters of a
T or mrepresentation. A virtue of the present method is that a compari-
son of the computed and measured curves of D vs. S indicates immedi-
ately the average accuracy of the final set of parameters Do, S’0, and ~.

‘x
I

so

(a) (b) (c)
FIG. 3.21 .—plots Of D VS. 8.

(a) –-ygl. (b) –~ > L (C) -~>> 1.

In practice it has been possible to obtain, at wavelengths of about 3 cm,
an average difference of less than 0.0005A~ between the experimental and
computed curves of D vs. S’. An accuracy of this magnitude implies that
the limitations in the accuracy of equivalent circuit measurements lie
not in the standing-wave measurements but rather in the mechanical
measurements required to locate the input and output terminals.

The details of a successive approximation procedure for the precise
determination of the parameters Do, 80, and y will now be outlined. The
measured values of D’ and S when plotted yield curves of the form indi-
cated in Fig. 3.21.1 From Eq. (32) one sees that this curve should be
repetitive with a period of a half wavelength in both D’ and S’ and sym-
metrical about a line of slope —1. The curve intersects the line of slope
– 1 at points of maximum and minimum slope. The point of intersection
at the maximum slope is D’ = Dl, S = S;. The maximum slope is y,
and the minimum slope is l/-y. First approximations to DO and SO are

IA. Weissfloch, Hochfreq. u. Elektro., Vol. 60, 1942,pp. 67 et seq.
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obtained from the locations of the points of maximum and minimum
slopes by suitable averages. A first approximation to -y is given by the
average of the maximum and the reciprocals of the minimum slopes. An
additional value for the average is given in terms of w’, the width in
guide wavelengths bet ween points of slope – 1, as

–y = Cott 2
“(i-? w’)

(33a)

If the guide wavelengths in the input and output lines are unequal, the
value of w’ may be determined from a plot of D’ vs. S’. In practice,
however, it is most convenient to plot the absolute values of D and S as
in Fig. 3“21; in terms of the maximum spread w of this curve

–y = Cotl 2
“(:-:m)

(33b)

It is to be noted that the slope of the symmetry axis of this curve is
– hfll/hoz and hence the maximum slope of this curve is Y&l/k,z, etc.

D’+S

D; +S; Fi37--
1
I

s;
*
s’

FIG. 3.22.—Plot of D’ + S’ vs. S for – T ~ 1.

Almost “matched” two-terminal-pair structures have a –T value of
approximate y unity and consequently give rise to a D vs. S curve from
which it is difficult to evaluate and locate the points of maximum slope.
Since in such cases ~ = – 1 – ~(e << 1), Eq. (32) may be rewritten in
the approximate form

D’+S’~D; +S; –: 4r sin 47r(S – h’:). (34)

Thus, if the experimental data is plotted in the form D’ + S’ vs. S’, the
curve shown in Fig. 3“22 is obtained. The values of D{ + LS’&,S{, and
c/27r can be easily read from this curve and furnish first approximations
to the required parameters Do, SO, and ~.

The knowledge of the first approximations to Do, SO, and ~ is suffi-
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ciently accurate in many cases. More accurate values can be obtained
if a theoretical curve of D vs. S, as computed by means of Eq. (32)
and the first approximation values, is compared with the measured
curve. A convenient mode of comparison is a plot of the difference
bet ween the experimental and computed values of D vs. those values of
S’ corresponding to the experimental points. This difference curve of
AD~ = D! – Dterr! com~vs. S may or may not possess regularity. If regu-
larity is exhibited, the first approximations to D& S;, and -yare inaccurate

De,<DcOm,
)i

0.002-

0.021- (a)

~ \
s

I
-0.001J

FIG. 3.23.—Plot of typical error curves.

(a) T = –2; ASO = 0.001, A~o = A7 = O. (b) -/ = –2; AT = O.01, AD, = A,SO= O

and the difference curve should be analyzed to obtain corrections AD~,
AS;, and Ay to the first approximations. To determine these corrections
it is necessary to know the expected form of the curve of All’ vs. S arising
from variations AD:, A&, and Ay in Eq. (32). The differential form of
Eq. (32), namely,

sin 47r(S – LS~)
~ AS: –

47r
Ay

AD! = AD; –
cOS227r(S’ – S;) + -fZ sinz Zm(ll’ – s~)

(35)

is the theoretical equation for the difference curl’e.
The actual difference, or error, curve of AD’ = D~x~ – D~O~pvs. S’

arises from errors AD:, AlS&,and A? in the choice of D& LS&and y by the
procedure described above. This curve is plotted in Fig. 3.23 for typical
values of the various parameters. If, for example, the amplitudes of the
actual error curve at, A“ — A’; = (), +, and ~ are designated as Ao, Ali, and
A}4,then from Eq. (35) the required corrections to be added to D& S~, and
y are found to be
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(36)

Other methods of analysis of the error curve can be employed depending
on the value of -y. The corrected values for D;, S{, and -yusually suffice
to describe all the measured data to within experimental accuracy. The
accuracy itself can be estimated by plotting another difference curve
employing the second-approximation values of D& S{, and ~. This curve
should possess no regularity; its average deviation provides a measure of
the average error in the “electrical” measurement.

The electrical error in the standing-wave measurements is to be dis-
tinguished from the ‘f mechanical” error in the measurement of distance
to the terminal planes. Since the evaluation of 7 and the location of the
point of maximum slope can be obtained merely from relative values of
D and S, it is evident that these determinations involve only the elec-
trical error. However, the absolute evaluation of D: and S( necessary
for the determination of the network parameters may involve the measure-
ment of the distances from the point of maximum slope to the input and
output terminals. Because of difficulties in maintaining accurate
mechanical tolerances in microwave structures, the latter measurement
is usually the largest source of error.

From the error curve, etc., it is possible to estimate the over-all
experimental errors 6D& &S~, and ti~/~ in D(, S[, and ~. The corre-
sponding relative errors 8a/a, tic/c, and bb/b in the network parameters a, b,

and c, [cj. Eqs. (15)] arising from the experimental errors maybe expressed
as

~b

J( )(

47A, ~D, 2

b= sin 47rD~ , + ~l:s: as
‘r+-(’%)

where

A, = a(iY + 7*) .44 =
B(1 + a’-y’)

(D – @f)(@ + 7)’ (ay – p)(l + spy)
B-y(l + cl’) C@(l— 72)

“ = (q’ – (i?)(a@+ 7)’ ‘5= (a – /37)(6 – m)’

I

W(1 + /39 7((22 – /3’)
‘3= (1 + Cl@y)(@– q)’ “’= (cl – py)(p – a?)’
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anda,9, y,a, b,andcare defined in Eqs. (l@and(lT). Thesensitivity

of thenetwork pararnetersa, b, andcto errors in% LSO,and~ evidently

depends on the choice of terminals as well as on the type of microwave

stmcture. For a desired accuracy in the values of the network param-

eters, the above equations furnish from approximate values for Do, SO,

and 7 the precision necessary in the determination of the latter quantities.
Instead of the relative error 6b/b it is frequently necessary to know the
relative error

()

~g+ac g+~c
~~~m= b a c

<b-c 2(b + ac) “
(37a)

Distance Invariant Representations.-As is evident from Eqs. (37) a
precise determination of the equivalent-circuit parameters of a micro-
wave structure requires a precise measurement of the distances DO and so,

between the characteristic and the prescribed terminal planes. Accurate

measurements of these distances may require an absolute mechanical

accuracy at x = 3 cm, for example, of a mil in a distance of a few inches;

this k exceedingly difficult to attain—particularly when the prescribed
terminal planes are relatively inaccessible. Inaccuracies in mechanical
measurements may result in disproportionately large errors in the circuit
parameters. For instance, inaccurate distance measurements on a sym-
metrical structure may lead to an asymmetrical circuit representation
(i.e., a # c) despite the certainty of structural symmetry. All such
difficulties arise because of the dependence of the circuit representation
on “mechanical” measurements of distances to prescribed terminal
planes. The difficulties can be avoided by use of a representation in
which the type of circuit is prescribed and in which the locations of the
terminal planes are not prescribed but rather ascertained from the
measurements. The values of the circuit parameters in such a repre-
sentation may be made highly accurate since they may be ascertained
solely from the “electrical” measurement of the maximum slope y
of the D vs. S curve. Inaccuracies in absolute distance measurements
have no effect on the determination of T and hence are manifest only

as proportionate inaccuracies in the locations of terminal planes. The
determination of distance invariant representations of this type will now
be discussed.

The equivalent circuit representative of a nondissipative microwave
structure is dependent on the determination of three parameters. As
noted above, the tangent parameters DO, SO, and ~ form a convenient set.
To secure a representation in which the circuit parameters are inde-
pendent of measurements of the two distance parameters D, and S’0, it
is necessary to prescribe two bits of information about the desired repre-
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sentation. For example, the circuit representation may be prescribed
to be both symmetrical and shunt. The impedance parameters of the
desired representation will therefore satisfy the prescribed conditions

Q,=c and b=O. (38)

By Eqs. (15) this implies

ad= —1, a = By, (39a)

and hence a and D are prescribed to be

a.+~q, p= +-l.-
~~” (39b)

The relative reactance of the shunt element is therefore, by Eqs. (39) and
(15),

~7
a=c=~l+’y

(40)

and is manifestly dependent on only the -y of the D vs. S curve of the
given structure. The locations of the terminal planes for this shunt
representation follow from measurements of the locations of the charac-
teristic reference planes and from the values [by Eqs. (39b) and (17)] of
DO and S,, the distances between the characteristic and the desired
terminal planes.

There exist a variety of other distance invariant representations of a
microwave structure. For example, the representation may be pre-
scribed to be purely series; the admittance parameters of this representa-
tion are then identical with the impedance parameters of Eqs. (40).
The transformer representation illustrated in Fig. 3.15 also belongs to
this category. Of the various possible representations the most desirable
is usually the one in which the associated terminal planes are located in
closest proximity to the physical terminal planes of the structure.

3.6. Theoretical Determination of Circuit Parameters. ‘—The pres-
ence of a discontinuity structure in a waveguide results in discontinuities
in the propagating mode fields at the “ terminals” of the given structure.
As noted in previous sections such field or, equivalently, voltage-current
discontinuities can be schematically represented by means of a lumped-
constant equivalent circuit. The theoretical determination of the equiva-
lent-circuit parameters requires mathematical methods that do not
properly lie within the realm of micro~vave net~vork engineering. Instead,
such determinations generally involve the solution of so-called boundary
value or field problems. The present section is primarily intended to

1A comprchcnsivc account of the theory of guided waves is in preparation by
J. Schwingcr and the author.
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sketch those field theoretical techniques, devised largely by J. Schwinger,
which have been employed to obtain the equivalent-circuit results pre-
sented in Chaps. 4 to 8.

The field problems to be discussed are concerned with the behavior
of electromagnetic fields not everywhere within a region but rather only
in those regions relatively “far” from a discontinuity structure; the
behavior in the latter is, of course, just that of the propagating modes.
The solution of such field problems presupposes the ability to determine
the electric and magnetic fields set up in a waveguide by electric currents
(i.e., tangential magnetic fields) on obstacle-type discontinuities and by
magnetic currents (i.e., tangential electric fields) on aperture-type dis-
continuities. The field representations summarized in Eqs. (1 .6) are of
the desired form provided the mode functions ei, the mode voltages Vi,
and the mode currents 1, can be determined. The mode functions are so
determined that the mode fields possess in the waveguide cross section
the transverse xy behavior dictated both by the field equations (1.1) and
by the requirement of vanishing tangential electric field on the nondissipa-
tive guide walls. Explicit evaluations of the mode functions e; for a
variety of waveguide cross sections are presented in Chap. 2. The corre-
sponding evaluation of the mode voltages and mode currents then follows
from the requirements that the mode fields possess the longitudinal z
dependence dictated by the field equations, and in addition that the total
fields satisfy the boundary conditions imposed “by the presence of the
discontinuity and the nature of the excitation in the waveguide. As
shown in Sec. 1.2, the determination of the longitudinal z dependence of
the mode amplitudes V, and 1, constitutes a conventional transmission-
line problem and is described implicitly by the transmission-line equa-
tions (1 8). These transmission-line considerations are a necessary
preliminary to a major source of difficulty: the explicit evaluation of the
electric or magnetic currents set up on discontinuity surfaces by the
given excitation in the waveguide. These discontinuity currents must
be so determined that the tot~l fields satisfy prescribed boundary condi-
tions on the discontinuity surfaces. Once the discontinuity currents are
found, the various mode voltages and currents follow by straightforward
transmission-line considerations. In particular there follow the domi-
nant-mode voltage-current relations at the terminals of the discontinuity,
and hence the equivalent-circuit parameters characteristic thereof.

The preceding paragraph has sketched in only qualitative detail the
salient features of a general method for the determination of equivalent-
circuit parameters. The methods employed in Chaps. 4 to 8 are basically
of a similar nature and differ mostly in their technique of successive
approximation to the desired rigorous results. These methods have been
classified as
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1. The variational method.
2. The integral equation method.
3. The equivalent static method.
4. The transform method.

The particular method employed in the derivation of the equivalent cir-
cuit results in Chaps. 4 to 8 has always been indicated under Restrictions
in each section therein. The above methods will be briefly illustrated in
this section. The field problems presented by the Asymmetrical Capaci-
tive Window described in Sec. 5. lb (cf. Fig. 5.1-2) and the E-plane Bifur-

cation described in Sec. 6.4 (cf. Fig. 6.41) have been chosen for simplicity

m ~ ,~,:

a:

o

J
‘T z T

Bisected Equivalent
Longitudinal View Circuit

FIG. 3.24.—Bisected capacitive window.

of illustration; the methods to be discussed are, however, of quite general
applicability.

The equivalent circ,uit for a capacitive window in a rectangular
guide in which only the dominant H,,-mode can be propagated is, in
general, a four-terminal network. However, if the window is formed by
an obstacle of zero thickness and if the input and output terminal planes
are chosen coincident with the plane of the window, the equivalent net-
work becomes pure shunt, since the electric field and hence the dominant
mode voltage are continuous at the terminal plane. The associated field
problem, whose solution is necessary for the determination of the relevant
equivalent-circuit parameter, need be concerned with the field behavior
in only the input half of the structure. This is a consequence of choosing
the arbitrary excitation in the input and output guides such that the
inward-flowing dominant-mode currents at the input and output termi-
nals are equal. Under these circumstances the tangential magnetic and
electric fields in the aperture plane are zero and a maximum, respectively,
with a consequent symmetry of the field structure about the terminal
plane. A sketch of the bisected structure and its associated equivalent
circuit is shown in Fig. 3“24. It is first necessary to find in the input
region z < 0 a solution of the field equations (1.1) subject to the boundary
conditions of

1. Vanishing of the electric field tangential to the guide walls at
y= O,b.

I
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i

2. Vanishing of the electric field tangential to the obstacle surface
atz=O, d<y <b.

3. Vanishing of the magnetic field tangential to the aperture surface
atz=O, O<y <d.

4. Excitation by the dominant-mode current 1 at the terminal plane
T.

This field problem will be solved not for the case of a rectangular wave
guide region but rather for the simpler case of a parallel-plate waveguide;
the uniformity of the structure in the z direction implies that the equiva-
lent circuit results for the parallel-plate guide (with principal mode inci.
dent) become identical with those for the rectangular guide on replace-
ment of the space wavelength k in the former by the guide wavelength ~0
in the latter.

The transverse electric and magnetic fields in the input region z <0
may be represented in accordance with Eqs. (1.6) as

E, (yjZ) =
z

Vn(z)en(y),

2 I

(41)

H, (Y,Z) = Zr,(z)h,,(y),

where h“ = zo X e..
By virtue of principal-mode excitation and uniformity of the field

structure in the z direction there is no z component of magnetic field; hence
only E-modes are necessary in the representation. From Eqs. (2.15)
the E-mode functions in a parallel-plate guide of height b are given by

J
—
fn

e.=— —b cos ‘+y yO= en(y)yo,

J I (42)

hm=+ Cos ~ Xo = hn(y)x”,
?b

where n = 0,1, 2,3,....
Imposition of the boundary conditions 2 and 3 at the terminal plane

z = O results in
.

o= zV.en(y), d<y <b,

o
.

o= 2Z.hn(y), O<y <d,

o

(43a)

(43b)

where V. and 1. represent the mode amplitudes at z = O. From the
orthogonality [Eqs. (1 “5)] of the mode functions it follows from Eqs. (43)
that
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v. =
\

,?l(g)e.(y) dy,
UP

In =
\

H(y)h.(y) dy,
.b

(44a)

(44b)

the integrals being extended over the aperture and obstacle surfaces,
respectively, and the functions E(y) and H(y) being defined by

E,(y,o) = E(y)y,
and

H,(Y,o) = H(y)xo.

The mode amplitudes V. and In are not unrelated. The nonpropagating
nature of the higher modes implies that the higher mode transmission
lines are “matched,” and hence for n > 0 (noting the convention that
impedances are positive in the direction of increasing z)

I. = – Y.V. or v. = – 2.1., (45)

where by Sec. 2.2c the characteristic admittance Y. and the propagation
wave number K. of the nth E-mode transmission line are given by

Y.=;=:, K.= J,z _~;y. (46)
n

Equation (43b) may be rewritten by means of Eqs. (45) in the form

.

1 h(y) =
z

Ynvnhn(y), O<y <d, (47)

1

where hereafter for simplicity of notation the o subscript shall be omitted
from all the dominant-mode quantities. By the use of the expressions
(44a) for the mode amplitudes V., Eq. (47) can be rewritten as an integral
equation for the determination of the electric field E(y) in the aperture,
namely, as

1 h(y) = –
/

G(y,y’)~(y’) dy’, O<y <d, (48)
6P

where
.

G(y,y’) =
z

YJn(y)h~(y’).

1

The interchange of the order of summation and integration involved in
the transition from Eqs. (47) to (48) is permissible provided the boundary
condition (43b) is understood to relate to the plane z = O —. After soIu,-
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tion of the integral equation (48) for A’(y) the circuit parametm IJ is
obtained from the relation

(49)

a result which is independent of 1 by virtue of the linear relation between
the aperture field E(y) and the exciting current I. An alternative expres-
sion for the shunt susceptance B can be derived on an obstacle basis
rather than the aperture basis considered above; the derivation on an
obstacle basis proceeds via Eqs. (43b), (45), and (44b) by determination
of the relation between the obstacle field H(y) and the exciting voltage.
However, the evaluations of the circuit parameter B to be discussed
below will be confined to the aperture treatment based on Eq. (49).

a. The Variational Method. I—Although a rigorous method of evalua-
tion of the susceptance of the capacitive window requires the solution
of the integral equation (48) for E(y), it is possible to avoid this by a
variety OZapproximate methods. The variational method is based on
the folldwing expression for the susceptance:

derivable on multiplication of Eq. (48) by E(y) and integration over the
aperture region O < y < d. The importance of Eq. (50) lies in its sta-
tionary character with respect to variations of E(y) about the correct
aperture field. More explicitly, if a field E(y) correct only to the first
order is inserted into Eq. (50), the susceptance determined therefrom is
correct to the second order. hforeover for the case of the above-men-
tioned capacitive window, wherein only E-modes are exited, the sus-
ceptance determined from the so-called variational expression (50) is a
minimum for the correct field E(y). A judicious choice of a trial field
is thus capable of giving reasonably correct values of susceptance without
the necessity of solving the integral equation (48). One also notes that
the variational expression is dependent only on the form of a trial field
E(y) and not on its amplitude.

As an example let us employ the trial field Ii(y) = 1 in the variational
expression. Evaluation of the resulting integrals in Eqs. (50) and use
of Eqs. (46) then lead to the approximate expression for the relative
susceptance

‘ A monograph on the use of variational principles in diffraction problems, etc.,
is being prepared by H. Levine and J. Schwingcr (to be published by John Wiley
and Son, New York).
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(i

nird 2
B 1

sin —
b

7=X
“q ()

2b ‘
(51)

~2 _ nud
1 Y 7

The relative susceptance may be evaluated numerically by direct sum-
mation of the series in Eq. (51). For example, when d/b = 0.5 and
2b/h <<l, the addition of afew terms of the series yields

B
– : (0.42),

7–

whereas the rigorous result given in Sec. 5.lb (if ~~~.) yields

B
- ~ (0.35),

T–x

the approximate result being about 20 percent larger. For other values
of d/b, for example, when d/b <<1, direct summation of the series may
become prohibitively tedious because of poor convergence. In this
range it is desirable to employ an alternative method of summation. To
this end Eq. (51) may be rewritten as

B 8b

[z 02

2 sin2 na
T=x ‘=+;: — ““”+n5a2 1

(52)
1 1

for 2b/A < 1 and with a = rd/b. Equation (52) can be summed in a
variety of ways. For example, if thesumsin Eq. (52) are designated as

.

zsin2 na
F(a) = — n3

1

then twofold differentiation with

.

.

zsin2 na
and G(a) = — n5 J

1

respect to a yields

F“(a) = 2
2

cos 2na —— –21n21sinal = –21n 2a,
n

(53a)
1

with

.

G“(a) = 2
2

cos 2na
— =2{(3) –4F(a),n3

1

(53b)

F(o) =F’(o) =G(o) ‘G’(O) = O,
.

z
r(3) = 1 = 1.202.;3

1
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Hence on twofold integration of Eqs. (53) to order az

F(a) =
-“21n@)= a“nf%)

()

2
G(a) = ((3)a’ = 1.202 : .

Therefore on insertion of these results into Eq. (52) the approximate
value of the relative susceptance in the range d/b <<1 and 2b/h < 1
becomes

:= H’n(%+w’202“ “ “1
(54a)

This istobecompared ~t'iththe rigorous value given in Sec. 51btothe
corresponding order and in the same range (note ~~ko):

I

:= W(:)+W”“ “1
(54b)

It is to be noted that the approximate value is again somewhat larger
than the correct one.

Although a variational procedure can provide a reasonably good
approximation to the correct values of circuit parameters, its accuracy is
dependent onajudicious choice of the trial field. Amore refined choice
of field is embodied in the so-called Rayleigh-Ritz procedure wherein the
trial field is represented in terms of a set of independent (and usually
orthogonal) functions in the aperture domain. To illustrate this pro-
cedure for the case of the capacitive window let us represent the trial
field in the form

N

E(y) = 1 +
z

mxy
am cos —~

d
1

(55)

I where, in accord with the properties of the variational expression (5o),
the coefficients ammust be so chosen as to make the susceptance station-
ary and in particular a minimum. The substitution of Eq. (55) into (50)
yields

t=w””+$D@+t ‘maaml ’56)1 l,nl=l

where, in view of Eq. (46) and the orthogonalit y of cos (m~y/d) and h(y)

in the aperture,
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/
CC+%.(Y) dy

/

m7ry

z

1 d k(y)dyCos—
Dlm = Dml = all

.:*J ()

2b?
~2__ ( /-p h(y;:yy

A

The imposition of the stationary requirements on B/Y, namely,

~=~k’.+$D’a’)
1=1

(57)

lewls to a set of N linear simultaneous equations for the determination of
the unknovm coefhcients al. On usc of these equations in Eq. (56) one
obtains for the relative susceptance the simple result

(58)

which represents an upper bouncl for the correct result. For N = O

Eq. (58) reduces to the value

B _ 8b
T–x Do”

previously obtained in Eq. (51). For N -+ cc the representation of
E(y) in Eq. (55) becomes complete and Eq. (58) generally converges to
the rigorous result.

It should be pointed out that a corresponding variational procedure
can be developed in terms of the obstacle current rather than the aperture
field; in the cme of the capacitive ]~indo]v this leads to approximate
values of s~~sccptance that provide a lo~ver bound to the correct value.
A combination of these t~~o procedures can quite accurately determine
the true vallue of susceptance.

b. The Inieqral-equation Method.-The susceptance of the capacitive
Ivindow can be obtained by direct solution of the integral equation (48)

for the aperture field E(y). It is not generally feasible to solve this
integral equation exactly because of the termwise method of solution.
Ho!~ever, an approximate integral-equation solution for E(y) coupled with
its subsequent use in the variational expression (50) provides a highly
accurate procedllre.

A gener;~l method of solution of the integral equation (48) is based on
a diagonal representation of the kernel G(y,y’) in terms of a set of func-
tions orthogorwd in the aperture domain. The relevant functions are

I
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the eigenfunctions of the kernel regarded as an integral operator in the
aperture domain. It is difficult to obtain such a representation for the
dynamic kernel G(y,y’). However, the desired representation can be
obtained for the static (k* ~ O) kernel G,(y, y’), where

m

G,(y,y’) = sY., hn(y)hn(y’)

1

m n7ry niry’

_ 2j~6

2

Cos — Cos —
b b_— —— –j ~ in 2 cos ~ – cos ‘f’ (59)

‘r n
1

where the static characteristic admittance Y., of the nth E-mode is

yn, = @ = &
rm .8
T-

On introduction of the change of variable

~d ~~d
Cos? = ‘in’%Coso+Cos 2%’

(60)

(61)

which transforms the y domain O to d into the O domain O to ~, one
obtainsethe desired diagonal representation of the static kernel as

(G.(y,y’) = –j ~ in 2 sin’ ~ Ices 8 – cos o’I
)

.

[
–j ~ in sin’ ‘~ – 2

z

cos n8 cos no’.
7r n 1

(62)
1

in terms of the orthogonal functions cos no in the transformed aperture
domain O to T.

To utilize the representation (62) the integral equation (48) is written
in the form

.

z \d

? h(y) + Inhn(y) = – G.(Y,Y’)~(Y’) 4/ (63)
o

1
with

1=1,

2. = (Y.. – Y=) v.. }
(63a)

In view of the linearity of this integral equation the solution E(y) can be
written as
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.

E(u) =?&(y)+
z

2n&”(y),

1

whence by Eq. (44a) it follows that

.

T“ = 200?+ sZdn,
1

(m = 1, 2, 3,.

z
v. = 2.01 + Z?J.,

1

on use of the definitions

[SEC. 35

(64)

“) (65)

(65a)

Equations (65) represent in network terms the coupling of the static
modes excited by the capacitive discontinuity. In view of Eqs. (63a),
which represent the terminal conditions on the higher-mode lines, the
desired dominant-mode admittance 1/V can be obtained from Eqs. (65)
by a conventional network calculation if the impedance parameters Z~~
are known. The latter may be found on determination of the partial
fields &n(y) from the integral equations (n = O, 1, 2, . . .),

/

d

h.(y) = – G.(y,y’)&fi(I/’) dy’, O<y <d, (66)
o

obtained by substitution of Eq. (64) into (63) and equating the coefficients
of In. It is readily shown with the aid of Eqs. (66) and (65a) that the
parameters Z~n obey the reciprocity relations Z~n = Z~~.

To illustrate the approximate solution of the integral equation (63)
let us place ~n = O for n. ) 2. The determination of the impedance
parameters for this case first requires the solution of the integral equation
(66) for n = O and n = 1. For n = O Eq. (66) becomes, on introduction
of the representation (62) and the change of variable (61),

.

Ji
/(

. 2UE =
–37 o 8(0’) In csc ~ +

2

cos nO cos n8’—=
b n )

dO’, (67)

1

I

where for simplicity &(o) = &(y) dy/dO. On equating the coefficients of
cos n@ on both sides of Eq. (67), one obtains
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/

w

&(e’) de’ = – &

o j ~ 1* ~~~ ‘~’

‘1

(68)

/

r

&( O’) COS no’ de’ = O, n>l.
o

Hence, by Eqs. (44a) and (61) with (a = sin’ ~d/2b, @ = COS’ud/2b),

there follows

Z*” = –
4/

5=~ ~ &( fl)(a2 cos 219+ 4a~ cos 0 + (1 – 3a)~) dO

= $& – 3~)13
xd ‘

T ln Csc m I

the parameters Z~Obeing obtained in a like manner. Similarly for n = 1.
Equation (66) becomes on use of Eqs. (62) and (61)

J2
~(acose+

whence

and, as in Eqs.
and (61)

“)= -’:L’’(’’’(’ncsc:+zcosneJ

J2

/

. –a

&I(#) COS 6’ de’ = – +,
o

J~

/

.
&,(O’) COS?t&de’ = O,

0
n>2,

(70)

(71)

(69) with &(@) replaced by &~(13),one obtains by Eqs. (44a)
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(72)

etc., for 2.1. As a check the verification of the reciprocity relation
Z,O = ZOIis to be noted.

With the knowledge of the relevant impedance parameters the
desired discontinuity susceptance can now be obtained from Eqs. (65)
by a simple “network” calculation. For in view of Eqs. (63a) and
?,=?3 =”” . 0, one finds that

I

v= (zoo– Z;.
T )1’

~“ + yl – yl,

and thus on substitution of Eqs. (60), (69), and (72) there follows after
some algebraic manipulation

I

where

B _ %b

[

Q COS4 ~
~d

F–h — lncscm+ 1J (73)

1 + Q sin’m~

Equation (73) provides an approximate value for the relative susceptance
that is seen to agree with the first two terms of the more accurate value
quoted in Sec. 5.lb (if k -+ A,).

Since only the first two E-modes have been treaLed correctly, the
aperture field E(y) determined by the above integral-equation method of
solution is approximate. However, as stated above, the accuracy of the
equivalent-circuit calculation can be improved by use of this approximate
field as a trial field in the variational expression (50). To investigate
the limits of validity of such a procedure let us first rewrite Eq. (50) in
the form
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i

The field E(y) defined by the integral equation (63) will be employed as a
trial field, but now the ~~ are to be regarded as unknown coefficients that
are to be determined so as to make stationary (minimum in this case)
the susceptance B of Eq. (74). On multiplication of Eq. (63) by E(Y)
and integration over the aperture, there is obtained on use of Eq. (44a)

(75)

Substitution of this result into Eq. (74) and use of the network relations
(65) then yield

(76)

AA

where one notes that IO = I. The imposition of the stationary conditions

aB
—=0, n = 0,1, 2,3,...
a?.

for the determination of the coefficients ~~ leads to the set of equations
(for all n)

‘@’m) 2 ‘mn[’m - ‘Yms - ‘m)vm]
20. = 220.2 + 2

0 ?ra=l

from which, on noting the identity of the left side and the first term of the
right side of these equations, one readily obtains the solutions

1. = (Ym. – Ym)vm, m=l,2) 3,.... (77)

Thus the choice of coefficients ~mthat makes the susceptance B stationary
is exactly the choice required to make E(y) an exact solution of the
integral equation (63). It is not generally feasible to satisfy all of the
conditions (77). As an approximation one may choose ~~ = O for all
m > N. Under these circumstances
determine V. and hence ~~, become

the network equations (65), which
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v=

v. =

ZO07

Zmol

+

+

N

with
?=1, I’m = (Ym, – Ym)vm, ?n=l,2, .

The use of these network equations in the variational
then leads ta the final variational result

where

[SEC. 3.5

(78)

. . , N.

expression (76)

(79)

(79a)

is the approximate discontinuity admittance obtained by the integral-
equation meihod of solution with ~~ = O for m > N. The sum in
Eq. (79) is thus seen to act as a variational correction to the integral-
equation result.

As an example of the use of Eq. (79) let us consider the case N = 1
for which the integral equation result BO/ Y has already been derived in
Eq. (73). Since the correction series in Eq. (79) converges relatively
rapidly, only the first term thereof will be evaluated and this only to
order (2b/x) 3. Thus, on use of Eqs. (78), (46), and (60), the first term
may be expressed relative to the characteristic admittance of the dominant
mode as

z,, ‘

() ()[Y, – Y28 V2 2
~ ~b ~ Zmz,, — Z12Z10 +

YI – Yh
Y T

=jG ~

Zooz,,– Z;.+ zoo

YI – Y1. I

which, on evaluation of the wavelength independent terms within the
bracket by Eqs. (69) and (72), becomes

()(.1 2ba

“)

2rd
3g ~

~d
1 – 3 ‘in’ z Cos’ m“

(80)

The substitution of Eqs. (73) and (80) into
ational result for the relative susceptance

(79) then yields as the vari-

.
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(81)

This is identically the result quoted in Sec. 5.lb (if k ~ kg); it is estimated
to be in error by less than 5 per cent for 2b/X < 1 and by less than 1 per
cen$ for 4b/x < 1.

c. The Equiwdent Static Method.—The equivalent static method of
solving the capacitive window problem of Sec. 5.lb resembles strongly
the integral-equation method just described. As in the latter, the original
dynamic problem with only a dominant mode incident is reduced to a

\ static, parallel-plate problem with an infinity of modes incident. How-
ever, the task of finding the fields produced by each of the incident static

I modes is now regarded as an electrostatic problem to be solved by con-
formal mapping of the original problem into a geometrically simpler
problem for which the potential (i.e., static) solution can be found by
means of complex function theory. The static problem for the case of
only the lowest, principal mode incident constitutes a conventional elec-
trostatic problem with a d-c voltage applied across the guide plates; the
static problems with a higher mode incident, although less conventional
electrostatic problems, are nevertheless solved in a manner similar to

I that employed for the lowest mode. The use of conformal mapping in
the solution of the electrostatic problems implies a limitation of the

\
equivalent static method to microwave problems that are essentially two
dimensional. As in the previous method, no attempt is made in prac-
tice to obtain the formally possible exact solution; a variational procedure
is, however, employed to improve the accuracy of an approximate
solution.

~
As a preliminary to the electrostatic solution of the integral equationI

(63) subject to Eqs. (63a), the unknown aperture field is now represented
as

.

E(u) = V&(y) +
2

In&n(y),

1

(82)

where the proportionality to V rather than to ~, as in Eq. (64), is more
convenient for conformal mapping purposes. It then follows by Eqs. (44)
that
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and also that

where the

.

zf=Y,ov– ATonI,,,

1 m=l,2,3, .

z
V~ = TroV + %7.,

1

significance of the proportionality factors
‘evident below, while by definition

T., = –
/

&(?J)hm(?J)dyj
8P

zm. = –
/

&.(?J)hm(?J)dy.
8P I

[SEC.35

(84). . 9

YOO,To~ will be

(85)

In contrast to Eqs. (65) the network equations (84) are of a “mixed”
type; the “ network” parameters comprise the admittance YOO,the imped-
ances Z*., and the transfer coefficients To., T~O. From the knowledge of
these parameters the desired discontinuity admittance f/V can be found
by straightforward solution of the network equations (84) subject to the
terminal conditions (63a). To determine the network parameters it is
first necessary to find the partial fields 8.(Y). On substituting Eq. (82)
into the integral equation (63) and equating coefficients, one finds that
the partial fields are determined by the set of integral equations (n = 1,
2,3, ...)

Y,, h(y) = –

– 2’0. h(y) + h.(y) = –

\

d

G.(g,y’)&(y’) dy’, (86a)
o

O<y <d,

/

d

Gs(y,/)&n(y’) ~Y’, (86b)
o

from which it is apparent that these partial fields differ from those
encountered in the previous method. From Eqs. (85) and (86) one
derives the reciprocity relations

Tom = TnO and Z~n = Z=.,.

To find the partial field &(y) by conformal mapping one observes that
the integral equation (86a) is characteristic of an electrostatic distribution
with a y-component electric field and an z-component magnetic field
(or stream function) given, when z <0, by
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.

&(y) = e(y) + zT’Onefi(y)enrz’b,
1

. (88a)

WI/) = (Yoo – jut Z)h(g) – z!fonYJtn(y)e”~’/b,

1

for the individual terms in Eqs. (88a) are solutions of Laplace’s equation,
and as is evident from Eqs. (85) and (87), the integral equation (86a) is
obtained from the boundary condition that K(y) = Oat z = O,0 < y < d.
Eauations (88a) are characteristic of an electrostatic distribution corre-
sponding to a unit d-c voltage across the guide plates, the term YOObeing
proportional to the “excess” static capacitance arising from the presence
of the discontinuity at z = O. Similarly the field distribution

.

8“(Y) = Z.. sinh ‘~z e~(y) +
z

Z~.e~(y)e~”’/b, 1(88b)

associated with the integral equation (86b) corresponds to an electro-
static distribution with only the nth mode incident.

The parameters YoO,T~O,and Z~~ can be found either by solving the
integral equations (86) or by finding the electrostatic field distributions
(88a) and (88 b). The latter involves the determination of a stream func-
tion +(y,z) (i.e., a magnetic field) satisfying Laplace’s equation and the
boundary conditions appropriate to the parallel-plate waveguide geom-
etry depicted in Fig. 3.25a. It is simpler to solve this problem not in
the actual waveguide but rather in a geometrically transformed wave
guide in which the boundary conditions on ~ are simple. From the
theory of analytic complex functions a solution of Laplace’s equation
in the transformed guide is likewise a solution in the actual guide if the
transformation is conformal. The desired transformation is one which
conformably maps the original waveguide region in the ( = z + jy plane
of Fig. 3.25a into the upper half of the t-plane of Fig. 3.25b and thence
into the waveguide region in the {’ = z’ + jy’ plane shown in Fig. 3 .25c.
The corresponding points in the ~, t, and (’-planes are so chosen that
the aperture surface O < y < d, z = O in the ~-plane is transformed into
the terminal surface O < y’ < b, z’ = O in the {’-plane.

With the aid of the Schwartz-Christoffel transformation the function
that maps the guide periphery in the {-plane of Fig. 3.25a into the real
axis of the t-plane of Fig. 3.25b is found to be
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~o~h~~ = t
b’

(89a)

while that which maps the guide periphery in the ~’-plane of Fig. 3.25c
into the real axis of the t-plane is

acoshm$+~=t, (89b)

where a = sin2 rd/2b and~ = Cosz~d/2b [note the significant connection

t=-oa

~:;;:

t=–-

~’=t”

u’ L~Lzt=+- t=+-z _r. -__—
to 1 +00 t.+oa t=l

(Z+JY)
~ plime

(.z’+jy’)
t plane ~’plane

(a) (b) (c)

FIG.3.26.—Conformalmappingfromrto ~ planes.
* =Oonan

+ so on ---------------------------------

between Eqs. (89b) and (61)1. The over-all mapping function for the
transformation from the~- to the F-planes is thus

coshm+ = a coshr$ + B. (90)

The solutions of electrostatic problemsin the transformed waveguideof
Fig. 3.25c can be readily found, since the terminal conditions therein
correspond to a simple open circuit (~ = O) at the terminal plane z’ = O.

The complex stream function

v=*+j@ (91)

that corresponds toonlythe principal mode incident (i.e., unapplied d-c
voltage) in the waveguide of Fig. 3.25c is

~ =A<’, (92a)

where the constant amplitude A (regarded as real) can be selected arbi-
trarily. Theassociated solution intheactual waveguide is therefore by
Eq. (90)

(92b)
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or equivalently as a series in powers of e“rlb as

[ 1~=4 ln~ –~ – 2~emt/b–B(I – sa)ez~flb + . . . .
T a (93)

If .4 is now set equal tojwc/fij thestream function ~followsfrom Eqs.
(91) and (92a) as

+“”” 1 (94)

and evidently represents the static magnetic field produced by a principal
mode incident in the actual guide. On comparison of Eqs. (94) and
(88a) one finally obtains

(95)

The corresponding complex stream function for only the (n = I)-
mode incident in the waveguide of Fig. 3.25c is simply

whence by Eq. (90) the complex stream function in the actual guide is

@ = ~ Sinhz 7_{
2b

J

1+~.
a Sinhz‘_~

(96b)

2b

The latter may be expressed as a series in powers of e“r’b as

W = ~a [e–% – 2P + (1 — 2a2)e% + . .], (96c)

$ from which, on setting B = a ~2/b and taking the real part, one obtains
the real stream function

~=&[–@+ cosh~cos~–a2e../bco5~+. .
1

(97)

characteristic of a static magnetic-field distribution in the actual guide
with only the 7L= l-mode incident. On comparison of Eqs. (97) and
(88b) one finds that
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(98)

With theknowledge of thenetwork parameters in Eqs. (95) and (98)
it is now possible to obtain the solution of the capacitive window prob-
lem in the approximation wherein only the two lowest modes are treated
exactly. The’’ mixed” network equations (84) reduce inthis case to

f = Yo, V – T,,:,,

VI = T,oV + 21,1,, 1
(99)

wit h the “terminal” conditions

~=1 and f, = (Y,, – Y,) v,,
whence

I
= Y,, +

T~O

v 1“
Z,l + ——

YI – Y,,

On insertion of the values of the parameters given in Eqs. (95) and (98),
one obtains for the discontinuity susceptance

B 21 8b

[

Q COS4 :
rd

Y=jyv=y ln=m+

1

> (loo)
l+ Qsin4~

the result obtained previously in Eq. (73) by the integral-equation method
and in agreement with the first two terms of the value quoted in Sec.
5.lb (if A ~ A,).

The accuracy of an approximate solution of the above electrostatic
problem can be improved by utilization of the aperture field E(v) found
thereby as a trial field in the variational expression (50). The basis for
such a procedure may be developed in a manner similar to that in method
b. As a trial field one first considers that electrostatic field E(v) defined
by the integral equation (63) in which the unknown coefficients ~mare

.

to be so chosen as to make the variational susceptance B stationary.
Writing the variational expression in the form (74) and utilizing Eqs. (75) ~
and (84), one then obtains I

I

(101)

I
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Imposition of the stationary conditions

13B
—=0,
a?.

~=1,2,3, ”.. ,m,

with the arbitrary V being held constant, leads to an infinite set of
equations

.

o= 2 Zmn[fm– ( Ym* – Ym) Vm],
m=l

whose solution is readily seen to be

rm= ( Ym, – Y.) Vm, m=l,2,3, . . ..~. (102)

This variational choice for ~~ is thus exactly that required to make the
trial E(y) rigorously correct. As a practical approximation let only the
first IV of Eqs. (101) be satisfied, the remaining ~~ being set equal to
zero. The network equations (84), which represent the solution of the
electrostatic problem in this case, then become

subject to

~=1 and fm = (Yms – Ym)V.t.

By means of Eqs. (103) the variational expression (101) may be rmvritten
as

.
.B~z=j:+

2 ()

2
(Y.l - 1’.,,) } , (104)

N+l

where we have defined
N

2

,.
. BO T., (,I ,,,

3 ~ = You – —-,=1
1

(104U)

the latter being the approximatec elect rest :~tic result ~Jl~tained Iq- trest iug
only the N lowest modes corrertly. ;1s in the (’tll.1”~’s~~t)ll~lillg,l)llt not
identical, variational expression (79) the sum in l(h~. ( 104) represents a
variational correction to the electrostatic rrsult.
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As an example, the use of Eq. (104) for the case ~ = 1 will be con-

sidered. The approximate electrostatic result BO/ Y is then given by Eq.

(100). Asanapproximation thecorrection series in(104) will bereplaced

by its first term. By means of Eqs. (103) this term may be expressed in
the form

‘2;Yy’’(:Y=(J4_1(@)& ’)(T20+.11::! y)

() ()
3

GA ~a(T,o)’=& ~ (1 – 3a)’@’, (105)

the approximation being correct to order (2b/A) 3. Insertion of this cor-
rection into Eq. (104) yields for B/Y the same result as obtained in
Eq. (81) by the integral-equation method and quoted in Sec. 5. lb.

Although identical results have been obtained for the susceptance of
capacitive window by both the integral-equation and the equivalent-
static methods, it should be recognized that the latter method generally is
the more powerful for two-dimensional problems. This is a’ consequence
of the power of conformal mapping to solve Laplace’s equation in rather
complicated geometrical structures.

d. The Transform Method.—As a final illustration we shall consider
the equivalent-circuit problem presented by a six-terminal microwave
structure-the E-plane bifurcation of a rectangular guide treated in
Sec. 6.4. Although the various methods described above are likewise
applicable to the solution of this problem, we shall confine ourselves to
an integral-equation method. However, since the E-plane bifurcation
can be regarded advantageously as either an aperture or obstacle dis-
continuity of infinite extent, the associated integral equation will be of
the so-called Wiener-Hopf type. The solution of this integral equation
differs in detail from the integral-equation method discussed above and
moreover is rigorous.

A longitudinal view of the E-plane bifurcation together with the choice
of coordinate axes and dimensions is shown in Fig. 3.26a. For simplicity
of analytical discussion it is assumed that only the HIO-mode can be
propagated and that the bifurcation bisects the structure (note that the
height at the bifurcation is b rather than b/2 as in Sec. 6.4). By a special
choice of excitation the symmetry about the plane of the bifurcation can
be utilized so as to require solution of the field problem in only half of
the structure. Thus, an antisymmetrical choice of current excitation in
guides 1 and 2 will lead to a correspondingly antisymmetrical nmgnctic-
field distribution in which the tangential magnetic field in the “aperture”
plane, y = b, z >0, vanishes. The resulting field problem has then to
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be solved only in the reduced domain, shown in Fig. 326b, obtained on
bisection of the structure about the plane of the bifurcation; the corre-
spondingly reduced equivalent circuit shown in Fig. 3“26c is found on
(open-circuit) bisection of the over-all equivalent circuit of Fig. 6.4-2.
The two-terminal nature of the reduced circuit implies that no propa-
gating mode is present in guide 3 under the assumed antisymmetrical
excitation. A further simplification resulting from the uniformity of

~+ @) ~, .--- ————

b Y b Y ~>j~

‘T z ‘T z T
Longitudinal Wew Reduced Domain Reduced Equivalent

i Circuit
(a) (b) (c)

~
FIG. 326.-E-plane bifurcation.

the structure in the x direction permits the solution of the circuit problem
in a parallel-plate rather than a rectangular guide; the parallel-plate
results go over into those of the rectangular guide on replacement of the
space wavelength X in the former by the guide wavelength XOin the latter.

Because of the uniformity of the structure in the z direction and princi-
pal-mode excitation of guide 1 the fields are derivable from a single
z-component, ~(y,z), of magnetic field. The field problem in the reduced
domain of Fig. 3.26b is hence the scalar problem of determining a function
~ satisfying the wave equation

and subject to the following boundary conditions (with kb < 7r/2):

l.~=o fory=Oand fory=b, z<O.

.~,. 2.+=0 fory=b, z>O.
3. $+ I cos kz – jYV sin kz forz-–m

J )
2

4, # + ~–lm’,lz forz~ +CC where I.{1 = ~ _ k2.

(106)

The quantities I and 1’ represent the dominant-mode current and voltage
at the terminal plane T’(z = O), and Y is the characteristic admittance of
guide 1. Condition 4 states that the dominant field in guide 3 is that of
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the Ionxwt nonpropagat ing mode therein. 1t is required to solve the field
problem specified in Eqs. (106) for the normalized susceptance

(107)

‘1’he representation of the field ~ ]~hich satisfies Eq. (106) will be deter-
mined by a C~reen’sfunction method rather than by the equivalent modal
method previously employed. TO this end one utilizes the t~ro-dimen-
sional form of Green’s theorem:

H (~V’G’ – GV2~) dy’ dz’ =
/( )

#~, – G $$ ds’, (108)

9
v’=<+<.

ay” 13.Z’2

The double integral with respect to the running variables y’, z’ is taken
over the entire reduced domain in Fig. 3.261J;the line integral with respect
to ds’ is taken over the periphery thereof; and n’ represents the outward
normal direction at the periphery. The Green’s function

G = G(y,z;y’,z’) = G(y’Z’;yjZ)

]vill be defined by the inhomogeneous wave equation

(
,

);2+g,+ k’ G = –?i(y – y’)a(z – z’)

‘

(109) ‘

and subject to the follolving boundary conditions:

~,~=o
for y = O, b.

ay
2.1m G=Oj G bounded for z ~ – ~.

3, (; + ~–l.ilz

J)

7r’
for z+ + cc where 1.,1 = ~ _ ~2.

The delta function is defined by t

d(z) = o ifz#Oj
/

6(x – z’) dx’ = 1,

the interval of integration including tl~c point x. l{;xplicit representations
of the ( irccn’s function defined by Eqs. (109) are readily found either in
the form
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G(y,z;y’,z’) =
sink(z – z’) – sinklz – 2’1

2kb
.

+; 2~–ti(nr/b) l-k,[z-z’l n7y

J( )

Cos —Cos
b

‘~’ (llOa)

, 2 ~z–k’

or in the form

G(y,z;y’,z’)
y < y’,

+ -+jv
1

/

COS//Cz — (Z(b — ~) COS~k~y’—— —
% _m~jq ~sin~b

elr(z–.’) d(,

y> y’, (llOb)
with

J()lr’
0 <7< ~ –k’.

In conformity with the defining equation and boundary conditions in
Eqs. (109) one notes that the representation (llOa) satisfies the wave
equation except at z’, where it possesses adiscontinuity inthez derivative
of magnitude –~(y –y’); correspondingly, the representation (llOb)
satisfies the wave equation save at y’, where it has a discontinuity in the
y derivative of magnitude – 6(z – z’). Equations (110a) and (llOb) are
seen to be representations in terms of modes transverse to the z- and
~-axes, respectively.

On use of the defining equations and boundary conditions (106) and
(109), one finds by Green’s theorem (108) that ~ can be represented every-
where in the reduced domain as

/
*(Yjz) = mG(y,z;b,z’)E(z’) dz’,

o
(111)

where for brevity we have set

The unknown function E(z’)j which is proportional to the z-component of
electric field in the aperture plane, may be determined on imposition of
the boundary condition 2 in Eq. (106). This condition leads to the
homogeneous integral equation
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/

.
o= ~(Z – Z’)~(Z’)dz’, 2>0, (112)

o

where K(z — z’) = G(bjz;bjz’). The solution of 13q. (1 12) for E(z) then
determines V(V,Z) everywhere; in particular at z ~ – @ we note from
Eqs. (111) and (llOa) that

/

.
+OJ,z) = &- o .E(z’) sin k(z – z’) dz’,

whence, on comparison with boundary condition 3 of Eq. (106),

1
I= –&o” ll(z’) sin kz’ dz’,

/
jyV =-A “

kb o
E(Z’) COSkZ’ dz’.

In view of Eq. (107) the desired circuit parameter is seen to be

/

m

B.
E(z’) sin kz’ dz’

—
Y= m

/

— – tan p,

~(Z’)COSkZ’dz’
o

(113)

where

/

.
9 = phase of ll(z’)e-i~” dz’.

o

If, in harmony with its interpretation as an electric field, we set the func-
tion E(z’) equal to zero on the “obstacle” plane z <0, the desired angle p
becomes the phase of the Fourier transform of E(z) at the “frequency” k.

To determine the Fourier transform of E(z) it is suggestive to rewrite
Eq. (112) as the Wiener-Hopf integral equation

/

+-
H(z) = ~(Z – z’)E(z’) dz’ (114)

—.
with

H(z) = o, 2>0,
E(z) = O, 2 <0,

where, as is evident on comparison with Eq. (111), H(z) is the magnetic-
field function ~ on the obstacle plane y = b, z <0. The diagonal repre-
sentation of K(z — z’) given in Eq. (110b) (with y = y’ = b) permits a
simple algebraic representation of the integral equation (114) as
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in terms of the Fourier transforms
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w(~) = j_ ~ If(z) e-~rZdz, Im{>O,
)

/

+.
&(r) = E(z)e–’f’ dz, Im ~ < KI,

i

(116)
—.

/

+.
3C(() = K(z) e-@ dz, O< Im~<K{<Kl

—.

of H(z), E(z), and K(z), respectively. The validity of the transform
relation (11 5), which is an expression of the so-called Faltung theorem for
Fourier transforms, presupposes a common domain of regularity for the
various transforms. The existence of a common domain O < Im { < X,

is manifest from the regularity domains indicated in Eqs. (116), the latter
domains being determined by the infinite z behavior of the various func-
tions. An additional boundary condition on the field is implied by the
mere existence of the first two transforms in Eqs. (116); namely, the
behavior of E(z), for example, must be such that E(z) is integrable about
the singularity point z = O. Thus it will be assumed that

E(z) N Z-Q asz~O (l17a)

with a < 1; hence by Eq. (116) it follows that

8(() w (jr)”-’ as{+ m. (l17b)

Although both the transforms ~(~) and &(~) in Eq. (1 15) are unknown,
they may nevertheless be evaluated by means of Liouville’s theorem. The
theorem states that, if an analytic function has no zeros or poles in the
entire complex plane and is bounded at infinity, the function must be a
constant. To utilize the theorem let it first be supposed that the trans-
form x(~) can be factored as

x(() = * = - cot<:+”) (118)

where ~–(~) has no poles or zeros in a lower half of the ~-plane while
X+({) has no poles or zeros in an upper half of the ~-plane. Equation

I (1 15) can then be rewritten in the form

3c+(r)x(f) = x_(f-)&(r). (l19a)

The left-hand member then has no zeros or poles in an upper half plane
while the right-hand member has no zeros or poles in a lower half of the
~-plane. If all the terms in Eq. (1 19a) have a common domain of regu-
larity, the function which is equal to the left-hand member in the upper
half plane and which by analytic continuation is equal to the right-hand
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member in the lower half plane must therefore have no poles or zeros in
the entire plane, If, as is already implied, the analytically continued
function is bounded at infinity, then by I,iouvi]le’s theorem this function
and hence both members of Eq. (1 19a) must be equal to some constant A.
It thus follows that

&(r) = & and x(r) = *,

whence from Eq. (113)

() ()Atan–l ~ = – phase Oj —
Y w_(/c) “

or independently of .4

B 1 K(k) – K-( –k)
7 ‘z X_(k) + x-(–k)”

(l19b)

(120a)

(120b)

To factor K(r) in the regular manner desired in Eq. (1 18), one
employs the known infinite product expansion of the cotangent function
and obtains

or on factoring
H(2b,{)n(2b, – ~) _

x({) = – 1 = ~-(r)
(k’ – {’)b [II(b,{)]2[II(b, -{)]2 X+({)’

(121)

where the function

n,,,,, = ~: [J, - (:)2+,:],-’% (122)

is manifestly regular and has no zeros in the lower half plane

J)7r’
Ire{< ~ _ k,.

If we now identify in Eq. (121)

~(2b,f) ~X.r) (123a)K(() = ~n(b,r112 ,

~+({) = _ (kz – {’)b[~(b,–~)1’ ,x(r)
II(2b, – ~)

(123b)

we see that x–(() is regular and has no zeros in the lower half plane

J( )

2
Im(< – k’ while ~+(~) k regular and has no zeros in the upper

2
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I

half plane lm ~ > 0. The argument x(~) of the exponential is to be so
selected that the behavior of X+(() and K–({) at infinity is algebraic.
This requirement is necessary, in view of Eqs. (1 17), to permit the appli-
cation of Liouville’s theorem to Eq. (119a). The required choice is
facilitated by a knowledge of the asymptotic properties of the
function r(z) at infinity. For one notes that, as ~ ~ cc,

where C = 0.57?; hence from the asymptotic properties of the
function

(
_j ~_l+,n,~b ~

~)w,

‘(b’r) + A ‘
(+U3.

gamma

gamma

(124)

On using Eq. (124) in Eq. (123b)j one obtains

K(r) = w@6 ex(()‘iz; ‘n2, (+m.

Thus, to ensure the algebraic behavior of x_(f) at infinity x({) must be
chosen as

(125)

and therefore

K-(() = <j(f), ~+ m. (126)

From the asymptotic ~s m behavior of &(() and K–(() given in
Eqs. (117b) and (126), one deduces by reference to Eq. (119b) that the

,
constant A is real and that E(2) H z–~f as z ~ O. It therefore follows
from Eqs. (120), (123a), and (125) that the desired circuit parameter
B/Y is given by

()tan– 1 ! = ?’)-2’1(3‘~ ‘127)
~ln2+Sl ~

Y7r

where the phase LS’Iof the unit amphtude function II(b, k) k designated by

“(:)=Nsin-’=):=*-
1

Equation (127) is the rigorous result quoted in Sec. 6.4 for the special
case bl = b~ = b therein and if A in Eq. (127) is replaced by ho (note that
the b of this section is the b/2 of Sec. 64). The distance d is evidently
the distance from the edge of the bifurcation to the open-circuit (zero
susceptance) point in guide 1.



CHAPTER 4

TWO-TERMINAL STRUCTURES

The waveguide structures to be described in this chapter are composed
of an input region that has the form of a waveguide propagating only a
single mode and an output region that is either a beyond-cutoff guide or
free space. In a strict sense such structures should be described
by multiterminal equivalent networks. However, in many cases the
behavior of the fields in the beyond-cutoff or in the free-space regions is
not of primary interest. Under these circumstances the above structures
may be regarded as twe-terminal, i.e., one-terminal pair, networks
in so far as the dominant mode in the input guide is concerned. The
relative impedance at a specified terminal plane in the input guide and
the wavelength of the propagating mode in the input guide suffice to
determine the reflection, transmission, standing-wave, etc., character-
istics of such structures. In the present chapter this information will be
presented for a number of two-terminal waveguide structures encountered
in practice.

LINES TERMINATING IN GUIDES BEYOND CUTOFF

4s1. Chsnge of Cross Section, H-plane. a. Symmetrical Case.—An
axially symmetrical junction of two rectangular guides of unequal
widths but equal heights (1110-mode in large rectangular guide, no
propagation in small guide).

Crosssectionalview

Equivalent-circuit

TTY ‘0
I a’

L+ 2 jx

I

A kg

T T

Topview Equivalentcircuit
FIe. 4.1-1.

~arameters.—At the junction plane T,

x ‘4’-[’- r+)lx’)—.—
z,

“ -[’ -(:Ylx”x,2+m’x,, -x”~ “a)
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FIG. 4.1-2.—Reactance of H-plane change of cross-section symmetrical case.

Experimental points for k/a = 1.4.



X 2a a’

z, A“
0.42’3(1 – 1.56a2)(l – 6.75a’Q) + 0.571(1 – 0.58a2) J,yy

(ib)

~vhrrc X11, X**l ant[ .% are defined in Sec. 5.24a, and

]{c,strzctions.—r~lle equivalent circuit is applicable in the range
A > 2a’ provided 0.5< a~k <1.5. ICquations (la) and (lb) have been

obtained from the data of SCC. 5.24a by terminating the circuit indicated

therein ]vith the inducti~re characteristic impedance of the smaller guide.

‘l’his proeedurc is strictly valid only if the smaller guide is infinitely long;

ho~vevci-, a lcngt h oft hc order of the ~vidt h a’ is usually sufficient. Equa-

tion (la) k estimated to bc in error by less than 1 per cent over most of
the }vavclcn@h range. lk~uation (lb) k an approximation valid in the

small-apcrtllrc range and differs from Eq. (la) by less than 10 per cent

for a <0.4 and for 0.5< aii <1.

Numerical Results. -Figure 4.1-2 contains a plot of Xh,/Z02a as a
function of a in the wavelength range X > 2a’, provided 0.5< a/A < 1.5.
These curves have been computed by the use of the curves in Sec.
5.24a.

l;zperimen~al RcsuUs.-A number of measured data taken at
X/a = 1.4 areindicated by the circled pointsin Fig. 41-2. These data
are quite old and are not of high accuracy.

b. Asymmetrical Casr.—An axially asymmetrical junction of two
rectangular guides of unequal ]vidths but equal heights (Hlo-mode in
large rcctangularguide, nopropagation in small guide).

T

k--a+ T

Front view Top view Equivalent circuit

~IG. 4.1-3.
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FIG. 4.1-4.—Reactanceof H-plane change of cross-section asymmetricalcase.
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Equivalent-circuit Parameters:

x ‘d’-[’- f+)’lx’)
z, = A,

‘al -11-(?)21XOX22+J1 -H)2(X22-XO” “a)
x 2a a’

z,— = A. 0.19S(1 + 1.44a’) + 0.173(1 + 1.33a’)(1 + 41.3a4Q)’
(lb)

where X11, X.2.2,and X0 are defined in Sec. 5.24b, and

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is applicable in the range
h > 2a’ provided 0.5 < a/k < 1.0. Equations (la) and (lb) have been
obtained from the data in Sec. 5.24b by terminating the circuit indicated
therein with the inductive characteristic impedance of the smaller guide.
Although this procedure is strictly valid only when the smaller guide is
infinitely long, it usually may be employed even when the length is of the
order of the width a’. Equation (lb), valid in the small-aperture range,
is an approximation that cliffers from Eq. (la) by less than 10 per cent
when a <0.4 and 0.5 < a/A < 1.0.

Numerical Results.—In Fig. 4.1-4 XhO/Z02a is represented as a
function of a in the wavelength range A > 2a’, provided 0.5< a/i <1.0.
These curves have been computed with the aid of the curves of Sec. 5.24b.

4.2. Bifurcation of a Rectangular Guide, H-plane.-A bifurcation of
a rectangular guide by a partition of zero thickness oriented parallel to
the electric field (1110-mode in large rectangular guide, no propagation in
smaller guides).

-idr

Im ~ ,g
E

3

~a~ Ll_U T
T

Crosssectionalview Top view Equivalentcircuit
FIG.4.2-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters .—The equivalent circuit may be repre-
sented as a short circuit at the reference plane T located at a distance d
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given by

2xd
A.

= z(I + al in al + a2 in a2) — S2(z; l,0) + S1(xl;al, O)

+ S,(z,;a,,o), (la)

m

SN(Z;CY,O)= N )sin-’ ~n,x_ ~, – ~ .

~=N

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is valid in the range 0.5< a/i <1

provided x > 2aj (where a, > a,). Equation (la) has been obtained by
the transform method and is rigorous in the above range.

Numerical Results.—In Fig. 4.2-2 there are contained curves for
d/a as a function of a,/a for various values of a/A in the permitted
range.

4.3. Coupling of a Coaxial Line to a Circular Guide.—A coaxial guide
with a hollow center conductor of zero wall thickness terminating in a
circular guide (principal mode in coaxial guide, no propagation in circular
guide).

Cross sectional view We view Equivalent circuit

FIG. 4.3-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—The open-circuit reference plane T is
located at a distance d given by

i

(%d 2a ~n—. —
AA

++aln~
)

+ Ay”(z;o) – S;’(CU ;0) – S’:’(Z’ ;Ojc),

(la)
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where

LINES TERJ41.VA TIiVG IN GUIDES BE YO,VD CUTOFF [SEC, 4.4

~d
—=ln ++aln~
a ‘(’ -~’(’4’8-:) “b)

~=~,
z’ = (1 – a)z,

1~=.=?,
A c1 b

m

)y”(z;o) = N )sin–l2?- — ? , JO(TBJ = o,
il. n

~=1

.

Sp(z;o,c) = H x )sin–l — — ~- , m’n = (c — l) XO.,
-Y. ~n=l

J O(xo.)ivo(xonc)– NO(XOJJO(XO.C)= o, n=l,2,3 . . .

Restrictions .—The equivalent circuit is valid in the wavelength range
~ > 2.61a provided the fields are rotationally symmetrical. The location
of the reference plane has been determined by the transform method and
is rigorous in the above range. The approximation (lb) agrees with Eq.
(la) to within 3 per cent if (2a/A <0.3 and 1< a/b <5.

Numerical Results .—The quantity ~d/a is plotted in Fig. 4.3-2 as a
function of b/a for various values of the parameter 2a/A. The summa-
tions S~Oand ASfOare tabulated in the appendix. The roots TO* = xO.
are given in Table 2.1; the quantities r-yn = (c — 1)xO~are tabulated as a
function of c in Table 23. For large n it is to be noted that LL = n – ~

and -y. = n.
4.4. Rectangular to Circular Change in Cross Section.-The termina-

tion of a rectangular guide by a centered, infinitely long circular guide
(H,o-mode in rectangular guide, no propagation in circular guide).

t T
E

i

&cz-Pl
Cross sectional view

T

Side view
FIG. 4.4-1.

3Y.

-jBa
Aq

T

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the terminal plane T

Equivalent circuit
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where B/2 YO = one-half the quantity B/ YOin Eq. (la) of Sec. 5.4a and
jY~/Yo = j times the quantity YLIYo in Eq. (la) of Sec. 5.32.

Restrictions .—see Sec. 5.32. The approximation (1b) above agrees
with Eq. (la) in the small-aperture range d/a <<1 and d/A <<1.

Numerical Results.-The parameters B/ YO and jY~a/ Yob may be
obtained as functions of d/a from Figs. 5“4-2 and 5.32-2, respectively.

Experimental Results. —Data for Ba/ Y, measured at A = 3.20 cm for
the case of a rectangular guide of dimensions a = 0.900 in., b = 0.400 in.
joined to an infinitely long circular guide of variable diameter d are
indicated in Fig. 4.4-2. The circled points are the measured values; the
solid line is the theoretical curve computed from Eq. (la). Since there
is no justification for the extrapolation of the formulas to the case d > b,
the theoretical curve has not been extended into this region.

4.5. Termination of a Coaxial Line by a Capacitive Gap.—A junction
of a coaxial guide and a short circular guide (principal mode in coaxial
guide, no propagation in circular guide).

Crosssectionalview

“Eiiiiil
-H-d

T

Side view
FIG. 4,5-1.

‘mjB
J
T

Equivalentcircuit

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the reference plane T

(1)

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is valid in the wavelength range
X > 2(a – b)/~,, where r~l = (a/b – l)XO, may be found in Table 2.3.
The susceptance has been evaluated by the small-aperture method treat-
ing the principal mode correctly and all higher modes by plane parallel
approximations. Equation (1) is an approximation valid for %d/k <<1

And d/(a – b) <<1. For a/b = 1 the quantity ~1 = 1.
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LINES RADIATING INTO SPACE

406a. Parallel-plate Guide into Space, E-plane.—A semi-infinite
parallel-plate guide of zero }vall thickness radiating into free space (plane
wave in parallel-plate guide incident at angle a relative to normal of termi-
nal plane).

o7 I . . 1

General view

Equivalen&circuiL

distance d given by

qdd; x J
T

Side view Equivalent circuit
FIG. 4.6-1.

Parameters.—At the reference plane 2’ located at a

2rd

A’
— = z in ~z – JS’I(Z;O,O),

the equivalent circuit is simply a conductance

G
Y,
— = tanh ~,

where

(1)

(2)

.

S,(z;o,o) = N xx )sin–l — _ _ ,
nn

3L=1

b ~ . ~d,
‘=F’ A’

~f– ~
Cos a’

e = 2.718, y = 1.781.

At the reference plane T’ an alternative equivalent circuit shown in

Fig. 4.6-2 is characterized by

G’ sinh m

Y, = cosh ?rX + COS o’

x

(3) Yo

G’ ~b

r, = w’
for ~ <<1, (3a) X G’ jB’

B’ sin 8
n= cosh mz + COS8’

(4)

B’
~ in ~’j

To = A’
for: <<1. (4a) “

FIG.4.6-2.
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The angular distribution of the emitted radiation is described by the
power gain function

sin (7rzsin ~) –ZT.si,,z~
S(4) = S(0) ~~ sin @ ‘ , —T<b<lrj (5)

defined relative to an infinitely extended isotropic line source. The gain
S(O) is

s(o) = ~ ye:,..” (5a)

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is valid in the range b/h’ <1.
The equations for the circuit parameters have been obtained by the
transform method and are rigorous in the above range.

Numerical Results .—The quantities 2~d/b and G/ Yo are plotted in
Fig. 4.6-3 as a function of b/A’, The alternative circuit parameters
G’/Y~ and B’/Yo are plotted as a function of b/A’ in Fig. 46-4. The
power gain function S(I#J)is displayed in Fig. 4.6-5 as a function of q4~vith
b/A’ as a parameter; only positive angles are indicated because the gain
function is symmetrical about @ = O.

4s6b. Rectangular Guide into Bounded Space, E-plane.-A rectangu-
lar guide of zero wall thickness radiating into the space between two
infinite parallel plates that form extensions of the guide sides (HIO-mode
in rectangular guide).

Crosssectionalview Sideview Equivalentcircuit
FIG. 4.6-6.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters .—Same as in Sec. 4.6a provided h’
therein is replaced by k., where

Restrictions. —Same as in Sec. 46a with A’ replaced by ~,.
Numerical Results. -Same as in SW. 46a l~ith A’ replaced by x,.
4.7a. Parallel-plate Guide Radiating into Half Space, E-plane.—A

semi-infinite parallel-plate guide terminating in the plane of an infinite
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screen and radiating into a half space (plane wave in parallel-plate guide
incident at angle a relative to normal to screen).

t
/../4%’

E

“x-T:’”
T

Front view Side view Equivalentcircuit

FIG. 4.7-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the reference plane T

G

\

kb

n’ (1
Jo(z) dx – J,(lrb), (la)

(lb)

B

-/

kb

Y,= o
NO(Z) dz + N,(kb) + ::, (2a)

B
~ in $,

E=x’
(2b)

where
~=~,

h’
h’=> e = 2.718,

Cos a’
y = 1.781.

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is valid in the range b/A’ <1.0.
The circuit parameters have been obtained by the variational method
assuming a constant electric field in the aperture at the reference plane.
No estimate of accuracy is available over the entire range, but the error
is no more than a few per cent for (2b/A’) < 1. Equations (lb) and (2b)
are static results and agree with Eqs. (la) and (2a), respectively, to within
5 per cent for (27rb/k’) <1.

Numerical Results.—The quantities G/ YO and B/Y, are plotted in

Fig. 4.7-2 as a function of b/A’.

4.7b. Rectangular Guide Radiating into Bounded Half Space, E-plane.
A rectangular guide terminating in the plane of an infinite screen and
radiating into the half space bounded by two infinite parallel plates
that form extensions of the guide sides (H IO-mode in rectangular
guide).



—-- .- —.

or

FI~. 4.7-2.—Admittance of parallel plate guide radiating into half-space, E-plane.
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--i ///////

/////// imY.

t b~
jB G

E ?
T

Ag

T

Front view Side view Equivalent circuit
~lG, 4.7-3.

Equivale?Lt-circuit Parameters. —Same as in Sec. 4~a provided h’
therein is replaced by A,, where

A, .-F(3.

Restrictions. —Same as in Sec. 47a with i’ replaced by ~,.
Numerical Results. —Same as in Sec. 4.7a with A’ replaced by i..
4.8. Parallel-plate Guide into Space, H-plane.—A semi-infinite

parallel-plate guide having zero thickness walls and radiating into free
space (H IO-mode in rectangular guide of infinite height).

I
E

Front wew

I
-f I

Top view

I
Z.

R

Aq

T

FIG.4.8-1.

l;quivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the reference plane
a distance d given by

Equwalent circuit

i“ located at

2ml
= in ~-~= + 3 – ~ sin–l ~

a 0
. 2a

-2[ i 1- )1

2a
x,, A,, ~— sin–~ —– — , (1)
2a #(2n+ 1)’ – 1 –(z~+ 1)

“=1

the cx~uivalent circuit is simply a resistance,

R
— = tanh ~,
z“

(2)
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where

At the reference plane 2“ the equivalent circuit is that represented in

Fig. 4.8-2. The corresponding circuit parameters are

R’ sinh + x’ sin 8

z’

I

cosh ~ + COSd’ ~o = cosh ~ + COS @ ZO
(3) R’

where
~=~d ix ‘

A, “ Xg

The angular distribution of the emitted T’

radiation is described by the power gain FIG. 4.S-2,

function

which is defined relative to an infinitely extended line source. The gain

S(O) is

Sa ~ra(A.–A)/M
(5)s@) = & + ~) – (X, – ~)e-2.a/Ao”

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuits are valid in the wavelength
range 2a/3 < A < 2a. The formulas have been obtained by the trans-

form method and are rigorous in the above range.

Numerical Results.—In Fig. 4.8-3 2~d/a and R/ZO are plotted as a
function of a/A. The alternative-circuit parameters R’/zo and X’/ZO
are shown in Fig. 4.8-4. The symmetrical gain function $(o) k dis-

played in Fig. 4.8-5 as a function of 1$for several values of the parameter

aji.

4.9. Parallel-plate Guide Radiating into Half Space, H-plane.-A

semi-infinite parallel-plate guide of infinite height terminating in an

infinite screen and radiating into a half space (~10-mode in parallel-plate

guide).
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2
Z. R

Ag
jx

T

Front view Top section view Equivalentcircuit
FIG. 4.9-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the reference plane T

R
G
T“ x

B
F.

‘o=($o)+w‘=--=
where

/11

(;)+(;)2] ‘“

G

-/

27ra 1
E=kg 0

(1 –z)cos(7m) JO(kaz)dz

+%[1+2($)1
G
— = 0.285$,
Y,

;<<1
9

/

1

sin(7rz)JO(kaz)dx, (2a)
o

(’b)

and

B

-/

2ra ‘
Yo =x, “

(1 –x)cos(mz) NO(kaz)dz

+:[’+2(EYIJ’
sin(7m)No(kaz) dz (3a)

B
— = 0.156:,
Y,

;<<1 (3b)
“

Restrictions. —The equivalent circuit isvalid in the wavelength range
~ < a/A < ~. The equivalent-circuit parameters have been evaluated
by the variational method assuming a lowest-mode electric-field dis-
tribution in the aperture at the reference plane. The error is estimated
to be less than 10 per cent for R/ZO and perhaps somewhat larger for
X/Z,. Equations (2b) and (3b) are rough approximations to Eqs. (2a)
and (3a), which are valid to within 10 per cent for a/X < 0.53.

Numerical Results.—The quantities R/Z, and X/Z, of Eq. (1) are
plotted in Fig. 4.9-2 as functions of a/A for the range 0.5 < a/~ < 1.5.
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4.10. Apertures in Rectangular Guide. a. Rectangular Apertures.—
A rectan@ir guide

into space through

guide).

,–,,-,

terminating in a screen of finite size and radiating
a rectangular aperture (Hlo-mode in rectangular

4 l+”,,

q

0,400”

T

mYo

jB G

Ag

T

Front view Side view Equivalent circuit
FIG, 4.10-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters (Experimental).—At the reference
plane T

;o+j;o=HJ. (1)

A number of values of r = lrle~~ = lr\_$j measured at A = 3.20
cm. for radiation into space through rectangular apertures in a }~z-in.
thick screen, are presented in the following table:

d,, ill.

\ (11, ],,

o 900

0 800

0 750

0.600

0 500

0 400

0 300

0 200

0 ‘+00 Ill

—
o 311–!)0”

O 281–-74:,_
o 251–58”

O 26132°

0 58]!)5°

O 881137°

O 300 in.

O 42I–10!)”

0.361 –68°

O 611102°.

0 200 in.

O 541–123°

O 511–102°

O 691113°—.

0.100 in.

0.771-138°

0.681 –120”

0.771130”

0.050 in.

O 871–145°

0.801–134”

For radiation through rectangular apertures into a space bounded by
“infinite” parallel plate extensions of the top and bottom sides of the
rectangular guide, the values of r become
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\d,, in.

d, i.\

0.900

0.800

0.750

0.600

0.$00

0.400

0.300

0.200

0.400 in.

0.161–7°

0.28]16°

0.23139”

0. 57\87°

0.741118°

0.901144°

0.981157°

1 .0]168”

0.300 in.

o .30] –50°

0.17121°—

0.741122°

0.’200 in.

0.381–91°

0.231 –39°

0.801129°

0.100 in.

0.681 –121°

o. 47@

0.861140°

0.050 in.

0.791–138”

0.64 +llL0

For power passing through rectangular apertures into a matched
guide of the same size as the input guide, the values of r are

\

d,, in.
0.400 in. 0.300 in. 0.200 in. 0.100 in. 0.050 in.

d,, in.

0.750 0.101100” 0. 07~ O.O9I–105” 0.35{ –116” 0.551–128°

0.500 0.621123° 0.641128° 0. 69@ 0.771143°

b. Circular -4pertcres.—A rectangular guide terminating in the plane
of a screen of finite size and radiating into space through a circular aper-
ture (Hi,-mode in rectangular guide).

-11-0.050”

0.

t

=J 3

x)

E
-IB G

Ag

T

T

Front view Side view Equivalent circuit

FIG. 4.10-2.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters (Experimental) .—At the reference
plane T

GB l–r
z

–jro=l+r. (2)

.4
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Values of r measured at A = 3.20 cm. for radiation through an off-
centered 0.375-in. aperture in a screen of 0.050-in. thickness are

\

Z, in.
o 0.050 in. 0.100 in. 0.1.50 in. 0.200 io.

d, in.

0.375 0.9821159 6“ 0.9821159 6“ 0.983] 161 .6° 0.986)162.8° 0.9901165,4”

For radiation into a space bounded by “infinite” parallel-plate extensions
of the top and bottom sides of the guide, the values of r become

\

.x, in.
o 0.050 in. 0.100 iu. 0.150 in. 0.200 in.

d, in.

0.375 0.9821 0.982] 159.9° 0.9851161.8° 0.9871163.6” 0.990] 165.8°

In both cases the aperture is symmetrically located with respect to the
height of the guide. The power radiat~d varies approx;rnately
COS2~x/a, where a is the guide width. 1

4.11. Array of Semi-infinite Planes, H-plane.-An infinite array
semi-infinite metallic obstacles of zero thickness with edges parallel
the electric field (plane wave incident at angle O, no propagation
parallel-plate region).

,

as

of
to
in

t
E

Front view Top view Equivalent circuit
FIG. 4.11-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—In the transmission-line representative
of plane waves traveling in the directions t o the equivalent circuit is
simply a zero impedance at the terminal plane T. The latter is located
at a distance d.from the edge of the array, where

1Cf. “Representation, Measurement, and Calculation of Equivalent Circuits for
Waveguide Discontinuities with Application to Rectangular Slots, ” Report PIB-137
(1949), Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, New York for more accurate data.
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2~d
= 2x in 2 + sin–l

h/COSe <1 ?4y’ – ‘in-’ all’– 2y – ‘in-’ <lx+ 2y

+ S2(2~;2v,0) – S@;y,v) – S2(z;Y, –Y), (la)

2rd
— = 2X in 2 + sin–l

2x .
h/cos e VI – 4y’ – “n-’ /1: 2y - “n-’ <1 ; Zy

+ . . . (lb)

where
a cos O a sin e~=. — ,

A
y=

A
.

S,(Z;CY,B) =
H

–x

1‘in-’ d(n –;)’ – a’ i ‘
x < <(2 –/3)2 – ~z.

.=2

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is valid in the wavelength range
x > 2a. Equation (la) has been obtained by the transform method and
is rigorous in the above range. Equation (lb) is an approximation that
agrees with Eq. (la) to within 3 per cent for a/A < 0.5. The relative
phase of the fields in adjacent (beyond-cutoff) guides of the parallel-~late
region is (2ra/A) sin r?.

Numerical Results.—The reference plane distance xd/a may be
obtained from Fig. 5.22-2 as a function of a/A and O provided the b

therein is replaced everywhere by a.
4.12. Radiation from a Circular Guide, E,l-mode.—A semi-infinite

circular guide of zero wall thickness radiating into free space (EO1-mode
in circular guide).

Front view Side view Equivalent circuit
FIG, 4.12-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the reference plane T located at
a distance d from T’, where

,;~”ln{e-’z-] X,X ,,,,
X2 + (7rB1)’ <X2 + (k) 2
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~d (J-833(H)‘1”)—=ln~a+ 2–~sin-’~– 0.264 –5.91 ~
a 9

the equivalent circuit is simply the conductance G defined by

(2)

where

\

.
tan–l

K,(x)

–1ti=Ka-~ln~-~
7rIo(x) X dz

Xz + (m@l)z ~xz + (ka)z’
(3)

9 TO

(3a)

and

.

M Y )–!!,LW(?J;P1)= sin–l
%/B: – b? n

Jo(7r&) = o.

*=2

An alternative equivalent circuit at the reference plane 2“ is shown in
Fig. 4.12-2. The corresponding circuit parameters are

FIG. 4.12-2.

The angular distribution of the emitted radiation is symmetrical about
the guide axis. The power gain function defined relative to an isotropic
point source is

J,(7rp,)
S(o) = 2KU ~

JO(ka sin 0) E(ka,ka cos 6)

1 -($sine)

2~(kU,KU)— ~(kt,— KU)’ (5)

s(e) = e’ for 0<<1, (5a)

where
‘(’)‘;2$[1n(~~e’)12+1 ‘or”= ‘m- ‘)<<1’ ‘5’)



..

FIG. 4. 12-3.—Radiating circular guide, Eo~-mode. Circuit parameters at terminal plane T.
~
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E(z,y) = (z – y)~$e“, (6a)

Restrictions.—The above formulas have been obtained by the trans-
form method and, for the indicated field symmetry, are rigorous in the
wavelength range 1.14a < k < 2.61a. For KU < 1 the approximate Eq.
(l?) is correct to within 2 per cent and Eq. (3a) to within 1 per cent.
Equation (6a) is correct to within 1 per cent for y >0, i.e., 0>90°.

Numerical Results. —Curves of ~dja and G/Y, as a function of 2a/A
are presented in Fig. 4.12-3. In Fig. 4.12-4 G’/ Y, and B’/ Y, are plotted
as a function of 2a/A. The graph of the power gain function s(O) as a
function of o with 2a/A as a parameter is given in Fig. 412-5.

4.13. Radiation from a Circular Guide, HOl-mode.—A semi-infinite
circular guide of zero wall thickness radiating into free space (1101-mode
in circular guide).

Front view Side view Equivalent circuit
FIG. 4.13-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the reference plane T located at

a distance d defined by

+, J”W-’ZJ1+[W}
20 Z* + (lrp;)z

Z dx

~z’ + (ka)” ‘1)

-= ’n:+2-%sin-’t-0’’’(%79(%Y)%Y)‘la)
xd
a

the equivalent circuit is simply the resistance R defined by

R

70
= tanh ~; (2)
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An alternative equivalent circuit at the reference plane 2“ is indicated

in Fig. 4.13-2. The corresponding circuit parameters are

20

f

R’
R’

sinh +
z, = cosh + + COS(2Kd)’

x’ sin 2Kd
z, = cosh ~ + COS2Kd’ 1

,k-!?’x’The angular distribution of the
radiation is symmetrical about the guide axis.

T’
The poJ\-er gain function defined relative to

FIQ. 4.13-2. an isotropic point source is

(4)

emitted

S(e) = w for O<<1,
s(e) = (7r – e)’ for (7r – 0) <<1,

where

H(x,y) = ~y eV–FCZ,Ul,

H(x,y) = VZ – y e’,
(6)

(6a)
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Restrictions. —’I’he above formulas have been obtained by the trans-
form method and, for the indicated field symmetry, are rigorous in the
wavelength range 0.896a < A < 1.64a. The approximation (la) is
correct to within 5 per cent and (3a) to within 1 per cent. Equation (6a)

is correct to within 2 per cent for y > O; i.e., o < 90°.
Numerical Results. —Curves of ~d/a and R/Z, as a function of 2a/A

are presented in Fig. 4.13-3. In Fig. 413-4 R’/ZO and X’/Zo are plotted
as a function of 2a/L The graph of the power gain function S(O) vs. o
with 2ra/h as a parameter is given in Fig. 4“13-5; the monotonic decrease
to zero of the curves in the range 150° < d < 180° is omitted.

4.14. Radiation from a Circular Guide, Hl,-mode.—A semi-infinite
circular guide of zero wall thickness radiating into free space (H1l-mode
in circular guide).

Front view Side view Equivalent circuit
FIG. 4.14-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the reference plane T the voltage
reflection coefficient is

Y
~= _LAI+jAZ l–TO——

& +jA,
Y’

l+%

(1)

()~,=g~+&o ‘ec,ej,.,
A k’

and
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@l =

c=

c’, =

and
HI“l _ ka

1[

~an_l K,(z) + ~an_, – K; (z) dz— —
To {z’ + (ka)’ 7rIl(z) 1?rZ;(z) -F’

(tea)’ = (ka)’ – (ZO– jvo)2, ZO = 0.5012, !/o = 0.6435,
m

2(sin–

n=l
.,

S;”(z ;7J) =
2(

x

)‘in-’ x- Y’ – ~ ‘
J; (r@:) = o.

.=2

Sy’(x;o) —— -1 .2.
Al

— )x—,
n

.J1(7rL) = o,

The angular distribution of the emitted radiation is described by the
power gain function S(tJ,+), where Oand @ are the polar and azimuthal
angles. This function, defined relative to an isotropic point source (i.e.,
normalized so that its integral over all angles is 47r) is given by

S(e, +) = w . J,(@;)
H(ka,Ka) – H(ka, – .a)”

[cOs’ol:?%l’H(ka’kacOse)

+ z sin24 J,(ka sin O)

1
E(ka,ka cos @ ,

sin 0
J

where
(z + y)$4 e“ ‘–hjA22

‘(z’y)= \z + gOa121y+ &Oa12x + y

E(x,y) = -:./; ~ (4&..+v+&+z) ““-’%.

&y ‘

.
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The choice of coordinate system is such that o = O corresponds to the
magnetic plane, @ = 7r/2 to the electric plane (i.e., H. N cos # and
He ~ sin ~).

Restrictions.—The above equations have been obtained by the trans-
form method and are rigorous in the wavelength range 2.61a < A < 3.41a.

Numerical Results.—Graphical plots of the above equations are not
available. Tabulations of the summation functions SJL and S’”1 are
presented in the Appendix. Several of the Bessel function roots xl. = mpm
and x;. = m~~are given in Tables 2.1 and 2.2.

4.15. Coaxial Line with Intinite Center Conductor.—A “coaxial line
with a semi-infinite outer conductor of zero thickness and an infinite
center conductor (principal mode in coaxial guide).

Crosssectional wew Side view Equivalent circuit
FIG, 4.15-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the reference plane T located at
a distance d from the reference plane 2“, where

ud
—=ln ‘X

n-
a—b ()

Sp y;o, ;
-y(a – b) – lr(a – b)

+j~

!

“ dz

1–:
1 ln(~l +~K)2e-2Z)

; <z* + (Ira)z
o

ud
—=ln ‘X
a—b y(a – b) -z[:(i-’)+~t+b) (~)+”””l1

a = b>> A. (la)

the equivalent circuit is simply the conductance G defined by

G
To

= tanh ~, (2)

———. ._
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where

I

~~k(a– b), a= b>>h, (3a)

and

(c – 1) X,. = %7”, JO(XO.)NO(CXO.) – JO(CXO.)NO(XO.) = 0,
n=l, z,... ,

““(~’”f)=x[sin-’($ -:l’ ‘=*’ ‘=k(a~b)’ C=;”1

At the reference plane T’ the parameters
of the alternative equivalent circuit in-
dicated in the Fig. 415-2 are

:::::::[ ‘4) ‘m

The angular distribution of the emitted 4
radiation is described by the power gain

FIG.4.15-2.

function (defined relative to an isotropically radiating point source),

4 ~o(kb sin O)iV,(ka sin d) – J,(ka sin O)IVO(kb sin o)
$(9) = ;

sin2@ [J~(kb sin 0) + iV~(kb sin d)]
Fa(k CO’ @

F,(k COS 8)

“Fa(k) Fa(–k)’ ‘5)—— —
F,(k) F,(–k)

‘(o) =;$[]nc%’+l’ ‘<<” 7= ‘“781’ ‘5”)
1

T–e <<l (5b)s(e) = +2: In 7$ (. – e)

[[ 1}
2+1’

where

(6)
(6a)

and Ft,(L) is obtained by simply replacing a in Fa(~) with b.

I
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Restrictions.—The problem is treated by the transform method.
The equivalent circuits and the above formulas are rigorous in the wave-
length range

a—b
2—

()

<A<~.

3’1 :

The quantity -y,(a/b), as well as the quantities ~.(a/b), may be obtained
from Table 2.3. When a = b>> ~, ~.(a/b) = n and the formulas go over
into those for the radiation from parallel plates, E-plane, whose separation
is 2(a – b) (see Sec. 4.6a). Equation (la) is accurate to within 12 per
cent for b/a > 0.2, a/A > 0.1. Equation (3a) is accurate to within 15
per cent for b/a >0.5, a/i >0.1. Equation (3a) is in error by 42 per
cent for b/a = 0.2, a/A = 0.1. Equation (6a) is valid to within a few
per cent for ~ >0, i.e., 0 <90°.

Numerical Results. —Figure 4.15-3 contains a plot of ~d/(a – b) as
a function of a/A for various values of a/b. Figure 4“15-4 shows the
variation of G/ YO with (a – b)/k for a few values of a/b. The gain
function S(O) is plotted in Fig. 4.15-5 as a function of o for a/b = 2 and a
few values of a/L The summation S~O(y;O,c) is tabulated in the
Appendix.

4.16. Coaxial Line Radiating into Semi-infinite Space.—A semi-
infinite coaxial line terminating in the plane of an infinite metallic screen
and radiating into free space (principal mode in coaxial guide).

-7

/’

+

T

T-Y.

djB G

A

T

Front view Crosssectional view Equivalent circuit
FIG. 4.16-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the terminal plane T

G–1
To

\

“’2 :8 [~,(ka sin O) – ~,(kb sin o)]’, (la)

ln; o

G 2 1 r’(b’–az)z g,~<<l

To%lng -[ 1A= ‘ AA “
(lb)

b
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B 1..—
Yo /[

“ 2Si(k # a2 + bz – 2ab cos +)

~ln; o

-Sibasin$ -si(2kbsin$)ld@ ‘2U)

(2b)

where Si(Z) is the sine-integral function, E(z) is the complete elliptic
integral of the second kind, and k = 27r/h.

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is valid in the wavelength range
x > 2(a – b)/71, where 71 is determined from the first root x = x~l of

‘“(x’N”(x:)-JO(xoNO(x)=O,x=~’”
and may be found from Table 2.3. The circuit parameters have been
obtained by the variational method assuming a principal mode electric
aperture field and are presumed to be in error by less than 10 per cent over
most of the range of validity. The approximate Eq. (lb) agrees with Eq.
(la) to within 15 per cent for (a – b)/~ <0.10 a/b > 3; similarly Eq.
(2b) agrees with Eq. (2a) to within 15 per cent for (a – b)/A <0.10 and
~~b >2. The accuracy is improved in both cases for larger values of
a/b.

Numerical Results.—In Figs. 4.16-2, -3 the quantities G/ Y, and B/Y,
are plotted as functions of (a – b)/A, for several values of a/b.



CHAPTER 5

FOUR-TERMINAL STRUCTURES

A structure that contains a geometrical discontinuity is designated as
a four-terminal, or two-terminal-pair, waveguide structure if it comprises
an input and an output region each in the form of a waveguide propagat-
ing only a single mode. The over-all description of the propagating
modes is effected by representation of the input and output waveguides as
transmission lines and by representation of the discontinuity as a four-
terminal lumped-constant circuit. The transmission lines together with
the lumped-constant circuit form a four-terminal network that determines
the reflection, transmission, standing-wave, etc., properties of the over-all
structure. The quantitative description of the transmission lines
requires the indication of their characteristic impedance and propagation
]vavelength; the description of the four-terminal circuit requires, in
general, the specification of three circuit parameters and the locations
of the input and output terminal planes.

In the various sections of this chapter a number of basic four-terminal
waveguide structures Jvillbe represented at specified terminal planes by a
four-terminal electrical network. The circuit elements of this network
arc specified by their reactance or susceptance values. The latter do not,
in general, correspond to constant, i.e., frequency-independent, induct-
ances and capacitances, but this does not impair their usefulness. The
choice of terminal planes as ]rell as of the form of the equivalent network
is not unique; other equivalent forms, ~~hich are desirable in particular
applications, may be readily obtained by the methods outlined in Sec.
3.3. As stated above, five impedances and two propagation wavelengths
are employed for the description of the general four-terminal structure.
In the presentation of this information it is most convenient to specify
all impedances relative to the characteristic impedance of the input
transmission line, although any other impedance can be employed as a
norm. The propagation wavelengths of the input and output trans-
mission lines will be indicated explicitly in the equivalent-circuit repre-
sentation of the given structure. W-hen both the input and output guides
are identical, this explicit indication Jvill sometimes be omitted if no
confusion is likely.

A number of free-space structures are included in the present chapter.
Under appromiate conditions of excitation, the scattering of plane waves

217
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bygratings andarrays in free space can retreated (cj. Sec. 2.6) in the
same manner as scattering by a discontinuity in a waveguide. In both
cases the scattering is described by a four-terminal network of the type
described in the preceding paragraphs. The applicability of such a
description is restricted to the wavelength range in which the higher
diffraction orders, i.e., higher modes, cannot be propagated.

“STRUCTURESWITH ZERO THICKNESS

6.1. Capacitive Obstacles and Windows in Rectangular Guide.
a. Window Formed by Two Obstacles.—Window formed by zero thickness
obstacles with edges perpendicular to the electric field (H ~O-mode in
rectangular guide).

Crosssectionalview Sideview Equivalentcircuit
FIG. 5.1-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the terminal plane T for the
unsymmetrical case d’ # b — d:

B

([ 1

2Q, COS2: COS’~ (d’ + d)
~ in csc~csc~(d’+d) +

K=hg
1 + ~, sinz ~ sinz ; (d’ + d)

[
+ Q, 3 Cos’s CCIS2; (d’ + d) – COS2~ – COS’~ (d’ + d)

11

2
, (la)

where

Q.=J+J’

For the symmetrical case d’ = b – d:

1
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‘n(a+K$2+w’[’-K2214} ~<<1’2b’
:t:)+if~)’+:(:)’r:)’l :<<’ ‘2’)

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is valid in the range b/hO <~
for the unsymmetrical case and b/kg < 1 for the symmetrical case,
Equations (la) and (2a) have been obtained by the equivalent static
method employing a static field in the aperture due to the incidence of
the twolowest modes; thehigher-mode attenuation constants have been
approximated by mr/b for n > 3. Equation (la) is applicable in the

range 2b/A~ < 1 with an estimated error that rises to less than 5 percent

at the lowest wavelength range. Equation (2a) is applicable in the range

b/A, < 1 with an error of less than about 5 per cent and in the range
2b/A. < 1 to within 1 per cent. Equation (2b) is a small-aperture
approximation that agrees with Eq. (2a) to within 5 per cent in the range
d/b <0.5 and b/A, <0.5. The small-obstacle approximation (2c)
agrees with Eq. (2a) to within 5 per cent in the range d/b > 0.5 and

b/AQ <0.4.

Numerical Results.—The quantities BkQ/ YOb and YOb/BA,, as obtained
from Eq. (2a), are plotted in Fig. 5.1-4 as a function of d/b with b/Ag as a

parameter.
b. Window Formed by One Obstacle.—Window formed by a zero thick-

ness obstacle with its edge perpendicular to the electric field (Hi”-nlodc
in rectangular guide).

Crosssectional view Side view Equivalentcircuit
FIG. 5.1-2.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—Same as Eqs. (2a) to (2c) except
that h, is replaced by hO/2.

Restrictions. —Same as for Eqs. (2a) to (2c) except that ~. is replaced
by ~g/2.

Numerical Results.—If the k, in Fig. 5.1-4 is replaced by hg/2, one
obtains a plot of BAu/2YOb as a function of d/b with 2b/A~ as a parameter,
where B/ YO is now the relative susceptance of a window formed by one
obstacle.
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c. Symmetrical Obstacle.—A symmetrical obstacle of zero thickness
with itsedges perpendicular to the electric field (H IO-modein rectangular
guide).

Crosssectionalview Side view
FIG. 5.1-3.

0
I

o

‘0 T’B‘0
Equivalentcircuit

Equivalent-circuit Parameters. —Sameasfor Eqs. (?a)to (2c).
Restrictions. —Sameasfor Eqs. (2a) to (2c).
iVumerical Results. -Same as for Eq. (2a) andplotted in Fig. 5.1-4.
5.2. Inductive Obstacles and Windows in Rectangular Guide.—a.

Symmetrical Window. asymmetrical window formed by zero thickness
obstacles with edges parallel tothe electric field (H, O-mode in rectangular
guide).

E F-7T‘z”
T Tl@&--

Crosssectionalview Top view Equivalentcircuit

FIG, 5.2-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters. —Atthe terminal plane T

I

x
atan’:[l++@)l’ :<<’ZO=J

(lb)

Xa

ZO=L cotz%+~t+)’]’ :<<1 ‘lC)
where
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and F(a), E(a) are complete
kinds, respectively.

WITH ZERO THICKNESS

elliptic integrals of the first

[SEC. 52

and second

Restrictions, —The equivalent circuit is applicable in the wavelength
range~a < x < 2a. Equation (la) has be~~derived bytheequival~nt
static method employing the static aperture field set up by an incident
lowest mode and, in addition, the higher-mode attenuation constant
approximations

fern > 5. Inthe rangea < x < 2aEq. (la) isestimated to be in error
by less than 1 per cent; for ~~a < h < a the error is larger, but no
estimate is available. The term in (a/A)2 of Eq. (la) accounts for not
more than 5 percent of X/ZO, The approximate form (lb), validin the
small-aperture range, agrees with Eq. (la) to within 4 per cent for
d < 0.5a anda < 0.9x. Equation (lc) is an approximate form valid in
thesmall-obstacle range ;ford’ s 0.2a anda <0.91it agrees with Eq.
(la) to within 5 per cent.

Numerical Results.—As obtained from Eq. (la), Xi,/ZOa is plotted
in Fig. 5.2-2 as a function of d/a for the range O to 0.5 and for various

values of ali. In Fig. 5.2-3 the inverse quantity Ba/Y,iO = Z,a/Xh,
is given as a function of d/a in the range 0,5 to 1.

b. Asymmetrical Window. —Asymmetrical window formed by a zero
thickness obstacle with itsedges parallel tothe electric field (HIO-modein
rectangular guide).

g!qF’--<T:1:0
a T T

Crosssectionalview Top view Equivalentcircuit
FIG. 5.2-4.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the terminal plane T
...

rd
X a ‘an2Z.

%=< ~d

1 ‘Csc’%l

8c14&Q

1 + 1 +a2+@@4+6a’)Q

()[

2
12 :

~_2a2+2~21n~ 2aefi2

II
(la)

a4(l+c22) —l+az ‘
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FIG. 52-6. -Susceptance of asymmetrical inductive window ,n rcrtangular guide.
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where
~d

a= “nzi’ p = Cosg, Q= 1 ,_l

J ()1–;

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is applicable in the wavelength
range a < A < 2a. Equation (la) has been derived by the equivalent
static method employing the static aperture field for two lowest modes
incident and, in addition, higher-mode approximations similar to those
indicated in Sec. 5.2a for n z 4. Equation (la) is applicable in the
wavelength range a < A < 2a with an estimated error of about 1 per cent.
The asymptotic form Eq. (lb) valid for the small-aperture range agrees
with Eq. (la) to within 5 per cent if d/a < 0,3 and a/X < 0.8. Equation
(lc) is valid in the small-obstacle range; for d’/a <0.2 and a/A <0.8 it

agrees with Eq. (la) to within 10 per cent.
Numerical Results.—As obtained from Eq. (la), Z,a/X~, is plotted

in Fig. 5.2-5 as a function of d/a in the range 0.1 to 0.7. Similarly in
Fig. 5.2-6 there is a plot of ZOa/XX, as a function of d’/a in the range O

:,
to 0.5. In both figures a/X is employed as a parameter.

c. Symmetrical Obstacle.—A centered symmetrical obstacle of zero
thickness with its edges parallel to the electric field (H, O-mode in rec-
tangular guide).

Cross sectional view Top view Equivalentcircuit
? FIG. 5.2-7.

Equivalen~-circuit Parameters:

x
{

a (1 + CY2)F(P)– 2~(P)—..
z, A, 2E(/3) – cm(f?)

(H

2a2 2(2a’ – l)l?(p) – a’(3a’ – l)F(@ 2 , (la)
‘m i 2E(p) – cm(~) 1}
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i=%[’n(%)+~(f)’l :<<’ “b)

:=% G)4[’+’’(f)2t~)41 :<<’ ‘1’)

where
~d’

a = “n z’
p = Cos “;.

Re.sb-iction.s-The equivalent circuit is applicable in the wavelength
range 2a/3 < k < 2a. Equation (la) has been derived by the equivalent
static method employing the static obstacle current set up by an incident
lowest mode and using higher-mode approximations similar to those
indicated in Sec. 5.2a for n > 3. Equation (la) is applicable in the
wavelength range 2a/3 < x < 2a with an estimated error of a few per
cent for a < k < 2a. The asymptotic form Eq. (lb), valid in the small-
obstacle range, agrees with Eq. (la) to within 10 per cent provided
d’/a s 0.15 and a/X s 1. Similarly Eq. (lc), valid in the small-aperture
range, agrees with Eq. (la) to within 10 per cent for d/a < 0.25 and
a/i < 1.

Numerical Results.—As obtained from Eq. (la), Ba/YoX, = Z,a/XhO
is plotted in Fig. 5.2-8 as a function of d’/a with a/A as a parameter.

5.3. Capacitive Windows in Coaxial Guide. a. Disk on Inner COW
~ ductor.—A ~indow formed by a circular metallic disk of zero thickness on

the inner conductor of a coaxial line (principal mode in coaxial guide).

Crosssectionalview Sideview Equivalentcircuit
FIG. 5.3-1,

,,

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the terminal plane T

1

()(
2

)

2

+!
rd

1 – 3 ‘1n2 %0

I

COS4#0 + A, , (la)
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where d = c — b,

‘, s

A, =

;<<1, (lC)

d’=b–a, b,=c–a,

– 1,

c—–1
a

1

m’1
and X=— – XO1is the first nonvanishing root of

c/a—l–

()JO(X)NO : ()–NO(X)JO ; = o.

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is valid in the wavelength
range k > 2(c — a) /yl provided the fields are rotationally symmetrical.
The susceptance has been evaluated by means of a variational method
treating the first higher E-mode correctly and all higher modes by plane
parallel approximations. Equation (la) is estimated to be correct to
within a few per cent for cja < 5 and for wavelengths not too close to
cutoff of the first higher mode. Equation (lb) is a small-aperture
approximation that agrees with Eq. (la) to within 5 per cent in the range
d/bO <0.5 and 2b,/~ <0.5. Equation (lc) is a small-obstacle approxi-
mation and agrees with Jlq. (la) to within 5 per cent in the range
d/ho >0.5, 2bo/A <0.4.

Numerical Results.—For c/a = 1 the graph of BA/Y02b0 as a function
of d/bO with 2b0/X as a parameter may be obtained from Fig. 5“1-4 if the
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FIG. 53-4-Coefficient A, for disk on inner conductor of coaxial guide.
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kg and b therein are replaced by the A/2 and bo of this section. For
c/a > 1, Bh/Y02b0 may be obtained from its value for c/a = 1 by
addition of the term A z and multiplication of the resulting sum by A 1.
The wavelength-independent term A, is plotted in Fig. 5.3-2 as a function
of d/bO for several values of c/a. In Figs. 5.3-3, 5.3-4 graphs of AZ as a
function of d/bO with 2b,/i as a parameter are shown for c/a = 3 and 5;
A, = O for the case c/a = 1. The root X(c/a) may be obtained from
Table 2.3 (note that the c therein is the c/a of this section).

b. Disk on Outer Conductor.—A window formed by a metallic disk of
zero thickness on the outer conductor of a coaxial line (principal mode in
coaxial guide).

ml “ ‘

(

‘~ !0 !+
o -o

~@

2C

2a 2b

“= ‘T
T T

Cross sectionalview Side view Equivalentcircuit
FIG. 5.3-5.

. Equivalent-circuit Pararaeters.-The equivalent-circuit parameters are
the same as in Eqs. (la) to (lc) of Sec. 5.3a except that now

d= b–a, d’=c–b, b~=c–a,

().JO(X)NO : ()–NO(X).JO $

1–;

v 1 c
and the root x = —l–a/c=a

– XOIis defined by

()
J()(X)N, :

()
– NO(X)J, :a = o.

I/r.striations.—Ramc as in Sec. 53a.



A

b
FIG. 5.3-6.— Coefficient A I for disk on outer conductor of coaxial guide.
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Numerical Results.—For c/a = 1 the graph of BA/ Y,2b, as a function

of d/bO with 2b0/~ as a parameter may be obtained from Fig. 5.1-4 if ~,

and b therein are replaced by the h/2 and bOof this section. For c/a >1,
BA/Y02bo may be obtained from its value for c/a = 1 by addition of
the term Az and multiplication of the resulting sum by A 1. The wave-
length-independent term AI is plotted in Fig. 5.3-6 as a function of
d/bO for several values of c/a. In Figs. 5.3-7, 5.3-8 graphs of A z as a
function of d/bO with 2b0/A as a parameter are shown for c/a = 3 and 5;
AZ = O for the case c/a = 1. The root xo, may be obtained from Table
2.3 (note that the c therein is the c/a of this section).

6.4. Circular and Elliptical Apertures in Rectangular Guide. a. Cen-
tered Circular Aperture.—A centered circular aperture in a transverse
metallic plate of zero thickness (H IO-mode in rectangular guide).

~
E L

I

Y. -jB Y.

La-l
T b T T

Cross sectional view Side viaw Equivalent circuit
FIO. 5.4-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the terminal plane T

[

B ~, rb

Ye=; 24d j? (Z) () 1–l+A, – :’ AZ, (la)

where

zb’
A,=—

4d j? (z)
(–1)’

30–6tan~+tan3~

9

()-!! +2c0s’sin2w+$
a

15 tan ~
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and

~d
‘=%’

a= Jq,

d
sin 0 = —,

aa
,.4.2- (I@),

(“
j,(z) .: y –

)
Cos x

x
= —,

3
x <<1,

2=22
.

(omit n = O, m = O term),

.= —mm. —.

2=22 (omit n = O, m = 1 term).

n=O, +2, t4, m=l,~,~,

Resb-ictions.—The equivalent circuit is valid in the wavelength
range 2a > A > 2a/3 provided the H1l-mode is not propagating. The
circuit parameter B/ Yo has been computed by a variational method
employing as an aperture field the static small-hole electric-field distribu-
tion. The error is estimated to lie within 10 per cent for d < 0.9b,
provided x is not too close to cutoff of the next propagating mode. The
expressions (lb) are approximations to Eq. (la) in the small-aperture

range d <<b. The restriction to zero thickness should be emphasized;
thickness effects are considered in Sec. 8.10.

Numerical Results .—The quantity B/ Yo of Eq. (1a) has been plotted
as a function of d/a in Fig. 5.4-2 for various values of i,la and a/b.

b. Small Elliptical or Circular Aperture.—A small elliptical or circular
aperture in a transverse metallic plate of zero thickness (H10-mode in
rectangular guide).
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FIG. 5.4-2 .-–Relat,ve susceptanceof centered circular aperture.
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I
o

.J
o

Side view Equivalent circuit
FIG. .5.4-3.

where

(2)

(3)

(4a)

(4b)

(5a)

(5b)

aml F’(c) aml E(c) arc complete elliptic integrals of the first and second
kinds, respect i~cly,

For the special case of a circular ap(rture d, = dj = d and

(6)

Ii’c.s(ric(ions.-Thc cq~livalcnt circuit is ~alid in the wavelength
range 2a > h > a. The parameter B/Y, has been obtained by an
integral equation method employing the small-aperture assumptions:
the largest dimension of the aperture is small compared with A/ir, the
apertllre is rclati~cly far remoyed from the guide walls, and the wave-
length is not too close to c(itoff of the second mocle. In this approxi-
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mation B/Yo is independent of position along the direction of electric
field. The approximations (4b) and (5b) are asymptotic forms of Eqs.
(4a) and (5a) andarevalid forsmall eccentricitiese.

Numericzl Results.—The coefficients JU1 and .112, plotted as a func-
tionof dz/d,, may reobtained from Fig. 54-4.

6.5. Elliptical and Circular Apertures in Circular Guide.—A small
elliptical or circular aperture in a transverse metallic piate of zero thick-
ness (H1l-modein circular guide).

Crosssectional view Side view Equivalentcircuit
FIG. 5.5-1,

Equivalent-circuitp arameters.-i%t the reference plane Tforanellip-
tical aperture of orientation @ = O or r/2 and angular positions 0 = O,
r, 2, r, or 3r/2

where

(1)

[

J,(ar)

1

2

.lf = ‘v, 2J:(ar-) Coso Cos(o – 0) – 2 — sinO sin(@ – 0)
ffr’

[

J,(cw)

11

2 (2)
+ M2 2Jj(ar) cosO sin(~ – O) + 2 ~ smd cos(b — t?) ,

aR = 1.841,
“= J, _(&y

and the coefficients 114]and Jfj are defined in 13qs. (4) and (5) of Sec. 54b.
For a centered elliptical aperture, r = O and Eq, (2) reduces to

M = MI COS2o + Mz sinz @ (3)

For a circular aperture, d, = d, = d and 13q. (2) reduces to

(4)
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d
G

FIG, 5.5-2 .—Susceptanceof a centered circular aperture in circular guide.
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Foracentered circular aperture, r = Oand Eq. (2) reduces to

M=;. (5)

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is applicable in the wavelength
range 2.61R < x < 3.41R. The above-mentioned restrictions on @ and 6
serve to ensure that only a single H1l-mode of the indicated polarization
can be propagated. The comments mentioned under Restrictions in
Sec. 5.4b also apply to this case except that B/Y, is not independent of
position along the direction of electric-field intensity.

Numerical Results.—The coefficients M, and M, are plotted as a
function of dj/dl in Fig. 5.4-4. The relative susceptance B/ Yo, as

obtained from Eqs. (1) and (5), is plotted vs. d/2R in Fig. 5“5-2 for the
special case of a centered circular aperture in the small aperture range.

Experimental Results. —Measurements of B/Y, taken at A = 3.20 cm
in a circular guide of +$ in. diameter are shown by the circled points in
Fig. 5.5-3. These rough data apply to centered apertures in a transverse
metallic plate of + in. thickness. For comparison the dotted curve
shows values of B/Yo obtained from Eq. (1) with the aperture diameter d
replaced by (d — ~ in.) to account approximately for the effect of plate
thickness. The solid curve is a corresponding plot of B/ YO vs. d as

obtained from Eq. (1) for the case of zero thickness. For plates of finite
thickness (see Sec. 5“16) the equivalent circuit should be represented by
a tee rather than by a simple shunt circuit at the terminal plane T;
for the ~ in. thick plate the relative series reactance of the tee varies
approximately linearly from O to about 0.05 as d varies from 2R to 0.4R.

5.6. Small Elliptical and Circular Apertures in Coaxial Guide.—A
small elliptical or circular aperture in a transverse metallic plate of zero
thickness (principal mode in coaxial guide)

T

T’Y. ‘JB Y

+ 2R2+

Cross sectional view Side wew

FIG. 5.6-1.

Equivalent circuit
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Equivalent-circuit Parameter-s. -At the reference plane T

where

(1)

(2)

The coefficients M, and JWj are given as a function of d~/d, in Eqs. (4)
and (5) of Sec. 5“4b. For the special case of a circular aperture,
d, = dz = d and Eq. (2) becomes

M=;. (3)

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is applicable as long as only the 1
principal mode can be propagated. Other\\-ise,comments are the same
as in Sec. 5,4b.

,,

Numerical Results.—The coefficients Ml and Mz are plotted as a
function of d,/dl in Fig. 5“4-4.

6.7. Annular Window in Circular Guide.—An annular window in a
metallic plate of zero thickness (Hoi-mode in circular guide).

f d
E

I

Z. Jx Z.

T T T

Crosssectionalview Sideview Equivalentcircuit
FIG. 5.7-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters .—.ht the terminal plane T

()3.83r

()

~J~x
X=r<

Zo ~ 2R 0.162 ‘
where

(1)

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is valid in the wavelength range
0.896R < k < 1.64R, It is to be noted that modes other than the HO,-

mode can be propagated in this range. The equivalent circuit describes
the junction effect for the HO,-mode only. Equation (1) is obtained by

1
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an integral equation method employing the small-aperture approxima-
tions and is applicable in the above wavelength range with an estimated
error of less than 10 per cent if d S O.lR and 0.3R s r s 0.8R. The
error, which is estimated by comparison of Eq. (1) with a more accurate
numerical variational expression, becomes smaller as r approaches 0.55R.

Numerical Results.—In Fig. 5.7-2 the quantity XA,/ZoR is plotted as
a function of r/R with d/R as a parameter.

5.8. Annular Obstacles in Circular Guide.—An annular metallic strip
of zero thickness (EO1-mode in circular guide).

Crosssectionalview Sideview Equivalentcircuit
FIG. 5+3-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters,—At the terminal plane T

(-)Brwd ()
z J; 2.405 ~

R

To = ~R 0.269 ‘
(1)

Restrictions.-The equivalent circuit is valid in the wavelength range
1.14R < A < 2.61R. Equation (1) has been obtained by an integral
equation method employing small-obstacle approximations. It is to be
noted that modes other than the EOl-mode can be propagated in this
range. The equivalent circuit describes the junction effect for the
Eel-mode only. Equation (1) is valid for strips of small width; the error
is estimated to be within 10 per cent if d S O.10R and 0.3R s r S 0.7R.

Numerical Results.—In Fig. 5.8-2 the quantity BAO/YOR is plotted as
a function of r/R with d/R as a parameter.

STRUCTURESWITH FINITE THICKNESS

5.9. capacitive Obstacles of Finite Thickness. a. Window Formed
by Two Obstacles.—Window formed by obstacles of small but finite
thickness with edges perpendicular to the electric field (HIO-mode in
rectangular guide).



~
R

FXG.5.7-2.—Reactance of annular window in circular guide (Hal-mode).
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I ;$ ~ ,O*Y
E

:gr~~e~~:

TT T T

Cross sectionalview S!deview Equivalentcircuit
FIG, 59-I.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—.4t the reference planes T

where

B,=~
Y, x,

and

a’
g = E(a’) –a’F(a’) ()

=I+$ln ~.~ forj <<l,

1 E(a) – a’2F(cr)

d’ = E(a’) – a2F(a’)’

~ =Jl _l(:T- 1, az= , -~,.

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is valid in the wavelength
range b/A, < 1. The above equations have been obtained by the
equivalent static method in ~vhich the two lowest modes have been
treated correctly. Equation (2) is in error by less than 2 per cent.
Equation (3a) is in error by less than 5 per cent when d’/b <0.5 and
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l/d < 0.5; ~ord’/b >0.5 or lld > 0.5 the results of Sec. 88 should be
employed. The approximation (3b) agrees with Eq. (3a) to within 5

percent when d’lb <0.5 and b/A. <0.4.

Numerical Results.—The quantity B, A,/YOb may be obtained as a
function of d/b = 1 – d’/bbythe addition of

()rd’
sec ~9 d’1

21n ~d, –~G

‘ec 2 %

to one-half thequantity BXo/YOb plotted in Fig. 5“1-4. Thequantityg
plotted as a function of Z/d’ may be obtained from Figs. 5“9-4 and 5.9-5.

b. Window Formed by One Obstacle.—Windowformedbyan obstacle
of small but finite thickness with edges perpendicular to the electric field
(H,~mode in rectangular guide).

Frontview S!deview Equwalentcircuit
FIG. 5.9-2.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters. —Same as in” Sec. 5.9a except that
h, is replaced by h,/2.

Restrictions. -Same as in Sec. 59a except that A, is replaced by hJ2.
Numerical Results.—If ho in Fig. 5“1-4 is everywhere replaced by

Ag/2, there is obtained a plot of BAu/Y,2b as a function of d/b with 2b/io
as a parameter. The addition of

to one-half BAg/Y02b yields the quantity B, A,/ Y02b. In Figs. 59-4 and
5.9-5, g is plotted as a function of l/rY.

c. Symmetrical Obstacle.—A symmetrical obstacle of small but finite
thickness with edges perpendicular to the electric field (Hlo-mode in
rectangular guide).
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FIG. 6.9-5 .—Data for determination of equivalent circular diameters of rectangular posts.
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-jBb

my.

‘ox
T T

Front View Side View Equivalent Circuit

Fm. 5.9-3.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters. —Same as in Sec. 5.9a.
Restrictions. —Same as in Sec. 59a.
Numerical Results.—Same as in Sec. 5.9a.
601O. Inductive Obstacles of Finite Thickness. (a) Symmetrical

WincZow.-A symmetrical window formed by obstacles of elliptical or
rectangular cross section with edges parallel to the electric field (Hlo-mode
in rectangular guide).

Top View Top View
Fm. 5.10-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the

()
xa= ~>’,
z A, 7rD’

()
4

xb =&— ,
TD ,

~,a

Equivalent Circuit

terminal plane 2’

(1)

(2)

For a window formed by obstacles of elliptical cross section the equivalent
circular diameters D’ and D1 are

“= m
D, =

J

41d’(1 + d’)’

2“

(3)

(4)

For a window formed by obstacles of rectangular cross section the equiv-
alent circular diameter D’ is
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~, _ d’
W E(a” ~’a2F(a’)’

“=> -(

4ird’

)
l+=~ln~, $<<1,

(5a)

(5b)

where a is determined by

1 E(a) – a“F(a)

z= E(a’) – a’F(a’)’ a = ~, e = 2.718;

the equivalent circular diameter DI is

4

c

~2a!~ 1
4—

d

~’a,’
D,= —

d’
3 E(d) – cx’F(a’) = 3 E(a) – #F(a)’

(6a)

D, =
J–

44
~ id”, $/<<1, (6b)

where a is determined by

1 E(d) – aT’(a’)
d’ = ff=~.

E(a) – a“F(a) ‘

The functions F(a) and E(a) are the complete elliptic integrals of the
first and second kind, respectively.

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is valid in the wavelength range
2a > x > 2a/3. The circuit parameters have been evaluated by an inte-
gral-equation method employing small-obstacle approximations. These
evaluations have been presented only in the static approximation
mD’/A and mD1/A << 1; the wavelength correction to Eq. (1) is of the
same order as that in Eq. (la) of Sec. 5.2a (note that d’/2 of this section
is the d’ of Sec. 52a). The equivalent circular diameters D’ and D,

have been evaluated by conformal mapping methods. In the range D’,

DI < 0.2a and a < A Eqs. (1) and (2) are estimated to be in error by less
than 10 per cent.

Numerical Results.—The equivalent circular diameters for obstacles of
rectangular cross section may be obtained from the curves of Figs. 5.9-4
and 5.9-5. The relation between fl D’/d’ and l/d’ given in Eq. (5a) is
identical with the g vs. l/d’ relation plotted in Fig. 5.9-4. The D~/1 vs.

d’/l relation given in Eq. (6a) may be obtained from the a, a’, g vs. Z/cl’
curves of Figs. 5“9-4 and 5.9-5 provided the Z/d’ therein is replaced by
d’/l.

b. Asymmetrical Window.—An asymmetrical window formed by an
obstacle of elliptical or rectangular cross section with edges parallel to the
electric field (1110-mode in rectangular guide).
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‘~ _ ~x ‘jx~

E. a

‘E”
*“’* ~ ‘J”

Top View Top View
Fm. 510-2.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the

‘

EquivalentCircuit

terminal plane T

TD ‘
~ <<1, (7)

irD 1
~ <<1. (8)

For obstacles of elliptical or rectangular cross section the equivalent
circular diameters D’ and D1 are given in Eqs. (3) to (6).

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is valid in the wavelength range
a < x < 2a. The circuit parameters have been evaluated by an integral-
equation method subject to small-obstacle approximations. These
evaluations are given in Eqs. (7) and (8) only in the static approximation
mD’/X, 7rDJX << 1; the wavelength correction to Eq. (7) is of the same
order as that in Eq. (la) of Sec. 5.2b (note that the d’/2 of this section is
the d’ of Sec. 5.2b). For D’, D1 < 0.2a and a < A Eqs. (7) and (8) are
estimated to be in error by less than 10 per cent.

Numerical Results.+ame as in Sec. 5“lOa.
5.11. Solid Inductive Post in Rectangular Guide. a. Off-centered

Post.—A soli~metallic obstacle of circular cross section with axis parallel
to the electric field (1110-mode in rectangular guide).

Cross Sectional View Top View Equivalent Circuit
FIG. 5.11-1.

Equivafent~”rcuit Parameters.-At the reference plane T
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(2)

where

Restrictions .—The equivalent circuit is applicable in the wa~wlength
range a < k < 2a. ‘l’he circuit parameters indicated in IZqs. (1) and (2)

have been obtained by a variational method employing a constant, a

cosine, and a sine term in the expression for the obstacle current. These
equations represent the first two terms of an expansion in powers of

(mi/a) 2. Although it is difficult to state the limits of accuracy, the

results are believed to be reliable to ~vithin a few per cent for d/a < 0.10

and 0.8 > z/a > 0.2. A more precise value for the case x/a = 0.5 is
given in Sec. 511b.

Numerical Results.—h’umerical values of XJZO, as obtained from
Eqs. (1) and (2), are given as a function of d/a \rith z/a as a parameter in
the graphs of Figs. 511-2, 5.11-3, and 511-4. These curves refer to the
wavelengths A/a = 1.4, 1.2, and 1.1, respectively. Values of the param-
eter xb~g/ZzOamay be obtained as a function of d/a from the curve in
Fig. 511-5 on multiplic~tion of the ordinates in the latter by sin2 (me/a).

Experimental Itesults.-IMeasurcments of the circuit parameters
were performed at ~ = 3,20 cm in a rectangular guide of dimensions
a = 0.90 in. and b = 0.40 in. on posts for which d/a = 0.04. These data
agree to within an experimental accuracy of a felv per cent ~viththe abo~~e
theory in the range 0.2< x/a <0.8.

b. Centered Post.—A symmetrically located post of circular cross

section aligned parallel to the electric field (IIlo-mode in rectangular

guide).

Equivalent-circuit Paramc/fr.s-.lt the rcferencc plane 7’ and for
z = a/2 (cj. Fig. 5.11-1)

x. 5 ‘A-G) -WY-2t$lL’’-”i)i1111z – 2Z”
(3)
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d
Y

h, 5.11-3.—Shunt reactance of inductive post in rwtang”lar guide (k/a = 1.2).
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d
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5.11.4.—Shunt reactance of inductive post in rectangular guide (k/a = 1. 1).
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FIG. 5.11-5.—Circuit parameters of centered inductive post in rectangular guide.
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Xb=+
z

“‘+X3(’,+:)’(4a)

(-)

ml 2
x, a a
z“~

()

2’ (4b)
1+; :

where

‘,=’n=’w-c) 2 [m-”+:(:)]
n= 3,5,

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is valid in the wavelength range
2a > A > 2a/3. Equations (3) and (4) have been evaluated by a
variational method employing one stage of approximation beyond the
results presented in Sec. 5.1 la. These equations are accurate to ~vithin
a few per cent for d/a <0.20. Equation (4b) differs from Itq. (4a) by
less than 3 per cent in the wavelength range 2a > h > a and for d/a <0.2.

Numerical Results. —Curves of X.hV/Z,2a vs. d/a are plotted in Fig.

511-5 for several values of X/a. A graph of X&/Zo2a vs. d/a, as

obtained from Eq. (4 b), is also plotted in Fig. 5.11-5.
Experimental ResulLs.—l1emurements of the circuit parameters were

carried out at guide wavelengths of 1.76 and 2.00 in. in a rectangular

guide of dimensions a = 0.’30 in. and b = 0.40 in. These data agree

with the theoretical values for the range d/a < 0.15 to within an experi-
mental accuracy of a few per cent.

c. Noncircular Posts.—A solid post of elliptical or rectangular cross
section with axis

guide).

A I

qt-
1 d“

a d’–

‘$

m
T

parallel

or

to the electric field (iYl,-mode in rectangular

ToP view Topview Equwalentcircu[t

FIG. 5.11-6.
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Equivalent-circuit paramelers.—At the reference plane T

x. x,
_ X_ ~~c2E

ZO– ZZO -2A, a ‘n(*sin:)-’sin’%

x, ()
2

a ~dl—.— —
ZO h, a

~inz ?!3.
a

For a post of elliptical cross section

For a post of rectangular cross section

~o=g 1 _ d,! 1
2E(a) –a/’F(a) ‘~E(a’) – a2F(a’)’

‘Jw+%’n(’”e$)l$<<’
a’

d’ = &a~) –ajlya’)’

“ = 2-[ ( )1l+r-$ln ~’$ , -$<<1,

(6)

(7)

(8a)

(8b)

(9a)

(9b)

where a is given by
d,, E(a’) – a’F(a’)—.
d’ E(a) – a“F(a)’

and F(a) and E(a) are complete
kinds. respectively.

~~ . ~n, e = 2.718,

elliptic integrals of the first and second

Restri~tions.—-The equivalent circuit is valid in the wavelength
range 2a > A > a. The circuit parameters X. and x, have been eval-
uated by a variational method employing the small-obstacle approxi-
mations do <<A, as is evident by comparison with the results of Sec. 5.1 la.
The ‘(equivalent circular diameters” do and d, have been computed in the
static approximation by conf ormal mapping methods. The above
results are estimated to be correct to within a few per cent in the range
d,, d, < O.10a and 0.7> z/a >0.3.

Numerical Results.—In the range of applicability of Eqs. (5) to (9),
numerical values of Xc/ZO and X*/ZO may be obtained from the curves of
Figs. 5.11-2 to 5.11-5 provided the equivalent diameter dO or d, is

employed in place of the circular diameter d. The equivalent circular

I

I

I
4
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diameter do of Eq. (8a) for a rectangular post is plotted in Fig. 5.11-7
as a function of the ratio d“/d’. Since the variation of 2dJd’ VS. d“/d’

is identical with that of 2d0/d” vs. d’/d”, a plot of the former in the
range O < d“/d’ < 1 yields do for the entire range of d“/d’. The curve of
{2 dl/d” vs. d’/d”, as given by Eq. (9a), is identically the curve of g
vs. l/d’ plotted in Figs. 59-4 and 5.9-5.

5.12. Dielectric Posts in Rectangular Guide.—A cylindrical dielectric
obstacle of circular cross section aligned parallel to the electric field
(H,o-mode in rectangular guide).

jXb jXb

Crosssectionalview Top view Equivalent circuit
FIG. 5.12-1.

Equivalentm”rcuit Parameters.—For an obstacle with a real dielectric
constant d = f/co

[
x. Xb a Csc, ~ ~O(@) 1

_—
Z–EO– 2A, 1

–8.+:,
a Jo(a) L10(a)J1((3) – a.Jo(P)J1(a)

(la)

(lb)

For an obstacle with a complex dielectric constant c’ – jc” = c/co,
the above formulas are still valid provided c’, X~/ZO, and Xb/ZO are
replaced by d – jc”, j(Za/Z,), and ‘j(Zb/ZO), respective y. The com-
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pies impedances Za and zb represent the values of the shunt and series
arms of the equi~-alent circuit of Fig. 5.12-1.

It is to he noted that resonant effects occur for large values of C’with
attendant changes in sign of the circuit elements. In this connection
the representation of Fig. 3.14 is advantageous for investigating condi-
tions under which complete transmission occurs.

l?estriction.s.-’hehe equivalent circuit, is applicable in the wavelength
range 2a > x > a, and for the centered cylinder (z = a/2) in the wider
ronge 2a > A > 2a/3. The approximations and method employed in
the tleri~-ations of Eqs. (1) and (2) are simila,r to those involved in Sec.
~.1I~ though not so accurate for the off-centered posts. Equations (la)
and (2a) are estimated to be in error by only a few per cent in the range

I dja < 0.15 and 0.2 < z/a < 0.8 provided also that neither X./ZO nor
Xb/Zo are too close to resonance. In the range @ <4 Eqs. (lb) and

1 (2b) agree ~vith Eqs. (la) and (2a), respectively, to within a few per cent.
For relatively small diameters, say d/a <0.1, or values of d close to
unity (e” << 1), the equivalent circuit reduces to a simple shunt element.

lVumcrical Results.-In vie]v of the large number of parameters
(d/a, z/a, X/a,c’,~”) in~-olved in the general result, numerical computations
ha~-e been made only for a centered post (x/a = 0.5) with real dielectric
constant (e” = 0) and for a wa~elength X/a = 1.4. The former is not a
serious restriction, for the essential dependence upon x/a is contained in
the multiplicative factors in Eqs. (1) and (2). Tables of Xa/Z, and Xb/ZO

I Is. @ arc prcscntetl belo~v for several values of d/a.

—
2
3
4
3
(i
7
8
!)

10
11
12
13
14
1.5

(1/(1= 0.05

.Y.
z,

12, !)

4 .57

2 25
1 25

i) 731

0 422
0.224
0 08!)

– o 0028
–(l 078
–O 132
–o 174
–0.207
–0.23+

s,,
z,

o 000059
0.000158
0 00030
0 0004!1
o 00073
0 00104
0 00141
0 00186
0 00242
0.00312
0.0040
0 0051
0 0063
0.0083

d/a = 0.10

x.
z,

3.12
1,03

0 438

0.187

0.057
–0028
–0.063
–0.083
–o 05”
–O 6*
–0.3”
–0.28”
–0.29
–0.34

x,,
z“

0.00093
0 00262
0.0053
0 0092
0.0153
0 0249
0.042
0.078
0.21*

–O 87*
–0.17”
–0.11”
–0.079
–0.066

d/a = 0.15

1.39
0.443
0 184
0.085
0 067*
0.5’

–o 3*
–0.24
–0.28
–0.61
+0 230
+0 006
–0.040
–0.048

x,
z,

0.0049
0.0145
0 0323
0 068
0 16*
1.0”

–0.41”
–0.21
–0.15
–0.119
–0.100
–0.082
–0.061
–0.021
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5.13. Capacitive Post in Rectangular Guide.—A metallic obstacle
of circular cross section with axis perpendicular to the electric field
(H,o-mode in rectangular guide).

jBb

t

r ,-----J~yo
E ~%oTTo

T T T

Cross sectional view Side wew Equivalent circuit

FIG. 5.13-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters. -Atthere~erence plane T

(la)

(lb)

(2a)

(2b)

where

m=i

mry
COS2

b–[
m—

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is valid in the wavelength range
2b/io < 1. Equations (la) and (2a) have been derived by the variational

method; the angular current distribution on the obstacle was assumed to

be the sum of an even constant function and an odd sine function.

These equations are estimated to be in error by a few per cent in the
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Fm. 6. 13-2.—Shunt susceptance of capacitive post in rectangular guide.
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I
I

range D/b < 0.1 and 0.2 < y/b < 0.8. For y/b = 0.5 approximations

(lb) and (2b) agree with Eqs. (la) and (2a) to within 10 per cent for
D/b <0.3 and 2b/ho <0.4. The variation of the circuit parameters
with y/b is of the order of a few per cent.

Numerical Results. —Figure 513-2 cent ains a plot of BaAg/Y0211of 13q.
(la) as a function of D/b ~vith 2b/Ao as a parameter. In Fig. 5.13-3
YOA,/Bb2b of Eq. (2a) is plotted vs. D/b with 2b/X@ as a parameter.
Both curves apply to the symmetrical case y/b = 0.5.

5.14. Post of Variable Height in Rectangular Guide.—A centered
metallic cylindrical post of variable height with axis parallel to the
dominant-mode electric field (H,,-mode in rectangular guide).

a

“m‘T

J
T

Cross. Sectional View Top View
FIG. 5.14-I.

-jXb -jXb

4t-

20

T

jX= 20

T T

EquivalentCircuit

Equivalent-circuit Parameters. Experimental.—The equivalent-circuit

parameters at the terminal plane T have been measured in rectangular
guide of dimensions a = 0.90 in. and b = 0.40 in. The measured data
are tabulated below as a function of h/b for a number of post diameters d

and wavelengths k. For posts with a flat base:

d = & in., x = 3.4 cm, A, = 2.000 in.

h/b (in.) 0.249 0.497 0 746 0 871 0 !)21 0. !)34 0.993 1.000

x,/z, 0.005 0 010 0.014 0.017 0 018 0 018 0.020 0 020
xa/z, –6.481 –1.015 –O 894 –o 035 +0.016 0.031 0.151 0 241

d = & in,, A = 3.2 cm, A, = 1.763 in.

h/b (in. ) 0.254 0.505 0.756 0 829 0 943 0.961 1 000
x,,/zo 0.006 0.011 0 017 0.019 0 021 0.022 0.023
x./z, –6.204 –0.906 –0.122 –0.028 +0 083 0.112 0.277

d = & in., A = 3.0 cm, A, = 1.561 in.

h/b (in,) 0.246 0.504 0 629 0.755 0.784 0.845 0.898 1.000
x,/zo 0.005 0.013 0 016 0.019 0.019 0.021 0 022 0 025
xa/zo – 6 384 –0.763 –O 277i –0.053 –0.017 +0, 047 0 0/38 o 341
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d = ~in., A = 3.4 cm, k, = 2.001 in.

h/b (in.) 0.258 0.507 0.758 0.882 0.970 1.000
xb/z, 0.016 0.035 0.054 0.065 0.073 0 076
xa/zo –3.179 –0.606 –0.147 –0.052 +0 028 0.107

d = ~in,,~ = 3.2 cm, ho = l,764in

hjb (in.) 0.251 0.501 0.759 0.834 0.882 0.965 1 000
xb/zo 0.017 0.038 0.061 0.068 0.073 0.081 0 085
xa/z, –3.37 –0.591 –O 129 –0.058 –0.020 +0. 040 0.126

d = ~in., x = 3.0 cm, A, = 1.561 in.

h/b (in.) 0.240 0.488 0.745 0.818 0.923 1 000
x,/zo 0.019 0.044 0069 0.077 0.086 0.098
X./z, –3.333 –0.596 –0.109 –0.050 +0.027 0.147

d = ~in., x = 3.4 cm, A, = 2.000 in.

h/b (in.) 0.252 0.499 0.760 0.925 1.000
xb/z, 0.047 0.101 0.174 0 227 0.256
xa/zo –1.775 –0.468 –0.166 –0.053 +0. 026

d = ~ in,, x = 3.2 cm, & = 1.761 in.

h/b (in.) 0.262 0.505 0.755 0.880 0.924 1.000
xb/z, 0.052 0.111 0.191 0.240 0.267 0.291
xa/zo –1.717 –0.477 –0.182 –0.088 –0.038 +0. 033

d = ~ in., A = 3.0 cm, X, = 1,561 in.

h/b (in.) 0.250 0.502 0.750 0.880 0.940 1.000
xb/z, 0.056 0.121 0.211 0.270 0.300 0.335
X./z, –1.859 –0.494 –0.179 –0.085 –0.040 +0 023

For a post with a hemispherical base of diameter a’:

d = ~ in., x = 3.4 cm, & = 1.999 in.

h[b (in.) O 248 0.477 0.751 0.950 0.988 1.000
x,/z, 0.033 0.083 0.151 0.214 0 304 0.409
X.[z, –3.373 –0.778 –0.241 –0.079 +0.037 0.118

d = ~ in,, x = 3.2 cm, X, = 1.762 in.

h/b (in.) 0.252 0.540 0.735 0.925 1.000
xb/z, 0,036 . 0.105 0.162 0.228 0.262
x./zo –3 268 –0.575 –0.263 –0.098 +0037
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d = ~ in., A = 3.0 cm, A. = 1.564 in.

h,/b (in. ) O 250 0 504 0 743 0 874 1.000

x,/z, o 03!) o 107 0 187 0 240 0.304
x./z, –3.208 –0.726 –O 272 –0.146 +0.045

The resonant ef~ects exhibited by the shunt reactance X. are to be

noted.

5.16. Spherical Dent in Rectangular Guide.—~ centered spherical

dent in the broad face of z rectangular guide (H IO-mode in rectangular
guide).

T-T--

Rql ] p .~;

Cross Sectional View Top View Equivalent Circuit
FIG. 5.15-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters. Experimental.—A spherical dent of
variable height h was formed by pressure of a &in. steel ball on the broad
face of a rectangular guide with dimensions a = 0.90 in. and b = 0.40 in.
(0.050-in. wall). The measured circuit parameters XJZ, and X~/Z,
at the terminal plane T are shown in Fig. 5.15-2 as a function of h/b at

the wavelengths A = 3.4 cm (A, = 2.006 in.), X = 3.2 cm (X, = 1.769 in.),
and k = 3.o cm (XO= 1.564 in.). These data are questionable at the
larger values of h/b because of the deformation of the guide walls.

5.16. Circular Obstacle of Finite Thickness in Circular Guide.—.4
centered circular aperture in a plate of finite thickness transverse to the
axis of a circular guide (H1l-mode in circular guide).

TT

-jXb ‘Jxb

---1 t-l t---

.2’0 5!jX. z~

~--—*4--4

Cross Sectional
View

LongitudinalView

Ro. 6.16-1.

EquivalentCircuit
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h
T

6.15-2.-Measured shunt and series reactance of aspherical dent inthebroad face of a
rectangular guide.
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E~perimrntal.—The circuit param-

= 3.20cm(Afl = 2.026 in. )asafunc-

tion of plate thickness for a ~-in. aperture in a circular guide of ~ in.
diameter arc shojvu in Fig. 516-2. The data, ~vhich are rough, refer
to the (]lltsiflc trrnlin:llpl:~nes 2’. A plot of Z,/X. as a function of d for
f = =&in. isshoJmin !?~g. 5“5-3. -

5C

4C

3C

2C

lC

c i 1

0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 (

.5

1.4

1.3

Xb

z

).2

).1

I

FIG. 5.1 G-2. —3Icwmecl circuit parameters of rirrular aperture in circular guide.

5.17. Resonant Ring in Circular Guide.—.+ thin ~vire of elliptical,
circldar, or’rectangldar cross section in the form of a circular ring con-
centric ~viththe axis of a circularguide (H1l-mode incircula r~vaveguide).

CrOss sectional view

r“”/ “

IrN1’T
“1+

or I

I

I I

T T

Side view

1~1(:.5,17-1.

Equwalent circwt
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Equivalent-circuit Parameters. -At the reference plane T for the case
of a ring with mean radius r formed with circular wire of radius rO

x. ‘—* ‘([(+11’+’1’ ‘1)
lR2X~–1—..

z, 2AOr x? [01z-.
~b ~

z=’
where

()
2

A= A
%r

–2- .J”4j’w’da

J,(x.) = O, J;(x;) = O,
‘.’J1.(*) ‘2)

The Bessel functions Jl(x), K,(z), I,(x) are defined in the glossary; the
prime superscripts indicatea first or second derivative.

For a wire of elliptical cross section the equivalent circular radius rO
is given by

2r0 = d’J+ d“— ,
2

(3)

and for a wire of rectangular cross section (cf. Sec. 5.1 lc)

27-0= ~
1

2 E(a) – ~“~(a)’

-%[’+$’n(’m’$)“ “ “1’ $<<1
(4)
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.’d

FIG. S.17-2.—Shunt reactance of rewnant ring in circular guide.

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is applicable in the wavelength
range 1.84 < (27rR/A) <3.83. The circuit parameters have been
evaluated by an integral equation method and are restricted to wires of
small cross section, rO/R < 0.2, and to rings having radii within the
range 0.2 < T/R <0.8. The equivalent circular radii TO have been
computed by conformal mapping methods and are likewise subject to the
aforementioned restrictions. No estimate of accuracy is available within
the above range.
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FIG. 5.17-3.—Shunt reactance of resonant rings in circular guide.

Numerical Results.—The relative shunt reactance X./ZO is plotted

against 27i-r/A in Figs. 5.17-2 to 4 for several values of the parameters

27rR/x and rO/R. The equivalent circular diameters do = 2r0 for ~vires
of rectangular cross section maybe obtained as a function of d“/d’ from

the graph of Fig. 5.11-7.

Experimental Results. —Reactance measurements were performed at

A = 3.20cm on circular rings formed ~vith ~~-ireof cross-sectional dimen-
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4.0

3.0

2.0

1.0

-1.0

-2.0

-3.0

-4.0

-5.0

FIQ. 6.17-4.-Shunt reactance of resonant ring in circular guide.

sions 0.040 by O.O4Oin. The measured data, corresponding to circular
guides for which 2TR/h = 2.32 and 2.95, are indicated by the circled
points in Figs. 5.17-3 and 5.17-4, respectively. Additional measurements
on wires of circular cross section are indicated by the circled points in
Fig. 5.17-2; these data were taken in circular guide for which 27rR/~ = 2.19
at a wavelength of approximately 10 cm.
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GRATINGS AND ARRAYS IN FREE SPACE

5.18. Capacitive Strips.-An infinitely extended plane grating
formed by metallic strips of zero thickness with edges parallel to the
magnetic field (plane wave in free space incident at angle 0).

Front view Top view Equivalentcircuit
FIG. 5.18-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the reference plane T

B 4a cos e

I

zd—.
Yo A ‘n Csc z

[( )I – ~ (A+ + A-) + 4~2A+A-
1

‘;( “i”’)’ ( ) I

, (la)

l–~ +P2 I+g–$ (A++ A.)+2136A+A_

B 4a cos e

[

,n 2a

01

2

Fo=— A
~+; (3–2cos2@) : I .:<<1, ;<<1, (lb)

where

A. =
1

d

– 1,

()
l*~sin O– ac~02

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is valid for wavelengths and
angles of incidence o in the range a(l + sin O)/k < 1. The quantity
B/YO has been computed by an integral equation method in which the
first two diffraction modes are correctly treated to order ~z. Equation
(la) is estimated to be in error by less than 10 per cent for the range of
values plotted in the accompanying figure. For the case 0 = O, a more
accurate expression for B/Yo is given by Eq. (2a) of Sec. 5. la provided
b therein is replaced by a and A. by i/cos 0. This latter result, valid for
all apertures d, indicates that at least for small.9 Eq. (la) maybe justifiably
employed for values of d/a larger than those plotted. Equation (lb) is
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FIG. 5.18-3.—Shunt susceptance of capacitive strip grating.
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FIG. 6. 18-4.—Shunt susceptance of capacitive strip grating.
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an approximation for small apertures and agrees with Eq. (la) to within
10 per cent in the range d/a <0.2, a/h <0.5, and 0<0.5.

Numerical Results.—The quantity Bh/4 Yoa cos O of Eel. (la) is
plotted in Figs. 5.18-2, 518-3, and 5,18-4 as a function of d/a in the range
d/a <0.2 for various values of 0 (in radians) and for all = O, 0,5, 0.8,
and 0.9.

5.19. Inductive Strips. -An infinitely extended plane grating formed
by metallic strips of zero thickness with edges parallel to the electric field
(plane wave in free space incident at angle 6).

Front view Top view

FIG. 5.19-1.

Equi~,alent-circuit Parameters.—At the

“’s--fJ!%”
T T

Equivalentcircuit

terminal plane 2’

x a cos 81 xd’—.—
Zo A ‘nCscz’

[( )1 – g (A+ + A-) + 4d’’4+A-
1

1‘;( “i”’)’ ( ) ‘-‘ “a)
1 – ~ + @’ 1 + g – g (A+ + l_) + 26’.A .4-

x a cm 0

[ 01

2
ln~+~(3–2cos’0) ~ ,

d’
~ <<1,

z’ A
; <<1, (lb)

~vhere

Ah =
1

d

– 1,
~+2asin0

()

acosflz— ——— A A

17rstric/ions.-The equivalent circuit is valid f or -wavelengths and

angles of incidence in the range a(l + sin tl)/x < 1. h integral

equation method in Which the first two diffraction modes are treated
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accurately to order @2 has been employed to evaluate X/ZO. lhplati~)n
(la) is estimated to be in error by less than 10 per cent for the range of
values plotted belo}v. For the case o = O, a more accurate expression
for X/.ZO is B/4Y0 obtained from Eq. (2a) of Sec. 5. la with b therein
replaced by a, d by d’, and ho by A/cos 0. This latter result, valid for the
entire range of strip widths d’, indicates that at least for small 0 Eq. (la)
may be justifiably used for values of d’/a in excess of those plotted.
Equation (lb) agrees with 13q. (la) to within 10 per cent in the range

d’/a <0,2, a/h <0.5, and 0<0.5.

Numerical Results.—The term Xh/Z,a cos 8 of Eq. (la) may be
obtained as a function of d’/a from Figs. 5.18-2, 5.18-3, and 5.18-4,
provided the replacements Xh/ZOa cos t?for Bi/4YOa cos 8 and d’ for d are

made. The angle 0 is given in radians. The large values of reactance
in the vicinity of a = A is indicative of almost perfect transmission
through the grating in this range.

5.20. Capacitive Posts.—An infinitely extended grating formed by
metallic obstacles of circular or rectangular cross section with axes
parallel to the magnetic field (plane wave in free space incident normally).

Front view Topview Equivalentcircuit

FIG. 5.20-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters. —l?or obstacles of circular cross section
the circuit parameters are the same as in Sec. 5.13 with h, therein replaced
by A, and y/b = 0.5. The results of Sec. 5.9c can be employed for the

case of rectangular obstacles provided A, therein is likewise replaced by k.

Restrictions. -Same as in Sees. 5’13 and 5.9c.
Numerical Results.—The variation of B~A/ Yo2b and Y,A/Bb2b with

D/b and 2b/h is indicated in Figs. 5.13-2 and 5.13-3 provided 1. therein is
replaced by X. The results for rectangular obstacles may be obtained
from Sec. 5.9c.

5.21. Inductive Posts.—An infinitely extended grating formed by
small metallic obstacles of elliptical, circular, or rectangular cross section
with their axes parallel to the electric field (plane wave in free space
incident at an angle 0).
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-jXb -jX~

1m!
d “i- .y ~.

E
~----T

‘r -+,+20. -_T-jXa

I-4 --F~ T A/cose A/cose
d“ >o~ T T

Front view Top view Equivalentcircuit

FIG. 5.21-1,

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the terminal plane T

x.

[

—=+ In+,
Zo

x. a cos 8
[ 01

2

z=— A
in ~, + 0.601(3 – 2 cos’ 8) ~ , :<<1, (lb)

(2a)

where, if d = (d’ + d“)/2,

2r, = d, 2r-1 = e for elliptical cross section,

2r, = d, 2r, = d for circular cross section,

()
d!, d,!

2ro=:jo ~ ,
()

d,,

2r1=Pf’ z
for rectangular cross section.

The functions fO and ~1 are defined in Eqs. (8) and (9) of Sec. 5“1lC (with
d, = 2r,, d, = 2r1).

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is valid for wavelengths and
incident angles in the range a(l + sin 6)/A < 1. Equations (la) and
(2a) were calculated by a variational method assuming for the obstacle
current an angular distribution that is a combination of an e~-enconstant
function and an odd sine function. The equi~’alent radii r-~have been
obtained by an equivalent static method. These results, valid only in
the small-obstacle range, are estimated to be in error by less than 10 per
cent for the range plotted in the accompanying figures.

Numerical Results.—The circuit parameter X.k/ZOa cos @ of Eq. (la)
is plotted in two parts; in Fig. 5.21-2 the term in (a/2m-0) is presented as a
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FIG. 5.21-3.—Sum terms for inductive post grating.
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function of 2r0/a and in Fig. 521-3 the quantity ~ z{ } is given as a
function of a/A for various values of 0. The parameter Xbh/ZOa cos o
of Eq. (2a) is plotted as a function of 2rl/a in Fig. 5.21-2. The functions
f,)(d’’/)’) and f,(d’’/)’) appear in graphical form in the curves of Fig.
5.11-7 and Figs. 59-4 and 5.9-5, (see Sec. 5.1 lc).

6.22. Array of Semi-i.niinite Planes, E-plane.-An array consisting of
an infinite number of semi-infinite metallic obstacles of zero thickness
~vith edges parallel to the magnetic field (in space, plane wave incident
at angle .9; in parallel-plate region, TEM-modes with a relative phase of
(2mb/A) sin d in adjacent guides).

4*
t!::~A

y
A o Y;

Front view We view Equivalent circdit
171G.5.22-1.

Eq?[i~’alcnt-circlLit Parameters.—At reference planes T, and T; the
equivalent nctlvork is a simple junction of two uniform transmission
lines }vhose charwteristic admittance ratio is

Y:
To

= Cos e. (1)

The input and output planes are located at distances d and d’ given by

2ird
— = 2X in 2 + sin–l

A’/cos e & – ‘in”’ &Y

– em-’ ~~ + AS2(ZZ;zy,0) – ~2(~;y, –Y) – ~2(~;Y,Y),

(2a)

2ird
= 2,z in 2 + sin–l

AI~OSe dl 2: 4y’
– sin-’ ~~y

– ‘in-’AY + “ ““ ‘ ‘2b)
2mi’ r
— = 2.c’ In 2 + sin–’ 2.r’ – sin–’ ~ –

A l+y
sin–l A

l–y

+ Sd2.C’;O)O) – SA’;O, –Y) – S2(Z’;O,y), (qa)
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2irdf
— = 2x’ in 2 + sin–l 2x’ – sin–’ —z: –

A l+y ~+”””,‘in-’ 1 – y
(3b)

]rhere

b y=~sinfl, b
X=x(’ose, x’ = –>

A
.

Ls’2(z;a,@) = 2[ x 1‘i’)-’ +-;)’ –a’ – ;
,,=2

lies(rictio?~s.-’l] c]c cqlli~:dcnt cirmlit is ~ali(l in the Ij-avelcngth range

A > 2/). ‘1’hc r(l(l:lt ions h:tvc Iwcm ol)taincti l)y the transform method

an{l arc rigormls in I]]c almc r:mge. The approximate lk~s. (2b) and
(W) :WCC Jiitl~ lkls. (3a) aml (W)), rcspccti~cly, to ~1-ithin 4 per cent for
b/A <0.5 and o < (iOO. It is to lJC notc(l that the relative phase of the

ficl(ls in a(ljaccnt glli(lcs of the pmallcl-plate region is (2rb/k) sin 0; the

average walet’rf)nt in the porallcl-plate region is therefore the same as that

in the o~ltcr sp:wc.

Nu vlrriml l{cs~~lt.s.-ln Figs. 522-2 and 522-3 the reference plane

(Iistanccs ml b :Lml 7rd’/b arc plot tml as a function of ii/A for various values-

of the :mglr of inci(lcncc 6. ‘llc S~ functions arc tabulated in the

Ippcn(lix.

5.23. Array of Semi-infinite Planes, H-plane.—An array consisting

of :m infinite mImlx~r of semi-infiuitc metallic obstacles of zero thickness

Front view Top view Equivalent circuit
11,;. 52:i-1.

\\-it h c(l~cs parallel t o the elect ri(, field (in sp:Lcr, pl:mc JVal”c inci(lent at

:LIl~lC o ; in pLL1’:Llh’l-@lt c region, 11,”-modes !~ith a relative phase of

(2mI l) bin 0 in adjacent guides).



h
FIG. 522-2.-Location of input terminal plane in E-plane array
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Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At reference planes T, and T1’ the
equivalent network is a simple junction of two uniform transmission lines
whose characteristic admittance ratio is

Y: A
xl = h, cos e

(1)

The input and output planes are located at distances d and d’ given by

2rrd . z
A/cos e = ‘~n–’~ny

+ sin-’
dky

– 2x in 2 + S,(x;y,y)

+ S,(z;y, – y) – S2(2X;2Y,0), (2)
2rd’

A,
= sin–l

V’(I - ~;: - (0..5)2 + ‘in-’ d ‘(1 + y;’ – (0.5)’
– 2z’ in 2 + S2(z’ ;O.5,y) + Sz(x’ ;0.5, –y) – S2(2d ;1,0), (3)

where

.

2[ x
s2(z;a,(3)=

1‘in-’ ~(n –~)’ – a2 – ~ ‘
n=z “= J+”

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is valid in the range

2a > A > a(l + sin 0).

The circuit parameters have been obtained by the transform method and
are rigorous in the above range. It is to be noted that the relative phase
of the modes in adjacent guides of the parallel-plate region is (%ra/X) sin o;
the average wavefront in the parallel-plate region is therefore the same
as that in the outer space.

Numerical Resuiks.-The reference plane distances ~d/a and ~d’/a are
indicated in Figs. 5“23-2 and 5“23-3 as a function of a/i with the angle
of incidence o as a parameter. A table of the SZ functions appears in the
Appendix.

b
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k
FIG.5.23-2.—Locationof inputternlinalplaneforH-planearray.
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ASYMMETRIC STRUCTURES; COUPLING OF TWO GUIDES

6.24. Junction of Two Rectangular Guides, H-plane. a. Symmetri-

cal Case.—A junction of two rectangular guides of unequal widths but of
equal heights (H10-mode in each rectangular guide).

Crosssectionalview Top view Equivalentcircuit

FIG. 5.24-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At reference planes T and T’ for the
larger and smaller guide, respectively,

~_
Zo–
z;
z=
z:
z=
x—.
z,

x
70 =

~=
x

1 —
a—

1—=
a
1—=
a

~ (1.750)(1 – 0.58a’), a<<l,
@

%(1+’+9 ‘=(’-”) <<1

(–)~+2a’X0 2

~ x,, x;
0

()
2a’ 2 ‘

1+ ~ x,x,,
9

: 2.330a2(l + 1.56a2)(l + 6.75a’Q), a << 1,
0

Ilxo—9
lr

0.0084a(l – 1.5a’),

o, p<<l

a << 1,

(la)

(lb)

(lC)

(2a)

(2b)

(2C)

(3a)

(3b)

(3C)
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where

x,, =
.4

1 – ~ [(A + l)~lv,, + 2(.4 + l)CNIZ + c’fv*2]
1

X22 =
A’

l– *, [(.4’ + I)’N,, + 2(.4’ + 1)CN*2 + C’N,,]’

X:*
X0. X22– Z= A! – ~,

and

(l+ R,)(l– R,)+T’ ~l=_ l–a”
A = (1 – RI)(l –R,) – Tz’ (–)l+a ‘

A, = (1 – R])(1 + R2) + T2

(–)

1 – a ““,

(1 – RI)(1 – R,) – T“ ‘2 = 1+.

2T
C = (1 – R,)(I – R,) – T“ T -, ?a, (~)’’(”+:),

()[

2
N,, = 2 : 1 + ~(11!R:2) [E(a) – a“F(a)] [E(a’) – a’F(cJ)]

I
– R: – a2T2 +

o~%(wl” -i(+)’]

48”2 (1=)+’ [”’-:(:9’1)+(1–a’)z l+a

01

2
16CY2R2E(CI) ~F(a,)N,z=2 ; CY2+=(1_a21 – E(d)] – a’R: – T’

I

48”2 (l=P+VQ -WI+(1–a’)’ l+a

‘(l -%(R)” [Q’ -%9’1)

()[

2

I

‘E(a) E(a’) – CZ’F(CX’)] – R1 + a2R2 TN,, =2 ; .“-=[

+ (,::2,2(%)”(7”+’) [”-;(%]]
2’CY (+a+;)[” _;(::)].

+(1–cl’)’ l+a

~=z=l—~, ~’ = m.

,. ,: J1-(:). ~=,-~~.
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The functions F(a) and E(a) are complete elliptical integrals of the first
and second kinds, respectively.

Restrictions .—The equivalent circuit is valid in the range

0.5< ; < 1.5

and 2a’/A > 1. Equations (la), (2a), and (3a) have been obtained by the
equivalent static method using one static mode incident in each guide
and are estimated to be in error by less than 1 per cent over most of
the wavelength range; the error may rise to as much as 5 per cent at
the limit a/X = 1.5. Equations (lb), (2b), and (3b), valid in the small-
aperture range, are approximations that differ from the more accurate
Eqs. (la), (2a), and (3a) by less than 5 per cent for 0.5< (a/A) <1 and
a < 0.4; for a < 0.5 the difference is less than 10 per cent. Equations
(lc), (2c), and (3c) are approximations in the wide-aperture range and
are in error by less than 6 per cent for 0.5 < (a/A) < 1 and @ < 0.3.
The constants Xl,, X,,, and X2, are the impedance matrix elements of the
T network referred to a common reference plane T and correspond to a
characteristic impedance choice, Z~/ZO = &a/A,a’.

Numerical’ Results. —Figure 5.24-2 contain plots of Z&a/ZJ~a’

and l/a as functions of a for various values of the parameter a/L The
quantities XA,/Z02a and Z02a/XA0 are plotted in Fig. 5.24-3 as a function
of a for various values of the parameter a/X. These results have been
plotted from data obtained by use of the equivalent static method with
two modes incident in each guide and are somewhat more accurate than
the analytic results given in Eqs. (la), (2a), and (3a).

b. Asymmetrical Case.—A junction of two rectangular guides of
unequal widths but of equal heights (H IO-mode in each rectangular guide).

t
E

m~ a’

Front view Top,viaw
Fm. 5.244.

Equivalentcircuit

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—.4t reference planes T and T’ for the
larger and smaller guide, respectively.
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z: _——
z, same as in Eq. (la), Sec. 5.24a,

Z: k’s”
~ 5.046(1 – 1.44a2),

70 = hoa3
a << 1,

(4a)

(4b)

(4C)

a

x
z = same as Eq. (2a), Sec. 5“24a, (5a)

x
~ 5.764a4(l

Z=l,
– 1.33a2)(l + 41.3a4Q), Cl<<l (5b)

~&A,

x Zi ‘-:-~i’n~+~){;’n;[l+”-:@’’n;]”
[l+:(l-WH 1+3%1’Q+4 ‘5C)

1
- = same as in Eq. (3a), Sec. 5“24a,
a

(6a)

1
- = 0.0259a(l – 0.6a2),
a

a <<1, (6b)

10
—z, a=l.
a

(6c)

The parameters X,,, Xla, X22, X,, A, .4’, C, a, a’ and @ are defined as in
Sec. 524a but with

‘1= -(=3(++’=’
‘2= (=3(=))
T=

16az

()

1 – a “+(1’=)
(1–a’)’ l+a ‘

()[ 8a(l–a’)R11nl–a+
“l+ ~+3a2 —N,, =2~ #$z Rl – ‘~ – a2T2

1+. 1

[ 3 (1:4.2)2 (&)”12[Q-ic)l

+2 y

+2[(l~a:’)2(%Y+(’’”)12 [Q’ -iK)’]
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(H
2

N22+ ~2–
8a(l – a’) ~2 ~n 1 – a ~ 16az

3+a2 1+.
— R, – a2R: – 7’”
1 + 3a’2 1

+2[(l:a:2)(R)(1’a)12[ Q-:t)21

[ 3 (1:.2), (R)12[Q’-i(:)21

+2 ~

()[
N,Z=2 ~

2 (1 – ~2)2 ~nl–a
2a 1

—–RI–.2RZ T
1+.

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is valid in the range

0.5 < ; < 1.0.

Equations (k), (50,), and (6a) have been obtained by the equivalent

static method employing one static mode incident in each guide. These

equations are estimated to be in error by less than 1 per cent over most

of the wavelength range and by as high as 5 per cent at the limit a/A = 1.0.

Equations (4 b), (5 b), and (61J), valid in the small-aperture range, are

approximations that differ from J3qs. (4a), (5a), and (6a) by less than 5

per cent for a <0.4 and 0.5< a/k <1. Equations (4c), (5c), and ((6c)

are approximations in the large-aperture range and are in error by less
than 10 per cent for P < 0.2 and 0.5 < a/X < 0,8. The parameters
X,,, XI,, and X,2 are the impedance matrix elements of the T network
referred to the common reference plane 2’ and correspond to a character-

istic impedance choice 2{/20 = x:a &a’.
Numerical Results.—In Fig. 5.24-5 there are indicated curves for

Z~A,a3/Z,X~a” and Z/a as functions of a for various values of the param-
eter A/a. Figure 5.24-6 contains a plot of Xi,,/Z02a as a function of a
for various values of X/a. These results have been plotted from data

that are obtained bv use of the equivalent static method with two modes
incident in each g~ide and thus “are somewhat more accurate than the
analytic results indicated in Eqs. (4a), (5a), and (6a).

5.25. Bifurcation of a Rectangular Guide, FI-plane.-A bifurcation
of a rectangular guide by a metallic wall of zero thickness aligned parallel
to the electric field (HIO-modes in rectangular guides 1 and 2, no propaga-
tion in guide 3).
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FIG.5.24-6.-Shunt reactance for H-plane junction. Asymmetrical case.
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o 0
Z1 Z*

Xg h’g

T, T2

Crosssectional view Top view Equivalent circuit
FIG. 5.25-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At reference planes T1 and T, in guides
1 and 2, respectively, the equivalent network is a simple junction of two
uniform transmission lines whose characteristic impedance ratio is

(1)

The terminals T, and Tz are located at distances a!and d’ given by

()+s’2 Z’; :jo
()

– Lsj(z;;l,o) – s’ Zj; :, 0 , (3)

where

~=~

and the wavelengths in guides 1 and 2, respectively, are
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An alternative representation at the reference plane Tisprovidedbya
T-type network having the reactance parameters

A’
f + tan Otan 0’

xl, = g
ZI A’

J
< tan O – tan 8’

9
g Sec ~ Sec ~,

X12 = A,
z, A’ 1

~ tan 0 – tan e’
Q

,l+#tan Otan t?’
&=~ .
z, A, h’

~ tan e – tan 0’
9

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuits are valid in the range a < X < 2a
and h < 2a,. The circuit parameters have been obtained by the
transform method and are rigorous in the above range.

Numerical Results.—In Fig. 5.25-2, 0 and 0’ are plotted as functions
of aZ/a for various values of al~ in the range of validity of the formulas.

The 11*functions are tabulated in the Appendix.

6.26. Change in Height of Rectangular Guide. a. Symmetrical Case.
An axially symmetrical junction of two rectangular guides of equal
widths and unequal heights (H IO-mode in rectangular guides).

Crosssectionalview Side view Equivalentcircuit
FIG. 5.26-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the terminal plane T
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(2tl)g +![,.(!+)(!3J?)++:) +:],

B 2b

Z“K [ ‘n:+:+;(:)” -a’”] a<<’ ‘2’)

where

,=l+J~ 1+3.2,

‘=(=) ,_Jq 1-.2

*/al+ J~+3+@2

“=(=) ,_J~ 1-.27

()
~= ~ff 2,

l–at
e = 2.718.

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is valid in the range b/L. <1.

Equation (2a) has been obtained by the equivalent static method employ-

mg a static aperture field due to the incidence of the two lowest modes and

is correct to within 1 per cent in the range b/A~ < 1. The approximate
Eq. (2b) is correct to within 3 per cent for (b/A,) < 0.7; for (b/A,) >0.7
it is still correct to within 3 per cent if a < 0.7. Equation (2c) is an
asymptotic expansion of Eq. (2a) correct to within 5 per cent if a < 0.6
and b/A~ < 0.5 and to within 2 per cent if a < 0.4 and b/iO < 0.4.
Equation (2d) is an asymptotic expansion of Eq. (2a) correct to within 5

per cent when 8 <0.5 and b/AO <0.5 and to within 3 per cent when

6 <0.4 and b/AO <0.4.

Numerical Results.—In Fig. 5“26-3 BX,/Yob, as obtained from Eq.
(2a), is plotted as a function of b’/b with b/Ao as a parameter.

Experimental Results.—The above results have been verified experi-
mentally at least for the cases b/AU = 0.23 and a > 0.15 to within a few
per cent.

b. Asymmetrical Case.—An axially asymmetrical junction of two
rectangular guides of equal widths but unequal heights (H10-modes in
rectangular guides).



~
b

FIG. 5.26-3.—Shunt susceptance for change in height of rectangular guide.
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Crosssectional view Sideview Equivalentcircuit
FIG. 526-2.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters. —Same as Sec. 5“26a except & is
replaced by X~/2.

Restrictions. —Same as Sec. 5.26a except k, is replaced by &/2.
Numerical Results.—If the ~, in Fig. 526-3 is ~eplaced by AQ/2, one

obtains a plot of BAo/2YOb as a function of b’/b with 2b/A~ as a parameter.
5.27. Change in Radius of Coaxial Guide. a. Equal Outer Radii.— I

A junction of two coaxial guides of unequal inner but equal outer radii
(principal mode in coaxial guides).

T

Cross sectional view Side view

‘~
L-L
T T

Equivalent circuit
FIG. 5.27-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the reference plane T

~_ln:
Y, –p_’

b

+

R=w-w”+:)+~A+A’+2c
AA1 – C2

)1

4 CZ’C 2 A,
’37 ‘z’

(1)

(2a)

(2b)

(2C,I
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where

.=1-6=’S, b,, = c – u, //: = c – b, (J 2.71X

The terms A, A’, and C are defined in S(X;. 52(k~, IJr,,vi,ltxl i},,, A,, //,
and b’ therein are replaced by A/2, b,,, and b: of t,tiis scct,ion. ‘1’11(:lerrns

~1 and A2 are defined in Sec. 53a.

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is valid in the tvay,clcng[ h

range k > 2(C — a)/-yl, provided the field is rot,at,i{)nally syrnrn(,l rifal.

The circuit parameter has been evaluated by a variational mct,tlrxl tr(,:~(-
ing the first higher E-mode correctly and all higher mod(:s I)Y plan~,-
parallel approximations. E(~uatiOn (2fl) is estimated to IJ(: corr(!ct, i ()
within a few per cent for c/a < 5 and for wavelengths not t(m CIWSCt~J
2(C – a) /~1. Equation (2b) is a small-aperture approximate ion anfl,
for c/a = 1, agrees with l’;q. (2a) to \vithin 5 pcr ccmt for a < 0,6 and

2b,/A <0.5 and to within 2 per cent for a <0.4 and 21,,,/A <0.4.
Similarly, Eq. (2c) is an asymptotic expansion of ]tq. (2aj an,], for
c/a = 1, is correct to within 5 per cent if 6 < ().5 and 2bo/x < 0,.5 and tc)
within 3 per cent if 6 < 0.4 and 2b0/x < 0.4. For c/a > 1 the agreement,
of Eqs. (2Zr)and (2c) with (2a) is presumably of the same order of magni-
tude in the indicated ranges.

Numerical Results.—For c/a = 1, the graph of BA/ Yo2bo as a funr-
tion of a for various values of 2b0/k may be obtained from I?ig. 5,2(;-3

if the A, therein is replaced everywhere by A/2 and b by bo. For c/u > 1,
BA/Y02b0 may be obtained from its value for c/u = 1 by addition of

the term Az/2 and multiplication of tbe resulting sum by A ~. The
quantities A I and A ~ are plotted in Figs. 53-2 to 5.3-4. The term

()

c=~l=.— 1 XOis tabulated in Table 2.3 as a function of the ratio c/u

(note th~t the c of Table 2.3 is the c/a of this section).

b. Equal Inner Radii.—A junction of t!vo coaxial guides of equal

inner but unequal outer radii (principal mode in coaxial guides).

Crosssectionalview Sideview Equivalentcircuit
FIG. 6.27-2.
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Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the reference plane T

~_w
Y, – ~g’

a
(1)

B
— = same as Eqs. (2a) to (2c) of Sec. 5.27a,
Yo

except that now

.=, -,=- Z)o=c-a, b;=l) -a.
c—a’

The terms A, A’, and C are defined in Sec. 5.26a provided the x., b, and
b’ therein are replaced by x/2, bO, and b;, respectively, of this section.
The terms Al and Az are the same as in Sec. 5.3b.

Restrictions. —Same as in Sec. 527a.
Numerical Results.—For c/a = 1, the graph of 13A/Y02b0 as a func-

tion of a for various values of 2bo/A may be obtained from Fig. 5.26-3
if the hQtherein is replaced everywhere by A/2. For c/a > 1, BA/ Y02b0

may be obtained from its value for c/a = 1 by addition of the term
A 2/2 and multiplication of the resulting sum by A,. The quantities
A, and A, are plotted in Figs. 5.3-6 to 5.3-8.

6.28. E-plsne Comers. a. Right-angle Bends.-A right-angle 13-plane
junction of two rectangular guides of equal dimensions (Hlo-mode in
rectangular guides).

Generalview Side view Equivalent circuit

Fm. 6.28-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At reference planes T the equivalent

circuit is pure shunt. The relative shunt susceptance and location of the

terminal planes are given by

(1)
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2n(b – cl) = ~ot_

A, ‘(2%-%)

where

B. 21)

I

cot rx
z=Yg –~+r-J+~-ln2

I ‘-

7
A,e 2 + (A, – A,)e-r + (1 + 5e-”) ~

—

I01

.4, – A,
J (3a)

1 – (1 + 5C-”)
4

B. 2b

[ 01

2
—=—
Y, x.

0,878 + 0,498 : , ~<<1, (3b)
u u

2B,_~a=~

I
[

‘=b l+m.rcotm-mzz 51n2–~–8

z]

1
Y“ Y, n(e ‘r” – 1)

[‘-

Aie :- (Al + A’)e-”+ (1 - 3c-r)#
+ 7rx’

‘4, +i12

1

— , (4a)
1 + (1 – 3e-”)

%=h[l-O1’@’l’ :<<1 4
(4b)

and

~=1),
A,

4 X2
A, = ~Gz, A: = .40 – *=,

.
.4, = : &o=,,

[

1
AZ = 4 ——

1<1- .r’ (1 - e-z~~-’) -1 -le-2” “

An alternati~’e circuit at the rcferencc

planes 7“ is shoivn in Fig. 528-2.
Resb%tions.-’hehe c~~livalent circuits are

valid in the range 2b/io < 1. The circuit

parameters obtained by the rt]lliv:~lcnt static

method, employing t~ro lo}vcst mo(les inci-

dent in each gui(le, are acc(lratc to ]vithin 1

per cent in the above range. Ihluations (3b)

313

(2)

T’
I:IG, 528-2.
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of terminal planes T for right-angle bend. E-plane
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FIG. 5.28-3.—Shunt susceptance and location
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FIG.5.28-4—Circuit parameters of right-angle-bend at terminals T’. E-plane.
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(4b) are asymptotic approximations to B. and Bb that agree
the values from Eqs. (3a) and (4a) to within 8 per cent for

2b/hu <0.6.

Numerical Results.—In Fig. 528-3, d/b and BAo/ Y02b are plotted as
functions of 2b/k,. The alternative circuit parameters BaAO/ Y,2b and
13,2~b/ YO& are shown in Fig. 5.28-4, as functions of 2b/A,.

Experimental Results.—A few measured values for B. and Bb are
indicated by the circled points in Fig. 5.284. These data were taken at
wavelengths in the vicinity of 3 cm.

b. Arbitrary Angle Bends.-A symmetrical, arbitrary angle, E-plane
junction of two rectangular guides of equal dimensions (H, O-mode in
rectangular guides).

General View

Y~ T,

&

jB.

- jBb
jBa

T2

Yo

Side View Equivalent Circuit
FIG. 528-5.

&

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—.Lt the reference planes T

where X(Z) is the derivative of the logarithm of x !

Restrictions .—The equivalent circuit is applicable in the wavelength

range 2b/h~ < 1. The circuit parameters have been obtained by a

simple equivalent static method and are rigorous only in the static limit
b/i, = O.

Numerical Results.—The circuit parameters BJ,/Yo2b and Bbb/YOh,

are plotted as a function of 0 in Fig. 5“28-6. The solid curves represent
the static values of the parameters as given in Eqs. (1) and (2).

Experimental Results.—Measured values of the circuit parameters
are indicated by the circled points in Fig. 5“28-6. These data apply

.
r
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to rectangular guides of dimensions a = 0.900 in. and b = 0.400 in.
and were measured for several values of b/X,. The measured values of
Bbb/YO~g are within a few per cent of the static values given in Eq. (2) for
the bend angles 0 = 60, 75, and 90° if 2b/A, <0.51.

6.29. H-plsne Comers. a. Right-angle Bends.—An H-plane right-
angle junction of two rectangular guides with equal dimensions (H IO-mode
in rectangular guides).

General view Top view Equivalent circuit ,
FIG. 5.29-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the terminal planes T the equiv-

alent circuit is pure shunt. The relative shunt susceptance and the

location of the terminal planes are given by

()
2

B
1+ +

B=
To = B, + 2 ‘r:

(1)

(2)

where

B=

[ 1(1+ Z2)+A,I(1+A3’ “a)
~’ A,–zcotmz+i ~,

FO = 2a
B.
—=0.42+#$ x=1,
Y,

(3b)

Ba + 2B, x,
Y~ = 2a [- -A’-’cotT:(=,)+A +l(l+AJ)J)J ‘4a’

B. + 2B,

Y,
= –2.04 + 1.63x, x = 1, (4b)

and
2a

‘=XJ ‘g=J’
2

A,=—–
4(1 + 63e–2r)

1 _ e–z. [2(1 + 5e-”) (1 + 63e-2”) – (f#)’e-s”] = 0“3366’
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A;=– 2 4(1 – 33e-2”)
1 _ e–z. + [2(1 – 3e-”) (1 – 33e-2”) – (~z-)’e-’”] = 0’3071’

AZ= [01801(=)+02021~
43 – x’

()

1

– 0.1858 – 0.1592 ~1 _ e–z.d-z

A?= [OM04W+OM42
2

()

~ _<e:2;<x&2 + 0.1432 + 0.1592 ~

A3 = 0.01 – 0.0095z forOs~~l,

A3=–15_z 0= + 0.0040 + 0.0019LZ+ 0.0020Z’ for 1 ~ z s 1.436,

A: = _ 0.00146
1.26 – X

– 0.0016 + 0.0034z – 0.0026z2 for O ~ z ~ 1.2,

A’ = ~0”~0;~6 + 0.0076 – 0.0066x3 for 1.3 ~ z ~ 1.5.

An alternative equivalent circuit at reference planes T’ is in Fig. 5.29-2.
Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is

valid in the wavelength range a < h < 2a. “ Y.

The circuit parameters have been derived

&

jBa

I by the equivalent static method with two
static modes incident in each guide. The jBfl yO
error in the susceptance values is estimated -jBb
to be of the order of magnitude of 1 per cent

T’
in the range O s 2a/A~ s 1.44,excluding the FIG. 5.29-2.

range 1.2 ~ 2a/k~ ~ 1.3 in which the varia-

tional correction ~ ~ diverges. Equations (3b) and (4b) are approxima-

tions to Eqs. (3a) and (4a), respectively, and agree with these to within
10 per cent in the resonant range 0.7 S 2a/k, S 1.2. The quantity A,

is less than 10 per cent of Ba/YO for 2a/A0 < 1.3; A; is less than 10 per
cent of (Bc + 2Bb) / Yo for 2a/~, < 1.().

Numerical Results.—The quantities B2a/ YOXO and d/a are plotted
as a function of 2a/A. in Fig. 5.29-3. A similar plot for the parameters
Y,A,/B~2a and (B. + 2Bb)2a/YOk0 appears in Fig. 5.29-4.

Experimental Results.—For comparison with the theoretical values
a number of experimental data are indicated by circled points in Fig.
5.294. These data were measured in rectangular guides of dimensions
a = 0.900 in. and b = 0.400 in.

b. Arbitrary Angle H-plane Corners.—A symmetrical, arbitrary angle,
H-plane junction of two rectangular guides of identical cross-sectional
dimensions (H,,-mode in rectangular guides).



. . .——..—

x$
Fro. 5.29-3.—Shunt susceptance and location of terminal planes T for right-angle bend. H-plane.
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General wew Top view

FIG,5.29-5.

Ii.rprrimental Results.—Thc equi~alent

jXb iXh

Z. 1 ‘o

T
- jXa

~
,.

Equivalent clrcult

circuit of Fig. 5.29-5 is ,

valid in the ]ravelength range a < A < 2a. The circuit parameters
~,/X. and Xh/~0, relative to the reference phmes T, were measured in t

rectangular ~raveguide of dimensions a = 0.900 in. and b = 0.400 in.
as a function of the bend angle 0 at various wavelengths. The resulting
data arc:

k = 3.or’nl (h. = 1.560”) k = 3.2c1n (k, = 1.762”) 1X = 3.4cm (A, = 1.999”)

e
zo/x. x,,/zo zo/xa x,/zo z,,/x. x,/zo

4
30° 0.84!) 0.493 0.782 0.420 0 718 0 365
45° 0.995 0 567
50” 1.102 0 943 1.068 0 650
60” 1.088 1.27 1.158 0.998 1.176 0.817
75” 0 864 2.14
90° 0.324 6.46 0 739 2.75 1 055 1.76

120° –2.17 –4 58 0.044 47 9

6.30. Junction of a Rectangular and a Radial Guide, E-plane.-An
E-plane junction of a rectangular guide and a radial guide of angular
aperture o (HIO-mode in rectangular guide; principal E-type mode in
radial guide).

,V4 ~j m: ~~

E ~ ~:”,, : :: Z

Longitudinalview Frontview Equivalentcircud
~lG. 5.30-1.
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Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the reference planes TI for the
rectangular guide and Tz for the radial guide

Y(r-,) b sin 0—. ..—
Y, r2e e’

(1)

Ba
~b in ~OJ.

Y, = X,8
(2)

%=:[05’’+4)1
(3)

(4)

where ~(z) is the logarithmic derivative of z ! and e is measured in radians.

It is to be noted that the characteristic admittance of the radial line

is variable and the propagation constant of the radial line is K = 2T/X~
with

“= J _’(A)
The above formulas also apply to the case of a radial guide with

downward taper, i.e., 8 negative.
Restr-ictions.-The equivalent circuit is applicable in the wavelength

range 2b/Xo < 1. The circuit parameters have been obtained by a simple
equivalent static method and are strictly valid only in the range 2b/A0 <<1.
The error is estimated to lie within a few per cent for 2b/h, <0.1.

Numerical Results.—Xumerical values of the ~ function may be
obtained from Jahnke-Emde, Tables of Functions, 3d ed. (revised), page
16.

6.31. Coupling of a Coaxial and a Circular Guide.—A coaxial guide
having a hollow center conductor of zero wall thickness coupled to a
circular guide (principal mode in coaxial guide, EO~-mode in circular
guide).

oi’H o
Crosssectional view

-w=~ -
1 I
11”!2a2b

J.J
I II
Ill
I II

T’ T

Side view
Fm. 6.31-1.

0 0
Z. z;

Equivalent circuit
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Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the reference planes T and T’ the r
equivalent net work is a simple junction of two transmission lines whose

characteristic impedance ratio is

(1)

The locations of the input and output planes are given by

2~d = (1–a)z_~

A
sin–l ~ + sin–l

bl
~[–(l–a) ln(l–a)–alna]

– S;:(z ;0) + S;”(az;o) + S;”[(l – C2)z;O,c], (2)

%rd’
r

— = sin-’ ~,tia~, + sin-’
(1 – a)z’

A. <-y; – p;(l – a)’

– ~ [–(1 – a) in (1 – a) – a in a] – S~O(z’;~l) + ll~”(az’;a~,)

+ s~[(l – a)z’;(l – a)131,cl,

where
(3)

m

S;”(z;y) = u x xsin–l

1
Jo(7r/3.) = o,dfi:-y’-~’n=z

.

S;”(z ;’y,c) = 2( )‘in-’47:’–Y’ –: ‘
.=2

where ~On = T7n/(c — 1) is the nth nonvanishing root of

JO(X) NO(XC) -- NO(X) JO(XC) = o.

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is valid in the wavelength range
1.14a < ~ < 2.61a, provided h > 2.61b and the fields are rotationally
symmetrical. The locations of the reference planes have been deter-
mined by the transform method and are rigorous in the above range.

Numerical Results.—The quantities ~d/a and ~d’ /a are plotted in
Figs. 5.31-2 and 5.31-3 as a function of b/a for various values of the
parameter 2a/X. The roots rpm and y.,,,(c) may be obtained from the
tables in Sees. 2.3a and 2.4a. The summation functions AS;”and S;” are
tabulated in the Appendix.

5.32. Coupling of Rectangular and Circular Guide.—A junction of a
rectangular and circular guide with a common symmetry axis (HIO-mode
in rectangular guide, nonpropagating H1l-mode in circular guide).
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Cross sectional view Side view Equivalent circuit

FIG. 5.32-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the reference plane T

~ . 0.446abA

Y, = ‘3 d’
QJ, -(*)’, :<<,. (lb)

B B’

2%
— = one-half the quantity — given in Eq. (la) of Sec. 5.4a, (2a)

Yo
B 3 abi,. —.

%=4rd3
(26)

The corresponding parameters for a two-termirud represent at ion are
given in Sec. 4.4.

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is an approximation in the range
2a > x > 1.706d provided neither the H1l- nor the HS”-n~ode propagates
in the rectangular guide. The circuit parameters h:~~-c been tietcrnlined

by variational methods, Y(/ Y, with the assumption that, the aperture
field is that of the H,l-mode in the circular guide au(~ B, }’,, :M imiicated
in Sec. 5.4a. For d < b and A not too close to the cutoff !vavclcngt h of
the next propagating mode, the error is estimated to be less thim Io per
cent. The asymptotic Eqs. (lb) and (2b) agree with h;qs. (1rr) anti (2a)
to within about 5 per cent if d/a < 0.3. For the equivalent t’irruit to be
strictly valid, the output termimd plane must be loc:~tecf more accurately

than indicated abo~e.
Numerical Results.—The quantity j}”& I-”b is plotted in Fig. 5.32-2

as a function of d/a for SCVCM1 Y:dues of A ‘a. .4 similar plot for R 21-0
may be obtained by taking one-half of the quantity B/ }’0 plotted in
Fig. 5.4-2.

I
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.x(
3Y.

a 0.1 0.2 ~ 0.3

ii

0.4 0.5

r

FIG. 532-2.-Charncteristic admittam-c rntio for recta!lglllar-virrtllnr guide junction.
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Experimental Results.—Several experimentally determined data for
the case of an infinitely long circular guide are indicated in Fig. 44-2.

5.33. Aperture Coupling of Two Guides. a. Junction of Two Rec-
langular Guides.—A junction of two rectangular guides of different cross

sections coupled by a small elliptical or circular aperture in a transverse

plate of zero thickness (Hlo-mode in rectangular guides).

Crosssectionalview

Tx x’

JJ
--i

1

T

Topview Equivalentcircuit
FIG. 5.33-1,

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—For the case of an elliptical aperture

nriented as shown in the above figure

:=4.:3J-4=+-)1 ‘la)
a

B h,ab d,

Y, =
1

d, I
<<a, b, (lb)

4TM sin’ ~

. 2 TX’
Y: ~.ab “n ~
R = A;a’b’sin, rr’

(2)

a

]vhcre

M = M,cos2r$+Mzsinz~.

The coefficients M, and M, are given by Eqs. (4) and (5) of Sec. 5.4b.

Forthe case of a circular aperture (d = d, = d,)

Ii%sk-ic~ions.—The equivalent circuit is applicable in the wa~elength

range a’ < h < 2a (a’ > a). Comments arc the same as in Sec. 5.46.

Numerical Itesults.—The coefficients M, and M, are shown in Fig.
5.4-4 as a function of d,/dl.
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b. Junction of Two Circular Guides. —Tlvo circular guides having a
common axis of symmetry but of different radii coupled by a small
elliptical or circular aperture in a transverse plate of zero thickness
(H,,-mode in circular guides).

t
E

I

4
T

L- m--l
Equivalentcircuit

Crosssectionalview Sideview
FIG.5,33-2.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—For the case of an elliptical aperture
~vith orientation @ = O or ~/2.

‘+N=)71’ ‘3a)
B

— ==0.952 ~
TR2 d,

Y. 47rM 2J, (a,r) 2’ d,

[1

)
<< a, r, (36)

a ,T

L aIT J
where

M = M, cosz @ + M2 sin2 @,
1.841 1.841

“= R’ az = R’ ‘

(4)

The arrangement of the various terms has been chosen to emphasize the
similarity between Ilqs. (3) and (4) and F.qs. (1) and (2). If the apcrt~lre
center is located on a diameter perpendicular to that indicated in the

I
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above figure, Eqs. (3) and (4) are still applicable provided
replaced by J; (m-).

The coefficients M, and M, are defined in Sec. 5.4b. For
circular aperture (d = dl = d2)

331

Jl(ar) /aT is

the case of a

Reshic~ions.-The equivalent circuit is applicable in the wavelength
range 2.61R’ < k < 3.41R. The restriction of the aperture orientation
to @ = O or m/2 is necessary to ensure that only the II,,-mode of the
indicated polarization can be propagated in the circular guide. Other-
wise, comments are the same as in Sec. 5.4b except that B/ YO is dependent
on the aperture position along the direction of the electric field.

Numerical Results.—The coefficients M, and Mz are shown in Fig.
54-4 as a function of d,/d,,

c. Junction of Two Coaxial Guides.—Two concentric coaxial guides of
unequal inner and outer radii coupled by a small elliptical or circular
aperture in a transverse plate of zero thickness (principal mode in coaxial
guides).

I
H

1

/-1 Y~ -jB Y.

T T

3ideview Equivalentcircuit
.

Crosssectionalview
FIG. 533-3.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters .—For an elliptical aperture oriented

as shoJvn in the above figure

(5)
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,n g,

Y; h!,
To = ,n g

R;

(6)

where

M = Ml COS’ + + Mz sin’ ~.

The coefficients M, and M2 are defined in Sec. 5.4b. For the case of a

circular aperture (d = d, = d2)

M= M,= M2=:.

Re.striction.s-The equivalent circuit is applicable for all wave-

lengths greater than the cutoff ~vavelength of the H, O-mode. Comments

same as in Sec. 5.4b.

Numerical Results.-The coefficients M, and Mz are plotted in Fig.

5.44 as a function of d2/d,.

d. Junction of a Rectangular and Circular Guide.—A rectangular and a

circular guide coupled by a small elliptical or circ”ular aperture in a trans-

verse plate of zero thickness (H* O-mode in rectangular guide, H, l-mode

in circular guide).

+_2R---4
Cross sectional view Top view

~lG. 533-4.

I
& Yo’

-jB

X9 A\

T .

Equivalent circuit

Equiralen[-circuit Parameters.—For an elliptical aperture oriented as

shoum in the Aove figure and \vith @ = O or m/’2

B

{- [

A,al) 1 21r . ,Xx 7.74
l’” = ,W – ~b ‘ln ; + 2TR3 11—4.J~(a2r) , (7a)

4T sinz ‘~
a

B Avab d,
z= )

d2 << a, b, r, (7b)

%M sinz ~’
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where
M =

~2 =

CIRCULAR BENDS. E-PLANE 333

(8)

The coefficients ,Ifl and ~WZ are defined in Sec. 54b. For a circular
aperture (d = dl = dz)

II = y.

6

If the aperture center is located on a diameter perpendicular to that
shown in the above figure, the function J; (M-) should be replaced by
.J1(a2r)/a2r.

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is applicable in the wavelength

range in which only the If IO-mode in rectangular and the HI l-mode in

circular guide can be propagated. Other restrictions are the same as in

Sec. 5.4b. The location of the aperture center is restricted to points
~vhere the direction of the dominant-mode magnetic field is the same in

both guides; this is not necessary and is employed for simplification of the

above formulas. The restriction of the angle @to O or 7r/2 is necessary to

avoid excitation of an H1l-mode with polarization perpendicular to that
indicated in Fig. 533-4. The description of this latter mode necessitates
the use of a six-terminal network.

Numerical Results.—The coefficients M, and Mz are plotted in Fig.
54-4 as a function of d,ld,.

5.34. Circular Bends. E-plane. -An E-plane junction of a rectangu-
lar guide and a uniform circular bend of rectangular cross section (HIO-
mode in rectangular guide and in circular bend).

u 7

La---lA

Crosssectional view

I’/
Side view Equivalentcircuit

FIG,534-1.
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Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the reference plane T

z:

-= ’+ W’[M:)21J

;=!%9W2.WTKY

(1)

(2)

where

The circular bend is a uniform angular guide with propagation wave-
length A,+, the latter being measured along the arc of mean radius R.

The electrical length corresponding to an angular distance @ or to a
(mean) arc distance s is

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is applicable in the wavelength
range 2b/h, <1. Equations (1) and (2) have been derived by a
variational method employing the form of the lo~vest mode in the angular
guide for the electric-field distribution in the junction plane. The circuit
parameters have been evaluated to order (b/R) 2, but no estimate of the
range of accuracy is available.

5.35. Circular Bends. H-Plane.—An H-plane junction of a rectangu-
lar guide and a uniform circular bend, i.e., angular guide, of rectangular
cross section (H10-mode in rectangular and angular guides).

L-a--J

Crosssectionalview Top view

FIG.5.35-1.
Equivalentcircuit
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Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the reference plane T

335

where

The propagation wavelength h,+ in the uniform angular guide (circular
bend) is measured along the arc of mean radius R. The electrical length
corresponding to the angular distance @ or to a mean arc distance S is

21rs 2.R
= m+,~

where m = —.
A,@

With this interpretation the angular guide may be treated as a uniform

line with characteristic admittance Y: and wavelength k,+.

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is applicable in the wavelength
range a < k < 2a. The circuit parameters have been derived by a
variational method employing a sine function for the distribution of
electric field in the junction plane. The results have been evaluated to
order (a/R) 2 but no estimate of the range of accuracy is available.

I



CHAPTER 6

SIX-TERMINAL STRUCTURES

An arbitrary junction of three accessible waveguides, each propagating
only a single mode, is designated as a six-terminal or three-terminal-pair
waveguide structure. The over-all description of the propagating modes
in such a structure is accomplished by representation of the waveguide
regions as transmission lines and by representation of the junction region
as a six-terminal lumped-constant equivalent circuit. The three trans-
mission lines together with the lumped-constant circuit comprise a six-
terminal network with the aid of which reflection, transmission, standing-
wave, etc., properties of the over-all structure can be determined by
conventional network calculations. The quantitative description of the
transmission lines is effected by indication of their characteristic imped-
ances and propagation wavelengths. The description of the six-terminal
lumped-constant circuit requires, in general, the specification of six
circuit parameters and the locations of the three corresponding terminal
planes. If the structure possesses geometrical symmetries, a reduction
in the number of required circuit parameters is possible.

Since only relative impedances are physically significant in microwave
calculations, all impedances in the following networks will be referred to
the characteristic impedance of one of the transmission lines. The
choice of characteristic impedances of the transmission lines as well as the
locations of the relevant terminal planes will be indicated explicitly in the
equivalent-network diagrams of the various structures. As discussed
in Sec. 3.3 the equivalent circuit of a microwave structure can be simpli-
fied considerably by an appropriate choice of terminal planes. Simplifi-
cations of this sort become increasingly important for multiterminal
structures. However, the equivalent networks for most of the structures
described below will be represented at terminal planes which are simple in
so far as the derivation of the circuit parameters are concerned. For the
important cases of the open E- and H-plane T structures of Sees. 6.1 and

6.5 the terminal-plane transformations to simple networks will be pre-

sented in some detail.
336
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6.1. Open T-junction, E-plane.-A right-angle T-type junction of
t~ro rectangular guides of unequal heights but equal widths (11,0-mode
in rectangular guides).

Y

b~-
1,

TT

Yo’ o T’

Ii ,

-jBC
jBd

-jBb
~ ~ ~

‘x ‘0
T T

General view Side wew Equivalent circuit

171G. G1-1.

li(llli~cLltrIt-circuit F’aranLctcr.s-~t the reference planes T and T’

for IILCmain and stub guides, respectivv]y:
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B,,

[ 01

~, 2
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A, + A, = ~tan_, 1
2 ;+ ‘~ +ln~ – ‘(161 a’).

An alternative equivalent circuit at the reference planes 2’1 and T/ is
shown in Fig. 6.1-2. The corresponding parameters are given by

x

2Z, =

where

A, =

tan–l A 0, (6)

~an_, AoA. + Ab
A,– A=’

(7)

2b (1 + A~)(A, + AA,)

~ (A. – A,)’ + (Ab + A,A,)z’
(8)

A,(I + A; – A: – A;) – (1 – A~)(Aa – A,A.)

(A= – A,)z + (A, + AoA.)’
, (9)

~o

Ac = ; (~d – ‘C)
Yo ‘

4“L1
+-

;11

%

1,
1,

11

Side view

z“ Z,J

Equivalent circuit
FIG.6.1-2.

Another equivalent circuit at reference planes T2 and T; is indicated in
Fig. 6.1-3. In this case the circuit parameters are

2T1.= tid

FT
(lo)

(11)

~z = ~ (1 + A,A.)z + (AC – A,AJ2

b’
(12)

(1 + Ao)2(A, + A.A.) ‘
2B _ (1 – A:)(A. – A,A.) + A,(A; + A: – A: – 1)

E– (1 + A,A@)’ + (AC – A,A,)’
(13)

I

I
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l{cstrictiotts. -’~}le eflllivalent circuit is valid in the range 2b < & or

2b’ <10 according as b > b’ or b < b’, respectively. l’he circuit param-

ctrr B“ has been obt:~ined by the equivalent static method, employing
two incident static modes in the main guide, and is accurate to within 1
per cent over most of the ]J-avelength range. For the case b/A. = O an

analytical expression for B. is given in Eq. (2a); the asymptotic Eq. (2b)
agrees ]vith the plotted results to within 10 per cent in the range b’/b < 1

and 6, X“ < 0.5. The circuit parameters Bb, B., and Ba indicated in the
accompanying grophs have been obtained by a variational method and
are estimated to be in error by cmlya few per cent over most of the wave-
length range. For the case b/AO = O analytical expressions for these

m2 Z:

-J$L ._J_.lL~-::- Y. jB

+-4’* Z. Z.
I I
!

T2‘T2
o 0
T2 Tz

Side view Equivalent circuit
1:1G. (ii-3.

parameters obtained by the equivalent static method are given by Eqs.
(3), (%), and (5a); these equations agree Ivith the plotted results to
~i-ithin a felr per cent. ‘l’he asymptotic relations Eqs. (4b) and (5b) agree

lvith the results of Eqs. (4a) and (5a) to ~vithin 10 per cent for b/k@ = O.

The alternative circuit parameters given by Eqs. (6) to (13) have been
obtained by reference phe transformations (cf. Sec. 3“3).

Numci-ical licsults.—’~he circuit parameters BAg/ YOb, B~A,/ Y,b,

B.b/Y,X,, and ~d&/ YOb are indicated in Figs. 6.1-4 to 6“1-’7 as functions
of b’/b with bji~ as a parameter. The alternative circuit parameters
d tb’, d’/b, r12, and XXg/ZJ), computed from the preceding results, are
shotnr in Figs. 6.1-8 to 6.1-11. The circuit parameters Z’/b, m’, and
Bk,/1’,b are gi~’cn in Figs. 61-12 to 61-14 as functions of b’/b. The
multiplicity of representations is presented primarily to illustrate the
differences in frequency dependence of circuit elements in various
equivalent circuit representations.

E.rpcrr’mcntul Results.-Thc theoretical results indicated above have
been verified f~ithin an experimental error of a few per cent for a number
of cases in the range V,’b < 1 and li & <0.8.
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6.2. Slit-coupled T-junctions in Rectangulsx Guide, E-Plane.-A
symmetrical right-angle T-type junction of two rectangular guides of
unequal heights, but equal widths, coupled by a small slit in a wall of
zero thickness. Sides of slit perpendicular to electric field (HIO-mode in
rectangular guides).

*

Y; T’

jBb

Y. - jBa - jBa Y.

T T
1

Generalview Sideview Equivalentcircuit
FIG. 6.2-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the reference planes T and T’

Yj_b
Yo – v’

(1)

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is applicable in the wavelength
range 2b/AU < 1 provided the slit dimension d is small compared with
the wavelength. The equivalent-circuit parameters have been derived
by an integral equation method. The derivation of the parameter
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Ba/ Yo neglects term’s of the thkd order in the aperture coordinates. To
be rigorous the circuit element& should be replaced by a T network or its
equivalent. However, in the small-aperture range, rd/b’ <1 (b’< b),
the susceptance of the series arm of this T network is approximately
infinite. The sum of the susceptances of the shunt arms is represented to
the second order in the aperture coordinates by Eq. (3a). It is estimated
that Eqs. (2a) and (3a) are correct to withk-aa few per cent for rd/b’ <1.

The effect of wall thickness is important and will be considered in Sec.
8.11.

6.3. 120° Y-Junction, E-plane.-A symmetrical 120° Y-junction Of
three identical rectangular guides in the E-plane (HIO-mode in rectangular
guides).

‘T

w“/\T-T

Generalview side Vitw Equivalentcircuil
Fm. 6.3-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the reference planes T

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is applicable in the wavelength
range 2b/A, <1. Equations (1) and (2) are static approximations and
have been obtained by conformal mapping methods, etc. They are

estimated to be accurate to within a few per cent in the range b/A. <0.1.
Experimental Results. —Measurement taken at a wavelength of

h = 3.20 cm with rectangular guides of dimensions a = 0.901 in. and
b = 0.404 in. yield the values

&=029 B,

Y, “ ‘ R = 4“68’

These are to be compared with the values obtained by Eqs. (1) and (2)
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B.

To
= 0.296, ~ =

Y,
4.81.

6.4. E-plane Bifurcation.-A bifurcation of a rectangular guide by a
partition of zero thickness perpendicular to the direction of the electric
field (H IO-mode in each of the rectangular guides).

Cross sectional view Side view Equivalent cilcuit
FIG.6,4-1.

I
Equivalent~”rcuit Parameters.—At the reference plane T the equiva-

lent circuit is simply that of three guides in series, the characteristic
impedances of the various guides being

I Z, = b, Z, b, (1)
70 T’ Z=Z”

The location of T is given by

‘/

i

where

“(z;o)”)=w-’=)”
n=l

(2b)

or

Fm. 64-2.

-k
bl Z1

Z. b “x+

bz Z*

T, T1
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FIG. 6.4-3.—Location of ternlinal plane T for E-plane bifurcation
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At the reference plane T, alternative equivalent circuits (cf. Sec. 3“3,
N-Terminal Pair Representations). are shown in Fig. 6“4-2. The corre-
sponding circuit parameters are

x = cot 2&J X, b, cot ~d,

To i, Xo=x A,

xl=; ~cot ~d, X= _ ~z cot 2~d

1

(3)

z U %–bz ~“

As indicated in Fig. 6.4-2 the turns ratios of the ideal three-winding
transformer are b: b,: b’ (cf. Fig. 3. 18b).

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is applicable in the wavelength
range 2b < Ag < m. The circuit parameters have been obtained by the
transform method and are rigorous. The approximation (2b) is the
asymptotic form of Eq. (2a) in the range 2b/A, <<1.

Numerical Results .—Curves of ~d/b as a function of b,/b with 2b/h, as
a parameter are shown in Fig. 6“4-3. The summation function S’,(Z;O,O)
may be obtained from the summation functions tabulated in the Appendix.

6.6. Open T-junction, H-plane.—An H-plane, T-type junction of
three rectangular guides of equal dimensions (H,,-mode in rectangular
guides).

(j f~-%:g~,

Generalview Top view Equivalent circuit

FIG.65-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the reference planes T and T’

0.0103 –
(41+Z’

—+%4–X2

(

437’
1 _ e–zd~z

)
2

0.2614

– 0.0694
)’ 1

Xa+2Xb+2Xc=x2=2a

[

A—
z, Ac + B’ 1

– 0.057 + ~,:20:5z, J
9

2X.
=X3=

:( )

B
—_

z, A, AC+B2’

2xd

z, GG)J
—=&+x4=y

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)
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where

~ = ~ cot (7rZ) – 0.0322,
~=~,

ho

B=:=, + 0.03246,

()C = z tan >Z + 0.0195.

At the reference planes TOand 7“ the equivalent circuit is that indicated
above with T replaced by TOand X~, Xb, . . . by X~, X:, . . . , where

K. _ ()Xl – tan ~

z, –

()
1 + Xl tan ~z

~~ 2a

Zo = ~ [0.16 – 0.06(z –

x: + 2X: + 2X: = ()
Xz – tan ~

z,

()
l+ Xa tan ~

x: + 2X; + 2X:
z,

= ~ [–1.59 + 2.42(z
9

1) + 0.04($ – l)’],

– 1) + 5.06(z – 1)2],

()X3 sec ~
2X;—
Zo =

()

7

1 + Xz tan ‘~
.,

2x’—_c E + : [2.oo + 1.06(z – 1) + 084(z – 1)21,
z, .

(5a)

(5b)

(6a)

((ib)

(7a)

(7b)

2X: =_ ‘4+(xzx4-x:’tan t;)+ y3sect;), ,8Q)
z,

()
1 + Xz tan ‘~

2X; 2a
— [2.00 + 1.04(z – 1) + 1.36(z – 1)2].

z=Ag
(8b)

An alternative equiva-

T:
lent circuit at the refer-

JL

*

ence planes T1 and T;

z; is shown in Fig. 6,5-2.
The reference-plane loca-

-+2d~_----:--- MT; tions and associated cir.

+ cuit parameters are given
+ ZO jX Z. by

~
T1 T, T1 T1 d = $ tan–l X, – ~,

I

FIG. 65-2. (9)
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and

.

b

FIG. G.5-5.—Locations of terminals T,, T’~ and associated circuit parameters for open H-plane T.
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d’ = g tan–l X1X4 + Xo,
2(X, – x,)

RECTA NGULA R GIJIDIIs [SEC. 643

(lo)

X=l 4(X, – X,)2 + (x, + x,x,)’

ZJ 2 (1 – X;)(4X, – x,x,) – X,(4 + xi – 4X; – x;)’
(11)

z: 4(X2 – X1)2 + (Xo + X1X4)2

z, = 4(1 +X;)x;
) (12)

where
XO = X; – X2X4,

Restrictions. -Thecircuit isvalid inthewavelength rangea < x < 2a.
Thequantities plotted intheaccompanying grap~s have-been obtained
by the equivalent static method employing two static modes incident in
each guide and are estimated to be in error by about 1 per cent. Equa-
tions (1) to (4) areapproximate analytical results [except for the last two
terms in Eq. (2)] for one static mode incident in each guide and are in
error by less than 15 per cent for O < 2a/i, < 1. The corresponding
Eqs. (5a) to (8a) attheshifted reference system arecorrect to within 10
per cent for O <2a/k, < 1.25. The approximations (5b) to (8b) arein
error bylessthan4 per cent intherange O.7 < k. < 1.25.

Numerical Results.—For illustrative purposes the equivalent-circuit
parameters have been plotted in a number of reference systems. In Fig.
65-3 the exact values of the elements Z02a/.XJ,, . . . at the reference
planes Tand Z“haveb eenplotteda sa f unctionof 2a/k,. In Fig. 6.5-4
the exact values of X~A,/Z02a, . . . at the reference planes 2’0 and 2“
have been plotted against 2a/A0. The parameters of the shunt representa-

tion at the reference planes T1 and 7’{ are indicated in Fig. 6.5-5 where
d/a, d’la, Z~2a/XA., and Z(/ZO are plotted against 2a/h,. It is to be
noted that the reference terminals in the main guide overlap one another.

Experimental Results.—A few experimental data taken at wavelengths

of 3 and 10 cm are indicated by the circled points in Fig. 6.5-5.

6.6. Slit-coupled T-junction in Rectangular Guide, H-plane.-A
T-junction of two rectangular guides of unequal widths but equal heights

coupled by a small slit in a side wall of zero thickness. Electric field

parallel to sides of slit (HIO-modes in rectangular guides).

Generalview Topview Equivalentcircud
FIG. 6.6-1.
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Equivalent<ircuit Parameters.—At the reference plane T and T’ for
the main and stub guides, respectively,

z: AA,
(1)

Z = Aua

()

ard4
x. TG
z=

()
/@”

(2)

2 4a

where

2=HH+3-2(:)21’
(3a)

x,

()

a4a2

z ‘~xl’
d <<a, (’b)

X. 2a
(4)

z, = ;’
X~ 2a
zo=~

(5)

~IG.66-2.

On shift of the reference planes Z’to T~, a distance Ain guide wave-
lengths, where

(6)

the alternative equivalent circuit of Fig. 66-2 is obtained wherein the

series reactance X. vanishes. As indicated in this figure the new reference
planes in the main guide overlap. Hence, ~rhen the output impedance in
the stub is so adjusted that the junction is reflectionless, the electrical

length of the main guide is larger than the geometrical length by the

amount ‘2A. Since the shift A is relatively small in the range of validity
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of the above formulas. the ‘( shifted” circuit parameters X:, X;, and X: arc

approximately the same as those in the original reference system. Nforr

accurate ~’slurs can b ohtainml I)y usc of the transformation relations
given in J’;(1s.(321).

/iCStriCfZOrL!S.-r~lIc wluivalcnt circuit is applical)le in the \vavelength
range a < x < 2a’ (if a’ < a). The formulas have been derived by an
integral c(llu~tion method employing the small-aperture approximations
that d < x rran(l the \vavclcngth is not too close to cutoff of the second
rnodr. It ii to be emplmsizcd that the above formulas apply to slits in
\valls of zero thi(,kncss. The po\\.crtransmitted through a small slit of
thickness Land \~idth d is approximately 27.3 L/d dh less than that com-
pl]t.cd from the all{)vc rquutions.

h’.rjwrintc~Lfal, ficsults.-~yith the refrrrncc system as shown in Fig.
(i(i-2 the c~(l~livalcnt-circ~lit parameters of the above junction ]vere
measured at a I!-avclcngth of k = 3.20 cm for ]vavcg~lidcs of dimensions
~ = ~’ = ().9()0 in, an(l for ~ario~ls slit ~vidths d. These measurements
togcther \\ith the corrwpon(ling theoretical values from J3qs. (2) to (5)
arc in(liwtcd in the folloit-ing table:

d, in.

o 18!)
(J 2!)!)

o 38!)
o 486
() (}s8

l:\l)

1 14
1 ()!I

I ,00

1 (xi

I 2s
I I

Theor.

1.02

1.02

1 02

1 02

1 09

l:xp

I 00

I 07

1 00

1 06
I 7s

Tl)I,or,

1 02
1 02
1 02

I 02

I 23

A (in A,)

lxp. Thror.

—

o 0000

0 001 0 (XXM

0.001 0.0010

0.003 0.0026

0.010 0 0106

The data apply to slits in a ]fa]l of 0.005 in, thickness. Because of

mechanical (l~f~cultirs (buckling, etc. ) associated ~rith a thickness of this

rnagnitudc, the experimental accuracy is not too good. The theoretical

results are not applicable to the case of largest width and have been

included merely to indicate the order of the error in this case.

In order to emphasize the importance of the wall thickness t the

ff)llolving experimental reslllts for the case t = 0.050 in, arc incl~lded:

.Y;, x:

~

.Y;
(/, ill. L (in k,)

z, “T. z,

o :100 3.23 4 14 14 3 0 051

6.7. 120° Y-junction, H-Plane.—l symnwt ri(al 120° Y-junction of
threc identical rcct angular guides in the ]{-plane, (Hlo-mode in rec-
tangular guides. )
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9

2
Z.jxa

T
jxa

Z. - yxb
jXa

T

\
Z.

T

/
Generalview Topview

FIQ. 6.7-1.
Equivalent circuit

Experimental Results.—At the symmetrically chosen terminal planes
T, measurements taken in rectangular guides of width a = 0.90 in.
at a number of wavelengths yield the following values for the circuit
parameters:

A cm A, in.
x. Xb
z, z

3 40 1.9996 1.499 0 698
3.20 1.7620 1 141 0 598
3 00 1.5606 0 900 0 537

6.8. Aperture-coupled T-junctions, E-Plane. a. Rectangular Stub

Guide,—.k right-angle T-type junction composed of two dissimilar
rectangular guides coupled by a centered small elliptical or circular
aperture in a metallic wall of zero thickness (HIO-mode in rectangular
guides).

t~fl
n~

~ ~T,,,,,,,,,/,,,, -y

/ /

,. ,

T o
T T

Generalview Side view Equivalent circuii

FIG.6.8-1.
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Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the reference planes T and T’

for the case of coupling by a centered elliptical aperture oriented as shown
in Fig. 6.8-1,

(1)

(2a)

B

–()>

~_21rP A“’
+ <<1, (2b)

SZk(i%+%)l
(3a)

~ ~ h.ab d,
Y“ -krilf ‘

~ <<1, (3b)

The coefficients M, and Mj are defined in Eqs. (4) and (5) of Sec. 5.4b.
The function E(e) is the complete elliptic integral of the second kind,
~= <l – (d2/d,)’ being the eccentricity of the ellipse. For the case of a

centered circular aperture, dl = d’ = d

M=:,
p=<.

and
12

Rcstric/ions.—In the small-aperture range d,/k <<1 the equivalent
fircuit of Fig. 68-1 is applicable at wavelengths for ~vhich only the
~lominant Hl”-mode can be propagated in both guides. Equations (2a)
and (3a) have been obtained by an integral equation method employing
the small-aperture approximations (c~. Restrictions, Sec. 5.4 b). It is to
be emphasized that the above results apply to apertures in walls of zero
thickness (cj. Chap, 8).

Nuvnerical Results.—The coefficients M,j itf,, and P may be obtained
as a function of d’/d, from the curves in Fig. 5.4-4.

b. Circular Stub Guide.—A symmetrical right-angle T-type junction
of a rectangular and a circular guide coupled by a centered small elliptical
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or circular aperture in a metallic wall of zero thickness (HIO-mode in
rectangular guide, H1l-mode of indicated polarization in circular guide).

General view Side view

FIG, 68-2.

Equivalent-circuit Par-ameters.-.kt the reference

for coupling by a centered elliptical aperture of

or 7r/2,

Y[
E

= 1.051&j
o

*

Yo’ A’. ~’

-JBb

Y. Y.
-jBa jBa

~9 kg

T T

Equivalentcircuit

planes 2’ and T“)
orientation 1#1= O

(4)

(5a)

(5b)

%’%[+-(%+%)1
(6a)

~ ~ h,ab d,
Y, 4.M’

~ <<1, (6b)

and

where the remaining quantities are defined as in Sec. 6,8a.
For the special case of a centered circular aperture with d, = dt = d,

Restrictions.—In the small-aperture range the equivalent circuit is

applicable at wavelengths for which only a single dominant mode can

be propagated in each w’aveguide. The angle @ must be restricted to

O or rr/2 to ensure that only a single H, ~-mode of the above-indicated
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polarization can be propagated in the circular guide. For further

comments note Restrictions in sees. 6.8a and 5.46.
Numerical Resul~s.—The coefficients MI, 412, and P appear as func-

tions of dg/d, in the plots of Fig. 54-4.

6.9. Aperture-coupled T-junction in Rectangular Guide, H-plane.
a. Rectangular .Stub Guide.—.A right-angle T-type junction of two unequal

rectangular guides coupled by a centered small elliptical or circular

aperture in a metallic Wall of zero thickness (HIO-mode in rectangular

g2ides).

T’

1
E

JKILa’

‘T-
, T’

-m &’,g

-4?
jxc

- jXb

Zo jxa jxa 20

X9
*

T

Generalview Wdeview Equivalentcircuit

FIG. 6.9-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters .—For the case of an e~liptical aperture,
oriented as shown in the above
reference planes T and T’ are

z’“ _ ~~a’b’———
z, A,ab ‘

a (azb
—+

~ 7rM

a

()

azb
~=’
2a

~’

X, 2a—.—,
z, A,

figure, the circuit parameters at the

(1)

(2)

‘+2 G-2S)
(3a)

d I
;<<1 (3b)

(4)

(5)

~vhere

M = Ml COS2~ + M2 sin’ ~.

The coefficients MI and Mz are defined in Sec. 54b.

I

I
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SEC. 69] APERTURE-COUPLED T-JUNCTION

Forthe case of acentered circular aperture (d, = d, = d)

and Eq. (2] can

If the reference
lengths, where

M= M,= M,=:,

be written more accurately as

x. (-)4# az d 6

z, = 45 A,IJ 2a

367

(6)

planes !/’ are then shifte.1 a distance A in guide wave-

(7)

the equivalent circuit at the new rcfcucnce planes TA has a vanishing

series reactance X.. Since the shift A is small, the circuit parameters at

the reference planes TA are approximately the same as those at T.

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is applicable in the wavelength
range in which only the H10-mode can be propagated. The circuit param-

eters have been derived by the integral equation method employing

the small-aperture approximations that rdl < h with A not too close to

cutoff of the next higher mode. The restriction to zero wall thickness

is to be emphasized. The power transmitted through a small circular

hole of diameter d in a wall of thickness t is approximately 32.0 t/d db
less than that computed by the above circuit.

Numerical Results.—The coefficients M, and Mz are plotted as a
function of d2/dl in the graph of Fig. 5.4-4.

b. Circular Stub Guide.—A symmetrical H-plane, T-type junction of
a rectangular and a circular guide coupled by a centered small elliptical
or circular aperture in a metallic wall of zero thickness (HIO-mode in
rectangular guide, H1l-mode of indicated polarization in circular guide).

“,,

1,

-jXd J Zo
&

4
jxc

- jXb

Zo jxa jXa Zo
kg X9

T T

General view Top view Equivalent circuit

FIG. 6.9-2,

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At
for the case of an elliptical aperture

the reference plane T and T’,
with orientation .$ = O or T/2,
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where

APERTURE-COUPLED T-JUNCTIONS

Z[ A’TR2

z,
— = 0.952~,

0
x. o
z,= ‘

[SEC. 6.10

(8)

(9)

(lOa)

(lob)

(11)

(12)

M = .M, COS2o + Mz sin’ .$.

For the special case of a circular aperture see comments in Sec. 69a.
Restrictions.-The equivalent circuit is valid in the wavelength

range for which only a single dominant mode can be propagated in each
guide. To ensure that only a single H1l-mode, with polarization as
indicated in Fig. 6.9-2, can be propagated in the circular guide, the angle
o must be restricted to O or 7r/2. Also note Restrictions in Sec. 6.9a.

Numerical Results.—The coefficients MI and M2 are plotted as a
function of d,/d, in the graph of Fig. 5“4-4.

6.10. Aperture-coupled T-junction in Coaxial Guide.—A right-angle

T-type junction of a coaxial and a rectangular guide with coupling by a

small centered elliptical or circular aperture in a metallic wall of zero

thickness (principal mode in coaxial guide, H, O-mode in rectangular guide).

~bd

&

E—

.,-
T’

T

Side sectional view

FIG.G.1O-1.

Equivalent circuit
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Equivalent<ircuit Parameters.—At the reference planes
coupling by a centered elliptical aperture of orientation ~,

where

‘g=+J
The coefficients P and M are defined in Sees. 5.4b and
centered circular aperture

369

T and T’ for

(1)

(2)

(3)

6“8a. For a

~=g,

6
P=;.

Restrictions. -Subject to the provision that d, <<k, the equivalent
circuit is applicable in the wavelength range for which only the principal
mode can be propagated in the coaxial guide and only the HIO-mode in
the rectangular guide. The circuit parameters have been obtained by
an integral equation method employing the small-aperture approxi-
mations mentioned in Sec. 5.4b. In addition it is assumed that the
curvature of the surface containing the aperture has negligible effect.
The restriction to zero thickness is to be emphasized (cf. Chap. 8).

Numerical Results.—The coefficients M,, M,, and P are plotted as a
function of d,/d, in Fig. 5.4-4.

6011. Bifurcation of a Coaxial Line.—A bifurcation of a coaxial guide
by a partition of zero thickness perpendicular to the electric field (princi-
pal mode in all guides).

Cross6ectional view Side view Equivaleo! circuit
Fm. 6.11-1.
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Eq?i ifalrnt-circti it I’a)at)l(’tcts.-.itthe common reference plane T
the equivalent circuit is a series junction of three transmission lines of
characteristic impedances

The location of the refercncc plane 7’ is.

20 = 21+ 22. (1)

gi~-en by

and
.

Sp(z;o,a)= 2( )sin–l 3 — 3 ,
-r’n ?l

,,=1

m.(a)
= XOn(~)= X., JO(XJNO(X.CZ) – NO(x.).JO(x.a) = o,

a—l

with similar definitions for al and aq.
Alternative equivalent circuits at the reference plane 1’, are identical

with the alternative equivalent circuits sho~vn in Sec. 6.4. The values
of the corresponding circuit parameters are given in Eqs. (3) of Sec. 6.4
except that the 2~d/Ao therein is replaced by the 2~d/h of this section.

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuits are valid in the wavelength
range A > 2(c — a) /-yl(c/a) provided the fields are rotationally sym-

metrical. The circuit parameters have been determined by the transform
method and are rigorous in the above range. The approximation (2b)

for ~d/bO is in error by less than 2 per cent provided 2(c – a) /k <0.3.
For c/a <3. the results of this section differ by only a few per cent from

those of Sec. 6.4 provided & and b in the latter are replaced by the X

and bOof this section.
Numerical Results.—The quantity ~d/b, is plotted in Fig. 6.11-2 as a

function of (c – b)/(c – a) = b,/b, }rith 2(c – a)/h as a parameter an’~
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FIG. 6.11-2,—Location of terminal plane T for coaxial bifurcation.
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for c/a = 5. The corresponding plot for c/a = 1 is shown in Fig. 64-3 I

provided the h, and b therein is replaced by the A and bo of this section.
Corresponding values of =d/bO within the range c/a = 1 to 5 differ by at

mosi 10 per cent. The functions A’~(z ;O,a) are tabulated in the Appen-

dix; the roots xO.(a) are tabulated in Table 2.3 (note the a of this section I
is the ratio c of Table 2.3).

I
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CHAPTER 7

EIGHT-TERMINAL STRUCTURES

An arbitrary junction of four accessible waveguides, each propagating
only a single mode, is termed an eight-terminal or four-terminal-pair
waveguide structure. So likewise is termed an arbitrary junction of
three accessible waveguides in one of which two modes can be propagated
while in the remaining two of which only one mode can be propagated.
The over-all description of the propagating modes in such structures is
obtained by representation of the waveguide regions as transmission
lines and by representation of the junction region as an eight-terminal
lumped-constant equivalent circuit. The four transmission lines and
lumped-constant circuit thereby required together comprise an eight-
terminal network indicative of the transmission, reflection, standing-
wave, etc., properties of the over-all structure. The quantitative
description of the transmission lines requires the indication of their
characteristic impedances and propagation wavelengths. For the
description of the eight-terminal lumped-constant circuit it is, in general,
necessary to specify ten circuit parameters and the location of the four
associated terminal planes. This number of required circuit parameters
may be reduced considerably if the structure possesses geometrical
symmetries.

The impedance parameters of the following eight-terminal networks
will be referred to the characteristic impedance of one of the transmission
lines; this is in accord with the fact that only relative impedances are
physically significant in microwave calculations. The equivalent net-
work diagrams of the eight-terminal structures will exhibit explicitly the
choice of characteristic impedances for the transmission lines and the
locations of the relevant terminal planes. The equivalent networks for
the most part will be presented only at those terminal planes which facili-
tate the derivation of the circuit parameters. The transformation to
terminal planes that yield “simple” equivalent networks may be effected
by the technique pointed out in Sec. 3.3.

7.1. Slit Coupling of Rectangular Guides, E-plane.-A junction of
two contiguous rectangular guides of equal dimensions coupled on their

373
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broad sides by a slit in a ~vallof zero thickness. Sides of slit perpendicular
to the electric field (H10-modes

A

General view

in rectangular guides).

T T

%

Y~ Y~
- jB -jB=

Ag -jBb Xg

Y. Y.
- jB -jBa

Ag +jBm Xg

T T

Longitudinal view Equivalent circuit

FIG. 7.1-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the common reference plane T

(la)

(lb)

B.

-( )

‘b~d ’d

Yo—= AgG’
~ <<1,

4b

Bt Be =
To – To - ([[Jo(T)/Ag)]’ ]

(lC)

-(~)211n:+2H+KY

-W+ ’ti)’;(?)} “a)

; <<1, (’b)
9

(2C)

+ 0.0138x4 + . . “ ,
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– 0.0253x4 + . .

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is applicable in the wavelength
range 2b/X0 < 1. Equations (la) and (2a) have been obtained by a
variational method employing static approximations for the electric field
in the slit and are estimated to be correct to within a few per cent for
2b/X0 < 1and d/b <1. Equations (lb) and (2b) have been obtained by

conformal mapping and are exact in the limit 2b/X~ s O. The restriction
to zero thickness should be noted.

Experimental Results.—The equivalent circuit parameters have been
measured at A = 3.20 cm in rectangular guides of dimensions a = 0.90
in. and b = 0.40 in. For a slit of width d = 0.04 in. in a wall of total

thickness 0.03 in., the measured values are

B.
R

= 0.23, ‘b – E“ =
x Y,

0.58.

The theoretical values from Eqs. (la) and (2a) are

B.
F,

= 0.24, ‘b – E“ =
m Y,

0,36.

\

The discrepancy between the theoretical and measured values of Br, may
be accounted for by the effect of wall thickness.

7.2. Small-aperture Coupling of Rectangular Guides, E-plane.-A
junction of two contiguous rectangular guides coupled on their broad
sides by a small circular or elliptical aperture in a wall of zero thickness
(Hi,-modes in rectangular guides).

,4 T T

E’

Y; Y;
- jB~ - jB,,

-jBb
~q ho
Y. Y.

-jk - jBa
Ag +jBC All
T T

General view Longltudmal wew Equwalent circuit

FIG. 7.2-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the common reference plane T the
parameters for a centered elliptical aperture of orientation 1#1are
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where M = M, COS2o + Mz sinz O,

‘;=J+@”

(la)

(2a)

(2b)

(3a)

(3b)

(4)

(5)

The coefficients P, Ml, and M, are defined in Sees. 54b and 6.8a. For
a centered circular aperture of diameter d

P=g,

12
M=;.

If for identical guides (a = a’, b = b’) the aperture dimensions are
so chosen that

B. =
()

h’
&b <<1, i.e., ~ P = >1,

the above junction becomes a directional coupler (Bethe hole). The
latter has the property of not coupling power from guide 1 to guide 3 if
guides 2 and 4 are matched, and conversely.

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is applicable in the wavelength
range 2b/A@ < 1 (b > b’). The circuit parameters have been derived by
an integral equation method employing small-aperture approximations
(cj. Sec. 5.4b). It is to be noted that the above formulas apply only to
the case of a wall of zero thickness.

Numerical Results.—The coefficients P, M,, and M, are plotted as
functions of dz/d, in the graphs of Fig. 5.4-4.

I

i
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7.3. Aperture Coupling of Coaxial Guides.-A junction of two con-
centric coaxial guides coupled by a small aperture in a wall of zero thick-
ness (principal modes in coaxial guides).

General view

Equivalent-circuit
1

plane T

Longitudinal view Equivalent circuti

FIG. 7.3-1.

Parameters.—At the common central reference

For a small elliptical aperture of orientation @

M = M, COS24 + J4z sin2 &

The coefficients P, M,, and Mz are defined in Sees.
For a small circular apertllre of diameter d

5.4b and 6.8a.

(1)

(2)

(3)

(4)

(5)

,
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P=

For a circumferential slit

,
P = =&j

d,

m’
M = $ (6)

of width d~ = d (+ = O and dl = 27rRJ

(7)

~d-/

~ = 1.781,

The susceptance Bb changes sign and hence is capacitive for this case.
Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is applicable in the wavelength

range for which only the principal modes can be propagated. The
circuit parameters have been obtained by an integral equation method
employing small-aperture approximations (cf. Sec. 5.4 b). In addition
the derivation assumes that the apertures are planar in so far as the
higher modes are concerned. It is estimated that the formulas are
reasonably accurate for RZ/R1 < 2 and zd/h < 1. The restriction to
zero wall thickness should be emphasized.

Numerical Results.—Thecoefficients P, M1, and M, forthe case of an

elliptical aperture are plotted in the graphs of Fig. 5.4-4.

7.4. Slit Coupling of Rectangular Guides, H-plane.-A junction of

tlwo contiguous rectangular guides of equal heights coupled on their
narrow sides by a slit in a ~vall of zero thickness. Sides of slit parallel to
electric field (H10-modes in rectangular guides).

General view ToP view Equivalent c,rcuit

FIG. 7.4-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the common central reference
planes 2’

z;
z“

——

——

(1)

(2a)
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% ‘:[(3’+(’‘W
Xb

()

a4a2
—zS— — ,
z, A, rd

d <<a,

xc _xa 2
z–z,

()

, 37
1+ :

()

3
X’=g; .
z

(2b)

(3a)

(3b)

(4),

(5)

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is applicable in the wavelength
range a < X < 2a’ (if a > a’). Equations (2a) and (3a) have been
derived by an integral equation method employing the small-aperture
approximations rd/A <<1, etc. It is to be emphasized that the formulas
apply to slits in a wall of zero thickness.

7.5. Aperture Coupling of Rectangular Guides, H-plsne.-A junction
of two contiguous rectangular guides coupled on their narrow sides by
a small elliptical or circular aperture in a wall of zero thickness (H10-modes
in rectangular guides).

General view Top view

klG. 75-1.

Equivalent circuit

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the common reference planes T for

the case of an elliptical aperture ~vith orientation o

X* a3b

z, = A,IT.11’
C?l<< a, (3b)
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x.=x. 2

z z

()

, 3’
1+:

(4)

()x~=::’,% (5) ‘

where
M = M, Cosz ~ + M, sin’ O,

with the coefficients MI and Mt defined as in Sec. 5.4b.

For a circular aperture of diameter d,

M=;

and
.x. _
z -%KX1+3” (6)

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is applicable in the wavelength
range a < x < 2a. The circuit parameters have been derived by an
integral equation method employing small-aperture approximations (cj.
Sec. 5“4b). The restriction to zero wall thickness is to be emphasized.

Numerical Results.—The coefficients Ml and M, are plotted vs.
d,/d, in the graph of Fig. 5.4-4.

7.6. O“ Y-junction, E-plane.-A symmetrical bifurcation of a rec-
tangular guide by a partition of zero thickness perpendicular to the direc-
tion of the electric field (HIO-mode in all guides, also H1l- and ElI-mode
in large guide).

t
E

E
t----~+ T, T,

Crosssectionalview Sideview Equivalentcircuit

FIG. 7%-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At T, the reference plane for the
H ,0-modes in guides 1, 2, and 3; and at T; the reference plane for the H,,-

and E1 l-modes in guide 1‘ the equivalent network can he represented as
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a hybrid coil junction (cf. Fig. 3. 18b of Sec. 3.3) of four transmission lines

whose characteristic admittance ratios are

Y, Y, ~ 3_ 2A;—.— .,
Y, YI Y, A,

The terminal planes T, and T; are located at distances d and d’ given by

2zd

h,‘= ‘= ’(sin-’? -?1n2)-s,(:;””)+ 2s2f+’00) ‘1’)

2rd
A,

—=0=
‘(sin-’? -%n2) -0202&)J

(lb)

2rd’

A; (
—=19’.2 sin–l—

) E;10)+2s2R;~]0)’~~hf–~~n2 –s,0
(2a)

‘rd’ = ~,
~ ( – ?1n2)-0’84(?)-0300RY’= 2 ‘in-’ GA; –

(’b)

where

and

T

Ix
Y, jBb Y2

b

j2(BC-l?h) -J(BO-Bb)
kg

-i ~
Y3

]Bb Y,’ X;T -j(B@-Bb)

hg Ag

T T

01 3
Y,

2

kg

T

T

k
Y2

1 -j2(Ba-Bb) kg

4

j2 (BC-Bb j2Bb Y3
1

Y; A’g ~ kg

T
FIG. 76-2.

If T is chosen as the reference plane for all guides, the alternative
equivalent circuits shown in Fig. 7“6-2 are obtained. At the terminal
plane T

B.
l+#tan Otan O’

o
T, =

P (3a)

tan O – ~ tan e’
9



or 7rli
T

1.25

1:15

1.05

,1

0.95

0.85

0.75

0.65
0.5 0.6 0.7 ~ 0.8 0.9 1.0

Ag

FIG. 76-3.-Location of terminal planes T, and T’, {or E-plane bifurcation

..
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Bb = sec Osec 0’
Tl

J (3b)
tan 9 – ~ t)an 0’

9

B.
I+#tan Otan t?’

u
z=

(3C)
tan e – + tan 0’

0

The numbers beside the windings of the ideal transformers in Figs.

7.6-1 and 7.6-2 are indicative of the turns ratios.

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is applicable in the wavelength

range 2b < A, < 4b. The circuit parameters have been obtained by
the transform method and are rigorous in the above range. The approxi-
mations (lb) and (2b) agree with Eqs. (la) and (2a), respectively,

to within 10 per cent provided 2b/k. <0.8. It should be emphasized
that the line of characteristic admittance Y; represents both the H1l- and
E,,-mode. Consequently, the indicated equivalent circuits are applicable
only if the terminal impedances in this line are the same for both the
H,,- and ,E,,-modes.

Numerical Results.—In Fig. 7.6-3 the quantities ~d/b and rd’/b are

plotted as functions of 2b/h0. The Sz(x ;a,O) function is tabulated in the
Appendix.

7.7. 0° Y-Junction, H-plane.-A symmetrical bifurcation of a rec-
tangular guide by a partition of zero thickness parallel to the electric field
(H,,-mode in all rectangular guides, in addition, Hj,-mode in large
rectangular guide).

I
,! 1 -i

T; T1 T

T,

E

1
Z*

z; X’g hg

T; Z3
1

Ag

T,

Cross sectional view Top view Equivalent circuit
FIG.7.7-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the reference planes T, and T; the
equivalent network is a hybrid coil junction (cf. Fig. 3. 18b of Sec. 3.3)
of four transmission lines whose characteristic impedance ratios are

Z2=$=2 3=$.
z, Z2 ,

(1)

The locations of the reference planes TI for the Hz,-mode in guide 1 and
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the HIO-modes in guides 2 and 3, and of the reference plane 7’( for the HIO-

mode in guide 1’ are given by

O = ~ = z(2 in 2 – 1) – 2S,(Z;1,0) + S,(2Z;2,0), (2)
o

,,=x
h;

= z’(2 in 2 – 1) – 2SZ(Z’;O.5,0) + S3(2Z’; l,()), (3)

where

421 Ag

:-0

j(xa-xb ) ~

3(xix~) -J(x,ixb)
2 2 7 Z3

jXb 3(XC -Xb )

Ag

z; T

FIG. 7.7-2.

Alternative equivalent circuits at the common reference plane T for all
guides are shown in Fig. 7.7-2. The corresponding circuit parameters are

2X.
l+~tan Otan O’

9
Z2 = h,

~ tan 8’ – tan e
o ‘)

‘i?Xb sec O sec f?’
Z2 = A,

~ tan 0’ – tan O
0 ‘}

2X.
l+}tantltanf3’

0
Z=AQ

.

~ tan 0’ – tan e
9 )

(4)

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is valid in the range

0.5< a/A <0.75.
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The circuit parameters have lmm obtained by the transform method and

are rigorolls in the above range.

Numerical Results.-lrigurc 7.7-3 contains graphs of rrd/a and rrd’/a

as functions of a/A in the range 0.5 < a/X < 0.75. A number of the LS.V

functions are tahlllatcd in the ,ippcmlix.
7.8. Magic-Tee (Hybrid) Junction.—A magic-T-junction of four

identical gllidcs comprising an E- an(l II-plane T-junction with a common
plane of symmetry (Hlo-mo(lc in all rcctangulor guides).

,lp]iz&:.$x#
-a T

Z. z!)

T T
Side View Top View Equivalent Circuit

IJIG, 7.s-1,

Ilrpcrimental Results,—lIcasurcmcnts taken at a wavclcmgth of
x = 3,20 cm ~vith rcct,angular guides of dimensions a = 0.90 in. and
b = 0.-40 in. yield the folloiving datu at the indicated terminal planes:

X.

z,
— = 034, ; = 0,{)3,

,

.1-,, r

z“
—= 1.30, ; = (),92,

J

.Yc ,

z,
— = 0.18, ~ = 1.27.

I



CHAPTER 8

COMPOSITE STRUCTURES

i The microwave structures to be described in this chapter are not of the
same character as the elementary discontinuities and waveguides con-
sidered in previous chapters. They are instead composite structures
whose network representations comprise a variety of elementary lumped-
constant circuits and transmission lines. In contrast to the case of the
elementary structures it is not necessary to solve any field problems to
determine the network parameters of composite structures. These
parameters may be calculated by straightforward microwave network
analysis from the parameters descriptive of the elementary structures.
In the following the over-all parameters of a number of composite struc-

1 tures will be derived to illustrate both the use and the results of such
> network analyses.

Uniform waveguides partially filled with dielectric or metallic slabs
represent an important class of composite microwave structures. The

I
determination of the propagation constants of the modes capable of
propagating along such waveguides usually constitutes the chief problem
of interest. This problem may be phrased alternatively as that of

I finding the cutoff, or resonant, frequencies of the waveguide cross section;
the knowledge of these implies that of the mode propagation constants
[cj. Eqs. (1.1 lb)]. If the waveguide crosssection possesses an appropriate

I geometrical symmetry, the characteristics of the propagating modes may
be determined by regarding not the longitudinal guide axis but rather
one of the transverse directions perpendicular thereto as a transmission,
direction, The composite transmission structure so defined is completely
equivalent to the original guide; it is composed in general of elementary
discontinuities and waveguides and is terminated by the guide walls, if

I
any. The desired frequencies may be ascertained by simple microwave
network analysis of the “ transverse equivalent network” representative
of the desired mode in the above composite structure. The resonant

, 387
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I
frequencies arethose frequencies for which thetotal admittance looking
in both directions at any point of the transverse equivalent network

vanishes. If the transverse network possesses symmetries, such reso-
[

nance calculations may be simplified considerably by use of bisection

theorems. ,
Although the propagation constants of any mode can be calculated

by use of the appropriate transverse network, the results presented below

will refer for the most part to the dominant mode, The latter will be

designated as an II- or H-type mode depending on whether the dominant

mode in the unperturbed guide without metallic or dielectric slabs is an

E- or H-mode. No general effort will be made to extend the results to

structures containing dissipative dielectrics or metals although this can

be done in a manner formally identical with the nondissipative case; in

the dissipative case one finds complex rather than real resonant fre-

quencies and hence complex rather than real propagation constants. The

determination of the resonant frequencies of a composite waveguide ‘

cavity will not be considered explicitly, as it follows readily from that for

the corresponding composite waveguide, of which it represents a special

case.

Another important type of composite microwave structure to be

described below is provided by a junction of two waveguides coupled by a ,

slit or aperture in a wall of finite thickness. The modification in the net-

work representation introduced by the effect of wall thickness requires

the representation of the coupling wall as a transmission line whose length

is equal to the wall thickness. The over-all network is then a composite

of the circuits representative of coupling into and out of an infinitely

thick coupling wall and of the transmission line representative of the

coupling wall itself. The calculation of the over-all network parameters

is effected by a simple network analysis. Although the above composite

representation of thickness effects is rigorous only for coupling walls

whose thickness is large compared with aperture dimensions, it is never-

theless surprisingly accurate for much smaller wall thickness.

PROPAGATION IN COMPOSITE GUIDES

8.1. Rectangular Guide with Dielectric Slabs Parallel to E.—A uni-

form rectangular guide containing two dielectric slabs, the sides of which
I

are parallel to the electric field (dominant mode in dielectric-filled guide).

I

d
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Equivalent netwcrk Equivalent network

(a) (b)
FIG. 8.1-1.

Equivalent Network Results.—At the reference plane T the equivalent

transverse network for the dominant mode in the guide of Fig. 8. l-la

consists merely of a junction of a short- and an open-circuited uniform

H-mode transmission line. The propagation wavelength A, of the
dominant mode is determined by the resonant condition

()2. a–d
ZOI tan ~1 ~

=2 Cot%g,
02

c AC22
where

(1)

(2)

the quantities C; and c; being the relative dielectric constants of the two

media; AOis the free-space wavelength.

At the reference plane T the equivalent transverse network for the

dominant mode in the guide of Fig. 8.1-lb is a junction of two short-

1
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0.4

0.2

0 I !
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FIG. 81-2.-Propagation characteristics of rectangular guide with dielectric slabs 1]E.
Central slab of dielectric constant CZ.

1.6

1.4

1.2

1.0

0.8
h
%

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

I

o 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0.5 0.6 0.7 0.8 0.9
&

1.0 1.1

A.
FIQ. 8.1-3.—Propagation characteristics of rectangular guide with dielectric slabs II E.

SlaMof dlelectnc constant C2at one side,
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circuited H-mode uniform transmission lines. The propagation wave-

length h. of the dominant mode is obtained in this case from the resonant

condition

ZO, tan ~ (a – d) = –Z02 tan 2: d, (3)
. ,

where the various quantities are defined as in Eq. (2).
Restrictions. —Equations (1) and (3) are rigorous provided the con-

ductivityy of the guide walls is infinite. These equations are also
applicable when the slabs are dissipative and characterized by a complex
dielectric constant; in this event k, is complex. Equation (1) applies as
well to the higher-order modes of the H~O typeif m is odd; when m is even,
the cotangent function should be replaced by its negative inverse.

Numerical Results.—The ratio Al/h, (h, = AO/~~), as computed from
a numerical solution of Eq. (1) for X,l/h.z, is plotted in the graph of Fig.
8.1-2 as a function of a/k, for various values of d/a. A corresponding
plot for Eq. (3) is contained in Fig. 8.1-3. In both cases the data apply
to nondissipative dielectric slabs with c~/c~ = 2.45.

8.2. Rectangular Guide with Dielectric Slabs Perpendicular to E.—
A uniform rectangular guide containing two parallel dielectric slabs, the
sides of which are perpendicular to the electric field (dominant mode in
dielectric-filled rectangular guide).

T

~
T

I

EL T

c1

zo~ z~~

%b

‘~
A Acl XC2

-+ b-$ d ~

~d

Ld

Longitudinal view Cross sectional view Equivalent network

FIG, S.2-1.

Equivalent Network Results.—At the reference plane T the equivalent
transverse network for the dominant mode is a shunt arrangement of two
short-circuited uniform -E-mode transmission lines. The propagation
wavelength Ag of the dominant mode is determined from the resonance
condition

I
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ZO,tan~~(b –d)+ ZO, tan~, d = O,
c

where

“’”m’

(1)
I

!
(2)

the quantities{ and c; being the relative dielectric constants of the two
media. Inexplicit, but approximate, expression for ho is

(3)

Restrictions. —Equation (1) isrigorous and subject only totherestric-

tion that the guide walls are perfectly conducting. This result applies

as well to dissipative dielectrics that are characterized by complex

dielectric constants. Equation (3) is an approximate solution for the

lowest root of Eq. (1) and is valid intherange for which 27r(b – d)/h,l

and 2ird/h.Z << 1. It should be noted that the dominant mode in the
dielectric-filled guide has components of both E and H in the direction of
propagation.

FIQ.

1.6 -

1.2

~ 0.8

0.4 ~

o
0 0.1 0.2 0.3 0.4 0,5 0.6 0.7

h
xl

82-2.-Propagation characteristics of rectangular guide with dielectric slabs J-E.

$
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Numerical Results.—The ratio
i,/Ao(kl = hO/fi,), as obtained
by numerical solution of Eq. (1)
for h.1/i,z, is plotted as a function
of b/X1 in Fig. 82-2fort hespecial
case b/a = 0.45, d/b = 0.5, and
e;/t; = 2.45. In addition Fig.
8“2-3 contains graphs of A,/A, vs.
d/b for d/b = 0.31 and 0.40 with
the same values for b/a and t~/e~
as above.

)

I

I

8.3. Circular Guide with Die-
lectric Cylinders.-A uniform cir-
cular guide containing two concen-
tric dielectric cylinders (dominant
angularly symmetric EO- or HO-
mode in dielectric-filled circular
guide).

Longitudinal view

1.6

1.4

1.2

0.8

0.6

0.4

/

fpo.4Q.
/

/ /

/

o 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0
&
b

FIG. S.2.3.—Propagation characteristics of
rectangular guide with dielectrm slabs 1 E.

Cross sectional viewr Equivalent network
FIG. 83-1.

Equivalent Network Results.—At the reference plane T the equivalent
transverse network for the dominant EO-mode consists of a shunt junction
of an open-circuited and a short-circuited E-type radial transmission
line. The propagation wavelength ~, of the dominant EO-mode is
determined from the resonance condition

YOITn(z,,O) = – YO, ct(z~,z~) (1)
where

-/

!
()

ho 2
Yo, _ d~cl = 4

.52—
~

Y02 – ,;XC2 ~

o

Ao 2’
(2)

~; —
~



ancl the radial

in I@. (1.70).

PI{OP.lG.’1 Tlolv

2rra

“ = rl’

tangent and cotangent functions Tn and
The quantities (: and c; are the relative

I

ct are defined
dielectric con-

stants of the two media; AOis the free-space wavelength.

‘At the reference plane T the equivalent trans~’e~se network for the

dominant Ho-mode is a shunt junction of an open-circuited and a short-
circuited H-type radial transmission line. The propagation wavelength
~, of this mode is obtained from

(3)

(4)

and the remaining quantities are defined as ab~ve.
Restrictions.—llquations (1) and (3) are rigorous, subject only to the

restriction that the guide walls are perfectly conducting. The roots
of these equations determine the propagation ~vavelengths of all modes
}vith no angular dependence.

Numerical Results.—The values of the radial functions Tn and ct for
real arguments are given in Sec. 17 (Table 1.3 and Figs. 1.10 and 11 1).
W’ith this knoJvledge the transcendental equations (1) and (3) can be
solved graphically.

A convenient procedure is to assume values for X,/A. (k, = X,/@),
compute k.,/A.~ by Eq. (2) or (4), numerically sol~-e Eq. (1) or (3) for,
say, b/x,,, and then compute the corresponding value of A1/2b, 11~-mode
propagation curves of A,/A,, (k, = ko/ ~~) vs. h,/2b }vith cZ/C,as a param-
eter are shown in Fig. 83-2 for the special case b/a = 2. In Fig. 8.3-3
E,-mode curves of x,/A,, vs. k,/2b }vith b/a as a parameter are plotted for
cz/c, = 2.54.’ It should be noted that, when A,/x, > 1, imaginary

1Cf. R. F,.Staehler,“ Determinationof propagationConstantsby Radial Trans-
mission Line Theory, ” Master’s Thesis, Polytechnic Institute of Brooklyn, 1948.

f
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FIG. 83-2.-Propagation characteristics of Eo-mode in circular guide with dielectric cylin-
ders (b/a = 2)

FIG. 83-3.-Propagation

&
z

characteristics of Ea-rn ode iu

ryhnders (dcl = 2.54).

2.0 25

circular guide with dielectric
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values of ZI are possible; this corresponds for C2> c1, to critical reflection
in dielectric c1and to the propagation of most of the power in dielectric ct.

8.4. Coaxial Guide with Dielectric Cylinders.-A uniform coaxial
guide containing two concentric dielectric cylinders (principal mode in
dielectric-filled coaxial guide).

ElYol(?-) Y02(T)

Acl T ~cz

L
-b A

L-----c+
Longitudinal view Crosssectional view Equivalent network

FIG. S.4-1.

Equivalent Network Results.—At the reference plane T the transverse

equivalent network is a shunt arrangement of two short-circuited ~-type

radial transmission lines of cliff erent characteristic admit t antes. The

propagation wavelengths AOof the principal mode in the dielectric-filled

guide is determined from the resonant condition

Y,, Ct(%zl) = Y02 Ct(z;,z:), (1)

where

The radial cotangent function ct (zjg) is defined in Eqs. (1.70). The

quantities c; and c; are the relative dielectric constants of the two regions;

AOis the free-space wavelength.

The propagation wavelength of the principal mode is given approxi-

mately as

where

(2)
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A=l,

Restrictions .—Equation (1) is rigorous and has been obtained by

equating the input admittances of the two short-circuited radial lines

that comprise the over-all transverse network. Equation (2) is an

approximate solution for the lowest root of Eq. (1) valid in the low-

frequency range 2~b/ic, and 27rc/A., < 1. It is assumed that no dissipa-

tion exists either in the dielectric or in the guide walls, although the

results can be readily modified to include the effects of dissipation.

Equation (1) applies equally well to all n-modes with no angular

dependence.

Numerical Results.—Numerical values as well as a plot of the function
ct (zjy) for real values of the arguments are given in Sec. 1.7, Table 1.3
If this function is also computed for imaginary arguments, Eq. (1) can be
solved graphically.’ An approximate solution of Eq. (2) is obtained on
placing A = 1; the value of XO/h, so obtained can be inserted into the
expression for .4 to obtain a more accurate value of A, etc.

8.5. Rectangular Guide with “Nonradiating” Slit.—A rectangular
guide with a centered longitudinal slit on its broad side (HIO-mode in
unperturbed rectangular guide).

-H--

u8J-
1 t

i

I
I
I T
I
I b

E I
I L

T

Cross sectional view

FrG. S.5-1.
I Ibid. (see sec. 8.3).

D
Y.

-jBa

AC T

l-,-d
Equivalent network
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Equivalent Network Results.—The relative change AA,/AO in guide

wavelength produced by the presence of the slit is determined from the

resonance condition

for the total transverse admittance at the reference plane T.
For a wall of zero thickness (t = O)

(1)

(2)

as given in Eq. (2b) of Sec. 6.2. Therefore from Eq. (1) it follows that

the fractional increase in guide wavelength is

(-)Ahg zd’ A, ‘ d
—=—
h, 16ab 2a ‘

~ <<1,

where

, For a wall of large thickness (t>> d)

as obtained from Eq. (2b) of Sec. 6.1 by
plane. Therefore, in this case

(3)

d
& <<1, (4)

an appropriate shift in reference

d
~ <<1. (5)

Restrictions.—The equivalent network is valid in the wavelength range

2b/X. < 1. Equation (1) is the rigorous condition for the determination
of the cutoff wavelength provided the correct value for the junction
admittance is employed. Equations (2) and (4) are approximate
expressions for the junction susceptance in the range d/b << 1; these
expressions neglect the radiation conductance and to a first order are
independent of the external geometry. Equations (3) and (5) give the
first-order change Ahg in the unperturbed guide wavelength ~. and are
applicable in the small slit range c1/b <<1 and i not too close to the cutoff
wavelength of the next higher mode.
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8.6. Rectangular Guides with Ridges. -A uniform rectangular guide
with a centered rectangular ridge on one or both of its wide sides (HnO-
mode in unperturbed rectangular guide).

t
E

I
E

Double ridge guide

=:;~l,, -, ,

r E7%-- d

Ull1’ml

Single ridge guide

Crosssectional view Equivalent network
FIG. 8,6-1.

Equivalent Network Results.—On consideration of the cross-sectional
symmetry, it is evident that the equivalent transverse network for the
dominant mode consists simply of a junction capacitance shunted by
two H-mode transmission lines with open- and short-circuit terminations,

1respectively. The propagation wavelength k, of the dominant mode is
determined by the resonance condition (at the reference plane 2’)

~Otan~a’ t~O–cot~(a–a’)=O,
c c

where

For the double-ridge guide with a’ = O

I

(1)

B lJ
— = same as ~ the — of Eqs. (2) of Sec. 5.la provided d and Xatherein
Yo Y,

are replaced by b’ and ~. of this section. (2)
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With finite a’ but (a – a’) /2b’ >>1

B B
— = same as the — of Eqs. (2) of Sec. 5“26a provided A~ therein is
Yo Y,

replaced by A, of this section. (3)

For the single-ridge guide A./2 should be inserted for X. in both Eqs. (2)

and (3). Equation (1) yields the same k. for both the single- and double-

ridge guides if the gap height b’ of the former is one-half the gap height b’

of the latter.
Restrictions.—The equivalent network is valid in the wavelength

range 2b/A. < 1 for the single ridge and b/X. < 1 for the double ridge.
In the nondissipative case Eq. (1) is the rigorous condition for the deter-
mination of the cutoff wavelengths ~. for the odd HmOmodes. * Equa-
tions (2) and (3) for the junction susceptance B/Yo are subject to the
restrictions indicated in Sees. 5”1 and 5.26. In addition these equations
are subject to the proviso that no higher-mode interaction exist between
the ridge and the narrow side of the guide; this is approximately the case
if (a — a’)/2b’ >> 1. If a’/b’ <1, see Sec. 8.8.

Numerical Results.—The junction susceptances B/YO of Eqs. (2) and
(3) are plotted in Figs. 5“14 and 526-3. Numerical solutions of the
transcendental equation (1) are tabulated below, wherein the quantity
X./a appears as a function of a’/a with b’/b as a parameter. The tables

refer both to the case b/a = 0.25 for the single-ridge guide and to
b/a = 0.5 for the double-ridge guide.

I

~
! b’/b = 0.1

a’/a

0.00
0.05
0.10
0.15
020
0.30
0.40
0.50
0 60
0 70
0 80
0.90
1.00

A./a

3.062
3.652
4.111
4.500
4.763
5.164
5.368
5 397
5.255
4.927
4.369
3.485
2.000

CUTOFF WAVELENGTH OF H,, MODE

b’lb = 0.15

0.00
0,10
0.20
0.25
0.30
0.40
0.50
0.60

A./a

2.925
3 623
4.085
4.248
4,370
4.509
4.518
4.396

b’/b = 0.20

a’ja

0.0

0.1

0.2
0.3
0.333
04
0.5
0.6

A./a

2.747
3.286
3.646
3.869
3.917
3 976
3 977
3.871

b’/b = 0.25

a’/a

0.0
0.1
0.2
0.25
0.3
0.333
0.4
05

—
A=/a

2.636
3.060
3.349
3.453
3 52!)
3 567
3 614
3 609

* For n even the tangent functioll in 13q. (1) is to be replaced by the cotfingent.
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CUTOFF WAVELENGTH OF H,, MODE (Continued)

b’/b =0.3 b’lb =0,4b’/b = 0,35 b’/b = 0,5

a’/a

000

0 10

0 20
0 25
0 30
0 40
0 50
0 60

A./a

2 505
2 736
2 936
3.008
3.063
3 121
3 114
3.039

a’/a

0.0
010
0 20
0 25
0 30
0 40
050

he/a
——

2 374

2.613

2 785

2.847
2 893

2 942
2 935

a’/a

0.0
0.1
0.2
0 25
03
0.4
0.5

a’/a

000

0 10

0 20
0.25
0 30
0.40
0.50

Acja

2 536
2.881
3 121
3.205
3.270
3.339
3 332

A./a

2 268
2.435
2 559
2 604
2 638
2 673
2.666

b’/b =0.1 b’~b =0.15 b’lb = 0.2 b’[b =0.25

At/a

1000
0 ’329
0884
0.889
0 920
0 952
1 032
1,157

a’/a A./a

1.000
0 911

0 831

0 804

0 815

0943
1.107
1 266
1 405
1 503
1.519
1 488
1000

a’ja

00
01
02
0 25
0.3
04
05
0.6

A./a

1000
0 917

0 851

0 841
0 867
0 993
1 139
1.276

a’/a

00
01
02
03
0 333
04
05
06

X./a

1000

0.924

0 869
0 898
0.933
1 019
1 157
1.281

a’/a

0.0
0.1
02
0 25
03
0 333
04
0.5

0.0
01
02
0 275
0.3
04
05
06
07
0.8
0 85
09
10

(

b’/b =0.3 I b’/b=O35 I b’/b=O4 b’/b = 0.5

a’/a A./a

00 1 (!00
01 0 956
02 0956
0 25 0 942
0.3 0 961

04 1 024
05 1 095

L./a a’/a A</a a’/a

1000 00
0 940 01
0 908 02

0 915 0.25
() 941 03
1 031 04
1 128 05
1 210

A./a

1000
0.946
0 918
0 926
0 95(3

1.031
I 122

1000 0.0
0.935 0.1
0 898 02
0 909 0 25
0 941 03
1 045 04
1.159 0.5

0.6

00
01
0.2
025
0.3
04
0.5
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CUTOFF WAVELENGTHOF H,, h~ODE

b’lb =0,1

a’ /a

00
01
0.2
0.3
04
05
06
07
08
0.9
0.95
1.0

0.880
0 856
0 781
0 695
0 612
0 590
0 666
0 753
0 833
0.885
0 864
0 667

b’/b = 0.2

00
0.1
02
03
0 333
04
05
06

O 867
0 834
0 768
0.692
0.667
0 625
0 633
0.688

b’lb = 0.25

a’/a

0.0
01
02
03
0 333
04
0.5

A./a

0.858
0 825
0.762
0.690
0.667
0.631
0 647

* Computations by W. E. Wailer, S. Hopfer, M. Sucher, Report of Polytechnic Reaearcb and
Development Co.

8.7. Rectangular Guide with Resistive Strip.—A uniform rectangular
guide with a central resistive strip of zero thickness parallel to the
electric field (HI O-mode in unperturbed rectangular guide).

I
E

t-”~=
/ //// /
/

//////’/// /
T

Cross sectional view Equivalent network
l%. 8.7-1.

Equivalent Network Results.—The equivalent transverse network

indicative of the propagating characteristics of the dominant mode com-
1

prises an H-mode transmission line short-circuited at one end and

terminated at its other end by twice the resistance R (in ohms per unit

square) of the resistive strip. The complex cutoff wave number k. of

the dominant mode is given by the resonant condition

[

(i)

I
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where

20={; =377} ohms.

By decomposition into real and imaginary parts Eq. (1) can be rewritten
as

_A&2 = tan ~,(1 – tanh’ ~J

1 + tanz ~, tanhz ~z’

~L, = tanh ~,(1 + tan’ ~J
1 + tanz ~, tanhz ~2’

which implies that

k,a
= h + jt2,

()

~=g g2
T <7ra”

The propagation wavelength ~, and attenuation constant
dominant mode follow as

(2a)

(2b)

(2C)

a of the

(3a)

(3b)

Restrictions.—The equivalent transverse network is applicable to the

computation of the characteristics of the dominant mode in the entire

wavelength range. Equation (1) is the rigorous equation for the deter-

mination of the cutoff frequency and has been obtained by equating to

zero the total impedance at the central reference plane T. The form of
Eqs. (2) and (3) has been adapted for computations in the wavelength
range in which only the dominant mode can be propagated (7r/2 < $1 < r).
It is assumed that the resistive strip has a zero thickness; the effect of
thickness can be taken into account as in Sec. 8.1. It is further assumed
that there is good electrical contact betweeen the strip and the top and
bottom walls of the guide.

Numerical Results.—For purposes of computation, values of ~, are
assumed and the corresponding values of ~z and A are computed from



T
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/

Eqs. (2c), (2a), and (2b), respectively. The quantities A, and a may be
evaluated with the aid of the graph in Fig. 1.7.

THICKNESS EFFECTS I
8.8. Capacitive Obstacles of Large Thickness. a. Window Formed

by Two Obstacles.—Window formed by obstacles of large thickness with
edges perpendicular to the electric field (H IO-mode in rectangular guides).

Frontview Sde view Equivalentcircuit
FIG. 8.8-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At

where

and

the reference planes T

+2 A+ A’+2C

1
.4A! – CZ ‘ (3a)

1
~z) 4 J a << 1, t>>ii, (3b)

,=l+J=(g ,+3a2

‘=(=)l_J1_(:)-l -a2’

‘4, =(l+a)’’a’+dl -(:Yco’h(Jl -(:)’$ , 3+.,,

= T:J,:(–)(J, -(:)22) ‘ -“2

()
2

c=~–1
b’

1–(I2
~=—.

b

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is valid in the range b/X, <1.

The above ,equations have been obtained by the equivalent static method ~
with the two lowest modes in each guide treated accurately. Equation
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(2) isinerror bylessthan 2 percent. Equation (3a) for B,/ YO isin
error by less than 5 per cent for a < 0.5, b/AO < 1, and for all values of
t; fora < 0.7theerror is less than 10 percent. Fora > 0.5Eq. (3a) is
in error by less than 5 per cent when t/b’ > 0.3; for t/b’ z 1 the error is

less than 1 percent forall values of a. Equation (3b) is an asymptotic

expansion of Eq. (3a) that agrees with the latter to within 5 per cent if

a < 0.6, b/h, < 0.5, and t/b’ > 1. For a <0,5 it is to be noted that
B,/Y, ranges from its value at t = O of one-half the susceptance of a
window of zero thickness (Sec. 5.1) to a value for t/b’ > 1 equal to the

junction susceptance for a change of height (Sec. 5.26), the latter value

being less than 10 percent greater than the former.

Numerical Results. —Curves of B, X,/YOb as a function of t/b have

been plotted for several values of sand b/A. in Fig. 8.s-4. Curves for

other values of aandb/~, may beapproximated by employing the results

of theknown limiting casest = O (see Sec. 5.1) andt = m (see Sec. 5.26).

b. Window Formed by One Obstacle.—Window formed by an obstacle
of large thickness with edges perpendicular to the electric field (HIO-mode
in rectangular guide).

Frontview Sidewew Equivalentcircuit
FIG. SS-2.

Equivalent-circuil Parameters. —Same as in Sec. 8.8a except that
I, is replaced by ~,/2.

Re.sb-ictions.-Same as in Sec. 8.8a except that ~, is replaced by
Ag/2.

Numerical Results. —Same as in Sec. 8.8a except that ho is replaced by
Ao/2.

I
c. Symmetrical Obstacle.—A symmetrical obstacle of large thickness

~vith edges perpendicular to the electric field (H IO-mode in rectangular

guide).
I

!F4;I IMP ‘O*’Q

T T T T

\ Front view Sideview Equivalentcircuit
FIG.8.8-3,

I
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Equivalent-circuit Parameters. —Sameasin Sec. 8.8a,

Restrictions. —Same as in Sec. 8.8a.
Numerical Results, —Sameasin Sec. 88a.

2.2

1.8

1.4

AgB,

bYO

1.0

0.6

0.2

$= 0.6

/
;=0.3
\

+’=0.7 +9= 0.6

~.=o

I kg1 1
0 0.2 0.4 0.6

qb

FIG.S%-4.-Zeroto infinite thickness variation of junction susceptance B,,
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8.9. Inductive Obstacles of Large Thickness. a. Window Formed by
Two Obstacles.—A window formed by two rectangular obstacles of large

thickness with edges parallel to the electric field (1110-mode in rectangular

guides).

T ,0 ‘“b ,0

I~t+

n

-l’a -JBa

/...,:KY,... ;’ :
T T

CrossSect(onalview Topview Equivalentcircuit
FIG. 8.9-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the reference planes T

BBQ=— T(t + 2t)

Y, Yo
– go tan ~, , (1)

B~ Y; 27r(t + 21), o—.—
Y, Y, ‘SC A:

(2)

where
YO=~
z 20 = same as in Eqs. (1) of Sec. 5.24a,

Yo=x
B 70

= same as in Eqs. (2) of Sec. 5.24a,

1
– = same as in Eqs. (3) of Sec. 5.24a,
a

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is valid in the wavelength range
0,5< a/A < 1.5. Equations (1) and (2) have been obtained from the
results of Sec. 5.24 by standard transmission-line analysis and are subject
to the restriction that t >> a’. This restriction is not serious; for when
~ < a’, the relative reactance X/ZO varies between the value given and

twice the value for t = O given in Sec. 5.2; the two values are within
about 20 per cent of each other. For further restrictions see Sec. 5.24a.
If k > 2a’, h~ becomes imaginary but the circuit is still applicable.

Numerical Results,—The quantities Z~/Zo, X/Zo, and l/a may be
obtained from the graphs in Figs. 524-2 and 5.24-3.
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b. Window Formed by One Obstacle.—A window formed by a single
rectangular obstacle of large thickness with edges parallel to the electric
field (H, O-mode in rectangular guides).

l—~~ ‘ ‘
Crosssectionalview Topwew

FIG. S9-2.

d--b
T T

Equivalentcircuil

Equivalent-circuit Parameters. —Same as in Sec. 8.9a except that
all parameters are to be determined from Eqs. (4) to (6) of Sec. 5.24b
rather than Eqs. (1) to (3) of Sec. 5.24a.

Restrictions.—The equivalent circuit is valid in the wavelength range
0.5< a/i < 1.0. See Restrictions under Secs.8.9aand5.24b.

Numerical Results.—The quantities Z~/ZO, X/Z,, and l/a of this
section may be obtained from the graphs in Figs. 5.24-5 and 5.24-6.

8.10. Thick Circular Wtidow.-A centered circular ~vindo~vin a thick
metallic plate transverse to the axis of a rectangular guide (HIO-mode in
rectangular guide).

- jBb

~~ xY. -jBa -jBa YO

1~

*a-l T, Tz T] Tp

Cross sectional view Side view Equivalent circuit
FIG. S.1O-1.

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—At the reference planes T, and Tz

where
YJ
Yo

= same as in Eqs. (1) of Sec. 5.32,

B

2%
= same as in Eqs. (2) of Sec. 5.32,

(1)

(2)
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The po\~er-transmission cocfiicient, in decibels, into a matched output
line is

K )2(
1’ = – 10 log,,, ;:

‘ +%-3)2 +(’+2)’1 “a)

T =Al+.lzj, t>d, (3b)

where

Gi+w“Al = –20 log,, --—–-—)
41Y;[

Y,,

A, = –32.0, : <<1.

‘l’he approximate expression for A,, valid for d << X, is almost equal to

t hc transmission coefficient of a 1101c in an infinitely thin plate (cj. Sec.

54). IIcncc the approximate rule: the power-transmission coefficient

of a hulc in o thick plate is equal to that of a hole in an infinitely thin

plate plm a thickness correction of – 32.0 db per diameter of the hole.
Rcsb-ic/ion.s-’~he cquivtilent circuit is valid in the wavelength range

b/A,, < 1. The equivalent-circuit parameters have been obtained from
Sees. 5.4 and 532 and are subject to the restrictions listed therein. In
addition, since the effect of thickness is taken into account in trans-
mission-line fashion, it is assumed that there is only a lowest mode inter-
action bet]vcen the opposite faces of the hole. This is rigorously valid
only for a hole of thickness large compared ~vith the hole diameter; ho]v-
ever, it is not too inaccurate even for relatively small thickness (t < d)
because of the ~veak excitation of the higher modes within the hole.
Ijquation (3b), though strict] y valid for holes in very thick plates, is a
fairly good approximation even for small thickness (cf. Figs 8 10-3,4).

Numerical Rcsdts.-rllc relative rc:~ctances Xa/Zo and X~/ZO are

plotted as a function of thickness in Fig. 810-2 for a 0.375-in. hole in a

rectangular guide of inner (Iimcnsions O 400 by 0.900 in. and at a wave-

length k = 3.20 cm; the points are rneasure(l ~ralues and the solid curves

are computed from I@. (1) and (2), ‘1’hc transmission coefficient T,
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FI<;. 8.10.2 Circuit parameters of a i-in. cirdar aperture as a function of thirkness. z
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as obtained from Eq. (3a), is plotted vs. tin Fig. 8.10-3. In Fig. 8.10-4

there are indicated the transmission coefficients for a number of variable

diameter holes inplates ofvariakde thickness. These datawererneasured

in a rectangular guide of dimensions 0.497 by 1.122 in. at x = 3.21 cm;

the circled points are experimental (by W. A. Tyrrell—Bell Telephone

Laboratories) andthesolid curves arecomputedfrom Eq. (3a).

8-11. E-plane T with Slit Coupling.-A symmetrical E-plane Z’-junc-
tion of three rectangular guides of equal widths but unequal heights
coupled on their broadsides by a capacitive slit in a wall of finite thick-
ness (lIIO-modes in rectangular guides).

+jb’p

Generalview Sideview
FIG. S11-1.

4
,jBd~b’ T’

+jBb
-jBC

Y~ - jBa -jBa

T T

Equivalentcircuit

Equivalent-circuit Parameters.—For large thickness, t,the over-all

junction may be regarded as a composite structure consisting of a main

guide of height b joined to a stub guide of height b’ by a coupling guide of

height d. The three guides are described by transmission lines of equal
propagation wavelengths A, but with characteristic impedances pro-
portional to the guide heights. The circuit description at the junction
of the main and coupling guides is given in Sec. 6.1, whereas that at the
junction of the coupling and stub guides is shown in Sec. 5.26a. The
circuit description of the length t of the coupling guide may be obtained
from Fig. 1.4. The over-all network can then be reduced to the form
indicated in Fig. 8“11-1. Because of their complexity explicit values of
the corresponding circuit parameters will not be presented.

For a slit of thickness t = O see Sec. 6.2.

Restrictions.—See Sees. 6.1 and 5.26a. The transmission-line treat-
ment of the effect of wall thickness neglects higher-mode interactions and
hence is strictly valid only fort>> d. However, it is quite accurate even

for t < d because of the weak excitation of the higher modes in the

coupling guide.
Experimental and Numerical Results.—The equivalent-circuit param-

eters of the representation in Fig. 8.11-1 were measured at x = 3.20
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cm in guides of dimensions b = V = 0.40 in. and a = 0.90 in. for a few
slits of width d in a wall of thickness t = 0.02 in. The resulting data

together with the corresponding theoretical values, computed as above,

are shown in the following table:

B- Y, Y, Y,

d Y, z z K

i
Exp. Theor. Exp. Theor. Exp. Theor, Exp. Theor.

0.50 0.03 0.028 1.31 1.20 0.05 0.042 0.08 0,008
0.625 0.05 0.043 1.76 1.60 0.10 0.076 0.11 0.036
0.75 0.08 0.059 2,20 2.10 0.13 0.133 0.19 0.089

The agreement between the experimental results, which are not too

reliable, and the theoretical values is fair even though the latter have been

computed in the range t << d in which the theory is not strictly applicable.
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API’EN-DIX

ARC SINE SUMS

A. The Function S y(z ;~,13). The sollltion of rectangular-guide prolJ-
lems by the transform method requires the evaluation of the sum funct ion

.

Hs.s(z;a,D) = “ ‘ —_——“n- <(n –;)V –:1
(1)

,(= ‘v

This function may he expressed in a form more suitable for numerical

calculation as
.

s.Y(z;aJ3) =
s ()

c~’-!~~-fl,,,+,,.yz(zz + a~)J’lV,, : ,
a

7,=0

{-~,,,,r= v(v) –

.
J,(!ll)(.y – (j) =

P2T7+LV = – -——
z

1

(2p) ! (n – 8) ’7’+”

p>o

,t=N

N–1

2 ‘--
1

(!.+,,N = ((2P + 1) – ~L2,>+1
,,=1

(2)

(2a)

(2b)

(2C)

(2d)

(2e)

‘v(:)=Z+d’‘1 +2L.)JV-lW
W, = 1 (2”f)

The polygamma function w(’J’ (.c) and the zeta function ~(z) are tabu-

lated, for example, in “ Tahlcs of the Higher Mathematical Functions, ”

J-oIs. I and II, hy 11. T. Davis.

Special cases of 13q. (2) that are of importance obtain for IV = 2,
@=o:

415
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and for N=2, B=O, a=O:
.

S,(z;o,o)= sf3pP-Yq~(2p + 1)– 1]* (4)

~=1

values of the function AS’,(Z;a,O) are given in Table I for O < z <2 and

0< a <1.9. The values of the function A’~(z;a,O) may be readily

obtained from S’*(z;a,O) by means of Eq. (1).

B. The Function Sfi(z ;a). The function Sj(z;a) which arises in the

solution of circular-guide problems by the transform method is defined,
in a manner analogous to that in (l), by

(5)

where
Jo(7rpn) = o,

the roots x,. = r~n being obtained by the formula given in Table 2.1,

page 66. Equation (5) can be expressed in a form suitable for numerical

evaluation as,
.

()S)(Z;CZ) = ~ CP”-%;*.+,,,V4S’+ dpwp :
~=o

where

“N=NBH..N

(6)

(6a)

z 1
‘]9+I, N = p p>o. (6b)

..,V

The quantities CPr-~~and WP(z/a) are defined as in Eqs. (2(2) and (2~). A
number of typical values for the sums sjP+l,~are:

S~,t= 0.1026964 S~l,~= 0.000014956
sg,3 = 0.0940399 S]i,j = 0.000001938
S~,S= 0.00837962 S:S,S= 0.000000253
S~,~= 0.00095207 S;7,3 = 0.000000033
S~,~= 0.000117294 s;,,, = 0.000000004

Explicit values of the function S~O(Z;a) are given in Table II for O < x
< 1.8 and O < a <0,76.55.

It should be noted that a function ST(Z ;a) can be defined by a simple
generalization of that in Eq. (5).

C. The Function S?(X ;a,c). The function S;(Z ;a,c) which arises
from the transform method of solution of coaxial-guide problems is

I

J

1
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defined bv

417

(7)

~~here

~7.(c) = (c - 1)X,.,

XO~being the nth root (cf. ‘l’able 2.3, p. 74) of the equation

z“ = JO(CT)NO(Z) –NO(CZ).JO(Z) =0.

A convenient procedure for the numerical evaluation of S~(Z;a,c)

utilizes the S.~(.r; a,O) function tabulated in A above. Thus

.

Sj:(.z;a,c) = SN(Z;CX,O)+ z o(7p0-~~D,=4,N(c) z(z’ +CY’)’wp ~ (8)
a

!
~=o

!
where

j -%+,, s(c) = j (+,1 - *). (8a)
I *.N
II

With the aid of the asymptotic series*
I

I [ ()
~

-yn=n 1 –0.012665~+ (0.001845 + 0.000668.) ~

– (0.000992 + 0.001056, + 0.000218 v’)
1 (:)3 1’ ‘g)

1
}vith v = c + – — 2, the following explicit expressions for D’P+l’N can be

c

obtained:

D,,,v(c) = 0.01266 .5u~~,M– (0.001684 +0.000668 V)V’(:,N
+(0.000948 +0.001039 v+0.000218v2) va~~,~ (lOa)

D3,N(C) = 0.037995 v(~,~ – (0.004572 +0.002005 v)v2~~,~ - (lOb)
J!)5,,v(C)= 0.06332tiYf~,N (1OC)

?
‘rhe cutoff zeta functions ~~,. are defined in (2e). For v’-< 2

I the first three terms of the series in (8), utilizing the approximations

(Ioa -c), provide values of S~?accurate to fourdecimal placesif~ =3,
c ~ 5 or if N = 4, c ~ 7. Values of the function sfl(z;O, c) are shownin

Table III for the range O < z < 1 and c = 2, 3, 4, 5 with N = 1, 2, 3, 4,

It is evident that a function Sfi(z;ajc) can be defined by a natural

generalization of the Sfi function in (7); however, no tables are available

for Sfi”.

* Cf. “ l%wel Functions)’) (;ray, Mathews, and Macrobert, p. 261.
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T.A~T.EI.—S’,(I ;m,O)

‘y o 0.1 02 03 04 05 0.6 07 08 [ o!,
I

— l— — — — — ‘—
—

01 00003 00014 ,.00044 .00096 00169 .00267 .00387 .00536 ;.00715 .00930

0.2 .00027 00017 .00109 .00212 0035!) .00552 .00796 01095 .014.55 ,01887

0.3 000!)2 00122 .00215 .00370 .00592 ,00883 .01251 01701 ,02245 02896
04 .00218 0025!) .00384 005!)2 ,00890 01281 .01775 .02380 03111 .03986
05 .00430 00482 .00638 .00901 01277 .01771 .02303 ,03149 04081 .05187
0.6 .007.50.00813 ,01002 .01322 .01778 .02377 .03133 .04062 .05185 ,06531
& 7 .01205 .01270 01503 .01881 ,02420 .03130 .04025 ,05125 .06.456 .08055
0.8 01824 .O1’J1O.02170 .02609 .03235 .04061 .05102 .06383 .07034 .09800
0.9 0263!) .02729 .03036 ,03540 .04259 .05205 .06403 .07876 .09663 .11816
1.0 0368!) .038021.04141 .04714 .05531 ,06610 .07973 .09654 ,11697 .14163
1.1 .05020,.05146 .05530 .06177 .07102 .08323 ,09869 .11778 .14103 .16917
1.2
1.3
1.4
1.5
1.6
1.7
1.8
lIJ

20

06685 .06828 .07260 .07989 .09032 .10411 .12160 .14324 .16967 ,20179
.08755 .08916 .09402 .10224 .1139!) 12!)57 ,14936 .17394 ,20407 ,24089
.11322 .11504 .12052 12!179.14309 .16075 ,18326 21132 24593 .28856
.14513 .1471!) .15341 .16395 .17910 1!3928 .22513 .25756 ,29802 .34831
.18515 .18751 .19466 .20680 .22430 .24774 .27798 ,31634 .36486 .42699
23637 .23914 .24754 ,26186 ,28263 31070 .34745 ,39509 ,45757 .54318
30463 .30803 .31837 .33613 ,36227 39838 .44740 ,51536 .61926
40478 409*i .42395 ,44951 .48910 .54993 663.!0

,69]5]
~

‘.x 10 ‘1 1121311415 16 ‘7118 19
I —

0.1
02
0.3
04
0.5
06
0.7
0.8
0.9
1.0
1.1
12
1.3
14
1.5
lti
1.7

—l— — . . — —

01187 .014!)3 .01860 .02307 ,02861 03567 .04508 .05854 ,08051 ,12871
02401 .03016 .03755 .046.53.05767 ,07188 .09085 .11807 .16271 .261!31 1
03673 04601 .05717 .07077 .08764 .10920 .13805 .17965 .24846 .40529

.05031 .06281 .07786 .09620 .11901 .14824 .18751 .24452 .34012 .56805

.06509 .08091 .09999 .12330 .15234 .18971 .24019 .31423 .44112 ,77048

.08141 .10072 .12404 .15259 .18829 .23446 .29733 3!3088.556751,10180
0996$) 1226i ,15051 .18469 .22764 .28355 .36056 .47768 .69813

.12038 .14731 .18003 .22038 .27139 ,33842 .43229 .58011 ,89722

.14404 .17528 .21338 .26064 .32089 .40115 .51643 .70982

.17136 .20740 .25158 ,30680 .37808 .47501 .62040 .90537

.20324 .24475 2%03 .36085 .44604 .56601 .76317

.24089 .28887 ,34880 .42587 .53035 .688181.14402

.28604 .34209 .41328 .50763 6437{) .90559
,34147 .40834 .49597 .61965 .84055
.41214,4’9570 .61335 .82670 I

50927.62791 .93821
.67824

i

I
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TABLE 11. —S;O(Z;,Y)

x 0 0’102 03 04 05 06 07 0’6548

01 .01723 .017361 .01778 .01851 01!)54 .02089 .02261 .02476 .02642

02 034i4~ 03502 ~.03586 .03730 .039351 .04207 .04554 04!)86 .05320
03 052811.053231.05451 .05668 .05973 .06390 .06913 .07566 .08069
04 07175.07232‘.07405 .07695 .08112 .08668 .09372 .10252 1“934
0.5 .09188 .09260 .09476 ,09845 .10373 ,11075 .11969 .13082 .13946
0.6 .11354 .11441 .11706 .12155 .12799 ,13655 .14746 .16108 .17162
07 13713 13816 .14132 .14666 .15432 16451 .17751 ,19375 .20636

08 :16311 .16431 .16800 ,17425 .18321 ,19515 .21041 .22949 .24433
09 1919!)1.19340 .19766 ,20490 .21527 ,22913 .24684 .26906 .28637
10 .22449 .22610 ,23100 .23930 .25125 .26723 .28769 ,31346 .33358
11 .26138 .26323 .26885 .27838 ,29211 .31049 .33413 .36403 .38748
12 .30385 .30596 ,31241 .32337 ,33916 .36039 .38785 4227i ,45039
1.3 .35346 .35588 .36335 ,37601 ,41437 .41913 .45141 .49288 .52601
1.4 .41263 .41546 .42422 ,43913 .46086 .4904” .52932 .58030 .62198
15 .48564 .48907 49879 .51776 ,54443 .58130 ,63116 ,69946 .75929
1.58 ., ..., ., ...,., ... ,.. . . . ...1 .01924
16 .58127 .58573 .59941 .62328 65927, 71140 .78909. 93124
17 72799 .73524 .75821 .80177 88556

I
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TABLE 111. —SfiO(z,O,c)

I C=2 6=3

ZY 4 3 2 ’14 3 2 ‘— —
0.1 .00003 .00006 .00016 .00092 .00007 .00014 .00036 .00198

I
0.2 ,Ooo1o .00019 .00051 .CW08 .oC!a19 .00036 .00093 .00523
0.3 .00026 .00050 .00130 ,00786 .00038 .00073 .00190 ,01113
0.4 .00053 .00102 .00269 .01680 .00070 .00134 .00351 .02133
0.5 .00096 .00186 .00494 .03197 .00117 .00226 .00597 .03792
0.6 .00160,.00310 .00828 .05625 ,00185 .00358 ,00953 .06389
0.7 .00249 .00483 .01298 .09422 ,00278 .00539 ,01445 .10409
0.8 .00366 .00712 .01931 .15457 .00400 .00777 .02103 .16781
0.9 .00516 .01007 .02762 .25982 ,00554 ,01081 ,02959 .28013
1.0 .00705 .01380 ,03830 .00747 .01462 .04053

C=4 ~=5

x 4 3 2 1!4 3 2 1— —

0.1 .00012 .00023 .00057 .00297 .00016 .00031“ .00077 .00386
0.2 .00028 .00053 .00135 .00725 .00037 .00070 .00175 .00905
0.3 .00052 0C4399.00254 .01423 .00065 ,00124 .00314 ,01699
0.4 .00088 .00168 .00435 .02559, .00106 .00202 .00517 .02941
0.5 .00140 .00269 .00704 .04352 ,00163 .00312 .00807 .04854
0,6 .00213 .00410 .01083 .07111 .00240 .00461 .01207 ,07757
0.7 .00310 .00599 .01598 .11341 .00342 .00659 .01745 .12177
0,8 .00436 .00846 .02280 .18035 .00473 .00915 .02451 .19165
0.9 .00596 .01160 .03162 .29973 .00638 .01238 .03358 .31772
1,0 .00793 .01550 .04283 .00840 .01638 ,04507



GLOSSARY

B = susceptance.

/

- Cos y
Ci(z) = – — dy = cosine integral function.

z Y

PE(Z) = ~=’z 1 – 22 sinl .$ d+ = complete elliptic integral of second kind.

~~. = mnth transverse magnetic mode. 1

/
7/2

l’(z) =
1

0 <1 – ZZsinz ,$
d+ = complete elliptic integral of first kind,

,.
G = conductance.

{
first

H[~ (z) = Hankel function of second kind.
n

(1)

R:) (~) =
6

~z H~~~ (z) = spherical Hankel function of
{

first

second ‘ind”

H~,i = rrmth transverse electric mode, I

I = rms current amplitude.
Im = imaginary part of.

I“(z) = j-”J.(jz) = modified Bessel function of fist kind.
j . \/q.

.J,,(z) = Bessel function of order n.—
j. (z) = ~zz ,J,,+}fi(z) = spherical Bessel function.

I

~ k = ~ = ow~ = propagation wavenumber in medium

kc = 2; = cutoff wavenumber of guide.
c

K.(z) = j“+l ~ H:) (jz) = ( –j)n+l ~ H:)( –jz) = modified Bessel function of second

kind.
.v. (z) = Neumann function of order n.

d-
7rz

N.(z) = ~ N“+H (z) = spherical N’eumann function.

R = resistance.
61 = characteristic resistance of metallic medium.

Re = real part of.

I

S = scattering coefficient.

/
S’i(z) = ‘ ~ dy = sine integral function.

o
I V = rms voltage amplitude.

X = reactance.
Y = admittance.
Z = impedance.
a = attenuation constant.

I 1n circular and coaxial wsvegu ides m denotm the periodicit y in the angular di[ection while n
denotee the penodicity in the radial direction.

I 421



422 GLOSSARY

(3 = phase constant.
~ = ~ +jp = propagation constant.

r = reflection coefficient.

6 = skin depth of medium.

~ = absolute dielectric constant of ~cdium

E— = / _ jtl! = relative dielectric constant of medium,
Eo

~ = ~ = —j7 = propagation wavenumber in guide.
#

x = free space wavelength.
A. = cutoff wavelength.

‘“ = <1 -k
= guide wavelength.

~ = absolute magnetic permeability of medium.

a = conductivity y of medium.

u = angular frequency.

4~=!=: = intrinsic admittance of medium.
rP

( = ~ = ~ = intrinsic impedance of medium.

i



Index

A

Admittance, relative or normalized, 10
frequency derivatives of, 12

Admittance matrix, 106
Aperture coupling, of concentric coaxial

guides, 377–378
of contiguous rectangular guides, E-

plane, 375–376
H-plane, 379-380

Apertures, circular, in rectangular guide,
194

rectangular, in rectangular guide, 193
Arrays, in free space, capacitive posts

in, 285–286
capacitive strips in, 28x-284
inductive posts in, 286–289
inductive strips in, 28+285

of semi-in6nite planes, -E-plane, 289-
292

H-plane, 195,292-295
Attenuation constant, 18

of circular waveguides, E-modes, 67
of coaxial waveguides, H-modes, 79

higher E-modes, 75
lowest E-mode, 73

of conical waveguides, dominant E-
mode, 99

due to losses in metallic guide walls,
24

of E-mode in arbitrary uniform guide
with dissipative metallic walls, 24

of parallel plate guide, E-modes, 64
H-modes, 65

of plane waves in free space, 87
of rectangular waveguides, E-modes, 57

H-modes, 60
H,,-mode, 61

B

Bennett, H. S., 46
Bessel functions, 32

423

1

1

(

Bessel functions, half-order, 52
mth-order, 66

Bifurcation, of coaxial line, 369–372
E-plane, 112, 160
of rectangular guides, E-plane, 353

355, 380-383
H-plane, 172, 302-307, 383-386

Bisection theorem, 128
Boundary-value problem, electromag-

netic-, 101
Bridge circuits, 128

c

Capacitive gap, termination of coaxial
line by, 178

Characteristic impedance, 6
of mode, 8

Chu, L. J., 79
Circle diagram, 11
Circuit parameters (see Network param-

eters)

Circular guides, annular obstacles

zero thickness, 249

annular window in, 247–249

aperture coupling of, 330

to rectangular guide, 332

circular obstacle in, 273–275

coupling of, to coaxial guide,

in, of

323-
324

with dielectric cylinders, 39>396
E-modes, 66

attenuation constant of, 67
cutoff wavelength of, 67
field components of, 66
total power of, 67

elliptical and circular apertures in
24>246

H-modes, 69

attenuation constant of, 70
cutoff wavelength of, 70
field components of, 69
total power of, 70
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Circular guides, radiation from, E, I-mode,
196

H,,-mode, 201
H, ,-mode, 206

and rectangular guide, junction of,
324-329

resonant ring in, 275-280
Coaxial guides, 72

aperture coupling of, 331
capacitive windows in, with disk on

inner conductor, 229–234

with disk on outer conductor, 234–23g
coupling of, to circular guide, 323–324
with dielectric cylinders, 396–397
H-modes, 77

attenuation constant of, 79
cutoff wavelength of, 77
field components of, 78
total power of, 79

higher E-modes, 73
attenuation constant of, 75
cutoff wavelength of, 74
field components of, 75

junction of, 310–312
lowest E-mode, attenuation constant

of, 73
field components of, 72

small elliptical and circular apertures
in, 246-247

Coaxial line, bifurcation of, 369-372
coupling of, to circular guide, 174
with infinite center conductor, 208
radiating into half space, 213
termination of, by capacitive gap, 178

Components of conical waveguides, dom-
inant E-mode, 99

Composite structures, 387-413
Ckmformal mapping, 154
Conical regions, 53
Conical waveguides, 98

dominant E-mode, attenuation con-
stant of, 99

components of, 99
cutoff wavelength of, 99

Cutoff wave number, 8
Cutoff wavelength, of circular wave-

guides, E-modes, 67
H-modes, 70

of coaxial waveguides, H-modes, 77
higher E-modes, 74

of conical waveguides, dominant E-
mode, 99

HANDBOOK

Cutoff wavelength, of E, and Hi-modes, 88
of elliptical waveguides, ,H~fi-mode, 83
of parallel plate guide, E-modes, 64

H-modes, 65
of radial waveguides, E-type modes,

91, 94
H-type modes, 92, 95

of rectangular waveguides, E-modes,
57

H-modes, 60

D

Delta function, 162
Derivatives, frequency (see Frequency

derivatives)
Desikachar, P. R,, 53
Dielectric constant, complex, 18
Dielectric materials, properties of, 19
Discontinuities, equivalent circuits for,

108-117

representation of, 101–108
Dissipation, electric-type, 18

magnetic-type, 23
wavcguides with, 17

Dissipative case, standing waves for, 26
Dissipative guide, scattering description

in, 27
Dissipative transmission lines, perturba-

tion method of calculation for, 26
Dominant mode, 2
Duality principle, 10

E

E-mode functions, 4
Eight-terminal structures, 373-386
Electrical length, 12
Elliptical waveguides, 79

J3m”-mode, field components of, 81
.H~”-rnode, attenuation in, 83

cutoff wavelengths of, 83
degenerate modes of, 83
field components of, 82
power flow iu, 83

Equivalent circuit, 12, 104
for discontinuitics, 108-117

Error curve, 136

F

Feshbach, H., 54
field, lon~itudinal. 5
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Field, magnetic, 5
transverse electric, 5

Field distribution, of circular wave-
guides, E-modes, 66

H-modes, 69

of coaxial waveguides, H-modes, 78
higher E-modes, 75
lowest E-mode, 72

of elliptical waveguides, .li’~m-mode, 81
,H,,,.-mode, 82

of parallel plate guide, H-modes, 65
of radial waveguides, E-type modes,

90, 93
H-type modes, 92, 94

of rectangular waveguides, E-modes, 57
H-modes, 60
H,,-mode, 61

of spherical waveguides, I&-mode, 97
H~n-mode, 97

Field equations, invariant transverse vec-
tor formulation of, 3

for radial waveguides, 29
Four-terminal structures, 217-335
Fourier transform, 164
Free space, gratings in, 88

plane waves in, attenuation constant
of, 87

as uniform waveguide, fields in, 84
E;-mode, 85, 88

cutoff wavelengths of, 88
H,-mode, 86, 88

cutoff wavelengths of, 88
power flow in, 86

Frequency derivatives, of reflection coef-
ficients, 15

of relative admittances, 12
Frequency sensitivity, on radial line, 46

in radial structures, 43

G

Gradient operator, 4
Gratings in free space, 88
Green’s function, 162
Guide wavelength of rectangular wave-

guides, H~o-mode, 62

H

H-mode functions, 4
Hankel function, 43

}
amplitude of, 44

Hankel function, phase of, 44
spherical, 54

Hutncr, R. A., 79
Hybrid coil, 128
Hybrid junction, 386

I

Ideal transformer, three-winding, 127
Impedance descriptions of uniform trans-

mission lines, 9
Impedance matrix, 103
Impedance measurements, input-output,

131
Integral equation, homogeneous, 163

Wiener-Hopf, 164
Integral-equation method, 146

J

Junction, coaxial to waveguide, 116
coaxial T-, 114
cross, of two coaxial guides, 116
with E-plane symmetry, 114
with H-plane symmetry, 116
Magic-T-, 116
of N waveguides, 102
probe coupled, 114
T- (see T-junction)

L

Lax, 54
Legendre function, associated, 96
I,evine, H., 143
Lowan, 54

M

Magic-T-junctions, 116, 386
Mathieu function, angular, 81

radial, 81
Matrix, admittance, 106

impedance, 103
scattering, 107

Maxwell, E., 21
Measurement, of network parameters,

13&138
precision method of, for nondissipa-

tive two-terminal-pair structures,
132

Microwave networks, 101-167
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Minimum, position of, 132
Mode, 1

characteristic impedamw of, 8
dominant, 2

Mode characteristics, 55-56
Mode patterns, 56
Morsej P. M.,54,79

N

N-terminal-pair structures, 126
Network equations, 103
Network parameters, measurement of,

130–1 38
sensitivity of, 137
theoretical determination of, 138-167

Networks, four-terminal-pair, 114
“natural, ” 105
three-terminal-pair, 111
two-terminal-pair, 110

Nonuniform regions, 1

0

Orthogonality properties, 5

F

Parallel plate guide, E-modes, 62
attenuation constant of, 64
cutoff wavelength of, 64

E-plane, gain pattern for, 182
H-modes, 65

attenuation constant of, 65
cutoff wavelength of, 65
field components of, 65

radiating into half space, E-plane, 183
H-plane, 187

radiating into space, E-plane, 179
H-plane, 186

Power flow, average, 5
Propagation constant, 6

R

Radial functions, cotangent, 33
tangent, 33

Radial line, dominant E-type mode in,
scattering description of, 43

dominant .H-type mode in, 46
E-type, circuit representation of, 42
frequency sensitivity on, 46

Radial line, H-type, T-circuit representa-
tion of, 42

voltage reflection coefficient of, 44
Radial structures, frequency sensitivity

in, 43
Radial waveguidcs, 89

cylindrical cross sections of, 89
cylindrical sector cross sections of, 93
dominant E-type mode, impedance

description of, 31
E-type modes, cutoff wavelength of,

91, 94
field components of, 90, 93
total outward power of, 91

field representation in, 29–47
H-type modes, cutoff wavelength of,

92, 95
field components of, 92, 94

Radiation, into bounded half space,
rectangular guide, E-plane, 184

into bounded space, rectangular guide,
E-plane, 183

from circular guide, E,,-mode, 196
H,,-mode, 201
H,,-mode, 206

into half space, coaxial line, 213
parallel-plate guide, E-plane, 183

H-plane, 187
into space, parallel-plate guide, E-

plane, 179
H-plane, 186

Ragan, G. L., 10
Rayleigh-Ritz procedure, 145
Reciprocity relations, 104
Rectangular guides, 405

aperture coupling of, 329–333
to circular guide, 332

apertures in, 193
bifurcation of (see Bifurcation, of

rectangular guides)
capacitive obstacles in, of finite

thickness, 249–255
of large thickness, 404–406

capacitive obstacles and windows in,
of zero thickness, 21 8–221

capacitive post in, 268–27 1
change of, in cross section, to circular

guide, 176
change in height of, 307–310
circular aperture in, 410
circular bends in, E-plane, 333–334

H-plane, 334-335
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!

I

I

Rectangular guides, circular and elliptical
apertures in, of zero thickness, 238-
243

dielectric posts in, 266-267
with dielectric slabs, parallel to l?,

388-391
perpendicular to 1?, 39 I-393

E-modes, 56
attenuation constant of, 57
cutoff wavelength of, 57
field distribution of, 57
maximum electric-field intmrsity for,

58
total power flow of, 58

E-plane corners of, arbitrary angle
bends of, 316-318

right-angle bends of, 312–316
H-modes, 58

attenuation constant of, 60
cutoff wavelength of, 60
field components of, 60
maximum field-intensity for, 60
total power of, 61

H-plane corners of, arbitrary angle,
319-322

right-angle bends of, 31*319
H,,-mode, 61

attenuation constant of, 61
field components of, 61
guide wavelength of, 62

inductive obstacles in, of finite thick-
ness, 255–257

of large thickness, 407–408
inductive obstacles and windows in, of

zero thickness, 22 1–229
junction of, and circular guide, 324–329

H-plane, 168, 296-302
and radial guide, E-plane, 322–323

with “nonradiating” slit, 397–398
120° Y-junction of, E-plane, 352

H-plane, 362
post of variable height in, 271–273
radiating into bounded half space,

E-plane, 184
radiating into bounded space, E-plane,

183
with rectangular ridge, 399–402
with resistive strip, 402–404
solid inductive post in, centered, 258–

263
noncircular, 263–266
off -centered, 257–258

Rectangular guides, spherical dent in, 273
T-junction in (see T-junction, in

rectangular guide)

thick circular window of, 408-412
Reference planes, transformations of, 120
Reflection coefficient, 15

current, 13, 44
frequency derivatives of, 15
voltage, 13

radial line. 44
in uniform transmission line, 13

Representations, circuit, of two-terminal-
pair structure, 118

of discontinuities, 101–108
distance invariant, 137
equivalent, of microwave networks,

117-130
ideal transformer, of two-terminal-pair

structure, 120
series, of two-terminal-pair network,

124
shunt, of two-terminal-pair l]etwork,

124
Resonant cavities, 89

s

Scattering coefficient, 107
Scattering description in dissipative

guide, 27
Scattering matrix, 107
Schelkunoff, S. A., 96
Schwartz-Christoffel transformation, 155
Schwinger, J., 138
Six-terminal structures, 336-372
Slit coupling of contiguous rectangular

guides, E-plane, 373–375
H-plane, 378-379

Smith chart, 10
Spherical cavities, 96
Spherical functions, 53
Spherical Hankel functions, amplitude

of, 54
phase of, 54

Spherical transmission line, scattering
description of, 53

Spherical wavcguides, 96
cotangents of, 53
E-mode functions of, 49
E_”-mode, cutoff wavelength of, 98

field components of, 97
total power of, 97

I
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Spherical waveguides, equations of, for
electric and magnetic fields trans-
verse, 47

field representation in, 47-54
H-mode functions of, 49
H~.-mode, field components of,97
longitudinal components of, 47
%ngents of, 53
wave equations for, 51

Staehler, R. 13.,394
Standing-wave ratio, 15, 132
Static method, equivalent, 153
Stratton, J. A., 79
Stream function, 156
Stub guide, 111
Symmetrical structures, 109
Symmetry, E-plane, 111

H-plane, 111

T

T-junction, coaxial, 114
in coaxial guide, aperture-coupled, 368
in rectangular guide, aperture-coupled,

E-plane, 36>366
H-plane, 366

aperture-coupled circular stub, 364
H-plane, 367

aperture-coupled rectangular stub,
363, 366

H-plane, 366
open, E-plane, 337-339

H-plane, 355-360
slit-coupled, E-plane, 339-352, 412-

413
H-plane, 360-362

Tangent relation, 121
Terminal planes, 104
Theoretical determination of circuit

parameters, 138–167
Transform method, 160
Transmission line, r-network of, 12

dissipative, perturbation method of
calculation for, 26

spherical, scattering description of, 53
T network of, 12
uniform (see Uniform transmission

lines)
Transmission-line equations, 6
Traveling wave, 13

HANDBOOK

Trial field, 143
Two-terminal-pair structure, circuit rep-

resentations of, 118

u

Uniform regions, 1

Uniform transmission-line descriptions,

interrelations among, 16–17

Uniform transmission lines, 7-13

with complex parameters, 17–29

impedance descriptions of, 9

scattering descriptions of, 13–16

voltage reflection coefficient in, 13
Uniform wavegnides, field representa-

tion in, 3–7
Uniqueness theorem, 103
Unitary relations, 108

v

Variational expression, 150
Variational method, 143
von Hippel, A. R., 20

w

Wave equations, 9

‘ Waveguides, circular (see Circular guides)

coaxial (see Coaxial guides)

conical (see Gonicai waveguides)

beyond cutoff, 27

lines terminating in, 168-178

with dissipation, 17

elliptical (see Elliptical wavcguides)

parallel plate (see Parallel plate guide)

radial (see Radial waveguides)

rectangular (see Rectangular guides)

spherical (see Spherical waveguidcs)

as transmission lines, 1–3

uniform, field representation in, 3–7

Weissfloch, A., 122, 133

Wiener-Hopf integral equation, 164

Window, asymmetrical capacitive, field

problems of, 140

Y

Y-junction, 112
H-plane, 113


